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. . .viii I Preface

are not communicated to the people who must apply them. Control
problems arise in the plant and must be solved in the plant. Until plant
engineers and control designers are able to communicate with each
other, their mutual problems await solution. I do not mean to imply
that abstract mathematics is not capable of solving control problems, but
it is striking how often the same solution can be reached by using good
common sense. High-order equations and high-speed computers can
be manipulated to the point where common sense is dulled.

Some months ago I was asked to give a course on process control to
a large group of engineers from various departments of The Foxboro
Company. Sales, Product Design, Research, Quality Control, and
Project Engineering were all to be represented. If the subject were
presented through the traditional medium of operational calculus, the
effort would be wasted, because too few of the students would have this
prerequisite. Rather than attempt to teach operational calculus, I
chose to do without it altogether. It then became necessary to approach
control problems solely in the time domain. Once the transition was
begun, I was surprised at the fresh point of view which evolved. Some
situations which were clouded when expressed in frequency or in complex
numbers were now easily resolved. Dead time, fundamental to any
transport process, is naturally treated in the time domain.

The value of this new approach was evident at once. In the very
first session the student was able to understand why a control loop behaves
the way it does: why it oscillates at a particular  period, and what deter-
mines its damping. The subject was tangible and alive to many students
for the first time. Interest ran high, and the course was an immediate
success. The great demand for notes prompted the undertaking of
this book.

Through the years, I have observed many phenomena about control
loops which have never been explained to my satisfaction. Why does
a flow controller need such a wide proportional band, whereas a pressure
controller does not? Why is derivative less effective in a loop contain-
ing dead time than in a multicapacity loop? Why are some chemical
reactors impossible to control? What makes composition control SO

difficult? Why cannot some oscillations be damped? These and many
other observations are explained in this book and perhaps nowhere else.

It is always very satisfying to learn the reasons behind the behavior
of things which are familar, or to see accepted principles proven in a new
and different way. Therefore i expect that those who are accustomed
to the more conventional approaches to control system design will find
this treatment as interesting as those who are not familiar with any.

In spite of the simplicity of this presentation, we are not kept from
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applying the most advanced concepts of automatic control. Feedfor-
ward control has proven itself capable of a hundredfold improvement
over what conventional methods of regulation can deliver. Recent
developments in nonlinear control systems have pushed beyond tradi-
tional barriers-achieving truly optimum performance. These advances
are not just speculation-they are paying out in increased throughput
and recovered product. Although their impact on the process industries
is as yet scarcely felt, the revolution is inevitable. The need for economy
will make it so.

But the most brilliantly conceived control strategy, by itself, is noth-
ing. By the same token, the most definitive mathematical representa-
tion of the process, alone, is worthless. The control system must be
the embodiment of the process characteristics if it is to perform as
intended. Without a process, there can be no control system. Anyone
who designs controls without knowing what is to be controlled is fooling
himself. A pressure regulator cannot be used to control composition.
Neither can a temperature controller on a fractionator perform the same
function as one on a heater. For these reasons this entire text is written
from the viewpoint of the needs of the process. Each type of physical-
chemical operation which has a history of misbehavior is treated in-
dividually. Not every situation can be covered, because plants and
specifications differ, and so do people. If for no other reason, this book
will never be complete. But enough attention is given to basic prin-
ciples and typical applications to permit extension to a broad area of
problems. The plant engineer can take it from there.

In appreciation for their assistance in this endeavor, I wish to express
my gratitude to Bill Vannah for providing the initiative, to Molly
Dickinson, who did all the typing, and to John Louis for his thoughtful
criticism.

Greg Shinskey
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C H A P T E R  1

What makes control loops behave the way they do? Some are fast,
some slow; some oscillate, others loll in stability. What determines how
well a given variable can be controlled? How are the optimum controller
settings related to the process ? These questions must be answered before
the reader can feel he really comprehends the essence of the control prob-
lem. They will be answered in the pages that follow.

Negative feedback is the basic regulating mechanism of automatic
systems-but it is not the only mechanism. Feedback has certain limita-
tions which sometimes go unnoticed in the pursuit of better feedback con-
trollers. Yet before progress can be made to more effective systems, the
properties of simple feedback loops must be well defined.

Fortunately, a process need not be very complicated before the prop-
erties of the typical feedback loop make their appearance. A rapid
introduction to loop behavior may be presented using the simplest
dynamic element found in the process-dead time. This chapter is
devoted exclusively to discussion of the control of simple dynamic ele-

3



4 1 Udn erstanding Feedback Control

ments  which may never exist. in the pure form. But these elements do
exist in various proportions in every real process. Therefore a thorough
familiarity with the parts is essential for estimating the behavior of the
whole.

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

There are two kinds of feedback possible in a closed loop: positive and
negative. Positive feedback is an operation which augments an imbal-
ance, thereby  precluding &ability. If a temperature  controller with
positive feedback were used to heat a room, it would increase the heat
when the temperature was above the set point and turn it off when it was
below. Loops with  positive feedback lock  at one extreme or the other.
Obviously this property is not conducive to regulation and therefore will
be of no further concern at this time.

Negative feedback, on the other hand, works  toward restoring balance.
If the temperature is too high, the heat is reduced. The action taken-
heating-is manipulated negatively, in effect, to  the direction of the con-
trolled variable-temperature. Figure 1.1 shows the flow of information
in a feedback loop.

Throughout the text, c will refer to the controlled variable, r  to the
reference or set point, e to the  error or deviation, and m  to the variable
manipulated by the controller. Note again that the effect of e, the con-
troller input, is opposite to that of c. This can be looked on as a reversal
of phase taking place at the summing junction. All negative feedback
controllers exhibit this characteristic-a phase shift of 180” gives the
feedback its negative sense.

Oscillation in the Closed Loop

Rather than prove that, a feedback loop can oscillate sinusoidally, we
shall assume that it does (a common observation) and shall attempt, to
find out why. Oscillations are characterized by periodic applications of
force in phase with the effect of the last application. In order to bounce
a ball, a person must strike it repeatedly at the correct time, otherwise

m c FIG 1.1. The flow of information is
backward from process output
through the controller to process

Controller 4 e input.
I I



Dynamic Elements in the Control Loop I 5

it will cease to bounce. The correct “time” turns out to be the correct
phase. If the ball is struck at any phase angle other than 360” (of motion)
from where it was last struck, the oscillation will be changed. It is
apparent, then, that if oscillations are to persist, the shift in phase of a
signal after proceeding through the entire loop must be exactly 360”.

It has already been pointed out that negative feedback, being negative,
introduces 180” of phase shift. This means that if a closed loop is to
oscillate, the dynamic elements in the controller and the process must
contribute an additional 180”.

The Natural Period

It has also been observed that the period of oscillation which a particu-
lar loop will exhibit is characteristic of that loop. The loop resonates at
that period. Furthermore, any disturbance not periodic, applied to the
loop but containing components near the natural period, will excite oscil-
lations of the natural period. A pendulum is a good example of a feed-
back loop. The controlled variable is the angular position of the mass,
and the set point is the vertical position. The mass of the pendulum,
acted upon by gravity, is the manipulated variable, which tries to restore
the angle to zero. Its natural period in seconds is

1 L $67o=- -
027r  9

where I, = length, ft
g = acceleration of gravity, ft/sec2

A pendulum disturbed from rest by an impulse will proceed to oscillate
at its own period. Impulse, step, and random disturbances contain a
wide spectrum of periodic waves. The resonant system, however,
responds only to the component of its own natural period, rejecting the
rest. For this reason, we are interested in the response of the loop to a
wave of the natural period and are generally unconcerned about the rest.
The natural period of oscillation will be designated 70  and will be recog-
nized hereafter as a property peculiar to each control loop.

The natural period of any loop depends on the combination of all
dynamic elements within it, including the controller. Since the amount
of phase lag of most dynamic elements varies with the period of the wave
passing through them, there is one particular period at which the total
phase lag will equal 180”. This is the period at which the loop naturally
resonates. The natural period is a dependent variable. We can make
use of its relation to the process dynamics in two ways:

1. If the characteristics of the elements in the process are known, the
natural period under closed-loop control can be predicted.
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2 . If a process whose elements are largely unknown is under closed-loop
control, the characteristics of these elements can be inferred by observing
the natural period.

Damping

The gain of an element is defined as the ratio of the change in its output
to the change in its input. If the controller gain were zero, it would not
contribute to oscillation. But if the controller gain were sufficient to
produce a second disturbance equal to the first, the loop would oscillate
uniformly. Uniform oscillation requires that a wave travel completely
through the loop, returning to its starting point with its original ampli-
tude. For such a condition to exist, the gain product of all the elements
in the loop must equal unity. If the gain product is less than unity,
oscillations are damped.

To summarize, a loop will oscillate uniformly:
1. At a period at which the phase lags of all the elements in the loop

total 180”
2. When the gain product of all the elements at that period equals 1.0

The conditions for uniform oscillation will serve as a convenient reference
on which to base rules for controller adjustment.

THE DIFFICULT ELEMENT-DEAD TIME

Identification

As the name implies, dead time is the property of a physical system by
which the response to an applied force is delayed in its effect. It is the
interval after the application of a force during which no T.esponse  is observ-
abIe. This characteristic does not depend on the nature of the applied
force; it always appears the same. Its dimension is simply that of time.

Dead time occurs in the transportation of mass or energy along a par-
ticular path. The length of the path and the velocity of motion consti-

r "
output

Controller f
Set

m r

FIG 1.2. The response of the weigh
cell to a change in solids flow is
delayed by the travel of the belt.
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FIG 1.3. Pure dead time transmits
the input delayed by T+

Process
input

Process
output

Time

tute the delay. Dead time is also called ‘(pure delay,” “transport lag,”
or “distance-velocity lag.” As with other fundamental elements, i t
rarely  occurs alone in a real process. But there are few processes where
it is not present in some form. For this reason, any useful technique of
control system design must be capable of dealing with dead time.

An example of a process consisting of dead time alone is a weight-
control system operating on a solids conveyor. The dead time between
the action of the valve and the resulting change in weight is the distance
between the valve and the cell (feet), divided by the velocity of the belt
(ft/min). Dead time is invariably a problem of transportation.

A feedback controller applies corrective action to the input of a process
based on a present observation of its output. In this way the corrective
action is moderated by its observable effect on the process. A process
containing dead time produces no immediately observable effect-hence
the control situation is complicated. For this reason, dead time is recog-
nized as the most difficult dynamic element naturally occurring in physi-
cal systems. So that the reader may begin without illusions about the
limitations of aut,omatic  controls in their influence over real processes,
the difficult clement of dead time is presented first.

The response of a dead-time element to any signal whatever will be the
signal delayed by that amount of time. Dead time is measured as shown
in Fig. 1.3.

Notice the response of the element to the sine wave in Fig. 1.3. T h e
delay effectively produces a phase shift between input and output.
Since one characteristic of feedback loops is the tendency toward oscilla-
tion, the property of phase shift becomes an essential consideration.

The Phase ShiFt of Dead Time

We are primarily interested in phase characteristics of elements at the
natural period of the loop. Assume, to begin, that a closed  loop contain-
ing dead time is already oscillating uniformly. The input to the process
is the sine wave
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FIG 1.4. The manipulated variable
is cycling with an amplitude of A at
the natural period.

where m = manipulated variable whose average component is m.
A = amplitude

t = time
7O = period

Phase angles will be expressed both in degrees and in radians for reasons
that will become clear later.

t/r*
2&/r,

sin 27d/ro

Degrees Radians

0 0 0 0
s/4 9 0 H/2 +I
!d 1 8 0 0
34 2 7 0 31r;z -1

1 3 6 0 2T 0

This wave, passing through a dead time, will be delayed by an amount
Ed,  but will be undiminished, so that the output will be

c=  Asin27r~+m0
TO

The input angIe subtracted from the output angle yields the phase shift &:

= -2=7d  = -360”7--d (1.1)
70 70

The negative sign indicates a lag in phase.
Because dead time does not alter the shape or amplitude of a signal, its

gain Gd is unity to all periodic waves:

Gd  =  1 .0 (1.2)
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Proportional Control of Dead Time

Having defined the process, the next step is the selection of a suitable
controller. A proportional controller will be chosen first, because of its
simplicity. It contains no dynamic elements. Output and input are
related by the expression

Wl+?+b (1.3)

where P = proportional band, Y0
e = error or deviation of the measurement from set point
b = output bias

As P approaches zero, the gain of the proportional controller approaches
infinity. At 100 percent band, the gain is 1.0. The output of the con-
troller equals the bias when there is no error.

Because there are no dynamic elements in the proportional controller,
the entire 180” phase shift will take place in the dead-time element.
This determines the natural period:

C$d  =  -180’  =  --?T

Substituting for the previously determined &,

-zn7d = -T

70

-360': = -180'

Solving for 70,

70  = %Td (1.4)

The relationship is as plain as it appears. A I-min dead-time process will
cycle with a 2-min period under proportional control. This is not an
approximation-it is exact.

Next it is important to estimate the proportional band necessary to
sustain oscillation. Dead time offers no gain contribution, so if the loop-
gain product’ is to be 1.0, the controller proportional band must bc
100 percent. To dampen the oscillations, the band must be increased,
thus att,enuating  the input cycle.

Figure 1.5 illustrates how a proportional band of 200 percent reduces
the amplitude of each successive half-cycle by one-half, resulting in
“>i-amplitude~damping”  of each successive cycle. This degree of damp-
ing is generally accepted as nearly optimum throughout the industry.

Notice that ,there  is only one adjustment available, and it affect’s the
damping. Given a process consisting of a I-min dead time to be COW
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FIG 1.5. A loop gain of 0.5 will provide M-
amplitude damping.

trolled by proportional only, adjusted to fi-amplitude  damping, the
natural period is fixed at 2 min, and the proportional band must be 200
percent. The nature of the process determines the results.

Proportional Offset

The prime function of a controller is that of regulation. The controller
is intended to change its output as often and as much as necessary to keep
the controIled  variable at the set point. Every process is subject to
variations in load. In a well-regulated loop, the manipulated variable
will be driven to balance the load. Consequently, the load is often
measured in terms of the corresponding value of controller output.

In the equation describing the proportional controller, the bias b  equals
the output when the error is zero. This bias may be fixed at the normal
value of output, usually 50 percent, or it may be adjusted by hand to

match the current load. This adjustment is called “manual reset.”
But because of the proportional relationship between input and output,
a change in output by any amount cannot be gained without a corre-
sponding change in error. Should the output of the proportional con-
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troller have to change to meet a new load condition, a deviation will
appear:

e = P(m - b)
100 (1.5)

The deviation in this case is known as “offset,” and it increases with
proportional band. With a 200 percent band, which was necessary for
>i-amplitude damping in the previous example, a 10 percent change in
load would produce a 20 percent offset-an int,olerable  amount.

The characteristics of a dead-time process under proportional control
may be observed in a simple algebraic simulat.ion. Let the present out-
put of the controller equal the measurement one dead time later:

cn  = m,-l

where n = t/rd. This represents a process whose gain is unity and whose
dead time is Ed. When the controller is introduced to close the loop,

m n = 7 (r - c,)

mnfl = $j (r - c~+~)  = F (T  - mn>

With initial conditions of co  = 0, b = 0, r.  = 0, and P = 200 percent, let
the hp be upset by a set-paint change  to 5Q peycent.  Subsequent
udxes  of c at inkx-&s  of &a& %irne  ale as fo\\~s.

1’0  = 070 c o =  0 % mo  = 0 70
1’1  = 50 cl=  0 7121  =  0.5(50 - 0 ) = 25

c2 = 25 mz  = 0.5(50 - 25) = 12.5
c3 = 12.5 1123  = 0.5(50  - 12.5) = 18.75
c4 = 18.75 1n4  = 0.5(50  - 18.75) = 15.625
c5 = 15.625

CC22 = 16.667 172, = 16.667

Notice that c exhibits a damped oscillation whose period is two calcula-
tions (two dead times). Sotice  also that the amplitude of successive
crests is diminished by one-quarter. Finally, there is an offset. The
controller output comes to rest at 16.667 percent above the bias. The
offset is

r - c = 33.333%

which equals

go ( m  - b) =  2(16.667%)
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FIG 1.6. Proportional control of
pure dead time can oscillate in a
square wave.

n = t/q

The tabulated course of the controlled variable plots as a damped
square wave. This is entirely possible when a process of pure dead time
is excited by a step. The loop responds to higher harmonics as well as
to fundamental, since the process does not attenuate waves of any period.
Odd harmonics shift the phase in increments of 360”,  so as to permit
oscillation at these periods also, and square waves are made of odd
harmonics. Although a square-wave response is possible, it is not likely
to occur in processes, because ordinarily energy cannot be delivered fast
enough to make the controlled variable rise steeply.

The kind of response more likely to occur is a load change, requiring a
different value of controller output. What could happen to a dead-time
process under proportional control in the event of a gradual load change
is plotted in Fig. 1.7.

Integral (Reset) Control of Dead Time

Proportional control is obviously rejected for most applications
demanding a band wider than a few percent. So another control mode
is needed. An integral controller is a device whose output is the time
integral of the deviation:

1
n2  = -R / e dt (1.6)

where R is the time const.ant  of the controller, known as “integral” or
“reset” time. As long as a deviation exists, this controller will change

Time

FIG 1.7. The response to a load
change illustrates how the propor-
tional band affects both damping
and offset.
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FIG 1.8. The output of an integrator
will change by an amount equal to
its input in time R.

Time

its output, hence it is capable of driving the deviation to zero. The rate
of change of output is proportional to the deviation:

(1.7)

Response to a step input is shown in Fig. 1.8.
Before using an integral controller in a closed loop, its gain and phase

characteristics must be defined. Again we are primarily interested in
these properties at the natural period of the loop, TV. Introducing a
sinusoidal input to the controller,

e = A sin 2a  t
To

The controller output mill be the time integral of the input:

1
112 = -

R /
edt=i

R
A sin 2a 4  dt

70 >

Extraction of the appropriate item from a table of definite integrals
enables us to solve the above equation:

m = g+os2*;)  +wlo

where 71~0  is the output at time zero.
In order to evaluate phase and gain properties, the output must be

reduced to the same form as the input, using the trigonometric identity

-cosz=sin(-5+X)

We can convert 112 into a sine function:
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The phase shift of the integrator is the angle of the output minus the
angle of the input:

n-
= --z

2 -90” (1.8)

An integrator exhibits a phase lag of 90” regardless of the period of the
input.

The gain of an integrator is the amplitude of the output over the ampli-
tude of the input:

G
R

= A70/2aR
A

=-
2:R (1.9)

e
FIG 1.9. Adjusting reset time affects the
damping.
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FIG 1.10. Increasing reset time
trades recolrery  for damping,
although 7O  is unaffected.

Time

In closing the loop, the sum of the phase shift of the dead time and the
integral controller must equal -7r at the natural period TV:

lr 2lrTd
-lr= ---~

2 70
-180” = -90” - 360” z

Solving for 70,

7 - 4Tdo - (1.10)

Notice that the period is twice that for proportional control, because only
90” of phase shift was allowed to take place in the dead-time element.

To sust’ain  oscillations, the loop gain must be 1.0. Since the dead-time
gain is already 1.0, the integrator gain for this condition must also be 1.0.
Solving for reset time,

GR =  pR  =  1 .0
lr

R=+?
T

(1.11)

To summarize, a dead time of 1 min  would cycle with a period of 4  min,
sustained by a reset time of 2/r,  or about 0.63  min. Quarter-nmplitude
damping can be achieved by halving the gain, which means doubling the
reset time. Figure 1.9 shows the entire situation.

Again, the controller has but one adjustment, which only affects damp-
ing. The period of oscillation and the integral time for f/l-amplitude
damping have been established by the process. Use of the integral con-
troller has avoided the previously encountered proportional offset, but
at the cost of reduction in speed of response.

The response of a dead-time process under integral control to a gradual
load change is pictured in Fig. 1.10. The rate of recovery is slow xhen the
reset time is too long. With a proper amount of reset, the measurement
will cross the set point during the first cycle, exhibiting $i-amplitude
damping.

Proportional-plus-reset Control

This controller combines the best features of the proportional and
integral modes in that proportional offset is eliminated with little loss
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of response speed. The controller is represented as follows:

m=T(e+$/edt)

Having already found the performance characteristics of each of the
modes individually on a dead-time process, intuition dictates that the
performance of the combination will be somewhere in between, e.g.,

depending on the particular combination of sett’ings  of proportional and
reset. An infinite combination of settings can be found t,o  provide con-
stant damping. We have already seen

100=05  or
P *

&= 0.5

that for s/4-amplitude  damping,

depending on the control mode used. For the two-mode controller, then,
the sum of the gains must equal 0.5.

The proportional and integral components of gain are out of phase with
each other, however. So their resultant gain must be the vector sum of
the two components. Figure 1.11 shows the relationship between the
vectors.

200
P A/’

B -//Reset

0 /-  /’
100 - _N’  Proportional_ _ _

P /’
/’

/’
/’

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
ro/2rR

FZG 1.12. A plot of gain vs. 7O  for the
proportional-plus-reset controller
shows the contributions of the
components.
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TABLE 1 .I Settings of Proportional and Reset for s/4-amplitude  Damping

+R,  deg hr  deg tan  (-@Id 7dTd Rhd P

0 - 1 8 0 0.000 2.00 m 2 0 0
- 1 5 -165 0.268 2.18 1.29 2 0 6
- 3 0 -150 0.577 2.40 0.66 2 3 2
- 4 5 -135 1.000 2.67 0.42 2 8 3
- 6 0 -120 1.732 3.00 0.28 4 0 0
- 7 5 -105 3.732 3.43 0.15 7 7 0
- 9 0 - 9 0 m 4.00 1.27*

* The last row describes integral-only control.

The gain curve for the proportional-plus-reset controller (Fig. 1.12)
can be roughly approximated by the asymptotes:

G,,+(& > 1) (1.13)

The largest departure occurs at r0  = 2rR, where GpR  = 100 @/P
versus 100/P.

This controller presents two adjustments, both of which affect the
stability of the loop. An infinite number of combinations of proportional
and reset settings exist which would provide >i-amplitude damping, the
only requirement being that GpR  = 0.5. Several such combinations
appear in Table 1.1. Obviously an infinite reset time is undesirable,
because offset will result. Yet a very low value of reset forces the pro-
portional band to be set very high, and the controller acts very much like
a pure integrator. If the recovery characteristic of reset is to be com-
bined successfully with the higher speed of proportional action, the con-
tribution of each should be similar. Of course, this is not at all critical.
Reset time can deviate by 2 : 1 with little change in performance, as long
as the proportional band has been adjusted for proper damping. This is
typically described as a “trade-off”situation: there is a very broad opti-
mum. Means for determining exact values of the optimum will be given
at the beginning of Chap. 4. Figure 1.13 describes the effect of a gradual
load change on the loop with proportional-plus-reset control.

70

FIG 1.13. Various combinations of + 60
proportional and reset values can

5

provide ji-amplitude  damping, but :
a 50

with different rates of recovery from
a load change.
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THE EASY ELEMENT-CAPACITY

Identification

Capacity appears in many forms, but its properties are universal as far
as automatic control is concerned. Capacity is a location where mass or
energy can be stored. It acts as a buffer between inflowing and outflow-
ing streams, determining how fast the level of mass or energy may change.
In fluid systems, tanks have capacity to hold liquid or gas. In electrical
systems, capacitors are used to store nominal amounts of charge. Heat
capacity is a factor in thermal systems. And the mechanical measure
of capacitance is inertia, which determines the amount of energy that
may be stored in a stationary or a moving object.

Our principal concern is with fluids, so Fig. 1.14 is an appropriate
introduction to capacity. In the system shown in the figure, the met’er-
ing pump delivers a constant outflow, while inflow may be manipulated.
The rate of change of tank contents equals the difference between inflow
and outflow:

d”=F.-F
dt ’ ’ (1.14)

Solving for v,

v = J(Fi  - F,) dt (1.15)

If the tank is vertical and of uniform inside area, its fractional liquid level
h will equal the fractional volume:

where V is the capacity of the tank. Since we are interested in tank level,

h = $ / (Fi  - Fo)  dt

In an effort to make the entire equation dimensionless, we can define fi
and f,, as fractions of the maximum flow F which the valve can deliver.

FIG 1.14. The rate of change of level
is proportional to the difference
between inflow and outflow.
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FIG 1.15. The percent level change
Eill equal the percent Aow change in
time V/F.

Time

Then,

Fi  - Fo  = F(fi  - fo)

and

h = ; / (fi - fo)  dl (1.16)

This is called an integrating process. Sotice  its similarity to the inte-
grating controllers: h is  the output, J;  - fO  is the input error, and F’,,Fis
the time constant. The step response is given in Fig. 1.1.5.

The level in the tank could be controlled by manually adjusting the
valve position, thereby setting inflow. But if inflow varied in the slight-
est from outflow, the tank would eventually flood or run dry. This
characteristic is called “non-self-regulation.” It, means that the inte-
grating process cannot balance itself-it has no natural equilibrium or
steady st’ate. The non-self-regulating process cannot be left unattended
for long periods of time without automatic control.

Most  liquid-level processes are non-self-regulating; occasionally other
processes will exhibit this characteristic. In general, it is not harmful
as long as its peculiarities are taken into accqunt. One of these pecu-
liarities is its phase shift. Like the integrating controller, the non-self-
regulating process exhibits a phase lag of 90” to any periodic wave.
Consequently:

1. Under proportional control, the loop cannot oscillate because its
phase lag never reaches 180”. The proportional band therefore can be
set to zero.

2. Under floating (integrating) control, the loop will always oscillate
with uniform amplitude,,  because the total phase shift of process and
controller is 180” at all periods. The loop tends to oscillate at the period
where the gain product is unity; the reset time then only affects the period
and cannot change the damping. The gain of an integrating process is
like the integrating controller:

Gr  = ST (1.17)
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where 7 = V/F. If an integrating controller is used to close the loop,

GrGR  = 1.0

(2) (2%) = l-O
Solving for 70,

70 = 2lr  1/RT

Self-regulation

(1.18)

Replace the metering pump in Fig. 1.14 with a valve. Then an increase
in liquid level would inherently increase the outflow. This action works
toward the restoration of equilibrium and is called “self-regulation.”
It is as if a proportional controller were at work within the process. This
is a natural form of negative feedback.

Although the relationship is in fact not linear, assume for the moment
that flow out of the tank is proportional to the head of liquid above the
valve:

f,, = kh

The level will remain steady when f0 = fi, which indicates that every
condition of inflow will bring about a new steady-state level:

h=&
k

In proceeding from one steady state to another, however, the level will
vary with time. With a step increase in fi, the level will start to change
at the same rate as in the non-self-regulating case, because outflow has
not yet begun to increase. The rate of rise of level will then diminish
with time, as j0 approaches fi. As a result, the fina  level will only be
reached in infinite time.

dh
- = $ (j-i - fo>d t

Substituting for fO,

dh- = ; (fi - kh)d t

The next step is to solve for h, the controlled variable:

h+idk=f,
Flcdt lc

(1.19)

This is known as a first-order differential equation. The controlled vari-
able h is related to the  manipulstcd  variable ii, both in the  steady st:rt)e
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and with respect to time. This particular differential equation is of the
form

which describes a first-order lag whose time constant is 71  and whose
steady-state gain is K. In the level process, 71  = T-/Fk  and K = l/k.

The solution of the equation for a step input is

c  =  K7,2(1  - e-l”l) (1.21)

which is plotted for t)he  level process in Fig. l.lG. After an elapsed time
equal to TV,  63.2 percent, of t,he  distance to the nest steady state \vill have
been traversed. After another 71  has elapsed, G3.2 percent of what’  was

left will have been traversed, and so forth.
At the beginning of the step response, the self-regulating process resem-

bles the non-self-regulating or integrating process. But after  sufficient
time, it resembles a process lvithout  dynamics. The first-order lag is
thus made up of two components, one responsive to a fast-changing input,
the ot’her  responsive to a steady input. This is apparent from examining
the differential equation

The relation between level and inflow is the sum of k-o out-of-phase
components. The derivative term lends the steady-state term by no”,
just as integrating produced a 00” phase lag. The gain of the  derivn-
tive term  to a signal of period 7” is exactly the inverse of the gain  of an
integrator:

G = 27rV/‘F
D-

To

f f-l
FIG 1.16. The slope of the response 2 63.2%

curue equals the departure from h~fi/k
i

steady state divided by T,. *4---T1-
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FIG 1.17. The vector sum is the gain
of inflow with respect to level.

The summation of the two components of h with respect to fi is d
grammed in Fig. 1.17. The only difficulty with this vector diagran
that the resultant is the ratio of inflow to level. The inverse of
resultant represents level vs. inflow, which is the response we are look
for:

The steady-state gain l/k may be broken out separately:

(1.5

where 71  = V/Fk,  as before.
A plot of G1 vs. 7O in Fig. 1.18 shows a curve which is complem~enta

to that of a proportional-plus-reset controller.
Because we are principally concerned with the dynamic behavior

the loop, the asymptote containing 7O is of prime importance.

Notice that this dynamic-gain asymptote does not contain Ic. In fa
it is identical to the gain of the non-self-regulating process. Althoug
the steady-state gain can be changed simply by turning the valve at tl
bottom of the tank, this does not affect the dynamic gain.

l/k

Gl

0.5/k

FIG 1.18. The gain of a first-order
lag is governed by the asymptotes.
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This observation is of particular significance for two reasons:
1. Load variations are normally introduced by turning the valve in

the outflow line, thus changing k.
2. In most processes, including this one, k would not be a constant

even if the load were fixed, because the relationship between input and
output is not linear. In a real liquid-level process,

fo=Cdh

where C is the flow coefficient of the valve opening. Then,

k=dh 1
f. 7=Ic:

Consequently k = C/d&  so even if C remains fixed, k still varies with
level. Again, fortunately, this does not affect the dynamic gain.

The time constant TV,  of such a process is not a constant, but varies
with ik. But this is of little consequence, because the dynamic gain is
constant. The ratio V/F must be recognized as the determining factor.
It will appear again and again in different processes, with different forms
of variables, but it is the fundamental time constant of any flowing sys-
tem. Its units are those of time. For example, gal/(gal/min)  =
minutes.

The phase angle between input and output of a first-order lag is the
negative of +D  in the vector diagram of Fig. 1.17. As r0  approaches zero,
4~  approaches +90”, and therefore the true phase lag approaches 90”.
In the steady state, however, the vertical vector is zero, hence the phase
angle is zero. The phase of a first-order lag is mathematically described
a s

+1  = -~~n~lZ$!$!?
0

Substituting for V/Fk,

41  = -tan-l 2777--1
To

(1.24)

Since the phase la,g  can never exceed 90”,  the first-order lag cannot
oscillate under proportional control. This was also true of the integrat-
ing process. Therefore we can make a general statement that a single-
capacity process can be controlled without oscillation at zero proportional
band. This means that the valve will be driven fully open or fully closed
on an infinitesimal error, so that the loop is operating at top speed all the
time. Since the proportional band is zero, no offset can develop. A
single-capacity process must therefore be categorized as the easiest to
control.
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N Y -
,’ Projected

r--- /’ path

FIG 1.19. This is how a single-
capacity process would react to
zero proportional band.

Time

Figure 1.19 illustrates the set-point response of a single-capacity process
to zero proportional band. As soon as the set point is changed, the valve
will open wide, delivering maximum inflow. The level will rise as rapidly
as possible, which is a function of both k and the present value of level.
If no control were provided, the measurement would follow the projected
path. But when the new set point is reached, the inflow will be reduced
instantaneously to a value equal to the outflow. This assumes that all
elements in the loop, excepting the tank, are capable of instantaneous
response. If this is not so, the process is not single-capacity.

Examples of pure single-capacity processes are rare. The most com-
mon one is a tank being filled through a valve which is rigidly coupled
to a float. The level is prevented from overshooting the set point because
the rigid coupling eliminates any delay in feedback action.

Whereas the non-self-regulating process cycled uniformly with an
integrating controller, the self-regulating will not. The phase shift of
the self-regulating process only reaches -90” at a period of zero. As a
result, the loop could only oscillate at zero period, where the gain of both
process and controller are zero. The loop cannot, therefore, sustain
oscillations.

A Two-capacity Process

Having established the ease with which a single-capacity process may
be controlled, the complications involved in adding a second capacity
may be evaluated. Since each capacity contributes a phase lag approach-
ing 90”, the total phase lag in the loop can only approach 180”. As a
result, the loop can oscillate only at zero period. This is exactly like a
first-order lag with an integrating controller.

Adding another lag anywhere in the Ioop will change the previous level
process to two-capacity, as shown in Fig. 1.20. A chamber is attached
to the tank; although we wish to control tank level, chamber level is
measured, which lags behind tank level. The time const’ant  of the cham-
ber is its volume divided by the maximum rate at which liquid can enter.
This time constant will be designated TV.  Control of a two-capacity
process is easiest to illustrate if one of the capacities is non-self-regulating.
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1

FIG 1.20. Because the displacement
chamber cannot fill instantaneously,
it introduces a second capacity.

So in this example, the metering pump is used as a load, and the time
constant for the vessel is 71  = V/F.

Let us study the effect of zero proportional band on this process. The
set-point response is given in Fig. 1.21. When the measurement is below
the set point, the fill valve will be wide open, delivering flow F. If the
load (outflow) is 50 percent of F, the rate of rise of level will be

d h- = ; (100 - 50) . .
d t

5 0 %=-
71

But the measurement c lags behind the level by 72:

d cc+.,,,=h

It can be shown that if dc/dt is constant, it is equal to dh/dt. T h e n

d hh-c  = ‘2~ =  5 0 % ;

r-----

I
Time

FIG 1.21. Zero proportional band will cause
a two-capacity process to overrun the set
point.
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This is the difference in value between the intermediate variable h and
the measurement. Their difference in time is simply the amplitude
difference divided by t,he  rate of rise:

The controller will not close the valve until the measurement reaches
the set point. Notice that bhe  intermediate variable has exceeded the
set point by 50~~/7~  at this time. When the valve is shut, outflow will
exceed inflow by 50 percent and the level will descend at the same rate.
As long as the level is higher than the measurement, the measurement
will continue to rise. The measurement will stop rising when it equals
the level. The time elapsed between actuation of the controller and the
peak of the measurement represents >i-cycle. From inspection of the
figure, this time is somewhere between 0.572  and ~2  min. It has been
calculated at 0.7~~. This would make the period of the first cycle about
2.5~  because the later portions of the cycle are shorter.

Notice that the period is proportional to TV,  and the amplitude propor-
tional to ~2/7~. These relationships will appear repeatedly in subsequent
examples.

We know from phase and gain characteristics of the process that it
cannot sustain oscillations. This means that each cycle must be succes-
sively smaller. But because the inflow is either on or off, the rate of
change of level is constant for each cycle. Hence, the period must also
decrease. Finally the loop oscillates at zero amplitude and zero period
as was anticipated. This unusual property is found only in two-capacity
processes.

Proportional
bond

1 0 0  rZ/Tl

Time

FIG 1.22. A proportional band of ~OOT~/T,  is
not wide enough to prevent overshoot.
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Proportional Control

If overshoot is undesirable, the proportional band must be widened.
So that there will be no offset at the normal load, the controller must be
biased accordingly. In this example the bias would be 50 percent.
When the error is zero, t’herefore,  the inflow will be 50 percent.

With the lower edge of the proportional band 50rJr1 percent away from
the set point, the tank level will just reach the set point as the valve
begins to throt’tle. This clearly will not prevent overshoot, for the valve
will deliver more than 50 percent flow as long as the measurement is
below the set point, raising the level farther. In order to bring the level
back down to the set,  point, the measurement must overshoot, so as to
reduce the inflow below 50 percent. Consequently a proportional band
of 1007.J~~  (5072/~~  on either side of 30 percent flow) is not wide enough.

In Fig. 1.23 the example is repeated with the proportional band at
ZOOTJT~.  Throttling begins when the intermediate variable is 30r2!r1
below the set point, where the rate of rise starts to decrease. This allows
the measurement to overtake the tank level, and both will come  to rest
at the set point. This “no  overshoot” characteristic is called “critical
damping.”

In these examples the load was 50 percent. If the load were instead
80 percent, the rate of rise of level would be only 20C;,/r1. But the con-
troller would be biased by 80 percent, so that only 20 percent of the
proportional band would be below the set point. With a band setting
of 20072/7,,  this would leave 4072,‘~~  belolv the set point. This throttling

Proportional
b o n d
zoo  r2/Tr

T i m e

FIG 1.23. If the proportional band is
widened to 200 T?/T,,  the intermediate
variable will  not overshoot.
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zone is still twice the difference between tank level and measurement,
just as it was at 50 percent load, so the results will be the same. There-
fore the proportional band should always be 2004~~  for critical damping,
regardless of the load. Only the bias need be changed.

Critical damping makes for sluggish response, however. In most cases,
some overshoot is not detrimental. It is important that we determine
what is necessary to achieve >i-amplitude damping. Knowing that the
period at which the two-capacity loop naturally oscillates is zero, we can
be sure t’hat  any oscillation at a period of 2.572 will be damped. T h e
period of 2.5~~  is chosen as it seems to be the natural period of the first
cycle (Fig. 1.21). Since we know that oscillations cannot be sustained,
let the loop gain at 70  = 2.5~~  be 1.0:

G(+!!=lO1 2 P .

Substituting for the dynamic gains of ~~  and 72,

Substituting 2.5~~  for TV,

2.5~2  2.5~2P = 100 ~ ~2TTl  2lrr2

r=1s; (1.25)

This is the proportional band which will produce >i-amplitude damping.
If the method of arriving at these conditions seems somewhat arbitrary,
compare the results against those previously established :

Damping P,  % of n/n
Zero . 0
> & a m p l i t u d e 1 6
Overshoot.. 100
Critical. 200

The proport’ional  band of l&2/71  fits right in with t’he  rest of the table.
Gross changes in P are required to affect the damping of the two-capacity
process. It is doubtful whether any difference would be discernible
between the response of a loop at 30 percent T2/T1 and that at 16 percent.
Unfortunately, this is not always so. The two-capacity process has more
tolerance for proportional band setting than any more difficult process.
Earlier in the chapter it was noted that the damping of the dead-time
loop is changed from zero to >i-amplitude by doubling the proportional
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band. With the two-capacity process, however, the multiplication is
infinite.

Another important factor must be brought out. By definition of the
primary and secondary capacities, 72  is never greater than ~1,  regardless
of their relative positions in the loop. This means that the most difficult
two-capacity process will be one where 72/~1  = 1.0. For >/4-amplitude
damping, P would be 16 percent. By comparison, the dead-time process
is 209{,3  or 12.5 times more difficult to control than the most difficult
two-capacity process.

Notice also that as 72  approaches zero, the process approaches single
capacity and P for any damping approaches zero. It is wise therefore,
in the design of the process, to make T~/T~  as low as possible. Since the
natural period of the loop varies as r2  only, this should be done by reduc-
ing 72  where possible, instead of increasing 71.

Proportional-plus-derivative Control

Adding derivative to a proportional controller relates output to the
rate of change of error:

rn=$?(e+D$)+b (1.26)

where D is the derivative time. The parenthetic part of this expression
is the inverse of a first-order lag-it is called a first-order lead. In the
two-capacity-level process,

de
c+rzdt=h

where c is the result of changes in h. In the proportional-plus-derivative
controller, m  is the result of changes in e-the derivative term is on the
input side of the equation.

Since c = r - e, the lag may be written in terms of e:

If the set point is constant, dr/dt  = 0. Rearranging,

d e
e+r2a=r- h

If the derivative time of the controller is set equal to 72,  the above expres-
sion can be substituted into the proportional-plus-derivative controller
equa,tion,  with the result

nz  = F (T  - h) + b
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We now have proportional control of the intermediate variable. Adding
derivative has caused cancelation  of the secondary lag, making the process
appear to be single-capacity. In theory, the proportional band may then
be reduced to zero and still produce critical damping. In practice, it is
not possible.

The gain of a derivative term, 2aD/r,, approaches infinity as the period
of the input approaches zero. Noise is a mixture of random periodic
signals. A small amount of noise at a high frequency (low period) would
be amplified tremendously by a perfect derivative unit. In addition,
controllers are made of mechanical or electrical parts that have certain
inherent properties of phase lag. Consequently, a high limit is always
placed on GD,  preventing high-frequency instability within the controller.
This high limit is usually about 10. A real derivative unit is actually a
combination of a lead whose time constant is D and a lag whose time con-
stant is D/10.

In the two-capacity process, then, setting D = 72  will not completely
cancel 72,  but will replace it with a lag equal to ~~/10. The effect is con-
siderable, however, in that the characteristics of the same process under
proportional control are improved tenfold. For pi-amplitude damping
with proportional-plus-derivative control,

P = 1.672 D = 72 70 = 0.2572
i-1

(1.27)

Being able to reduce P by 10 also reduces offset by 10. And as a bonus,
the loop cycles 10 times as fast as before. Derivative always has this
effect, although nowhere else is it so pronounced as in a two-capacity
process.

There is one best value of derivative for a given control loop. TOO  high
a setting can be as harmful as none at all. The object is to cancel the
secondary lag in the process. If D > TV,  the controller will lead the
intermediate variable, causing premature throttling of the valve. Figure
1.24 shows the effect of three different derivative settings on the same
process.

FIG 1.24. Too much as well as too
little derivative degrades the
stability of the loop.

T i m e
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In mpst controllers, the derivative mode operates on the output rather
than on the error. Ordinarily, this presents no problem. But upon
startup, or following gross set-point changes, the measurement will be
outside the proportional band, causing the output to saturate.  If
derivative operates on the output, which is steady, rather than on the
changing input, it is disabled. Derivative will suddenly be activated
again when the measurement reenters the band. So if overshoot is to
be avoided upon startup, the band must be wide enough to activate the
derivative before the primary variable crosses the set point. The band
will have to be at least as wide as that shown in Fig. 1.22:

P  =  1002 D = ~2 (1.28)
71

In controllers where derivative happens to operate directly on the meas-
urement or error, P should be >io what was required for proportional
control alone, that is, 20~47~.

The reduction in band allowed through the use of derivative can in
some applications eliminate the need for reset. If a choice between
derivative and reset should ever be presented, the former should be
selected because it can enhance both speed and stability at the same time.

COMBINATIONS OF DEAD TIME AND CAPACITY

Occurrences of either pure dead-time or ideal single-capacity processes
are rare. The reasons for this are twofold:

1. llIass  has the capability of storing energy.
2. JIass cannot be transported anywhere in zero time.

Between the most and least difficult elements lies a broad spectrum of
moderately dificult processes. Although most of these processes are
dynamically complex, their behavior can be modeled, to a large extent,
by a combination of dead time plus single capacity. The proportional
band required to critically damp a single-capacity process is zero. For  a
dead-time process, it is infinite. It would appear, then, that the propor-
tional band requirement is related to the dead time in a process, divided
by its time constant. Any proportional band, hence any process, would
fit somewhere in this spectrum of processes. A discussion of multica-
pacity  processes in Chap. 2 will reaffirm this point.

Proportional Control

E’ortunately  we already investigated this problem when we discussed
integral control of dead time. Figure  1.25 indicates the similarity of the
loops. If the process is non-self-regulating (integrating), the representa-
tion is exact. Because the phase lag of the dead time is limited to 90”,-
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the period of the proportional loop is 47d. In the former case, for s/4-
amplitude damping, 2rd/?~R  was set equal to 0.5. Since the time con-
stant R is no longer adjustable, but is now TV,  part of the process, propor-
tional adjustment must set the loop gain for +a-amplitude  damping.
Therefore,

2Td 100--=
7rTl P 0.5

P = 4003& (1.29)

Notice that as 71  approaches zero, P approaches infinity. This is much
worse than having no capacity at alI,  i.e., dead time alone. The reason is
that this expression holds only for a non-self-regulating process whose
gain varies inversely with the time constant without limit. Fortunately,
non-self-regulating processes dominated by dead time are virtually
nonexistent.

For the self-regulating process, gain is limited to that of the steady
state, nominally 1.0. (Actual contributions of steady-state gain will be
evaluated at length in the next chapter.) If the maximum gain of the
self-regulating process is 1.0, the proportional band required for >/4-ampli-
tude damping with dead time in the loop will approach 200 percent as 71
approaches zero. The proportional band setting can then be approxi-
mated by the asymptotes:

(1.30)

In Fig. 1.26, the locus of gain, G,,  of the capacity, and P for j/4-amplitude
damping are plotted vs. T~/T~;  the asymptotes are indicated.

A point midway between the asymptotes is found where the phase con-

tribution of 71  is 45”. This occurs where 70  = 2~7~. Here 135” of phase

FIG 1.25. Zntegral control of dead
time (aboue) is the same as propor-
tional control of a dead-time plus
integrating process (below).
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FIG 1.26. The proportional band
required for >i-amplitude  damping

G, P,  %

1 0 0
for any combination of dead time
and capacity can be selected from
this chart.

shift takes place in the dead-time element. As a result,

ro = 2.67rd

Substituting,

T$  =  2a  71  =  2.35~~
2.67

This point lies on the abscissa of Fig. 1.26  at,  T~,!T~  = 2.35. It may be
recalled that the gain of a first-order lag at 70  = 2~7~  is l/d2. If the
loop is to be damped,

G19 = 0.5

Therefore,

P  =  J$ =  100

It is interest,ing to

&2 = 141

note the comparison between the controllabilit’y  of
this process and the two-capacity process. Taken on the basis of an
equal ratio of secondary to primary element, the dead-time plus capacit’y
process is 400/al6  or 8 times as difficult to control. Recall that the pure
dead-time process was 12.5 times as difficult  to control as the most
difficult two-capacity process.

The Effect of Derivative

Derivative is the inverse of integral action. In theory, it is charac-
terized by a 90” phase lead, although because of physical limitations 45”
is about all that cm be expected. If perfect derivative (90” lead) were
available, it could halve the period of the dead-time plus capacity loop

by allowing the dcnd time to contribute all 180’. Remember t’hat  perfect
derivative applied to the tn-o-capacity  process provided critical damping
with zero proportional band. But lcig.  1.27 indicates that perfect deriva-
tive is limited to zero damping at a period of i)rd  with zero proport’ional
band.
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Time

Derivative is lead action, which has been described as the inverse of
lag. That is why it could nearly cancel the effect of the secondary lag
in a two-capacity process. But derivative is not the inverse of dead
time. Nothing  is, since no one can make time. Derivative is a poor
subst,itute  and consequently is only partially effective in improving the
performance of the loop. Limited to 45” of phase lead, furthermore,
proportional-plus-derivative controllers can only reduce the period of a
dead-t’ime  plus capacity loop to 2.67~d.

As pointed out earlier, derivative contributes gain as well as phase lead:

Since the gain of the process capacity decreases at the same rate,

Reducing 7O  produces no net change in loop gain. Consequently, adding
derivative does not allow a reduction in proportional band, as it did with
the two-capacity process. Thus derivative is scarcely effective at all
in the presence of dead time.

The derivative mode exhibits a phase lead of 45” at 7O = 2aD. To take
advantage of this lead, the derivative time should be set to locate this
phase lead at the period of the loop after derivative has been added
(2.67ra)  :

2rD = 2.67rd

For s/4-amplitude  damping,

P  =  4ooz1 D = 1.33 2

This derivative sett,ing  is contrasted with that recommended for the two-
capacity process, that is, D = TZ.
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SUMMARY

A careful reading of this chapter should disclose the dependence of
control performance on what have been termed the secondary dynamic
elements in the loop. The largest time constant has been defined as the
primary element, and all others as secondary.

The term “difficult”  has been used to describe control of certain
processes. The proportiona  band required for a particular damping
serves as an index of difficulty. There is good reason for this, for the
proportional band is a measure of how much influence a controller has
over a process. The derivation of proportional offset bears out this
relationship. If the proportiona  band is 100 percent, the controller
and the load have equal influence over the controlled variable. At
200 percent band, t’he load has twice as much influence. Figure 1.7 is a
good illustration.

Control probIems  of principal interest are those invoIving  two dynamic
elements. Loops comprised of only one element are nothing more than
limits of two-element loops. The difficulty of each of these processes is
found to be proportional to the ratio of the secondary to the primary
element. In addition, the period of the closed loop is a function of the
secondary element alone. A performance index can be envisioned which
would combine the sensitivity of the loop to disturbances with the time
required to recover from them. This index would vary as the square of
the secondary element. The significance of secondary elements is
paramount.

Settings of reset and derivative time are also directly related to the
value of the secondary element. This rule seems as illogical as that
governing the period of the pendulum, which varies with length, not with
mass. Visualize length as the secondary element and mass as the pri-
mary, as a memory aid.

Hopefully, the reader has observed how the open-loop characteristics
of a process determine its closed-loop response. And how little  influence
the controller has over this response. It is particularly true for processes
of increasing difficulty, where problems begin to appear.

P R O B L E M S
1.1 The belt speed of the process described in Fig. 1.2 is 12 ft/min,  and the

weigh cell is located 4 ft from the valve. Estimate the natural period under
integral control and the reset, time required for +p-amplitude  damping. Is this
setting likely to be conservative? W h y ?

1 .P The same process is to be controlled with  a proportional-plus-reset con-
troller, adjusted for a reset phase lag of 60”: Calculate the settings required for
%-amplitude damping,  and check your answer against Table 1.1.
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1.3 Figure 1.17 is an inverse vector diagram of a first-order lag. Construct
a true vector diagram, indicating the magnitude and phase angle of each vector.

1.4 Construct a vector diagram for the proportional-plus-derivative control-
ler described by Eq. (1.26). Indicate the magnitude and phase angle of each
vector .

1.5 Calculate the gain of a dead-time plus single-capacity process whose nat-
ural period under proportional control is 3.0 Ed. What is the ratio of T~/TI?
Does this point fall on the curve of Fig. 1.26?

1.6 A certain process consists of a 1-min dead time and a 30-min lag. Esti-
mate the period and settings for s/4-amplitude  damping under proportional-plus-
derivative control. Repeat for a proportional-plus-reset controller, assuming
45” phase lag in the controller.
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CHAPTER

A s pointed out in Chap. 1, it is doubtful whether any real process
consists exclusively of dead time or single capacity or even a combination
of the two. But having become familiar with the properties of these
elements, we now can proceed to identify their contributions to complex
processes. Some processes are difficult to control-particularly where
dead time is dominant. But many processes are poorly controlled
because their needs are not understood and therefore not satisfied.

Real processes consist of a combination of dynamic elements and
steady-state elements. When there are many dynamic elements present,
their combined effect is hard to visualize. Even worse, one or more of
these elements may be variable. The same is true for steady-state ele-
ments. In fact, one could venture to say that many engineers have less
comprehension of the steady-state relationships in a complex process than
of the dynamic properties. This chapter is devoted to identifying these
characteristics for the general case and to putting them into a form in
which they can be readily recognized and handled.

3 7
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?;onlinearities  naturally occurring in the process are cause for grave
concern. JIost  processes are nonlinear in some respect. Ident’ification
of the source and nature of a nonlinearity is of the utmost significance.
Whether it is severe enough to be troublesome and how t’he  trouble can
be corrected  are important questions which will be answered in the pages
that follow. General rules and methods will be stipulated, with a con-
crcte example to illustrate each point. Alany more cases will bc cited
in later  chapters as part of specific applications.

It is especially important to keep in mind the prominence of nonlinear
characteristics when studying an unfamiliar process; the engineer must
how what to look  for and what to expect. Tests improperly conducted
can  give results that are meaningless, confusing, or altogether misleading.
The full significance of the “characteristics of real processes” must bc
appreciated before an intelligent program of testing and evaluation can
be undertaken.

MULTICAPACITY PROCESSES

Interaction

The principal distinction to be made  in multicapacity  processes is the
manner in which the capacities are joined. If they are said to be isolated
or noninteracting, the capacities behave exactly as they would alone.
Rut if coupled, they interact with one another, in which case the (‘on-

tribution of each is altered by the interaction. Figure  2.1 compares the
two forms.

FIG 2.1. Noninteracting (above) compared
to interacting (below) capacities.
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In the upper left, the two tank levels do not interact, because the flow
from the first to the second is independent of the level in the second.
The lower picture, however, illustrates the case where both. inflow and
outflow are a function of tank level. The levels interact, because any
change in t’he downstream level will affect the upstream level. An
electrical analog of each process appears on the right. The amplifier in
the upper figure isolates the two lags by preventing the voltage on the
second from affecting that on the first. The lower right figure, without
the amplifier, is a two-stage ladder network. A mult’istage  ladder is
often used to simulate a transmission line.

The significance of int,eraction  is that. it changes the effective time con-
st’ants  of the individual capacities. The magnitude of the change is
striking. The solution of the equation for determining the effective time
constants is irrat’ional and unfortunately somewhat unclear.’ But for
the special case where two equal capacities with equal time const’ants  7
interact, their combined response is that of two noninteracting lags with
t’he following values:

T1  2 = 3  k  &
2 r

71 = 2.6187 and i-2  = 0.382~

The following general  rules apply to the principle of interaction:
1. The degree of interaction is proportional to the ratio of the smaller

to the larger capacity (not time constant). Where this ratio is low
(<O.l),  the capacities may be assumed not to interact’.

2. Interaction always works toward increasing the larger time constant
and decreasing the smaller one.

3. Specifically with regard to the behavior of systems wit)11  equal t,imc
constants 7, of equal capacity, the effect. is a combination of one large and
the rest small time  constants whose  normalized sum is

i=n. i=7l
C~=Ci=nT!

i=l i=l

where i = each time constant’
n = number of capacities

and whose normalized product is
i=n
n  ; = 1.0
i=l

A cast in point is the two-capacity process cit,cd  above:

71 + 72 = 2.618 + 0.882 = 3
7

( 2 . 1 )

(2.2)
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Since 72  = 2,

n2 +  n 4+2  3zz-=2 2 and 3: = (2.618)(0.382) = 1.00

With three capacities of time constant 7,

Tl
- =  5 . 0 5 0 3
7

72- = 0.6403
i-
73.- = 0.3090
7

G.0000

and (5.0505) (0.6405) (0.3090) = 1.00.
The reasons for interaction can be visualized to some extent. For

example, in the interacting tanks of Fig. 2.1, the flow entering the first
tauk  must ultinmtely  fill both tanks, whereas that euteriug  the second
fills the second. The sum  of the time constants theu  becomes three.

An important point to grasp is that interaction ninkes  control easier.
I<ecall  that the proportional band required  to regulate a two-capacity
process varies with 7?/7,, .n-lth t h e  m o s t  difficwlt ~nse  b e i n g  72 =  71.
Where capacities interact, ho\wver, it  is impossible to make  7? = TV.
The ratio of two equal iutcmctiug  time  constants is 0.382 :2.618  = 0.146.
By this stnudnrd  the nonintcwc~ting proress  is nearly seven times  more
difficult to control!

At this poiiit it is worthwhile to review the esaniples  of two-capacity
prowsses  that hnvc already been presented,  from the aspect of interaction.
The process shown in ITig.  1.20 is definitely interacting,  bemuse  chlgcs

in c*hnnlbcr  level (*a11 cause  changes in tallI;  ltvcl. Hut the capacity  of
the  chamber  i s  so  mudi  le..:4, than  that  of  the tank,  tha t  the  cffwt  is
virtually nil. 1’0~ prac+iwl  purposes ,  thcu, the two wpacities  rn:~y  be
considered Iloninternc,tillg. I t  would  cvcn  bc  possible t o  t h r o t t l e  the
valves to the c~han~bcr  cwough  to m:~I;e  its t imc constant  cqu:~l  or exceed
that  of  the tank. This i)ropcrty  ia no t  rcprcsrntntivc  of intcrwting
syste111s.

But n-here the principal flow pnsscs through coupled cxpnc*itics,  inter-
action is niniiifrst. This is thr wsc  iii the lo~rrr pair  of tanks in I?ig.  2.1.
If cac~h  of these tanks  has ;I  volunw I- and a diwhnrg;e flow ~orfkient  k,
the respo~lsc  of level  iII  the second  t:lnl;  to  vnri:ltioIls in don-  in the first

will bc (~hnracterized by a steady-state gain  of 1 k and time r~onstnnts  of
2.6lSI’/Fk  and 0.382T’,/Fk. I t  nlny bc  rw:lllcd  that  the time  constant
of the individual tasks  was I-/Fk. The stcndy-state  lcvcl in the second
tank  Ccp”lS  .fJk. The steady-state lcvcl  in the first  tallI;  would be 2ji/k
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because it is discharging into a level that is already fi/k. Consequently,
any change of inflow will change the combined steady-state levels by a
factor of 3/k. The volume change is therefore three times what it was
for a single tank-that is why the sum of the time constants is 3V/Fk,

whereas the total volume of the system is only 211. The dynamic gain
of the process is approximated as

G1G2  =
1

27r2.6&,F  < ?i)(27r0.3&,Fk  < “’

Multicapacity

In a one-capacity process, interaction does not exist. The effect of
interaction on a two-capacity process has already been demonstrated. A s
the number of capacities increases, t.his  effect becomes more pronounced.

The behavior of n equal isolated capacities of time constant 7 can be
estimated from phase relations. If the phase of each lag is

d, = -ttan127r2
70

t’he  total phase shift is n4:

n+ =  - n  tan-l  2a  z
To

We are never concerned wit,h phase shift in excess of 180”,  at which point
I$ = -r/n. If n is large, 4 is quite small. The tangent of a small angle
is approximately equal to the angle:

Lim
(
- tanA12aT = -29T

4-o To > To

Stated a little differently,

Lim n4 = -2an T (2.3) .n+m 70

This indicates t,hat  a large number n of isolated lags 7 approaches the same
phase charactcrist,ic  as dead time of value m.

The same is not,  true in t,he  interacting case, because t’here  remains one
very large time con&ant  and successively smaller ones. The large time
constant is always so much larger t’han  the others, that it dominates the
response. The small time constants begin  to approach dead time, how-
ever, because their values are close together. The result appears equiva-
lent to a single-capacity plus dead-time process. The step response of
comparable isolated and interacting systems appears in Fig. 2.2.

A process wit,h many isolated capacities is artificial, because isolation
must be intentionally forced. Witness the amplifier in Fig. 2.1. As a
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general rule, multicapacity processes contain a natural interaction,
responding in the manner of the lower set of curves in Fig. 2.2. This form
of response is evident both in processes consisting of a large number of
discret’e  stages and in those embodying a continuum of distributed par-
ticles. Examples of multistage processes are plate columns for distilla-
tion, ext,raction,  and absorption. Counterflow of the two phases produces
the interaction. Packed columns, on the other hand, are distributed sys-
tems which behave similarly. Diffusive processes such as heat transfer
by conduction, mixing in pipes and vessels, and flow through porous
media react in much the same manner. More attention will be devot’cd
to these operations when specific applications are investigated.

From Fig. 2.2 it can be seen that the interacting multicapacity process
differs from the dead-time plus single-capacity process in the smooth
upturn at the beginning of the step response. This curvature indicates
that the dead time is not pure, but instead is the result of many small lags,
and therefore the process will be somewhat easier to control. By the
same token, derivative action will be of more value than it was in the
case of dead time and a single capacity. Nonetheless, if we choose to
estimate the necessary controller settings on the basis of a single-capacity
plus dead-time representation we will err on the safe side.

The natural period of the loop can be predicted with surprising relia-
bility by noting where the maximum slope of the step-response curve
intersects the time base. This intersection, marked in Fig. 2.3, identifies
the effective dead time of the process. The effective dead time plus the

FIG  2.2. The difference in step
response between isolated (above)
and interacting (below) lags becomes
more pronounced as n increases.
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FIG 2.3. The step response of a
multicapacity process can be reduced
to dead time plus a single capacity.

effective time constant equals the total lag in the process:

n2 +  n
Td + 71  = T-2 (2.4)

Equation (2.4) requires that the step response of any number of equal
interacting lags reach 63.2 percent at time .(nz  + n)/2, which is corrob-
orated by Fig. 2.2.

Ziegler and Nichols2  noted t’hat  the period of oscillation will be four
times the effective dead time, whether the process is int’eracting  or not.
SO t’he technique of dealing with single capacity plus dead time takes on
added value in being applicable to these examples of complex dynamics.
This is an important insight-without it, numerical methods must be
rejected for use on any process containing more than two dynamic ele-
ment’s. And when on-the-spot analysis must be made, the shortcut
numerical method is invaluable. Fortunately, a single-capacity plus
dead-time process can be made to represent any degree of difficulty from
one extreme to the other, simply by varying the ratio TJT~. Thus its
application is universal, if approximate.

As an example, the lo-capacity interacting process of Fig. 2.2 has an
effective dead time of about 0.15 of the total lag. Since the balance is
the dominant time constant, the ratio ~,JT~ = 0.15/0.85  = 0.18. The
proportional band needed for s/4-amplitude  damping of this process can
be found by referring to Fig. 1.26.

Figure 2.4 is a correlation of the ratio of effective dead time to effective
lag, against the number of interacting stages. Data from tests on sys-
tems of 2 to 10 capacities fall in a straight line on semilogarithmic coordi-

FIG 2.4. The ratio of elfective dead
time to effective lag of n equal
interacting capacities varies with
the logarithm of n.
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rtates. This relationship is extremely useful in predicting the dynamic
behavior of any process with a discrete number of interacting stages.

Diffusive and distributed processes ought to consist of an infinite num-
ber of interacting stages. Their response does not correspond to n = 00
in Fig. 2.4, however, probably because their interaction is incomplete.
Transmission lines typically exhibit ratios of 7d/r1  in the range from O;l
to o.3.3

Predicting the Behavior of a Loop

The appearance of a piece of processing equipment often reveals the
nature of its dynamic characteristics. If all the dimensions are similar,
as in a cylindrical tank where t’he height is of the same magnitude as the
diameter, capacity will predominate-dead  time,  if any, being short.
But,  if the vessel has one dimension much greater  than the others, dead
time may be dominant, though not without some capacity. Thus a
shell and tube heat exchanger  will exhibit considerable dead time, com-
pared to a heated tank whose principal elements would be lags. Just
the appearance of a tower,  whether it be distillation, absorption, or what-
ever, indicates the presence of dead time.

One could almost generalize to t,he  extent of relating controllability
to dimension:

Of course  such an expression could only he writ,ten  to apply within a
specific system, because many more fact,ors are involved. Nonetheless,
if dead time is related to length, t,he  natural period is similarly related to
length, as with a simple pendulum.

GAIN AND ITS DEPENDENCE

The damping of a feedback loop is a function of the gain product of all
the elements in the loop, both dynamic arid steady-state. Xormally  only
one of these  elements is adjustable-the controller. All others are fixed
by the design of the procsess. Icor  a given damping, the eont~roller  adjust’-
mcnts  are a function of the gain of the fixed elcmcnts. Up to this point,
only dynamic gain has been considered. But any clemeut  whose  output
differs from its input has a gain contribution:

Element Input output

V a l v e . Signal Flow
P r o c e s s , Flow Ylcasurcrrlcnt
T r a n s m i t t e r , Measurement Signal
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Each of the three elements above changes the dimension of what is passing
through. In order t,o arrive at a dimensionless loop gain, the dimen-
sional gain of all three elements must be included in the product.

Transmitter Gain

In the liquid-level process presented in Chap. 1, the measurement h was
defined as representing the fractional contents of the tank. This trick
enabled us to find the time constant of the vessel in terms of its capacity V
and its nominal throughput F. When instrumenting a plant, however,
it is not necessary that every liquid-level t,ransmitter  be scaled to measure
the entire volume of the vessel. If, instead, the transmitter span repre-
sents only a small percentage of the vessel volume, the vessel will have
effectively shrunk to the span of the transmitter. To state it another
way: for control purposes, those part,s of the vessel beyond the range of
the transmitter do not exist.

Reducing the span of a transmitter is equivalent to reducing the pro-
portional band of the controller. If a particular damping, hence a par-
ticular loop gain is to be achieved, the proportional band estimate must,
take into account the span of the transmitter.

In order to facilitate the evaluation of systems more complex than the
liquid-level process, the transmitter gain will be explicitly defined:

100 %GT = ~
s p a n (2.5)

Gain is the ratio of output to input. The numerator in Eq. (2.5) is the
output that will be produced for a full-span change in input. Obviously
G, is not a pure number-it has the dimensions of the measurement.
Suppose a level transmitter were caalibrated  to a range of 20 to 100 in.
of water. Its gain would t,hen  be loo%/80  in., or 1.25%/in.

The fact that GT has dimension indicates that it is an incomplete t’erm.
The ot,her  “gains” around the loop must be multiplied by G, in order to
make the loop gain dimensionless.

It is entirely possible that (;I17  is not constant. This would be the case
if the transmit,tcr  were nonlinear. E’ew  transmitters are sufficiently non-
linear to show any marked effect on rontrol-loop  stability. A change in
gain of at  least;  1.5/l  would be necessary to cause difficulty. Some tem-
perature measurements  are nonlinear,  bu t  seldom  to this extent.  The
most, notable (UC of a nonlinenr transmitter is the differential flowmeter,
whose output varies with t,hc  square of flow through the primary element.

Each  flow transmitter  has its own particular span. But in addition,
the differential flow transmitter has the nonlinear relat,ionship. & can
he  detcrmincd  on the basis of t,ransmitter  span, with the nonlin6arity
applied as a cocffic4cnt. Let h = dimensionless differential (fraction of
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h  0 . 5

FIG 2.5. The gain of a dilferential
flow transmitter is directly propor-
tional to ROUL

full scale) and f = dimensionless flow. Then,

h = f”

and

(2.6)

The derivative dh/dj  is the dimensionless gain of the transmitter. Its
dimensional gain is then

As  an example, look at a differential flowmeter whose scale is 0 to
5 0 0  gptn. c&f =  2,~(0.2%/gpm). At full-scale flow, GT = O.A’;;Jgpnt;
at 50 percent flow, G7< = 0.27F’,/gpnl; at zero flow, GYY  = 0.

The result of the nonlinearity is that the control loop will not perform
c’onsistcntly at,  different, rates of flow. If the proportional band is
adjusted for acceptable damping at 50 percent flow, the loop n-ill be
undamped at 100 percent flow and sluggish near zero flow. The problem
can be readily resolved, however, by inserting a square-root extractor,
whose output would be linear with flow.

Valve Gain

Referring again t’o  the liquid-level procaess  of Chap. 1, the time constant
of the vessel was bused  upon the rated flow F which the control valve was
capable of delivering. The time caottstattt  thus depends on valve size;
consequently, the proportional band is :L function of valve  size. 1,ooliitig
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at it another way, an oversize valve would only be operated over part of
its travel-the span of stem travel would be less than 100 percent.
Therefore the proportional band must be wider to compensate.

The gain of a valve can be defined as the change in delivered flow vs.
percent change in stem position. The gain of a linear valve is simply
the rated flow under nominal process conditions at full stroke:

(2.9)

If a linear valve were able to deliver 500 grim  fully open at stipulat’ed
process condit)ions,  G,. would be 5 gpnl/Lz. Sotice that valve gain has
dimension, as did transmitter gain, but now the percent sign is in the
denominator. The valve is at the output of the controller, whereas the
transmit,ter  is at the input. Controller gain is therefore in terms of ojc/  yO,
hence dimensionless.

V&es  cannot be manufactured to the same tolerance as transmitters.
So there is no  such thing as a truly linear valve. But perfect linearity is
not essential, because  a control loop does not demand it. Some valves
are deliberately characterized t,o  particular nonlinear functions, in order
t’o  better carry out certain specific duties. The most commonly used
characterized valve is the equal-percent’age  type.

The name “equal-percentage” is very subject to misinterpretation.
It means that a given increment in stem position will change the flow
by a certain percentage of the present flow, regardless of the value of the
present flow. To state it mathematically,

g  = K dnz
. f

(2.10)

where FU  = fractional stem position
K = constant

This constant for a typical equal-percentage valve is about 4. The
dimensionless gain of the valve then becomes

df- = 4J’
dm

(2.11)

Combining this wit’h  the maximum rated flow of the valve yields

G, = 4f
maximum flow

100%
(2.12)

The equal-percentage characterist,ic  has an interesting feature: chang-
ing the valve size does not affect the loop gain! Fractional flow 1 times
the maximum flow equals the actual flow being delivered. The valve
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FIG 2.6. The gain of an equal-per-
centage valve is directly proportional
to flow.

gain is consequently a function of the actual flow and has nothing to do
with valve size. This is one reason why equal-percentage valves are used
extensively-valve sizing is not critical.

Sometimes this valve characteristic is shown as a straight line on semi-
logarithmic coordinates. Integration of the differential expression for
valve gain does yield the logarithmic expression

- 1nJr  = 4(1  - 972) (2.13)

Other common valve types include the quick-opening (globe) and the
butterfly. Their characteristics are more a result of accident than
design. III other words, the nature of their construction is the reason
for their characteristics, not vice versa. They will generally be employed
regardless of, not because of, their nonlinearity.

FIG 2.7. Characteristics of quick-
opening and butterfly valves.
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Variable Pressure Drop

The equal-percentage valve was intentionally devised to compensate
for gain variations elsewhere in the control loop. The nearest source of
variable gain is t,he  pressure loss in piping and fittings in series with the
valve. The flow of liquid which a valve can deliver is as much a function
of available pressure as it is of valve opening:

F = c, -\:
G-J
T

where C,.  = flow coefficient  of valve
Ap = drop across valve

p = specific gravity of flowing fluid
Should Ap change, F  will also change. Choice of the valve is therefore
intimately connected with t’he  associated piping and motive force for the
fluid. If Ap is constant, the valve will exhibit its inherent characteristic,
but if Ap varies with flow, the relation between flow and stroke will
change.

Figure 2.8 typifies an  arrangement where a constant pressure source
drives fluid through a fixed resistance whose flow coefficient is CR  and
through a valve of variable resistance whose flow coefficient is C,.  into a
sink of constant pressure. As flow approaches zero, the valve will be
nearly closed and the entire pressure drop in the system will exist across
the valve. But at maximum flow, particularly if CR  is less than C,.,  the
drop across the valve will be reduced markedly. If the valve is linear,
the gain of the system will be high at low rates of flow (high hp) and low
at,  high rates (low Ap).

Since the gain of the valve has been defined as flow in response to
stem position, the gain of the valve is affected by variable pressure drop.
If we consider a liquid of specific gravity 1.0,

F* =  C,*(PI  - PZ)  =  C2(po  - PI)

Eliminating the variable pressure p,,

Let C,,  represent the maximum valve opening. Then, if the valve is
linear, its opening will be UHZ,,  where 111  is the fractional stem position.

FIG 2.8. Pressure drop across the
control valve depends on losses
through the series resistance.

Source Sink
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1 . 0

f 0.5

OY1.0

FIG 2.9. Line resistance distorts a
linear characteristic toward that of a
quick-opening ualve.

m

If we include stem position in the above,

where J = fractional flow
F = maximum flow

Fractional flow can be related to stem position by extracting the square
root of the ratio of the last two equations:

I
(c,/c,>2 + 1 $4s = (c,./c,)2 + l/m2 I (2.15)

A plot of J vs. 712  for various ratios of C,./Clt  appears in Fig. 2.9.
The effect of an equal-percentage characteristic upon the nonlinearity

of line drop can be seen by combining these curves with the curves in

1.0

f  0 . 5

0-0.5 1.0

FIG 2.10. An equal-percentage valve
is able to remove most of the effect
of line drop.

m
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FIG 2.11. Discharge pressure from $ \
a centrifugal pump varies with the \

\
flow being delivered. i

:: I
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Fig.  2.6. In Icig.  2.6, fractional flow is plotted vs. stem posi t ion for
conditions of const,ant,  Ap,  which is t,he  same  as fractional valve opening
vs. stem position. In a linear valve, fract,ional valve opening is identical
to fractional Aem position. Therefore, values of j’ from Fig. 2.6 entered
as values of 11~ in Fig. 2.9 will result in t,he  plot of flow vs. st’em  position
for an equal-perc’entagc valve with line drop, which is shown in Fig. 2.10.

The centrifugal pump is the most3  common motive force for transport’a-
tion of liquids. But t,his  type of pump is not a source of constant pres-
sure; instead, pressure varies with flow in the manner described by the
curve of Fig. 2.11. Frictional losses within the pump cause this variation,
much as internal resistance in a battery makes terminal voltage fall as
current drain is increased. The equation of‘ the curve is readily derived,
with CR representing the flow coefficient of the internal resistance. If
p. is t,he  ‘lno  flow” pressure, the drop within the pump is

PO  - p1  = g
R

and

(2.16)

Equation (2.16) will be found to match most pump curves quite well.
But the outcome of this relationship is that a centrifugal pump looks just
like a constant pressure source wit,h line drop and may be treated in the
same manner.

Process Gain

The output of a valve is flow; t,he  process accepts this flow and converts
it into the controlled variable. If the controlled variable is also sow, as
in a flow-control loop, t,he  process gain is unity. But if the controlled
variable has any other dimensiotl-pressure,  temperature, composition,
etc.-the process has a dimensional gain.

If the controlled variable is a11  integral of jlflow, such as pressure or level,
dimensional gain is included in the integrating time constant V/F. The
self-regulating liquid-level process of Chap. 1 was found to have a steady-
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state gain of l/k. But,  it was pointed out that t,his steady-state gain had
no influence whatsoever on the dynamic gain of the process. The
dynamic  gain of the process can be considered identical to that of the
integrating process. Conversion of units of flow into units of volume
takes place in the integration. The horizontal sectional area A of the
vesse1  then converts volume into level:

(2.17)

If the horizontal area is not uniform, the relationship between level and
volume becomes nonlinear. This would be the case for a sphere or a
horizontal cylindrical tank.

In processes where the t,.anqfer  of wzss or ene/‘gy  takes place, gain is a
function of many fartors, making generalization impossible. These
processes are not only difficult, to cont’rol,  because of their dynamic
beha,vior, but t,hey  are also difficult to understand. Lack of understnnd-
ing looms as t#he  greatest single factor contributing to the failure of con-
trol systems applied to these processes. They are usually nonlinear in
more t)han  one respect, and compensation improperly applied can aggra-
vate the situation. The steady-state relationships that prevail among
manipulated, load, and cont,roIled  variables take on paramount impor-
tance. To give them the consideration t’hey  deserve, four entire chapters
are devoted to processes involving energy and mass transfer.

An introductory example of what may be encountered is the neutrnlizn-
tion process, where pH of the product is to be controlled. ,4 typical
neutralization curve is presented in Fig. 2.12. The effluent pH is plotted
against the ratio of acid to influent,  flow, where acid flow is manipulated.

The principal factor in a pH loop is the shape of t,his curve. Its slope
is the process gain, in that it csonverts  changes in acid flow to changes in
PH. But the slope varies markedly with pH. The curve is exponential
in nature, changing in slope as much as 1,000 : 1 between the extremes.
The set’  point is usually somewhere in the steepest region of thd curve.
Achievement, of damping requires a very wide proportional band. A

pH
8
7
6
5
4 FIG 2.22.

0 1 2 3 4 to influent
Gpm acid effluent.

1,000 Gpm influent

Changing the ratio of acid
adjusts the pH of the
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FIG 2.13. An uncompensated pH
loop tends to exhibit a distorted
oscillation.
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load change of any magnit’ude can then drive the pH far enough up the
curve to reduce the loop gain to the point where recovery is extremely
slow. Compensation for such a severe nonlinearity is essential if a satis-
factory degree of performance is to be obtained. The nonlinearity is so
severe that even poor compensation is noticeably effective. Reduction
in loop-gain variation from 100: 1 to 5 : 1, for example, is bound to improve
the situation.

The shape of the neutralization curve is a function of the reacting sub-
st’ances. If the ingredients of the influent  are subject to change, the
slope of the curve at a given pH may also change. This amounts to a
second gain variation superimposed on the first. This is not a predictable
characteristic.

The response of a typical uncompensated pH loop to a load change is
pictured in Fig. 2.13. Oscillations are flattened by the change in gain.
Recovery is considerably retarded by t’he  reduced loop gain away from
the vicinity of the set point. Alore space is devoted to pH control in
Chap. 10.

Variable Dynamic Gain

Figure 2.14 is a record of temperature and flow of a product stream
leaving a heat exchanger. Temperature was being controlled by manipu-
lating the flow of st’eam  to the exchanger. Notice  that the temperature
record at 80 percent flow is overdamped, whereas at 40 percent flow,

?2 180
2
E
r

140

r- 100

FIG 2.14. Both magnitude and
damping of the transient are 8 0
functions of flow. ;  4 0

0
Time
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damping is slightly heavier than s/4-amplitude.  (It appears that the
loop will be only marginally stable at 20 percent flow.) It is as if the
proportional band had been changed. But the more lightly damped
curve departs farther from the set point-contrary to the effects of chang-
ing proportional band as in Fig. 1.7. Therefore it is the process gain
which has changed: the process is more lightly damped and more sensitive
to disturbance at low rates of flow.

The problem has been identified as variable dynamic gain. It is a
common problem, not often recognized, still less often anticipated. I t
occurs in processes where the values of the secondary dynamic elements,
principally dead time, vary with flow. These variations cause propor-
tionate changes in the period of the loop, which affects the dynamic gain
of the principal capacity.

Consider the heat exchanger as a single-ca.pacity  plus dead-time process
where the dynamic gain of the capacity is expressed as

GI =--
27&F

Let dead time vary with flow through tubing of volume v:

where f = fractional flow
F = maximum flow of product

The period of oscillation varies with Td:

Dynamic gain is then

G1  = 4vlff’  _  2v
2aV/F rV.f

Dynamic gain is inversely proportional to product flow. As flow

approaches zero, gain approaches infinity. If uncompensated, this gain
variation will cause serious problems, particularly during startup, when
flow is low. If adjusted for low flow, the controller will perform poorly
at higher rates, as Fig. 2.14 substantiates. Notice that the response is
in no way similar to that of Fig. 2.13, the nonlinear process. To dis-
tinguish between the two, this characteristic will be referred to as variable
gain. It is more like the response that would be encountered with a
nonlinear valve, or valve-plus-piping characteristic-a function of flow,

not of the measurement.
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Fortunately, the correction is so readily applied that in most cases the
correction is inadvertent and there is little evidence of the problem’s ever
having existed. The gain of the process varies inversely with product
flow. The gain of an equal-percentage valve varies directly with the
manipulated flow. As long as the ratio of the two is constant, the gain
product will be constant. Let js be the fraction of maximum steam flow
Fs. Then faFs  is proportional to product flow by the temperature rise
AT of t’he product as it passes through the exchanger:

j-SF,  = fFC  AT

where C is a constant. The gain of the equal-percentage steam valve is

G,  = 4f,F,  = 4fFC  AT

Gain product, is then

GG =&fFCATv 8CATvz1 1 =-
TVf TV/F (2.19)

The loop gain is no longer a function of product flow, because of the
compensating nonlinearity of the equal-percentage valve. But a t’rade
has been made: loop gain is now a function of AT, where it was not before.
In most heat exchangers, however, AT never varies as much as 2: 1,
whereas flow commonly does. So the trade is distinctly in the best
interests of the loop. Equal-percentage valves are so widely used to
combat line drop, that in many cases they are also compensating for
variable dynamic gain without the user being aware of it.

When the period of oscillation varies, derivative time ought to be
changed accordingly. But stable control can be achieved with an incor-
rect value of derivative if the gain is appropriately adjusted. Conse-
quently gain compensation for the variable dynamic element is manda-
tory, whereas derivative compensation can only be classified as desirable.

TESTING THE PLANT

In the late 1950s  there was much tall;  of extensive tests on processes
using frequency-response analysis. In fact’  some tests were conducted
011  reactors, heat exchangers, and distillation columns. Although a certain
amount of information was obtained using this method, two major
objections stand out:

1. The tests are unbelievably time-consuming.
2. They assume that the process is linear and invariant.
The first objection rules out testing in most plants because of the

unwillingness of operating personnel to tolerate upsets for long intervals
and because of the expense of manpower and equipment. The second
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objection indicates that the results of tests on a process with nonlinear
elements may be not only invalid, but also misleading. Frequency
response is only suitable for fast, linear devices like instruments, con-
trollers, amplifiers, etc.

The author has been called upon many times to invest,igate a process
which was in trouble. In these instances it,  was impossible to bring a,n
extensive array of test, equipment’ or to spend days gathering information.
In most cases the process was nonlinear in some respect and not well
understood by the operating people-ot,herwise  it would not have been
in trouble. A simple test procedure was decided on, independent of
linearity, from which the dominant properties of the system could be
determined. A properly conducted test should pinpoint problem areas
with a minimal upset to the process.

To keep testing to a minimum, all available knowledge of the process
must be employed. The volume of vessels and flow rates are always
available, from which time constants may be calculat’ed.  The length
and diameter of piping runs can serve to locate dead-time elements. By
identifying all the known or knowable elements in this way, any tests
will be of more value in defining the unknown elements which make
up the balance of the loop.

The author has always reacted strongly to any test procedure that is
based upon knowing nothing about a process. JIany  things about an
unfamiliar process can be learned by observing the vessels and piping,
examining the chemistry and physics involved, and talking to the opera-
tors. Preliminary information like this is of inestimable help in indicat-
ing what to look for and where. It is surprising how much can often be
learned about a particular process without even making a t’est. Occa-
sionally the tests will not substantiate the expectations, which provides a
challenging opportunity t,o learn.

A Simplified Test Procedure

Before describing how to conduct a test, it is important to point out
how not to conduct a test, in order to avoid some serious pitfalls.

1. Do not test for steady-state gain. In Chap. 1 it was pointed out
that the steady-state gain of a single-capacity liquid-level process is not
constant. It varies with both flow and level. Yet t,he  dynamic gain is
constant. Because the process is in a control loop, only the dynamic
gain-the loop gain at To--is of real consequence.

2. Do not test for time constants. There arc several methods available
for finding the time constants in a linear system. But, as in the single-
capacity level process, the time constant may vary with flow without
affecting dynamic gain. The likelihood of a nonlinear element in a
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troublesome process is extremely high, rendering these tests meaningless.
The tests also require the process to come to rest after a disturbance. A
non-self-regulating process will not come to rest and therefore cannot be
treated in this way. Furthermore these tests require the control loop
to be open until a new steady state has been reached, which could be a
long time.

Fortunately there is a quick and easy method for obtaining enough
information to suggest corrective measures in most instances. The
method consists of one open-loop and one closed-loop test. In the latter
case, the proportional mode of a controller serves as the test instrument.
The procedure is as follows:

1. With the cont,roller in manual, step or pulse the cont’rol  valve suffi-
ciently to produce an observable effect’. Pleasure  the t ime elapsed
between the disturbance and the first indication of a response. This i.s
the dead time Ed.

2. Transfer control to automatic, with minimum derivative and maxi-
mum reset time. Adjust  the proport ional  band to develop nearly
undamped oscillation. Note  the period of oscillation 7O  and the propor-
tional band setting.

In this test, it was onIy necessary to leave the loop open (manual con-
trol) long enough to measure the dead time. Any other type of open-loop
test would consume more time. The closed-loop test describes the process
under those conditions that are of great,est  significance, that is, at the
natural period. Two complete cycles are enough to measure TV. If it
is not practical to induce uniform oscillations, damped oscillations will
suffice,  although the proportional band reading should be corrected for
the damping.

E’rom  the data obt,ained,  a represent,ation  of the dynamic elements in
t’he  process may be const’ructed:

If rO/rd  = 2, the process is pure dead time.
If 2 < ~0/7~~  < 4, dead time is dominant.
If T”/T~  = 4, t’here  is a single dominant capacity.
If r”/ird  > 4, more than one capacity is present.

l’urthcrmorc,  the setting of proport,ional band responsible for uniform
oscillation equals the gain product of the other elements  in the loop at TV.

When these bits of information are combined with the characteristics
of the known elements, a remarkably accurate picture of the process can
he asscmblcd. Icor  example, if the process is known  t,o contain one prin-
cipal capacity, and TJ~,~ = 4, no other time constants need  be sought’.
If t’he  time constant of this capacity is known, its dynamic gain G1 at 7O
can be calculated. Combining this with known values of transmitter
and valve gain, together with the controller proportional band, yields
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the process gain:

P
Gp  = rijamz (2 .20 )

Since these tests are made only at one operating point, they will not
disclose any nonlinear properties. Closed-loop response should be
observed at other flow conditions to detect any change in damping. If
the period changes with flow, a variable dynamic element is present. A n
extremely nonlinear measurement, such as pH, is identified by the dis-
torted waveform it produces, as in Fig. 2.13. A less severe nonlinear
measurement may not be detected without changing the set point. In
short, if a thorough analysis is to be made, the closed-loop test should be
repeated at other values of flow and set point.

Testing a Neutralization Process

This is an actual case history of t,he  process upon which this test pro-
cedure was first tried. It was a neutralization process in which a reagent
was being added to bring the effluent leaving a reactor to pH 7. The
pH controller was in manual, simply because aut,omatic  control was
unsatisfactory.

The open-loop test gave a dead time of 40 sec. The volume of the
sample piping divided by the sample flow was 15 sec. The remainder
was probably distributed through the reactor and associated piping.

With a proportional band of 150 percent, the loop sustained uniform
oscillation of 2.8-min  period. The ratio T,/T~ = 2.8/0.67,  or 4.2, indi-
cated essentially a single capacity along with the measured dead time.

The reaction vessel contained 200 gal of material, flowing at 2.5 gpm.
Therefore V/F = 200/2..5,  or 80 min. The dynamic gain  of an SO-min
capacity at a 2.8-min  period is

G1 = & = 0.004
P

Yet the proportional band for zero damping was 150 percent. This can
mean only one thing-extremely high process gain. Dividing Gl int’o
P/100 yields the gain product of valve, process, and transmitter:

150
G,G,G  =  1oo(o,oo4) = 375

Again the familiar problem of the  pH curve appears:: high gain near the
control point, low gain elsewhere. But, the situation could be helped.
licpiping  the sample line reduced it#s  dead t,imc to 5 set’,  bringing the
total dead time t,o 30 see. This reduced t,he  period to 2 1 min  and the
proport ional  band by the same fac%or  of Ti. So the  controller was
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adjusted for damping at the new conditions. (A procedure  for adjusting
three-mode controllers is described in Chap. 1.)

A later observation revealed that the loop had become more heavily
damped. The only noticeable change since the controller xrs adjusted
was a lower value of output. The loop gain apparently had decreased
kith  load.  An inquiry about the valve c~hnracteristic  produced the
answer: reagent was being delivered through an equal-percentage valve
under constant pressure drop. The loop gain therefore varied directly
wit’h  flow, as did the valve gain.

Although a pH process is nonlinear, its characteristic curve cannot be
corrected with an equal-percentage valve, because the valve acts on the
output of the controller, not on the input.4 The valve chnrncteristic,
in fact, made matters worse. Sot only did the loop gain beconle variable,
but it was higher than it n-ould  have been with an cquivnlcnt linear valve.
The gain of an equal-percentage valve is four times  the fractional flop;
fractional flow in excess of O.T,j Tvill cause  the gain to exceed unity. If
the normal flow is 50 percent of the valve’s cxpncGty,  the eclual-percentnge
characteristic will contribute twice the gain of a linear valve. This
necessitates a proportional band twice as wide.

The time required to test this process at one operating point K:M  0111~
a few  minutes. Yet  together with known  facts about the plant, and one
subsequent observation, the prowss  WIS  thoroughly dctined and two
rcc’ommerld:LtioIls made to improve control. .Any  other test procedure
would have taken longer and might not h:lw  :lc*hievrd  c~omparnble  results.

REFERENCES
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2.3 The process in Prob. 2.2 has a linear valve whose capacity is 50 gpm.
A change in flow of 1 gpm causes 0.5 percent change in product quality, analyzed
over a span of 10 percent. Estimate the proportional band required for >S-
amplitude damping.

2.4 If a differential Aow controller is adjusted for s/4-amplitude  damping at
30 percent flow, at what flow is it likely to be undamped?

2.5 What value of CR in relation to the C, of a linear valve will provide rea-
sonable compensation for the nonlinear characteristic of a differential flowmeter?
If the value of CR ex i s t ing  in  a  p ipe l ine  i s  too  h igh ,  how can  i t  be  ad jus ted? W h a t
is the effect of Cn  on valve size requirements.?

2.6 9 process exhibits a dead time of 23 sec. At 50 percent flow, propor-
tional control with a 20 percent band causes undamped oscillations of 1.5-min
period. At 25 percent flow, however, its natural period increases to 2.9 min.
Draw some conclusions about the process and make suitable recommendations.



CHAPTER 3

c lassification  of processes into broad areas with certain common
characteristics is both desirable and informative. We know, for exam-
ple, that a temperature-control loop behaves very differep.tly  from a
level-control loop. Why it does so is the essence of the classlficatjion.

The first control loop to’be considered is flow. It has the distinction
that the manipulated variable and the controlled variable are the same.
They may not have the same range or the same linearity, nevertheless
they are the same variable. For this reason the flow loop is the easiest
to understand, as far as steady-state characteristics are concerned. ’

We will now analyze the control of variables that are the integral of
flow. Liquid level is the integral of liquid flow, whereas the integral of
gas flow in a constant-volume system is pressure. These loops have
certain features not common to other classifications. For example they
can be non-self-regulating. This is never true of flow and rarely true
of other variables. Second, the rate of change of measurement is a
function of the difference between inflow and outflow; either inflow or

6 1
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outflow will be load-dependent, while the other is manipulated. Fur-
thermore these processes are dominated by capacity; dead time will
rarely be found, because pressure waves travel through the process at
the velocity of sound.

The third group includes energy and mass transfer processes, where
control is exercised primarily over temperature and composition. The
controlled variable here is always a property of the flowing stream, as
opposed to being the flowing stream or its integral. These processes
ordinarily have a steady state in which the controlled variable is a func-
tion of the ratio of the manipulated flow to the load. (Kate  the abscissa
of Fig. 2.12, expressed in terms of this ratio.) Because the controlled
property travels with the fluid, it must be transported to the measuring
element.  Transportation involves dead time. Hence loops in this
category are usually dominated by dead time, which makes control diffi-
cult and response slow.

In this chapter, five typical control loops will be analyzed: flow, level,
pressure, temperature, and composition. The principal dynamic ele-
ments of each process Iv-ill be deri.ved  and will be related to the closed-loop
response, Constraints and nonlinearities will be included, as well as
means for coping with them. A few additional comments will serve to
dist’inguish  those control problems which are not typical or which appear
to cross into other areas.

FLOW CONTROL

Flow is the manipulated variable as well as the controlled variable, so
it seems as though the process is unity. But this is not the case. Open-
ing a valve does admit flow, but t’he response is not quite instantaneous.
If the fluid is gaseous, it is subject to expansion upon a change in pressure;
therefore the contents of a pipe vary somewhat with pressure drop, hence
with flow. In a liquid stream, inertia is significant-flow cannot be
started or stopped without accelerating or decelerating. To demonstrate
the dynamic character of inertia, the time constant of a column of liquid
in a pipe will be derived.

Inertial Lag of a Flowing Liquid

In the steady state, the velocity of flow in a pipe varies with pressure
drop :

APIL2 = c2  2g  -
P
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where u = velocity, ft/sec
C = flow coefficient
g = gravity, ft/sec2

Ap  = pressure drop, lh/ftz
p = density, lb/ft”

But velocity is proportional to flow:

F
ZL  = -

A

where F = flow, ft3/sec
A = inside area, ftz

Therefore the pressure drop due to flow in the steady stat’e  is

U2P
AP=~=

f-p
2gA2C2

If the applied force A Ap exweds  resistance to flow, acceleration takes
place. An equation can he written for the unsteady state: net force
equals mass times accelcrat,ion.

AF2p du M dF
AAp - 2gA2C2 - “a  = x  z

where M = mass, slugs
t = time, set

The mass of fluid in the pipe is

where L = length in feet.
Rearranging,

To find the time constant, the differential equation must be reduced to
its standard form:

2gC2A2  Ap
= pF-

The time constant is then the coefficient of dF/dt:

2LAC2
r-

F
(3.1)
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Flow coefficient C2  can be replaced by its steady-state equivalent:

F2p

” = 2gA2  Ap

leaving

(3.2)

example 3.1

To test the significance of the last expression, a numerical example is
presented. Consider a 200-ft length of l-in. Schedule 40 pipe, containing
mater flowing at 10 gpm with a 20-psi  drop.

L = 200 ft
F = 10 gpm = 0.0223 ft3/sec
p = 62.4 Ib/fV
g = 32.2 ft/seG

il = 0.006 ft2
Ap  = 20 lb/in2  = 2,880 lb/ftz

@fWW2W(@.4)  =  o  5o  set

’ = (32.2)(0.006)(2,880) ’

Notice that the time constant varies with both flow and pressure drop,
because of the square relation between the two. Nevertheless, the deri-
vation permits evaluation of the dynamic response at a nominal flow and
at least a qualitative indication of t,he  response elsewhere. As  may have
been anticipated, the time con&ant,  is small, but not,  zero, except, at,  zero
flOW.

Dynamic Elements Elsewhere in the Loop

This time constant is fundamentally the only dynamic element in the
process. But its response is of the same order of magnitude as the
instruments in the control loop, and therefore t,hc  entire loop must)  be
analyzed.

Figure 5.1 describes a pneumatic flow-control loop consistjing  of t’rans-
mit,ter  (2), controller (4), valve (G),  and two transmission lines (3,s).
The flow knnsmittcr  contains an amplifier wit,h  certain dynamic prop-

FIG 3.1. At least six elements
contribute to the dynamic response
of the flow-control loop.
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FIG 3.2. Because of its velocity limit,
a control valve appears to folloz  small
signals faster than large signals.

Small-signal response

T i m e

erties. Because of the amplifier, the lag of the transmission line is isolated
from that of the flowing fluid. The transmission line is terminated by a
controller, isolating it from the second trnnsn~ission  line. The figure
shows no isolating amplifier between the output line and the valve, how-
ever, allowing interaction there. Transmission lines can be conveniently
represented by dead time plus a first-order lag. The vnluc of each is
naturally a function of length and dianieter.1

The control valve cannot be so easily  represented, however. If a valve
motor were a constant-volume device, it would behave like a first-order
lag. But every change in pressure is accompanied by a change in volunle
of the motor. This property causes the motor to operate at a limited
velocity, based on the n~asinnm~  rate of flow of air  that  can be delivered
into the  expanding  volunw. In effect, a valve seems to exhibit a snlnller
time  constant for snlall changes than for large changes, because the
velocity of stroke is not :I function of the nxlgnitude  of the change. Con-

sequcntly,  :L valve cannot  be adequately represented by a single time
collstnllt’.

example 3.2

.\ clowtl  lool)  of this d(~scril)tion  \Yill bc  found  to owillntc at n. period  of
about  6.5 sw.  untlcr  ~~~o~~o~tiol~nl-~~lns-~esrt  control. ‘I’lir Iwriod  is  detcr-
nrinrd by  the  I)h:tsc  contribution of all the  clcllwnts. Table 3.1 lists the
l)linse  and  g&iii cwitributioii of qwh at the  0.5~wc  Iwiod.

Thr  loons  ~)hnsr  uxs  found  I)\-  first srlrcting 6.5 see  3s  the  nntwal  prriod;
rcsct  action  nlust  then  contril)utc 2s”  t o  bring  the  total  t o  1SO’. (.\ dif-
fcrcnt  value  of rcsct  tilllc I\-otlld  challge  7,.) The  gaili  contribution of rcsetj
at that l)hasr  niik~lc  is 1.11 . Sotiw  that all rlrmcnts  cwntributc  s0111e  l)llaSe
lag,  but,  only  thaw  nhk~  phase  lag  approac~hcs  -Go sffrcat  the  1001)  w i n
notiwnbly.
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TABLE 3.1 Dynamic Elements in the Flow Loop

1 .  P r o c e s s .
2 .  T r a n s m i t t e r ’ .
3.  Transmission l ine:

7..........................
7d.........................

5 .  T r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  7d.
+
6. Valve 7..  _.

Loop  minus  con t ro l l e r . .
4 .  C o n t r o l l e r  r e s e t ,

Loop minus proportional.

7,  set

0.5 2 6 0.93
0.16 9 0.98

0.5
0.18
0.18

3.0

2.2

26
10
10

7 1

0.92
1.0
1.0

0.35
S u m 152 Product 0.29

2 8 1.11
S u m 180 Product 0.33

-6 deg G

To determine what the proportional band will be, valve and kansmitter
gain must  be  combined with  the  dynamic loop gain  of  0 .33,  calcula ted above.
In the given esample,  200 ft of pipe and fittings produce about an &psi
drop at 10 gpm, leaving 12 psi across the valve. A l.O-in. valve has a C,
rating of 10. At 12-psi  drop, the gain of the linear valve nould be

G 21 - CJG-  lyofyR
100%

0.35 mm/%
0

At 10 gpm, the gain of the 15-gpm  differential meter is

GT  = 2 (g) (z) = 8.9%/gpm

Since the flow process itself has no dimensional gain, G,  may be multiplied
directly by GT  to remove dimensions:

G,GT  = (0.35 gpm/ %) (8.9 %/gpm)  = 3. I

The proportional band required for s/4-amplitude  damping is then 200
times the gain product of the dynamic and steady-state components of the
loop :

P = 200(0.33)(3.1)  = 205%

This is quite typical for a flow controller.

Sotice  by comparing Figs. 2.5 and 2.9 that the resistance of the piping
is helpful in that it shapes the gain of the valve in a direction complemen-
tary to the flowmeter. Valve gain is higher at low flow, where the trans-
mitter gain is lower, yielding a gain product that tends more toward
uniformity than either of the multiplicands. Note also that an equal-
percentage valve characteristic (Fig. 2.6) is of the opposite form, tending
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100

FIG 3 . 3 . Flow noise precludes the 40
use of derivative. 2 0

0 5 10 15 2 0
T i m e .  set

to augment the nonlinearity of the flowmeter except in cases of unusually
severe line drop (Fig. 2.10).

Increasing valve speed by means of a booster is helpful in reducing TV,,
although the proportional band may not be affected. Mounting the
controller at the valve helps even more by eliminating both transmission
lines.

Flow Noise

In an equivalent electronic flow loop, absence of the transmission lines
reduces the natural period to the vicinity of 2 sec. Noise, however,
becomes more prominent. “Noise” means disturbances, either periodic
or random, occurring at frequencies too high for control action. Figure
3.3 is a record of noise in an electronic flow loop. Turbulence in the
stream and vibration from pumps are the chief sources of this noise.
Even in pneumatic systems, flow noise is invariably present in sufficient
magnitude to prevent the use of derivative. Phase lead is useful, but
unfortunately the increase in high-frequency gain which accompanies it
actually explodes the loop into instability.

Summary

The purpose of the analysis is not to show how an analysis should be
made, but rather to explain why a flow loop behaves the way it does.
Because many dynamic elements are present, a11  of the same order of
magnitude, dynamic gain is high. The proportional band of a flow con-
troller is rarely less than 100 percent, making reset mandatory. Where
the valve and transmitter are in the same line, the period of oscillation
will invariably fall within 1 to 10 sec. The presence of noise precludes
the use of derivative. As long as these factors are appreciated, there is
little reason to spend time analyzing flow loops.

PRESSURE REGULATION

The thermodynamic state of a system can be defined from its pressure,
enthalpy, and volume. If a gas phase alone is present, pressure and
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TABLE 3.2 The Significance of Pressure as a Measurement of Specific Volume

and Enthalpy of Steam and Water at 100 psia

System
Spec.  vol. change, % Enthalpy change,%
Pressure change, % Pressure change, %

Superheated vapor at 1000°F. -1 .006 -0 .00163
Saturatedvapor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0 .945 f0.0158
Compressed liquid at 100°F. . -0 .0003 +0.00395

volume are inversely proportional, with enthalpy playing a relatively
minor role. When a vapor is in equilibrium with its liquid, however, a
change in enthalpy of the system will produce a pronounced pressure
change, while voIume  variations will have less effect. Liquids, moreover,
are virtually incompressible, with the result that neither pressure nor
enthaIpy  have much influence over system volume.

The thermodynamic properties of gas, vapor, and liquid systems have
been brought out expressly to estabhsh  that the properties of system
pressure are decidedly a function of state. It is extremely important to
attach the correct significance to the pressure measurement, if acceptable
performance of a control loop is to be gained. Table 3.2 gives an example
of each of the three st,ates  listed above, where water is the substance
under pressure. It indicates the conditions under which pressure is a
suitable measurement of the material content (specific volume) and
energy content (ent’halpy)  of the system.

The table points out that pressure is an adequate measurement of the
material content of a system which contains only gas. Enthalpy of a
gas, on the other hand, is more a function of temperature than of pressure.
Consequently gas pressure should be controlled by manipulating the
material content of the system, i.e., inflow or outflow. But,  in a system
where vapor and liquid are in equilibrium, pressure could be controlled
by adjusting the flow of either material or heat. Finally, pressure is a
poor measure of either heat or mass content of a liquid, so another
approach must be taken in stipulating its control.

Gas Pressure

The perfect gas law states that

pV = MRT

where p = system pressure
1’ = volume

dl  = mole content
R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature
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The rate of change of pressure in a constant-volume system is related to
the change in material content of the system:

d p dM RT
z= dt V

If R and 7’  are both constant, the rate of change of mass content of the
system is the difference between mass inflow and outflow:

dp E (fi - fo>-iE=v

where F = nominal mass flow
fi = fractional inflow
f0  = fractional outflow

Integration of the last equation places pressure in terms of flow:

P = & / (fi - fo) dt (3.3)

For dimensional conformity, p would be in units of atmospheres, V in
cubic feet, and F in standard cfm,  that is, cfm at 1.0 atm. Thus the time
constant V/F is expressed in minutes.

Just as level control was used to close a liquid material balance around a
tank, pressure control is used to close a gas material balance. The gas-
pressure process is ordinarily self-regulating, excaept  at zero flow, because
pressure always influences inflow and outflow. The process is funda-
mentally single-capacity, although the pressure transmitter and valve
can add very small secondary lags. If there is no transmitter, as with a
self-contained regulator, one secondary lag is eliminated.

Pressure of a gas is easy to control, even when the volume of the system
is small, e.g., only piping. In fact, the narrow-band proportional action
of self-contained regulators is sufficient for most applications. They are,
for the most part, as sensitive as their simple construction will allow,
indicating that loop gain is not a problem. Pressure acting on the
diaphragm compresses the spring, moving the plug within the valve.
Each position of the seat corresponds to a given pressure on the dia-
phragm. Initial compression of the spring sets the pressure at which the
valve begins to open.

Because pressure will vary with flow, as in Fig. 3.4, a regulator is said
to exhibit ‘Ldroop.” Regulators differ, but a typical proportional band
would be 5 percent. Near zero flow, extra pressure is needed for shutoff;
at the other extreme, the valve is wide open and acts as a fixed resistance.
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Flow

FIG 3.4. The characteristic curve for a pressure
regulator indicates proportional action.

Vapor Pressure

In a system containing liquid and vapor in equilibrium, the difference
between inflow and outflow of vapor would change the pressure, from a
material-balance standpoint:

F.-F =Vdpz 0 d t

But if the enthalpy of inflow and outflow differ, flow of material between
the vapor and liquid phases will also affect system pressure. An  energy
balance shows the relationship:

FiHi - F,H,  + Qi - Qo  = VH, $? (3.4)

The terms Hi and H, represent enthalpy of inflow and outflow respec-
tively, Qi  and QO  represent transfer of heat in and out, and H,  is the heat
of vaporization.

Both mass flow and heat flow affect pressure. But where the net
change of enthalpy across a process is zero, mass flow alone is sufficient
for control. An example of this situation is pressure reduction of satu-
rated or wet steamPthere  is no change in enthalpy across the reducing
valve.

In a boiler, or distillation column, or evaporator, transfer of heat is an
integral part of the operation, and system pressure can be used to close
the heat  balance. In this role, the pressure controller has much the
same type of dynamic and steady-state relationships as a temperat~urc
controller normally does. Therefore the propertics of this sort of prcs-
sure-control loop will be covered for the most part under  considcrat’ions
of tcmperat,urc  control.
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Liquid Pressure

Pressure control of a liquid stream is exactly like flow control. The
pressure at the origin of a pipeline, for example, is directly related to flon
in the line. The process’s only dynamic contribution is that of inertia
of ‘the flowing fluid.

The process gain G, in a flow loop is, by definition, 1.0. But in a
pressure loop there must be a conversion from flow into units of pressure.
Liquid pressure upstream of a resistance CR, like differential pressure,
varies with flow squared:

p=p0+& (3.5)

The intercept po  is the static pressure at no flow. Differentiating, we
obtain t’he  process gain:

dp 2F
d7  = CR2 (3.6)

Ordinarily pressure moves less than full scale for full-scale change in
valve position, resulting in a lower proportiona  band than for a flow  loop.
Other characteristics, including noise, are similar.

Self-contained regulators are sometimes used for liquid pressure and
perform moderately well on quiet streams. Recalling that’  the dynamic
elements which caused most of the problems in the flow loop were instru-
ments and transmission lines, the application makes  good sense. But
where accurate regulation and tight shutoff are important, these simple
devices are insufficient.

LIQUID LEVEL AND HYDRAULIC RESONANCE

Control of liquid level is not as easy as the esnnlples  giveu in Chap. 1
indicate. The descriptions of Figs. 1.14 and 1.20 were intentionally
oversimplified to aid understanding of single- and two-capacity processes.
But the esistence of waves in any body of water as large as a bay or as
small as a cup, gives rise to the speculation that  any liquid with au open
surface is capable of sustaining oscillation. While average level  responds
to flow as an  integrator, level responds to level in a resonant manner.
Consequently the liquid-level process is uot  sillgle-c:Lp:Lc~ity,  even with a
directly connected measuring clcmcnt.

The Period of Hydraulic Resonance

To analyze this resonnnw,  let us take  the case of the vessel with a
measuring chamber shown in Fig. 3.5, neglecting resistance to flow. If
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FIG 3.5. The period of hydraulic
resonance varies with the distance
between the bounded surfaces.

the level in the measuring chamber moment’arily  exceeds that in the
tank, the differential force developed causes a downward acceleration
in that leg:

dU2 dul
/AA, - ph,Al  = -Mz  dt  - Ml  dt (3.7)

where h,, AZ,  M,,  and u2  are the head, area, mass, and velocity, respec-
tively, of the fluid in the measuring chamber. As before, p  is the fluid
density. Furthermore

A2Ul = - uz
Al

and

M1zpk!!b jM2zPLA
g 9

Substituting for ul,  Ml, and Mz  in Eq. (3.7) yields

h2A2-hhlAl=  -L~z+$d&2?!!$
9 9

Level in the measuring chamber, h 2,  is related to average level h by

h - hl  = (hz  - h)  2
1

Including this in Eq. (3.8) yields the response of measured level hz to
average level h:

But velocity uz  is the rate of change of level, dhz/dt. Therefore a differ-
ential equation can be written eliminating ~2:

L1 + Lzd2h h
h2+--=-

2g  dtz 2 (3.9)

This differential equation is descriptive of a second-order undamped
system. The U tube resonates at a natural period established by the
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square root of the coefficient of the differential:

Notice that the period is unaffected by density, area, or any property
other than the distance L, + Lz  between the bounded surfaces. Com-
pare it t’o  that of a pendulum, also a function of length and gravity only.

Liquid in a vessel may also oscillatje  without the benefit of a U tube.
The period of oscillation of the surface of diameter I, is:

(3.11)

Rectangular vessels can oscillate at two different periods. Vessels with
an att)ached  measuring chamber can oscillate with at least two different
periods.

The natural period of any control loop containing a resonant element
cannot exceed t,hat  of the resonant element. The phase shift of a resonant
element is exactly -90” at its natural period, no matter how heavily
damped it may be. Since the integration of flow into average level
represents an inherent phase shift of -9O”, the process, from flow to
measured level, will exhibit -180” at the natural period of the vessel.
To damp the measuring chamber by throttling its connecting valves will
not change this period, but will only reduce the amplitude of the resonance.

example 3.3

As an example of a liquid-level control problem, consider a vessel with a
measuring chamber of the following description:

Volume V: 100 gal
Maximum flow F: 50 g-pm
Diameter L: 2.0 ft
Normal level L1:  3.6 ft
Chamber Le: 4.4 ft

The liquid can oscillate on the surface and in the U tube. Rut since the
largest resonant period is alwars  the limiting one, only the period of the
L tube is important

3.6 ft + 4.4 ft
2T  [2(32.2 ft/se?)

$4
To  = 1 = 2.2 set

The dynamic gain of the int.egrator  is

G  =  2T;,F =
(2.2/60)

(6.28)(l”!%o)
= 0.003

This control problem can be accommodated with a proportional band of
ZOOG  = 6 percent.
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Since dimensions of process vessels generally fall bet’ween  2 and 200 ft,
liquid resonance lies principally in the region from l-  to lo-set  period.
Hence it is only of serious consequence, from the standpoint of control-
loop stability, in vessels with time constants of less than 1 min.

Liquid-level Noise

Measurement  of liquid level is usually noisy, because of splashing and
turbulence of fluids entering the vessel. As we have seen, loops that
resonate respond to random disturbances by oscillat’ing  at their natural
period. As a result, level measurements are rarely quiet, often fluctuat-
ing 20 or 30 percent of scale. This is particularly true in vessels con-
taining boiling liquids, where turbulence is high.

Although a narrow proportional band, like the one determined in the
example, may be sufficient, for control-loop stability, random fluctuations
of only a few percent will drive the control valve to its limits. This may
be unobjectionable in some cases, but too severe in others. Often the
liquid level in a tank is used to control flow into another part of the
process. It is certain that wide fluctuations in feed rate are not tolerated
in most operations. To provide steady flow in these instances, the
proportional band is widened and reset is relied upon t’o  maintain control.

In many applications, exact regulation of liquid level is not’  important.
In fact, a surge tank does not fulfill its purpose if t’ight  control is imposed
on it. As a result, cont’rol  adjustments are often relaxed, and the process
is sometimes left to be operated manually, if its time constant is long
enough.

In some applications, a special controller whose proportional band
changes with deviation is warranted. This type of csontroller  is devised
to deliver smooth flow while level is normal, but to change flow radically
in the event that high or low limits are approached. Chapter 5 discusses
more details of this function.

Boiling Liquids and Condensing Vapors

Whenever level cont’rol  is to be effected on a boiling liquid or condensing
vapor, properties more typical of t,hermaI  processes appear. Transfer
of both heat and mass is involved, which, combined with the integration
of flow into level, renders cont’rol  surprisingly difficult. Level control in
boilers and distillation columns is sufficient’ly  problematic to warrant
special consideration, which is given in Chaps. 8, 9, and 11.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Temperature-cont,rol  problems are really heat transfer problems,
whether the mechanism is radiation, conduction, or convection. Al-
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Cold
water

7 O v e r f l o w

Y

hv,Tcz

F-F,,  Tcz

LA
FIG 3.6. The thermal process contains four
interacting lags.

though an  entire chapter is devoted exclusively to energy control, it is
important at this time to assay the general features of the temperature
loop in order to establish its place in the classification that has been made.

Example of a Constant Parameter System

Because most heat’  transfer processes  have variable parameters-heat
transfer coefficient, dead time, etc.-which vary wit,h flow, care has
been  taken to choose an example free of these complications, to better
introduce the subject. The example chosen is that of a stirred tank
reactor cooled by a constant flow of liquid circulating through its jacket.

The temperature controller, as shown in Fig. 3.6, adds cold water to
the circulating coolant, in order to remove the heat of reaction. There
are five important dynamic elements in the process:

1. Heat capacity of the contents of the reactor
2. Heat capacity of the wall
3. Heat capacity of the contents of the jacket
4. Lag in the temperature bulb
5. Dead time of circulation

Because all the heat leaving the reactor flows through the walls and into
the coolant, the capacities of reactants, walls, and coolant interact. But
in view of the slight heat capacity of the bulb, its time constant does not
significantly interact with the others. Basically the process is four-
capacity plus dead-time.

Finding the Time Constants

To determine the values  of the time constants, an unsteady-state  heat
balance must be written across each heat transfer surface. The equation
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takes the form heat in equals heat out plus heat capacity times rate of
temperature rise. Assuming a constant rate of heat evolution (the case
of a variable rate will be taken up later), the heat balance at the surface
of the reactor wall is

dT
Q  =  klA(T  - TI) +  WlCq

where Q = rate of heat evolution, Btu/hr
Ici = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)  (ft2)  (“F)
A = heat transfer area, ft2
T = reactor temperature, “F

T1 = wall temperature, “F
IV1 = weight of reactants, lb
C1  = specific heat of reactants, Btu/(lb)(“F)

Rearranging in the standard form,

WICK  dT
T+xJYz=

Q
T1 + i&Ix

The thermal time constant is

(3.13)

(3.14)

lteactor  temperature responds to wall temperature with a time constant
of 7i  and a steady-state gain of 1. If lc,A  is not directly known, Q/(1’ -
TJ may be substituted:

71  = y (7’  - TI)

By the same token, the temperature of the outside wall of the reactor
responds to that of the inside wall with a time constant of

w2c21 w2c2

” = k,A__ = -CT (T1  - T2)
where Wz = weight  of wall, lb

Cz  = specific heat of wall, Bt.u/(lb)(“P‘)
lc,  = thermal conductivity, Bt’u/(hr)  (ft2)  (‘F/in.)

I = wall thickness, in.
Tz = outside wall temperature

Kext,,  outside wall temperature responds to coolant temperature with
a time constant of

(3.17)
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where TVs  = weight of jacket contents
Cs = specific heat of jacket
Ica  = heat transfer coefficient’
T, = average coolant temperature

The lag of the temperature bulb can be calculated in the same way as
the other time constants:

(3.18)

where Wq  = weight of bulb
CJ  = specific heat of bulb
A4 = surface area of bulb

For most types of thermal systems and heat transfer conditions, data on
bulb response are already availnble.3

Process Gain

Each of t,hese  lags forms one link in the chain from average coolant
temperature to the measured reactor temperature. But since t,he  manip-
ulated variable is the flow of water added to the coolant stream, a suitable
equation converting water flow to coolant temperature must be included.
Adding a stream FTr  at temperature TV  to the coolant recycle stream
F - Frr-  at temperature Tc2  produces a mixture F at t’emperature  T,I,
returning to the reactor. The heat balance is

FT,] =  FrTw  +  ( F  - Fw)Tcx

Rearranging,

Tcz  - T,I = (Te2  - Tr) T (3.19)

But, related to the heat load,

Q
Tc2  - Tc1  = FC,

Since  the response of average coolant temperature T, is sought, substitu-
tion is made for Te2:

QTc2  zz  ?‘,  + Tc2  ; ‘cl  =  T, +  __
2FC8

Combining Eqs.  (3.19) and (3.20),

(3.20)
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Solving for T,,

Tc=  Tw+$(&-$ (3.21)

Process gain is the derivative of temperature with respect to flow:

dTc Q- = -~
dFw C3Fw2

(3.22)

The adjustment of coolant temperature by water flow is demonstrably
nonlinear. An equal-percentage valve should be used to deliver the
water, to partially correct this situation.

example 3.4

If a reactor contains 40,000 lb of material of specific heat of 0.8 Btu/
(lb)(V),  evolving 20000 Btu/min  at 200°F aith a wall temperature of
170”F,

7, =
(40,000)(0.8)(200  - 170) = 48 min

20000

72  can be estimated from the weight of the reactor wall, 8,000 lb, of specific
heat 0.15 and a temperature gradient of 10°F:

72 = (8,000)(0.15)(10)  = o 6 min
20000

Jacket contents of 500 gal (4,160 lb) of water at an average temperature of
140°F exhibits a time constant of

73 = (4,160)(1.0)(160  - 140) = 4,2 min
20000

A typical value for lag in a temperature well is i-4  = 0.5 min. Finally, cir-
culation through the jacket at a rate of 250 gpm  yields a dead time

500 .
~~ = 250 = 2 mm

It happens that a reactor of this description will oscillate at a period
of about 35 min in a closed loop. Even if all the secondary elements con-
sisted of pure dead time, they could not cause the period to exceed 29 min.
Therefore, some secondary element remains hidden, and the only place
it could hide is in the reaction mass. The assumption has been made, in
calculating its time constant, that the reaction mass was perfectly mixed
-that it was all at the same temperature. This, of course, is a false
premise, because it is impossible to transport fluid, hence heat, from the
wall of the vessel to the temperature bulb in zero time. Heat is trans-
ferred both by convection and by conduction-conduction would be the
mechanism if the fluid were motionless. It has been pointed out that
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heat transfer by conduction is a distributed process, involving some
effective dead time. So it does not seem unreasonable that a small per-
centage of the 4%min  primary time constant is dead time due to imperfect
mixing. An examination of the mechanism of mixing will be taken up
under composition control.

example 3.5

The dynamic gain of the process is principally that of the primary time
cons tan t :

The response of average coolant temperature to water flow is plottedin
Fig. 3.7 for values of F = 250 gpm (2,080 lb/min) and Tw = 80°F at a
constant load of 20000 Btu/min. Because of the change in slope with
flow, an equal-percentage valve characteristic is recommended. From Fig.
3.7, the required flow of water to produce an average coolant temperature
of 140°F is found to be 37 gpm. Gain of the process is

QdTc
dFw --c3pw2

20000 Btu/min
= - [l.O  Btu/(lb)(“F)][37  gpm12[8.33  lb/gal] = -1’75”F’gpm

Gain of an equal-percentage valve is simply four times the flow being
delivered :

G Y = 4 37 gprn~ = 1.5 gpm/%
100%

If a transmitter span of 200’F is selected, GT  = 100 0/,/200”F, or 0.5 yO,/“F.
The gain product can then be found:

G = (0.116)(1.5 gpm/~)(-l.75°F/gpm)(0.5%/“F)  = -0.152

(The negat ive  s ign  indica tes  the  sense  of  cont ro l  ac t ion . ) For >i-amplitude
damping, P must be 200G,  therefore

P = 200(0.152) = 30%

::-250
P
Y200
2

550
is

FIG 3.7. The slope of the process- ‘I100
characteristic curve decreases with

‘c
z

increasing flow. g 5 0
u 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0

W o t e r  f l o w  F,  gpm
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Derivative is extremely useful in a temperature loop, to compensate for
the secondary lags in the heat transfer media and temperature bulb. A
derivative time of 35/2~ or 5.6 min on this process would reduce the period
to about 20 min, and the required proportional band to the vicinity of
20 percent.

Summary

The most important points to be grasped from this analysis of a simple
heat transfer process are:

1. Time constants in a temperature-control loop are not easy to identify,
and they interact.

2. The presence of distributed lags makes the exact performance of
the loop difficult to predict.

3. Processes involving heat transfer are always nonlinear in at least-one
respect. Each process ought to be evaluated on its own merits to be
sure correct compensation is applied.

If the rate of heat evolution in the example had been made a function
of temperature, as it is in a real reactor, a second nonlinearity would
have made its appearance. Obviously much further consideration must
be given to each individual heat transfer application as it is encountered.
Although certain characteristics are common, many others are not. In
short, there is no such thing as a “typical” temperature-control loop.

CONTROL OF COMPOSITION

By far the greatest single contributor to the problems of a control
engineer is the composition loop. Composition is a property of a flowing
stream, therefore it travels with the stream. This means that dead time
is always in the loop. Further, sampling difficulties, incomplete mixing,
and intermittent analyses lend the measurement a certain amount of
random character, often making tight controller adjustment nadvisable.
Most significant of all the composition of a stream is a function of the
performance of the processing equipment producing it, which many
control engineers do not fully understand.

As in the case of temperature control, the process within a composition
loop may be extremely complex. In fact, most mass transfer operations
require multiple control loops to cope with the number of variables which
affect product quality. But for the moment it is important to examine
the properties of a composition loop apart from the intrigues of mass
transfer. Therefore a simple blending system will be analyzed.

The Problem of Mixing

A simple composition-control loop is depict’ed  in Fig. 3.8. Its object
is to control t,he  percentage of a single component in the effluent solution
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Diluent

FIG 3.8. This composition loop is
dominated by the transportation of
the concentrate to the analyzer.

by adding the required amount of concentrate to the tank. Assume that
no chemical reaction takes place-the problem is then only one of mixing
to the desired composition.

Anyone who has tried to control composition in a stirred tank knows
that it is not a single-capacity process. It would only be single-capacity
if the contents of the vessel were perJectZy  mixed. But no mixer can
move material from the inlet pipe to the exit pipe in zero time-it is
impossible. Consequently some dead t’ime must exist, i.e., that time
required for the agitator to transport a particle of fluid from inlet to
outlet. The presence of any dead time changes the control situation
entirely, for now the process is capable of oscillating in a closed loop,
which places a limitation on both controller gain and speed of response.

If the vessel in Fig. 3.8 had no mixing whatever taking place, the
streams entering the top would flow downward as a plug, reaching the
exit at time V/F later. In this case 7d  = V/F, whereas the lag pi = 0.
If the vessel were perfectly mixed, 7d  would equal 0 but ~1 would equal
V/F. All real situations fall between these two limits.

The performance of an agitator is frequently rated by its pumping
capacity. In this way it is treated as if it were a pump circulating fluid
from the bottom back to the top of the vessel at a uniform rate. This
rate of circulation is labeled F, in Fig. 3.8. It will then  be seen that the
time required for a particle to travel from top to bottom of the vessel,
i.e., the dead time, is

V
rd=F,F

The completeness of mixing may be described as the ratio of upflow to
downflow, that is, F,/(F, + F). Then the time constant of the vessel
can be looked upon as that part of the vessel’s capacity, which is com-
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pletely mixed :

V Fa
“7~7~ (3.24)

Placing 7d  in the same terms helps to compare the two components:

V F
rd=,Fm

There are several observations to be made from these two derivations.
First, it may be noted that

VTl+Td = -F (3.25)

This is reasonable, because it confirms that the average particle cannot
be retained in the vessel longer than its residence time V/F, whether
mixed with the rest of the contents or not. Furthermore it concurs
with Eq. (2.4).

Second, the difficulty of control, T~/T~,  varies only with F and F,:

rd F-=-
71 F,

Notice that difficulty is not a function of volume. This contradicts the
commonly accepted rule that relates controllability to volume. In fact,
increasing the volume of a system while retaining the same flow and agita-
tion serves only to reduce its speed of. response, because 7d  would be
increased proportionately. The effect can be more readily visualized
if carried to extremes: it would be no easier to control composition in a
lake than in a small tank, using the same agitator, and response would
certainly be slower.

The actual mechanism by which mixing takes place is obviously not
discrete, as the dead-time plus lag model would suggest. Flow from the
agitator is not in a single direction, as it would be in a pipe, and even if
it were, the velocity profile could not be perfectly flat. Furthermore,
turbulence is what produces the actual mixing, and turbulence seems to
be an omnidirectional effect. Even without an agitator, some mixing
always takes place through diffusion and a token amount of turbulence
resulting from flow through the vessel.

Tests4  conducted on stirred tanks show that the response of the effluent
to a step change in concentrate flow resembles that of a system comprised
of multiple interacting capacities. Figure 3.9 shows the response a
typical vessel might produce both with and without agitation.

These response curves are typical of diffusive and distributed processes,
as was mentioned in Chap. 2. It was also pointed out how capably this
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FIG 3.9. Agitation reduces the
effective dead time while increasing
the effective time constant.

Time

sort of response could be represented by dead time plus a single capacity.
Thus the simple model just postulated is quite valid, if imperfect.

The Analyzer

Dynamics associated with the analysis play an important role in the
performance of the loop. The foremost limitation in the speed of analysis
is generally t’hat  of transport’ing  the sample to the detector. Fortunately
some composition measurements can be made without withdrawing a
sample:  electrolytic conduckivity,  density, and pH are notable examples.
But any analysis requiring the withdrawal of a sample, particularly if
that sample must undergo a certain amount of preparation, results in a
significant accumulat,ion  of dead time (see the example cited at the close
of Chap. 2). Naturally  any effort spent in minimizing the sampling
time will be rewarded by bot’h  tighter control and faster response.

Some analyzers are discont,inuous. They produce only one analysis
in a given time interval. This characteristic is worthy of much more
attention, because it periodically interrupts t,he  control loop. Process
chromatographs  are the principal, but not sole, constituents of this
group. The response of this kind of control loop will be given extensive
roverage  in Chap. 4, and methods for coping with it will be presented.

A few analyzers exhibit a time lag in addition to the dead t’ime asso-
ciated with sample t,ransport. Sormally this property is of little conse-
quence, except when the process itself consists of nothing but the volume
of a pipeline, whose time const,ant  may be less than that, of the analyzer.
Those measurements which are fast, are by the same t,oken  subject to
noise. Conductivity and pH are usually in this category, because they
are fast enough to react to an incompletely mixed solution, or particles
of an immiscible phase.

Dead time in sample lines is understandably constant. Dead t’ime in a
pipe carrying the main st,ream  varies with flow. Dead t,ime within a
stirred tank  is slight,ly affected by flow, to the extent  of F/F,; in most
systems t,his variation would not be significant. The natural period of
the composition loop would therefore be virtually constant, producing
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constant dynamic gain, except for a process whose dominant element
is a pipeline.

Most  analyzers are not so far from being linear that they materially
affect the gain of the control loop. The notable exception is, of course,
the pH  measurement, whose general properties have already been pre-
sented. But analyzers are generally given a high order of sensitivity,
because of the importance placed on quality control. As a result, the
gain of a composition-control loop is invariably high. Objectively, com-
position is not as difficult  to control as flow, for example, but the specifica-
tions placed on product quality are so stringent that ordinary perform-
ance is seldom acceptable. The impurity of a product stream leaving a
fractionator, for example, may be specified at 1.0 f 0.2 percent. It is
virtually impossible to regulate flow within + 1 percent in the unsteady
state, yet the composition controller is asked to perform five times as well.
This is perhaps the greatest single reason why composition control has
the distinction of being a problem area. Because quality can be measured
to 0.1 percent is apparently reason enough to expect it to be controlled
to the same tolerance.

Process Gain

The dimensional gain of the process in Fig. 3.8 is the derivative of
composition, Z,  with respect to concentrate flow X. A material balance
on the measured component is simply

X = Fx

Then,

Since the nominal flow F has already been identified as a constant, process
gain is also constant. (This is another illustration of the case where
process steady-state gain varies with flow, but the time constant does too,
so dynamic gain is invariant. Steady-state gain, as calculated above,
is only meaningful at the rated flow F.)

Dimensional gain of the composition process can always be found by
writing a material balance across it. If composition of an effluent stream
is controlled by manipulating an influent  stream, as in this example, the
process is linear. But if effluent composition is controlled by manipulat-
ing the efluent  flow, the process is hyperbolic:

x=1
F

d x X- -
dF= F2

(3.28)
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(This was already encountered in the temperature-control example where
coolant temperature was adjusted by manipulating its flow.) Examples
of both linear and hyperbolic processes are common in both composition
and temperature applications, because the controlled variable is always a
function of the ratio of one varmble  to another. If the manipulated
variable happens to be in the numerator, the process is linear.

example.3.6

The process in Fig. 3.8 is intended to deliver a solution at a nominal flow
F, of controlled composition Z,  by adding a manipulated flow X of concen-
trate to the diluent stream. Let the volume of the vessel be 100 gal and the
nominal flow 20 gpm. If mixing is 95 percent complete, then O.O5V/F  will
be the effective dead time in the vessel:

1007d = 0.05 - = 0.25 min
2 0

The balance is a first-order lag:

r1 = 0.95 g = 4.75 min

Let the sampling time also be 0.25 min, with a 3.0-set  analysis lag. T h e
total dead time in the loop is then

7,~ = 0.25 + 0.25 = 0.5 min

Without the 3.0-set  lag in the analyzer, the natural period would be

4rd = 2.0 min

The phase shift of the 3.0-set  lag at a period of 2.0 min is

& = -tan-1  ?$!!&z  = -9”

A control valve with a 3.0-set  lag will contribute another 9”. This  added
phase shift extends the natural period to approximately

7,, = 2 o 180 + 9 + 9 =
1 8 0

2.2 min

The dynamic gain of the process is simply that of the principal time
cons tan t :

2.2
G1  = Gl = 2a4.75

= 0.0737

Dimensional process gain is the percent composition change brought
about by a change in concentrate flow at the rated throughput:

dx 1-Z-C
dX F lOO%PO gpm = 5 %lgpm
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Because  the  process  i s  l inear  wi th  respect  to  concentra te  f low,  a  l inear  valve
i s  chosen . Let the maximum flow of concentrate be 2 gpm. T h e n

G, = 2 gpm/lOO%  = 0.02 gpm/%

To illustrate the close tolerances to which product quality is generally
specified, the analyzer range will be chosen as 4.5 to 5.5 percent, with a
normal set point of 5.0 percent. The span is 1.0 percent:

GT  = 100 %/I % = 100

The proportional band necessary for >i-amplitude  damping is finally esti-
mated as 200 t’imes  the gain product:

P = 200(0.0737)  (5 %/gpm)  (0.02 gpm/  %)  (100) = 147 %

For a process that is really not very difficult, this is quite a wide propor-
tional band. An extremely wide band may then be expected in a truly
difficult application, indicating how sensitive composition loops are to
changes  in  load .

To summarize, composition loops are principally comprised of dead
time plus a single capacity and are noted for high transmitter gain. A s
a result, a wide proportional band is usually needed, leaving the controlled
variable quite susceptible to load changes.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this chapter has, been to acquaint the reader with the
properties of common process control loops and the reasons for these
properties. Analysis served as a useful tool to present the case, while

TABLE 3.3 Properties of Common Loops

Proper ty
Flow and

liquid
pressure

Gas
pressure

Dead time. No N o
Capacity. Multiple Single
Period. l-10 set Zero
Linearity. Square Linear
G,GT..  2-5 0.5-l In tegra t ing
Noise. Always None
_ _ _ _ _
Proportional 100-500 % O-5 %

50-200 ‘f!$,
R e s e t .  E s s e n t i a l Unnecessary
Derivative No Unnecessary
Valve. Linear Eq.  percent

* Applies to liquid pressure.

L i q u i d
level

No
Single
l-10 set
Linear
In tegra t ing
Always

5-50 70 10-100 %

Seldom Yes
N o Essent ia l
Linear Eq.  percent

T e m p e r a -
ture

and vapor
pressure

Variable
3-6
Min - hrs
Nonl inear
l-2
None

C o m -
position

Cons tan t
l-100
Min - hrs
Either
lo-1,000
Often
___-__
loo-l,OOO%

Essent ia l
If possible
Linear
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at the same time demonstrating how to identify the significant elements
in a loop. Rarely will a flow or level loop need analysis, but when com-
position-control problems arise, this procedure can be of inestimable
value.

Much of what has been derived and weighed and discussed in the fore-
going pages is summarized in Table 3.3.

Nothing that has not been already covered is presented in the table,
yet gathering all this information together discloses some interesting
features. Notice, for example, the similarity between level and flow
loops, with respect to both natural period and the presence of noise.
Without any doubt, however, each of the five groups above is separate
and distinct from the rest.
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P R O B L E M S

3.1 -1 volume booster installed at the inlet to the valve motor of Example 3.2
reduces its time constant to 0.5 sec. Predict the period of oscillation that Iv-ill
result from the change, allowin g-  45” phase lag in the proportional-plus-reset
contro l ler . Calculate the proportional band and reset time for jb-amplitude
damping.

3.2 What would be the estimate of the natural period and proportional band
in Prob. 3.1 if the dynamic elements were all assumed to be dead time rather than
capacities? Is this a valid approximation? Why?

3.3 Let pressure downst’ream  of the valve in Example 3.2 be controlled
instead of  f low. -kt  no flow, there is a static head of 5 l)sig,  while 10 gpm  will
raise the pressure to 13 psig;  the range of the pressure transmitter is 0 to 25 psip.
Estimate what the proportional band of the controller will be for ;/,-amplitude
damping with the period and reset time used in the example.

3.4 A mercury manometer capable of reading f 15-in.  differential pressure
is used to indicate the flow in a gas stream. What  is its natural period? H O W

would it affect the control of flow?
3.5 TO verify the choice of an equal-percentage valve for Example 3.5, cal-

culate the process gain and the product of process and valve gain for heat loads
of 5000, 10000, and 15000 Btu/min;  assume that. the difference between con-
trolled reactor temperature and average coolant temperature varies linearl)
with heat transfer rate.
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3.6 Two fluids are blended in a pipeline 20 ft upstream of where the mixture
is  sampled. The pipe contains 0.4 gal/ft of length, and the flow rate of the blend
varies from 10 to 80 gpm. Dead time in the sample line to the analyzer is 15 sec.
A circulating pump is installed to maintain 100 gpm flow through that 20-ft
section of pipe without affecting the throughput. Compare the natural period
for integral control with and without the pump in operation. What  e lse  does
the pump provide?

3.7 In the same process, the flow of additive is manipulated through a linear
valve  whose maximum flow is 1.2 gpm. The range of the analyzer is 0 to 1
percent, additive concentration. Estimate the proportional band required for
at least ~-amplitude  damping if the reset time is set for 60’ phase lag with the
pump operating.





PART &



C H A P T E R 4
No w that the characteristics of typical processes have been thor-

oughly presented, it is possible to look more closely into various means
for controlling them. The range of process difficult’y  has been seen t’o
vary from zero to several  hundred, as measured by the proportional band
needed for damping. The very existence of such-a range of control prob-
lems suggests the possibility of a variety of means for their control. The
first distinction to be made is between linear and nonlinear control
methods.

A linear device is one whose output is directly proportional to its
input(s) and any dynamic function thereof. This definition includes not
only proportional !:ontrollers,  but those with reset, derivative, lag, dead
tinrePin  short, any time function of a linear variable. To be sure, a
device is only linear over a specified range. A pneumatic controller,
for example, ceases  to operate linearly when its output falls to zero or
reaches full supply pressure. All linear devices  are similarly limited,
and their proper use demands an appreciation of these limitations.

9 1
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In the earlier chapters certain nonlinear characteristics were dealt
with, both in processes and in the measuring devices and valves. A n
attempt was made in every case to compensate for process nonlinearities
so as to obtain constant loop gain. This assures uniformity of perform-
ance under all conditions of operation. In general, compensation is
effected external to the controller, leaving the controller as a linear
device.

But within the domain of linear controllers, a variety of dynamic
elements exists. Each dynamic element, such as reset or derivative, has
certain undesirable properties along with those which are beneficial. A
thorough understanding of the assets and liabilities of each control mode
is prerequisite to their intelligent selection.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

If selection between various control configurations is to be made, some
basis must be established for their comparison. For example, a given
process may be controlled in a number of ways. One way will be better
than the others from the standpoint of performance, i.e., how it responds
to a set-point or load change. The three load-response curves in Fig. 1.13
show the performance of three different controllers in the same process.

The shape of the load-response curve depends to a considerable degree
on the type of control action used and the settings of the parameters
involved. Furthermore, the penalty ascribed to a typical response curve
is determined by the specifications of the process. Several means of
weighing the response curve suggest themselves:

1. Integrated error: Since the error (T - c) can be either positive or
negative, an integrated error of zero could be obtained in a continuously
oscillating loop.  Integrated error is therefore not, of itself, a measure
of stability.

2. Error magnitude: This criteria allows the possibility of offset (a
small permanent error), which is generally undesirable in any loop.

3. Integrated absolute error (ME) : This is a measure of the total area
under the response curve on both sides of zero error. It is one of the
generally accepted performance criteria. Since the error following a load
change eventually disappears, the IAE approaches a finite value for any
stable loop.

4. Integrated square error (ISE): The instantaneous error is first
squared and then summed (integrated). Squaring prevents a negative
error from canceling a positive one  (as does absolute value) and also
weighs large errors more  heavily than small ones.

5. Root mean square (rms) error: This index  is the  standard deviation
of t,he  error. If the error reduces to zero with time, so does the rms
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error-so this criterion is only applicable to those systems without a
steady state.

Technically, the IAE and the ISE are the only all-encompassing
indices of performance. The principal distinction between them is the
weight placed on large errors. Two response curves with the same IAE
would have different values of ISE if t,here were a difference in error
magnitude. For this reason, the ISE criterion is seen to be a combination
of error magnitude and IAE.

For the case where the response curve lies wholly on one side of zero
error, the integrated error equals the IAE. But this is not the limit of
usefulness of the integrated error, for it represents the average error
that has existed over a particular t ime span. The average error or
integrated error is a valid basis for comparing response curves with equal
damping, like those comparisons shown in Fig. 1.13. By specifying the
damping, the objection raised in number 1 above is overruled. Inte-
grated error will therefore be used as a performance index throughout
the balance of the book, and in every case >i-amplitude  damping will
be meant, unless otherwise indicated.

Sensitivity of a Process to Disturbances

The choice of integrated error as a performance index has a very prac-
tical aspect, in that it can be readily calculated from controller settings.
In a proportional-plus-reset controller,

Prior to a load change, at time t 1, the output will be stationary at a level
VL~, and the error will be zero. After the transient from a load change has
subsided, i.e., at time tz,  the output will come to rest at a new level ~122,
at which the error will again be zero. Then, subtract,ing  the two outputs,

Reducing the last expression yields

(4.1)

Let the  integrated error resulting from the load change AH be desig-
nated B:

I!: = I;f’e  dt
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Then the load respouse  of a giver1  control loop cau be assessed on the
basis of integrated error per unit load change:

E’ PR- =-
AT?% 100

Again this is integrated error and not ME;  the damping  of the loop must
be assured before this ndex can be used.

The load-response criteriou  E/A/H  depends ou  the proportioual baud
and reset t,irne  which, in t,urn,  depend on  the characteristics of the plant.
This is another way of illustrutiug  the difficulty of coutrol  which was
described in Chap. 1. If the proportional baud can be made  to approach
zero because of he ease with which the process can be contcolled,  or the
reset t,irue  because of its speed of response, E/AM will approach zero.
The integrated error will be found useful iu evaluating  not ouly the
difficulty of a process, but also the effectiveness of the means used in
its control.

Error Magnitude

The magnitude  of an error is a fuuctiou  of how fast the load change
takes place. If the load change is very gradual, several orders of nmg-
nitude longer in duration  thau  the reset time, it may  produce no  nieasur-
able error magnitude; the ntcgmted  error, however, does not depend
on  rate of change of load. An  instantaneous load chauge will be coun-

tered by proportional control action, aud derivative, if used. If the
proportional-plus-reset control equation is written in the differeutial  forni,

dm
dt= I (4.3)

A plot of e versus t,he  rate of change of load dw/dt can be constructed
from it (see Fig. 4.1). The maximum  value of e is limited by proportional
action  to P A~,/100. Derivative nctiou can reduce the effect of a rapid
load change principally  by allowing a reduction in the proportioual baud
setting.

PAm

FIG 4.1. The magnitude of the error
is a function of the rate of change of

dm
load as well as its magnitude.
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TWO- AND THREE-MODE CONTROLLERS

Although the primary functions of proportional, derivative, and reset
have already been introduced, many of their features remain to be defined.
The discussion will be restricted to the commonly available controllers,
i.e.,. proportional-plus-derivative, proportional-plus-reset, and propor-
tional-plus-reset-plus-derivative. (Reset controllers are rarely used in
process work and are not available as standard items from most manu-
facturers. Derivative by itself is not recognized as a controlling mode.)

Limitations of Derivative

It has been pointed out that perfect derivative action is not available
in conventional controllers. Derivative gain is limited to about 10, and
the maximum available phase lead is in the vicinity of 45”. In effect,
derivative is therefore accompanied by a lag, whose time constant is
><c  the value of the derivative time.

In most controllers, derivative act,s  on the output. Physically, it is a
lag introduced in the feedback path around the controller amplifier.
Therefore, if he output of the controller is constant, no derivative action
will take place no matter what the controlled variable may be doing.
This situation occurs whenever the controller’s output has reached one
of its limits. The output of a pneumatic controller, for example, can go
as low as zero or as high as 20 psi (the supply pressure), although the
range of the control valve-hence the proportional band-is 3 to 15 psi.

Ko derivative action will take place, then, until the controlled variable
approaches the proportional band as in Fig. 4.2. In the discussion on
two-capacity processes, this property placed a limitation on  the width
of the proportional band required for critical damping.

In most controllers, derivative action does not distinguish between
measurement and set point. The purpose of derivative is to speed the
response of the closed loop, but the set point lies outside the loop. The
controlled variable cannot change instantaneously, because of the lags
inherent in the process. But it is normal to introduce set-point changes
instantaneously, which derivative action amplifies into gross output

FIG 4.2. Derivative action begins
when the controller comes out of
saturation.

Time
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Derivative on error or output Derivative on measurement

Time Time

FIG 4.3. Derivative makes a controller hgper-
sensitive to set-point changes.

fluctuations. Consequently, properly adjusted derivative acting upon
the error or the output is hypersensitive to set-point variations. Ideally,
derivative should act on neither the output nor the error, but on the
measurement alone. Figure 4.3 shows the effect of derivative acting on
the set point.

Response can be improved markedly by introducing a lag in the set-
point circuit. Figure 4.4 indicates the sort of results that can be obtained
with such an arrangement.

Set-point changes are often introduced automatically, by the output
of another controller in cascade (see Chap. 6). The controller whose set
point is adjusted in this way cannot tolerate derivative, especially if the
primary (adjusting) controller has it.

Reset “Windup”

Whenever a sustained deviation is imposed upon a controller containing
reset, its output will eventually be driven off scale. This will happen
whenever the loop is opened, as in the case of plant shutdown or transfer
to manual control. If the measurement has been held below the set
point, the controller will be integrating so as to raise it. When the loop
is closed again, the measurement will be driven above the set point and
the controller must integrate back down again to the normal output.

When a process is shut down by the closing of hand valves, reset action
begins to force the proportional band of the controller upward to its

FIG 4.4. Introducing a lag in the
set-point circuit can eliminate
overshoot and reduce settling time.

I
Time
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limit, trying to raise the measurement. The controller then finds that
even 100 percent output will not bring the deviation to zero, whereas, in
normal operation, 50 percent may have been enough. Figure 4.5 shows
the proportional band at its limits during shutdown, such that no control
action can begin again until the set point is crossed. If derivative acts
on the controller output, it is powerless to help the situation, because
it is disabled as long as the measurement is outside the proportional band.

Notice that the proportional band is actually beyond the set point.
Reset forces it up to the full available supply pressure (or voltage), which
is always well in excess of 100 percent output. In a pneumatic controller,
supply pressure is normally 20 psi. During prolonged shutdown, pres-
sure in the reset bellows will reach 20 psi. If the’error  were suddenly
reduced to zero under this condition, controller output would be 20 psi,
equal to the pressure in the reset bellows. (In the case of a reverse-acting
controller, or when the error is sustained in the other direction, reset
pressure will fall to 0 psi, which is 3 psi below 0 percent output.)

With regard to batch processes which must be started up several times
a day, this problem is serious. Particularly demanding is temperature
control of a batch chemical reactor, where overshoot is intolerable. The
situation can be improved to some degree with a controller whose deriva-
t ive acts  upon the input . ’ Many new controllers incorporate this
feature.

A logical solution to the reset-windup problem is to add enough intelli-
gence to the controller to make it aware of a shutdown condition. This
is done by placing in the controller’s reset circuit a switch energized by
the output. Whenever the output exceeds 100 percent, the switch dis-
ables the reset circuit, leaving a proportional (or proportional-plus-deriva-
tive) controller. In the absence of automatic reset action, a bias must
take its place. Because this bias equals the output of the controller at
zero deviation, it is ordinarily adjusted in relation to the expected process
load. For this reason it is sometimes called the “preload” setting.

If the preload setting is too high, response is similar to that without the
“antiwindup” switch (Fig. 4.5). With too li t t le preload, throttl ing
begins prematurely and the controller must bring the measurement to the

FIG  4.5. Control action does not
begin until after the set point is
crossed, therefore overshoot is
inevitable.
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+2

Time Time

(0) (b)

FIG 4.6. Response after startup with (a) no
preload, (6)  30 percent preload.

set point by reset action-a slow procedure. The results of inadequate
and sufficient preload in a three-mode controller are displayed in Fig. 4.6.

The first crest in the record of Fig. 4.6a  is brought about by the sudden
activation of derivative as the controller output starts to fall. Proper
adjustment of preload will locate this crest right at the set point, as shown
in Fig. 4.6b.  In the absence of derivative, there is no crest, and the
measurement will be found to converge on the set point asymptotically.

Some integration must take place, because a sizable error always exists
at the time tl when the “antiwindup” switch activates the reset circuit.
The load Q (output at time tz)  will differ from the preload b by the amount
of this integration:

100 tz
q-b=PR  tl e d tJ

If the preload is set equal to the expected load, some overshoot will
develop. Therefore, if critical damping is to be achieved, the preload
setting must be significantly less than the expected load.

In Fig. 4.6a,  “no preload” is indicated. Because no preload is less
than 0 percent (0 psi compared to 3 psi in a pneumatic system), the pro-
portional band lies below the set point by this difference.

When placing one of these controllers into operation, it is first necessary
to adjust proportional, derivative, and reset for maximum performance
in the steady state, just as would be done for a continuous process. Once
these are set, response during startup depends entirely on the value of
preload.

Auto-manual Transfer

As far as the controller amplifier is concerned, the loop is open when
in manual control. The slightest deviation will eventually cause the
controller to saturate, because it has no way of satisfying itself in a closed
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loop. For t,his  reason, all controllers with an auto-manual transfer
feature also have some means of preconditioning the reset so that the
proper output will be maintained during transfer to automatic. T h i s
is known as “bumpless”  transfer. Some controllers are designed to
insure bumpless  transfer even if a deviation exists. But each controller
design seems to have its own particular transfer procedure, so there is
little point in trying to generalize. The reader is advised to consult
the instructions supplied by the manufacturer.

The Three-mode Controller

An ideal three-mode controller consists of a simple combination of the
individual modes as they have already been presented:

d eedt+Dz

Because the three components of gain at the natural period are out of
phase, vector addition is required to determine the resultant phase and
gain of the controller. A vector diagram is given in Fig. 4.7.

Because of the gain limitation placed on the derivative mode, the
latter is not exactly represented by a vertical vector, but the inaccuracy
is not severe above a period of 2rD. From the vector diagram of Fig.
4.7, the resultant phase and gain of the ideal controller are

$ = tan-l
(?&) (4.6)

2aDY-& (4.7)

Interaction between Control Modes

Whenever reset and derivative operate successively on a signal, they
interact with one another. Reset produces a rate of change of output in
an attempt to restore the measurement to the control point. But deriva-
tive reacts to a rate of change of output.

FIG 4.7. The resultant gain and
phase emanates from a vector
summation of the individual modes.
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When a signal passes through derivative and reset in series, as in Fig.
4.&z,  no matter in what order or whether one or two st’ages  of amplifica-
tion are used, interaction results-the ultimate control function is not
ideal. Figure 4% shows a parallel dynamic operation, followed by sum-
mation, producing the ideal (nonint,eract,ing)  control response. The
block diagram of the noninteracting controller can be reduced mathe-
matically to Eq. (4.5). But reduct’ion  of the diagram of Fig. 4.8~  to a
comparable mathematical expression yields

m=7(l+~)(pf~ledi+llnd~~,R)  (4.8)

A remarkable fact is that at this writing all standard three-mode con-
trollers are interacting. Although the mathematical structure of a non-
interacting controller is simpler, its implementation is too costly to be
competitive at present.

Interaction is manifest in the effectiveness of the three-mode adjust-
ments. Let the effective mode value be indicated by a prime, relative
to the settings introduced:

P
p’ = 1 + D/R R'=R+D 1

D'  = l/D + I/R (4.9)

Several important observations can be made from the above relationships:
1. Where D > R, derivative time is affected more by the reset setting,

and vice versa.
2. It,  is impossible to make the effective derivative time equal to or

greater than the effective reset time.
3. As D approaches R, further adjustment will produce very little

change in D', so there is little purpose in trying to “fine tune” an inter-
acting controller.

To illustrate the above points, Table 4.1 lists several combinations
of settings together with their effects. This example was chosen to show
how three markedly different combinations of adjustments can result in
substantially the same effective values. Some engineers have prepared

1+D&
t-4

y(lt$/dt)  m
I-

(a) (b)

FIG 4.8. Three-mode controllers: (a) interacting,
(b) noninteracting.
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TABLE 4.1 Effective Values of Modes at Various Settings

P P’ R R’ D D’

2 0 1 0 1 . 0 2 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 5
15 1 0 1 . 5 2.25 0.75 0 . 5
13.3 1 0 2 . 0 2.67 0.67 0 . 5

“tuning maps, ” in which the response of a given process to various com-
binations of proportional, reset, and derivative settings are compared.
The results would bear some merit if a noninteracting controller were used,
but interaction limits the range of effective settings too stringently. I t
is doubtful whether any difference in response obtained with the three
combinations in Table 4.1 would be noticeable. The effective values
of proportional and derivative are the same in each case, while effective
reset time only changes from 2.0 to 2.67 min-hardly noticeable.

The integrated error is, of course, a function of the effective values of
proportional and reset:

E P'R'-=-
A m 100

Substitution for P' and R' reveals the relationship of integrated error to
the settings of the two modes:

E P(R+D)  P R-=
A112 lOO(1  + D/R) = ii%

The integrated area is unaffected by this interaction.
A more severe form of interaction exists in pneumatic controllers whose

reset and derivative circuits are in parallel feedback about the amplifier.
Pneumatic controllers equipped with an “antiwindup switch” are con-
nected in this way. The only difference between these and the conven-
tional interacting controller is in the effective proportional band:

P'= P(gg) (4.10)

When D = R, the effective proportional band is zero. And if D > R,
the effective band actually becomes negative; negative proportional band
in a negative feedback controller means positive feedback. Extreme
care must therefore be exercised when adjusting one of these controllers,
or the results could be disastrous.

Adjusting Two- and Three-mode Controllers

In order to formulate an effective procedure for adjusting controllers,
it is first necessary to determine where the optimum values lie. To per-
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mit extension to a broad range of difficult processes, a dead-time plus
integrating process will be used, with controller settings left in terms of
74 and  71. This is necessary because the natural period of a loop does
vary with the controller settings. Table 4.2 has been prepared by equat-
ing the gain product of process and controller to O.Tj,  with gain and phase
for the controllers accurately calculated from the vector diagrams of
Figs. 1.11 and 4.7.

Several significant conclusions may be drawn from TabIe  4.2. Deriva-
tive is very effective in improving the performance of the loop, even
though the dominant secondary element is dead time. But the reason
that it is so effective is because it offsets the phase lag of reset, preventing
the period and process gain from increasing in its presence. A striking
characteristic of the optimum controller setting for both of the three-
mode controllers is that the phase contribution of the controller is zero
at the natural period. Furthermore, derivative and reset times should
be equal. Thus the optimum settings can be predicted with accuracy
knowing either the dead time of the process or the period of oscillation
under proportional control.

From these conclusions, it is possible to formulate a rigorous adjust-
ment procedure for three-mode controllers:

1. With maximum reset time and minimum derivative, excite the
closed loop into oscillation by reducing the proportional band.

TABLE 422 Determination of Optimum Settings for Two- and Three-mode Controllers

Modes

Proportional
plus reset

Noninter- 0.51Td
acting 0.64
three-mod< 0.86

Interacting
three-mode

_-

? 1
,

D

0

0
0
0

__-

0,907d
0.64
0.54

,Controller

R

m

2.867d
1.66
1.27

0.88Td
0.64
0.49
- -

0.9OTd
0.64
0.54

-

I-

Gain ”
deg

_ _ _ _

1OOP 0

1 0 4 - 1 5
1 1 5 - 3 0
141 - 4 5

109P  +23
1 0 0 0
109 - 2 3
__---

125P  +36
1 0 0 0
1 2 5 - 3 6

P

127r&,

1 5 8
2 2 0
3 6 1

llOTd/T,
1 2 7
1 9 6

22%,/T,
2 5 4
5 4 0

Process

70 Gain

4.OOsd  0.64rd/r,

4.80 0.76
6.00 0.95
8.00 1.27
-__

3.197d  0.517&1
4.00 0.64
5.37 0.86
- - - -

2.867d  0.45rJn
4.00 0.64
6.79 1.08

Perform-
ance,

PR/100

m

4 .52sd2/rl
3.65
4.58

0.9772/71
0.81
0.96

2. 05rd2/r1
1.62
2.92
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FIG 4.9. Increasing derivative time ,.$
reduces error magnitude at the cost
of recovery time.

+7&---$-K

Time

2. Measure the period of oscillation r0  and set derivative and reset
time both to r0/27r. (The optimum value of D and R in Table 4.2 is
0.64rd,  which is 2~~1~  or ~~/27r.)  For a two-mode controller, set R at
rJ2.4. When adjusting a three-mode pneumatic controller with anti-
windup, always keep R > 20  to retain proportional stability.

3. Readjust the proportional band to produce the desired degree of
damping.

4. If 7,, is higher than before, increase both D and R; if it is lower,
decrease them. This may be necessary to compensate for inaccuracy
in the dial settings. With a two-mode controller, 70  will increase by
about 50 percent.

Interaction is clearly evident when an attempt is made to tune a con-
troller for maximum performance. Figure 4.9 shows how increasing the
derivative time also increases the effective reset time in a typical closed
loop.

The integrated errors for the three response curves are equal because
the proportional band and reset settings are all the same. Because the
last curve has a lower maximum error, its ISE would tend to be less than
the other two.

Although noninteracting controllers are not generally available, it is
worthwhile to note that they are capable of twice the performance of
interacting controllers, as Table 4.2 indicates.

COMPLEMENTARY FEEDBACK

The question often arises whether proportional, reset, and derivat’ive
are really the best control modes for every application. For the easier-
to-control processes, their use can be justified. A single-capacity process
and some two-capacity processes need only narrow-band proportional
action. Derivative is of great value in processes with two or three capaci-
ties. But for the more difficult processes, it has been found that reset
action is essential.

In processes where dead time is dominant, derivative action has been
seen to have less effect than in processes consisting of capacity alone.
This suggests that some other control mode more akin to dead time might
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be valuable. Derivative and reset are, in actuality, time constants just
like the time constants in a process. They bear no resemblance to the
dead time that may exist in the plant, however.

Theory
Several authors2j3  have postulated a feedback control system that is

modeled after the process. This kind of control action is known as
“complementary feedback,” because the characteristics of the controller
complement the dynamics of the process. A block diagram showing
both process and complementary controller appears in Fig. 4.10.

The principle employed is that a given error signal e can be,made to
generate a certain instantaneous restoring force, lOOe/P,  which will
change c exactly enough to cancel the error. At the same time, a com-
plementary signal characterized to match the response of the process is
fed back positively to cancel the effect of the negative feedback from the
process. This means that the output of the controller will remain at its
instantaneous value, which was correct in that it was able to exactly
reduce the error to zero.

For this exact sequence of events to occur, the control parameters must
have the values

P = lOOK, & = & (4.11)

The term K, is the steady-state gain of process, valve, and transmitter,
that is,  G,G,G. The terms g, and g, are vectors representing the
dynamic components in the controller and process, respectively.

It is worthwhile to trace the sequence of events following a set-point
change through the block diagram. Initially e is zero because c = r,
and uz  is at rest. Following a set-point change Ar,

and the output jumps instantaneously by

Process

I 1ml-7-7gg+
Controller , FIG 4.10. The complementary

controller has a model of the process
in its positive feedback loop.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
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FIG 4.11. With complementary
feedback, m images r, producing
response which appears to be open
loop.

- - - - - - -
mr----

___-_--------
---J

T i m e

The output change Am proceeds through the process to cause

AC = Am K,g,  = 100 Ar K, $f

Since lOOK,/P = 1, the set-point response is

AC = Ar g,

Passing through the subtracting junction,

e = Ar - AC = Ar -- Am K,g,

The signal then appears at the summing point as

100; = 100 $ - 100 Am Kpgpp = 100 $”  - Am g,

Within the controller, complementary feedback is sending +Am g, to
the same summing point, such that Am will retain its original value of
100 Ar/P as e returns to zero.

The controlled variable responds as it, would if the loop were open,
because the output of the controller is constant after the new set point
has been inserted. Overshoot is impossible with this control arrange-
ment, so critical damping is always attained. Figure 4.11 shows how a
typical process might respond to a step set-point change.

The principal advantage of this type of control scheme is that critical
damping can be achieved with a proportional loop gain of unity; in most
control loops, the proportional gain exceeds unity. In a single-capacity
process, for example, the proportional band may be reduced to zero,
placing the proportional loop gain at infinity. Yet there are some
processes, notably those dominated by dead time, in which the loop gain
must be much less than unit,y  to obtain the desired damping.

Figure 1.26 shows the required  proportional band for s/4-amplitude
damping for any combin:tt,ion  of dead time and capacity. A band of
100 percent (proportional gain of 1.0) is seen to be required for a process
whose T~/T~  = 1.2. But with complementary  feedback, the same pro-
portional gain could produce c~ritjcal  damping. Complementary feed-
back is, by this token, of advant,agc  in the most dificult  processes.
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For Dead Time

In theory, complementary feedback is capable of critically damping a
process consisting of pure dead time. Following the lines of the example
given for proportional control of dead time in Chap. 1, the advantages
of complementary feedback will be demonstrated. For simplicity, let
K, = 1. The controller output is

wl* = ‘9 (1’  - c )  +  m,-1

where n = t/Td. The process responds:

cm = Inn-l

Starting at conditions t’. = co = )/lo  = 0 percent, P = 100 percent, a
set-point change of 50 percent initiates the following sequence:

1’0  = 0% co  = 07” 1110  = o(“c
1’1 = 50 Cl = 0 1111  = 1.0(50  - 0)  +  0 = 50

c2  f 50 7122  = 1.0(50  - 50) + 50 = 50

The process comes to rest in one dead time.
The best value of lOOK,/P  is 1.0. At 2.0, the loop becomes undamped,

while at <l.O,  damping is heavier than critical. Figure 4.12 illustrates
the effect of changing gain. So some variation in gain can be tolerat’ed.
Unfortunately the same is not true for the complementary feedback
term g,. If the positive feedback arrives at a different time than the
negative feedback from the process, the loop mill break into oscillations
of two periods, which are the sum and the difference of the two dead
times. .

Perhaps the most significant features of complementary feedback, as
brought out in this example, are:

1. No offset
2. Fast response (TV = 27d)
3. Availability of critical damping

FIG 4.12. The amount of damping
varies inversely with loop gain.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
n=t/r*
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FIG 4.13. A proportional-plus-reset
controller is the complement of a
single-capacity process.

Integral control of dead time was able to eliminate offset, but at 7O = 4rd.
Neither proportional nor integral control was capable of critically damp-
ing the loop.

For Single Capacity

Although there is no need to use a complementary controller on simple
processes, it is nevertheless interesting to speculate on its configuration.
If the process is a first-order lag, its complementary controller turns out
to be proportional-plus-reset. In fact, pneumatic two-mode controllers
are made this way, as shown in Fig. 4.13.

A single-capacity process can tolerate zero proportional band and zero
reset time. Compared to a dead-time process, it can be concluded
that the easier the process is to control, the less critical are its mode
adjustments.

Load Response

In the case of a dead-time process with perfect complementary feed-
back, a step disturbance in load would produce an error corrected one
dead time later. Figure 4.14 shows the results.

The magnitude of the error is AC = Am K,, and its duration is rd.
Therefore the integrated error per unit load change is

(4.12)

To properly evaluate this response, a two-mode controller will be
applied to the same process, but it must be adjusted so that the error
will not cross zero during recovery. Thus integrated error is actually
IAE, permitting comparison of loops with different damping. A phase

%
5 ‘7

%
AmKp

h c---- -----------A
FIG 4.14. A load-induced error pre- r l-4’
vails for one dead time.

Time
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lag of 22.5” is chosen for the controller, such that r0  = 2.3rd.  The
tangent of 22.5’ is 0.414. Reset time is then

2.3rd
R = 2n(0.414)  = 0.887d

Quarter-amplitude damping requires loop gain to be 0.5.

GPRKp  = 0.5 = 100Kp4
P

1 + (0.414)2

P = 2OOK,4i3  = 216K,

Integrated error is then

E
E = (2.16KP)(0.887d)  = 1.90KPTdam = 100

This indicates that complementary feedback significantly reduces IAE,
as well as settling time.

It is important to see over what range of processes complementary
feedback has an advantage over two-mode control. A single-capacity
plus dead-time process will respond to a step load change under com-
plementary feedback as shown in Fig. 4.15. Without going into the
derivation of the load-response curve, it turns out that the integrated
area per unit load change is

(4.13)

A proportional-plus-reset controller applied to the same process, and
adjusted to produce 22.5” phase lag, can serve as a reference for compari-
son. The values of reset time and proportional band required for
>i-amplitude damping were calculated for selected ratios of T~/TI  in the
process. The integrated error per unit load change was then found as the
PR product, to compare with that obtainable through complementary
feedback. This information is plotted in Fig. 4.16, with coordinates

FIG 4.15. The peak of the load-
response curve occur8 7d min from
its ri*e.

Time
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3

FZG 4.16. Complementary feedback w $
is superior to two-mode control for aI

processes more difficult than
7d/T1 = 1.3. 0 1 2 3 4

w=1

normalized as E/Am Kprd  vs. rd/rl. The complementary feedback curve
plots as

E__-
Am Kprd

=1+71
Td

It was pointed out earlier that, as in regard to closed-loop gain, com-
plementary feedback was superior for processes more difficult than
Td/71  = 1.2. But the comparison was not exactly on the same basis,
because the proportional band was selected for s/4-amplitude  as opposed
to critical damping. The comparison shown in Fig. 4.16 is limited in
the same way, but the agreement of the two methods is evident. The
intent. has been to prove in two ways that, complementary feedback
should be reserved for only the most difficult applications.

Practical Considerations

Pure dead time cannot be generated by analog means, therefore a
dead-time complementary analog controller will never be available.
Dead time can be generated digitally, so the possibility exists for direct
digital control systems. But in view of the problems that can be antici-
pated from a mismatch of process and controller dynamics, complemen-
tary feedback is of questionable value for any pure dead-time process.
(A similar and more reliable method will be presented laterin this chapter.)

In process-control work, capacity nearly always exceeds dead time,
hence loop response generally has a moderate tolerance for controller
maladjustment. This is fortunate, because to make the dynamics of the
controller duplicate those of the process is not really possible.

The foregoing discussion on complementary feedback was based pri-
marily on critically damped response. With a pure dead-time process,
this was the best obtainable. But with less difficult processes, lower
damping will enhance recovery from load disturbances due to greater
controller gain.

In general, better performance will be obtained on more difficult appli-
cations by using delayed reset,4 as shown in Fig. 4.17. This is obviously
a compromise between two-mode control and complementary feedback,
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*&pz*

FIG 4.17. Three lags in the reset cir-
cuit can improve performance on

difficult processes.

but it can be made  from a conventional controller. The most effective
use will be made of the three lags if they are noninteracting. This can
be done by selecting t,hc  capacity of RI  to be 100 times that of R3,  and Rz
10 times that of R3,  while setting their time constants equal by appro-
priate adjustment of their resistances.

The degree of improvement will vary with the difficulty  of the process.
On processes that, are fairly easy to control, improvement over two-mode
control may be marginal. In fact, derivative would normally be of more
value. But where dead time is dominant, or where derivative cannot be
used because of noise level, delayed reset may be of considerable worth.

INTERRUPTING THE CONTROL LOOP

In some control loops, feedback of information from the process is only
available on an intermittent basis. The on-stream chromatograph  is
perhaps the most common transmitter of intermittent information,
although many less familiar analyzers also have this characteristic. In
a loop such as this, only one piece of information is transmitted within a
cert)ain  space of time, known as t,he  “sampling interval.” The control
loop is open, except at the first instant of each sampling interval. T h i s
dynamic property differs from anything discussed thus far.

Som&imes  the conkol loop is opened int,entionally. A single continu-
ous analyzer may be used to sample two streams, being alternately a
member of each loop. Recently single controllers have been shared
among a number of loops, an operation called “time-shared control.”

But all of these situations have one common property-a periodically
open control loop. In order to provide the most effective control under
these circumstances, an understanding of the influence of the sampling
clement is necessary.

Open-loop Response

The first distinction to be made is whether the sampling element is
dominant or not. Figure 4.18 compares the open-loop step response of
two processes which are affected differently by sampling. The abscissa
is the number of samples n,  taken at intervals of At, from the initiation
of the step. The actual track of the controlled variable c is shown as a
broken line, while its sampled value c* is indicated by the solid line.
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FIG 4.18. The dynamic characteris-
tics of the slow process are less
affected by sampling.

//
2 c,,  c* Fast process - -

I
fi  I

c

5-[r

-4’

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
” =  t/Al

If a process can respond fast enough, its dynamic characteristics will
be masked by the sampling system. An extremely slow process, on the
other hand, would contain dynamic elements whose values far exceed
the sampling interval. In the latter case, the loop is, for all practical
purposes, continuous, and can be considered in that light. But as the
time constants of the process approach the sampling interval, the effect
of sampling increases. From this point of view, if means are found to
control the loop dominated by the sampling element, less severe situa-
tions can be readily accommodated.

A flow blending process, such as the one pictured in Fig. 4.19, can be
dominated by the sampling interval of a discontinuous analyzer. The
residence time of the fluids in the piping is normally very short, and the
delay in sample piping can be made less than the cycle time of the
analyzer. Typically, fluid could be transported from the control valve
to the analyzer in less than 35  min, while the analyzer might produce
results at intervals of 5 min. In a process of this kind, the blend analyzed
has gone downstream long before any corrective action can begin-a truly
difficult  control loop.

Closing the Control Loop

The sampling element that will be discussed here is generally referred
to as a “sample and hold” element, or more specifically as “sample  and
zero-order hold.” Sampling, by itself, produces an instantaneous signal
only at the start of each sampling interval. This kind of signal is not
especially useful for control, unless it is “held” or memorized until the
start of the next interval. A series of steps (Fig. 4.18) is thereby gen-
erated as the process changes state.

Additive

FIG 4.19. Flow blending processes
are often dominated by a discon- M a i n

stream Blend
tinuous analyzer. - -
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Although feedback control can be exercised over a process containing a
sampling element, the effect is somewhat different than what is normally
experienced. Actually, the control loop is open except for an instant
at the start of each sampling interval. The response of this sort of loop
is not difficult to visualize, because it is nothing more than a series of
open-loop responses. Under proportional control, a loop containing a
dominant sampling element behaves just as if the sampling interval were
pure dead time. For zero damping,

P = 100 70  = 2 At (4.14)

Integral Control

Proportional control is obviously insuficient, as it was with pure dead
time, so reset action is necessary. To facilitate identification of the
influence of a sampling element, a process consisting of pure dead time
and a gain of unity will be selected. The controlled variable will then
follow the manipulated variable one dead time later. Figure 4.20 shows
the first case, where 7d  = 0.

The measurement CT  is seen by the controller for the entire sampling
interval between n = 1 and n = 2; t’hen  c* is changed to c,*. The
sampled variable c* normally appears in histogram form, as shown in
Fig. 4.18, but to simplify this and following figures its value at the begin-
ning of each sample interval will be indicated by a circle. The results
shown in Fig. 4.20 are identical to those obtained with complementary
feedback on a dead-time process: a loop gain of 2.0 produces uniform
oscillation at a period of twice the delay element, and a loop gain of 1.0
gives critical damping.

But the case of zero dead time is purely hypothetical. To be of value,
any method for estimating control-loop performance cannot be so limited.
Figure 4.21 gives the conditions for zero damping if the dead time of the
process is one-half or one sampling interval

2
s
::
ct

0 2 3 4 5 0 2 3 4 5
n = t/At n = t/At
(a) (b)

FIG 4.20. When dead time is zero, (a) a reset time
of At/2  produces uniform oscillations, (b) reset of
At gives critical damping.
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0 2 3 4
n= t/nt n= t / A t

(a) (b)

FIG 4.21. Zero damping results when (a)
R = T<,  = At/2  or (b) R = Ed = At.

The period of oscillation shown in Fig. 4.21~  is 4 At, while that in Fig.
4.21b  is 6 At. Add to these the period of 2 At when dead time is zero,
and the formula for 70  with integral control is readily derived:

70  = 2 At + 4~~ (4.15)

The contribution of the sampling element is evident, in that the natural
period of a dead-time process with integral control is 4rd  without sampling.
Sampling adds 2 At to the period. The phase shift +A introduced by the
sampling element can then be related to the period of the loop:

4A  = -,A! = -1*(yE
To 70

(4.16)

The existence of any dead time whatever in the loop precludes critical
damping with integral control. The value of reset time necessary for
zero damping was At/2  for both Figs. 4.20~  and 4.21~2,  although their
periods of oscillation differed. But as oscillation becomes more sinusoi-
dal, i.e., as more sampling intervals make up a period, for zero damping R
approaches r,/2a,  just as in a continuous loop.

The sampled wave in Fig. 4.20~  is square, while that of 4.21~  contains
three steps, such that R departs somewhat from 7,/2a. For >i-amplitude
damping, R is to be doubled. The above estimates of reset time are
based on unit process gain. They must be multiplied by the process
steady-state gain K, in order to arrive at the required loop gain.

Two-mode Control

Two-mode control combines the speed of response of proportional
action with the elimination of offset brought about by automatic reset.
The proportional mode is just as valuable in a sampled dead-time loop
as it was in one without sampling. In fact, proportional action enables
any loop whose dead time is less than the sampling interval to he critically
damped. Figure 4.22 shows how this is done.
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The proportional action produces an instantaneous change in output,
which is removed when the error returns to zero. Some overshoot does
occur, but it disappears before the next sample. Only one combination
of proportional and reset will provide this critical damping:

P = 1OOK g
p  Td

R  =  rd (4.17)

If 7d  > At, critical damping cannot be achieved. As with complementary
feedback, reducing P by one-half produces zero damping, by one-fourth
gives >i-amphtude damping.

Response curves for sampled loops are made of steps. The rate of rise
of even a small step is extremely high; therefore derivative control action
on a sampled signal produces pulsing of the manipulated variable. T h i s
pulsing cannot contribute much to the closed-loop response, because
sampling prevents the effect of such action from being seen-consequently
the manipulated variable is driven severely without cause. Derivative
is therefore of lit,tle  value in the sampled loop.

A Sampling Controller

Why operat,e  on old informat’ion ? There is really no value in con-
tinuing to drive the controller output when it can have no immediately
observable effect. A sampling controller is suggested as being more
compatible with the sampled process.

Here is the control strategy. At the start of the sample interval, when
the controller sees new information, it is enabled to operate for a very
short time. This will be called t,he  control interval At,. Then the error
signal is removed, preventing further integration until the next interval-
the action of the controller is similar in effect to a sample and hold circuit.
By means of this sampling controher,  critica  damping may be achieved
on a sampled dead-time process with integral action alone. Figure 4.23
shows the sequence of events.

FIG 4.22. The proper combination
of proportional and reset adjust-
ments can produce critical damping.

0 2 3 4 5 6
n=t/At
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FIG 4 . 2 3 . Performance is improved 62
by operating the controller for only I ?
a fraction of the sampling interval.

0 1 2 3 4
n=t/At

Since the controller only operates during the short control interval,
the reset time needed for critical damping is determined only by this
interval and the process gain:

R = K, At, (4.18)

Again, half this value leaves the loop undamped. Critical damping was
obtained with a conventional proportional-plus-reset controller whose
settings were related to both dead time and sample interval. But with
the sampling controller, reset alone is required, and dead time can have
any value less than At - At,, without affecting the closed loop.

Critical damping cannot be realized if the dead time is  longer than
At - At,. So if this situation arises, a circuit should be arranged which
would activate the controller only every kth sample, having selected

k > rd + At,
A t

Odd as it may seem, it is actually better, if the process consists of pure
dead time, to reject information occurring in intervals less than the dead
time.

A sampling integral controller is  capable of critically damping a process
dominated by dead time, while a continuous controller is not. This line
of reasoning parallels that of complementary feedback, i.e., sampling is
similar in nature to dead time whereas automatic reset is not.

When the process contains some capacity, proportional action can be
used to advantage. A proportional jump in output held during the
control interval serves to hasten the response of the process lag. At the

FIG 4.24. A sampling two-mode 2
s

controller can be very effective on a z
continuous process dominated by n
dead time.

Time
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Measurement
Set-point
regulator

FIG  4.25. Outside of the control interval, the
set-point signal goes to both inputs of the
con troller.

end of the control interval, the error is removed and the proportional
component of output disappears. Figure 4.24 shows the effect a sampling
two-mode controller can have OIL  a process dominated by dead time but
with some capacity.

As long as the proportional band is sufficiently wide to avoid overshoot
of itself, reset time is the key adjustment. For critical damping,

fi = PKP At,
100

The proportional band can then be gradually reduced, increasing the
speed of the loop, until overshoot begins.

A conventional controller whose  set, point and measurement are both
accessible as electrical or pneumatic  signals can be readily connected for
sampling servicck5 One timer is necessary to set t,hc  control interval,
and another to set t,he  samplin g interval, if no sampling analyzer is used.
Figure 4.25 shows how a pneumatic controller would be connected.

Uncertainty in Sampled Systems

In the foregoing analysis of sampled systems, discussion was centered
around set-point response, with the set point being introduced an instant
prior to sampling. In this way, the  controller saw the  error as soon as
it occurred.

But t’he prime fun&on  of most controllers is that of load regulation.
And load changes may occur at any time  during the sampling int,erval-
they are not normally synchronized to the sampler. If the full effect
of a load change is manifested  immediately before t,he  controlled variable
is sampled, the corrective action will be applied immediately. But if
the load change occurs at any other time within t,he  sampling interval,
recovery will be delayed.

As an example, consider a pure dead-time sampled process with a
sampling integral controller. The worst load response would be encoun-
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tered when a step disturbance entered just after sampling. Figure 4.26
compares the best and worst situations.

The integrated error per unit load change for the best case is

E K-=
Am

And for the worst case:

E
Gi= K,

>

To express this uncertainty,

The minimum integrated error for the best case will be attained by a
controller whose control interval approaches zero. The minimum error
for the worst case is consistent with the minimum sampling interval.
It was found that the sampling interval must exceed 7d  + At,. Therefore
minimum integrated error requires that

At, --f 0

Then,

At --f Td

It is apparent from the last inequality that a spread of 100 percent could
be encountered in the load response of sampled control loops.

The example that has been employed is a more severe test than would
ever be encountered in a plant. Pure  dead t,ime  is the most difficult
process to control, and it is best compensated by an equal sample interval.
Processes dominated by capacity are better controlled continuously; if
sampled, the interval should be as short as practicable. Then the uncer-
tainty in load response will be small because the sampling interval is
small with respect to total response time.

FIG 4.26. In the worst case, control
action is delayed for almost an entire
sample interval.

3
s
::
E

T)
xJ

0 1 2 3 4
n=t/At
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FIG 4.27. The principal elements of a direct
digital control system.

DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL

Direct digital control (DDC) is the technique of controlling a number
of process variables from one central digital computer, programmed with
selected feedback modes. The control  comput,er is  actually shared
among  all the loops. An aualog  controller could be time-shared in the
same  way, although there is very little incentive to do so. The only
economical way to employ a digital machine for process control is by
sharing its services.

In the operation of time-sharing, each coutrolled  variable is sampled,
just as if the nleasurement  were discontinuous. Consequently the prop-
erties of the sampled loops t,hnt,  have just been esnnliued  apply. Figure
4.27 is a skeleton rcprescntation  of a DDC system. As each variable is
scanned, its respective set point and control adjustment,s  are selected,
and the out,put sent’  to the appropriate valve.

Driving the Valves

A hold circuit is always required on the out’put  of a sampler, to retain
the last bit of iuformntion  until the nest,  sample arrives. In a DDC sys-
tem, the  controller is the sanipliu,w element, therefore a hold circuit is
required on each output to retain the valves in their directed posit’ion.
The output signal to a valve may  be held eit’her  as the shaft position of a
motor or as the charge on a capacitor in an integrating amplifier. Then
the computer drives the motor or cshnnges  t’he charge on the mpncitor
once  c:wh wau  cycle, based on t,he  solution of the digital-cont’rol  equation.
Computer out,put  may  be either a pulse train or a voltage step of variable
dumt ion, rcpresrnting  :L change in valve position. E’igure 4.28 shows
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FIG 4.28. Either a pulse train or a
pulse duration signal may be used
to direct the valve to its new posi-
tion, at full speed.

Time

how the valve position would respond to the output of the computer.
Note that position is the integral of computer output.

It was found that a sampling controller increased in effectiveness as its
control interval approached zero. For this reason, the DDC output
program should move each control valve to its directed position at full
speed.

Because of the way the computer dictates a change in valve position,
absence of an output signal means that valves will remain in their last
position. This feature has two outstanding advantages:

1. Failure of the computer to produce an output signal will not disturb
the plant.

2. Transfer from manual to automatic or automatic to manual cannot
cause a sudden change in valve position, i.e., LLbumpless  kansfer”  is
inherent.

Digital-control Algorithms

Because the digital computer calculates a new value of output for a
given loop only once each cycle, it cannot solve differential equations.
Instead, digital-control algorithms are difference equations, whose time
base is the sampling interval. The differential equation for an ideal
noninteracting analog controller is

Transformation to a difference equation yields

e At + D en dterLpl (4.22)

The subscript n designates the present value of the indicated variable,
while n - 1 is its value at the time of the last previous sample.

Figure 4.28 indicated how the valve is incremented in a digital system.
In practice, then, the control algorithm employed does not generate valve
position, but rather its increment Am. The incremental equation is the
difference between position equations from time n - 1 to n.
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e, - enhl  + 2 e, + g  [(e, - endI)

- (en-l  - e,-2)1] (4.23)

Earlier in this chapt,er the disadvantage of derivative action on the set’
point was discussed. Although this presented something of a problem
wit’h  analog devices,  a digital comput,cr can be readily programmed for
derivative only of the measurement’:

&IX = 7 e, - en-,  + g e,  + $ (%A-1  - G - CT&z)
I

(4.24)

Further simplification can be made if proportional action is applied
only to the measurement, although set-point response suffers somewhat:

cnpl  - c, + 2  (r, - c,) + g (2c,-l  - Cn - G-2)
I
(4.25)

This algorit~hm  is a poor choice where set’-point response is important,
as in a cascade system (see Chap. 6).

E:ach of the coefficients above is a pure number. Therefore t’he  entire
ecpration could be reduced to a sum of the variables multiplied by their
respective coeflicicnt~s:

Although this is effect,ively  the same equation, the significance of the
control parameters has been  lost,. So single adjustment set’s the damp-
ing of the loop, as did the proport’ional band; none changes t,he  phase
angle in the same way as reset or dcrivat’ive. In short, the experience
and educat’ion of the operating personnel is frustrated in an encounter
with such unfamiliar control paramekrs. So at the cost of complicating
the arithmetic operations somewhat, the value of ret’aining t’he  familiar
modes is inestimable.

Selection of the Sampling Interval

The  discussion on uncert,ainty  in sampled syst,ems  concluded t’hat  the
sampling interval should not exceed t,hc  open-loop response t’ime  of the
proccas. For  best results with easy processes, t’he  sampling interval
should be as short as prac%icable. But where dead time dominat’es, the
sampling interval is best- keyed to the process response time. Unfor-
t~unatcly,  practic*al c~onsidcrnt~ions  take precedence over performance for
most,  applications.
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Take the case of a process dominated by dead time, settling out about
1 hr after a disturbance. If the sampling interval were set for best per-
formance, the control valve  would be repositioned only once an hour.
And if the valve program called for a maximum increment of 25 percent
per sample, 4 hr would be needed  t,o  fully stroke the valve. From the
viewpoint that an important function of automatic controls is to react
to an emergency condition within the plant, a 4-hr valve stroke is intoler-
able. For this reason, seldom will sample intervals great’er  than a minute
be encount’ered.

Intervals that are too short also pose a problem. The reset component
in the incremental control algorithm is e, At/R. If At is very small with
respect to reset time, t’his  component is subject to truncation or “round-
ing-off .” Suppose that t’he  word length in a given DDC computer is
limited to .5  decimals. A deviation  that when multiplied by At/R results
in a product less than 5 X 10e6  will not be acted upon. As an example,
let At = 1 see  and R = 50 min. The minimum error causing reset action
will be

e 1L  = (5 X 10+9(.5O)a9~  = 0.01.5 or 1.5%;

In this case, a 1.5 percent offset could be expected.
Reduction of this offset by a factor of 10 can be accomplished simply

by increasing the sampling interval to 10 sec. But 10 set would be too
seldom for a flow loop that would ot’hcrwise oscillat’e  at a period of less
than 10 sec. Therefore, more than one sampling interval should be used,
whose sele&on  is based on the speed of the loop in question. This is a
reasonable approach, in light of the fact that a choice of at least two
ranges of reset time is available in most’  analog controllers.

Although an optimum value of At may exist for certain difficult’ proc-
esses, it is doubtful whether assigning the optimum interval to part,icuIar
loops is generally warranted. Since the entire program of the digital
computer is based on time usage, adjust’ment  of At is objectionable. As
long as At is not more than twice the response time of a given process,
performance mill usually bc satisfactory.6 A sampling interval of 1 set
is acceptable for flow control, while somewhere between 10 and 30 see
would be suita,ble  for most ot,her  loops.

The Value of Derivative

Because Dhe  derivative component of output varies as the difference
between two successive values of t,he  controlled variable, it is fundamen-
tally a measure of the average rate of change during a sampling interval.
Put  in other terms, it may be said to represent the rate of change of the
controlled variable midway between sampling intervals. The effect is
that derivative action is delayed by At. It can be seen that derivative
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has less and less effect as D approaches At. For this reason At should
be short where derivative is used.

On the other hand, if At is too short, the cont’rolled  variable may not
change enough between samples to escape truncation. Again, the choice
of At will have already been dictated by other requirements-reset range,
programming, etc.

Derivative limited by a lag about ${o of its time constant produces a
maximum phase lead of about 4.5”. Therefore, if derivative is t’o  be
effect’ive,  D should exceed 10 At. In loops with a sampling interval of
10 set, derivative time of less than 1.8 min will be limited in effectiveness.
Where At = 30 set,  derivative time ought to exceed 5 min.

Some advantage is gained, however, by the absence of interaction
between the digital control modes. This certainly offsets, in part at
least, t,he  other limitations encountered by the derivative mode.

Other Control Modes

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of a digital computer is its
versatility. With analog components, the system designer is constrained
on many sides by physical limitations, accuracy, cost, and availability
of devices. But a digital machine can be readily programmed to perform
all sorts of unusual control functions: complementary feedback, nonlinear
modes, logic, adaptation, feedforward-almost without limit. But at
this writing, DDC is so new, in actual application at least, that few of
these innovations have been thoroughly explored.

In the chapters that follow, many unconventional control schemes will
be presented. They have all been tried using analog devices. SureIy
these and more can be implemented as well or better with a digital com-
puter. The important point is the ease with which these things can be
done once a computer is available. DDC may never pay for itself as an
exact substitute for analog control. But the improvement in perform-
z&e  that is possible by employing novel control modes, with minimum
additional expense, could easily justify the investment.
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P.ROBLEMS
4.1 Find the optimum combination of proportional and reset for a dead-time

process from the information given  in Table 1.1. Why is it different from the
situation described for the two-mode controller in Table 4.2?

4.2 Given a process controlled with a two-mode controller whose propor-
tional band is 200 percent and whose reset time is 10 min, estimate the maximum
error developed by a step load change of 5 percent. What would the error be
if the same load change were made gradually over an interval of 30 min? What
would the  error  be  i f  the  load change entered as  a  s ine  wave of  5  percent  ampli tude
and 2-hr period?

4.3 Referring to Table 4.1, what other settings of proportional, reset, and
derivative could produce effective values identical to those in the second row
of the table? What is the maximum ratio of effective derivative time to effective
reset time?

4.4 Calculate PR/lOO  for values of R = 0.90rd and II = 0.45~~  set into an
interacting controller, following the example given in Table 4.2. What conclu-
sion can you draw from the result?

4.5 Find the optimum settings for two-mode control of a process consisting
of a 30-min lag, a 2-min dead  time and an analyzer with a 5-min sampling
in te rva l . Leave the proportional band in terms of K,.

4.6 This chapter describes three different methods for controlling a process
dominated by dead time. ,“c  ecti 1 t,hc  best method, calculate the optimum values
of all the parameters, and estimate the integrated area per unit load change, for a
dead time of 2 min and a process gain of 2.5.



CHAPTER
3

E lements with nonlinear properties appear both in processes and
in their cont,rol  systems. Up to this point an effort has been made to
compensat’e for severe nonlinear elements naturally occurring in the
process, so as to maintain a const~ant  loop gain. But in this chapt’er  the
effects of variable loop gain will be thoroughly explored in a search t,o
improve performance  and economy.

It was pointed out that even linear controllers have nonlinear regions,
i.e., beyond the proportional band. These areas are ordinarily of no
consequence. But in situations where they are, methods must be avail-
able to deal with them and with other nonlinearities, similarly incidental
to the prime cont’rol  function.

Sometimes nonlinear devices are used to keep costs down. For  exam-
ple, a const>ant-speed  motor is a less  expensive final operator than a
variable-speed motor. But it has only three out’put  conditions: plus full
speed, minus full speed, and stop; heme  it is a nonlinear element. By
the same token, a thermostat is a simpler device than a three-mode con-

124
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troller. It is worthwhile to examine the applications where t’hese  non-
linear dcviccs  may be satisfactorily employed to take advant’age of their
economy.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of nonlinear control devices is
their intentional int’roduction  intd an otherwise linear loop in order to
improve performance. Enough has been presented about linear con-
trollers to promote an apprcciation’for the limitat’ions  to which they are
subject in the regulation of difficult processes. Although nonlinear con-
trol devices are not new, only recently have methods been developed
which allow their  performance to be evaluated in the closed loop. Conse-
quently their employment on  difficult applicat,ions  can be thought of as
a new technique which has not yet been widely exploited in the process
industries, principally because it is not well understood.

NONLINEAR ELEMENTS IN THE CLOSED LOOP

Three basic forms of nonlinear clemer~ts are commonly encountered.
First, there is the continuous nonlinear function, such as a pH curve or
the characteristic of a control-valve plug. Second is the discontinuous
fun&ion,  typical of saturating types of control elements. Third is the
dynamic nonlinearity, whose phase shift and gain vary wit’h  signal ampli-
tude, as cont,rast,ed  to linear dynamic elements, whose phase and gain
vary with period. Devices exhibiting  hysteresis are members of this
category.

Variable Loop Gain

A linear cont,rol  loop is identified by its constant dynamic gain, which
applies the same damping to dist,urbanres  of all magnitudes. This state-
ment, holds true whether the loop consists entirely of linear clcments  or
includes a nonlinear function intentionally introduced to compensate
another function naturally occurring in the process.

In a nonlincnr cont,rol  loop, gain varies with the amplitude of the
oscillation. Whether  loop gain varies directly or inversely with ampli-
tude is a determining factor. Where gain increases with amplitude,
small disturbances will be more heavily damped t,han  large ones. Sta-
bility of the loop is then conditioned on  the product of cont’roller gain
and amplitude of t,hc  disturbxncc. A disturbance sufficiently large to
cause loop gain to exceed 1.0 will trigger regenerative  oscillation.

Quit c another characteristic appears where loop gain varies inversely
with amplitude.  Small disturbances will be  amplified and large ones
attenuated such that  the loop c~onvcrgcs  to uniform oscillation where its
gain is 1.0. Bccausc  loop gain is 1.0 at a specific amplitude, the loop
will always oscillate with that,  amplitudePit  is called a “limit cycle.”
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A m p l i t u d e  A

FIG 5.1. Whether loop gain increases
or decreases with amplitude is a
determining factor.

The amplitude of the limit cycle can be changed by adjusting the gain
of the controller, but it cannot he damped. Figure 5.1 illustrates both
variations of nonlinear loops.

The Input-Output Graph

h tool which is of great help in envisioning what happens in a loop
cont~aining  a nonlinear element is the input-out’put  graph. It is simply
a plot of the dynamic gains of both process and controller at the period
of oscillation of the loop. A signal path is then formed as the wave
reflected between these two halves of the control loop. Figure 5.2 is a
plot of a linear process and a linear controller adjusted for s/4-amplitude
damping.

The coordinates are the manipulated (11~)  and controlled (c) variables,
the respective input and output’ of the process. The slope of the line
representing the  process is its gain at the period of oscillation. The
slope of the controller line is its inverse gain at that period, opposite in
effect to the process because the  process output is the controller input.
The lines  of Fig. 5.2 indicate a high process gain and a comparatively

FIG 5.2. The cycloidal path in the
input-output graph is actually a
projection of the sinusoidal signal
variation.

m
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C

FIG 5.3. A limit cycle develops,
whose amplitude is that at which
loop gain is 1.0.

low controller gain. Where the process line crosses the set point is the
load.

Initiated by a load change, the error  is converted to a change in output,
which in turn is reflected by the process as a new error, which is negative.
The disturbance proceeds around the loop, each cycle being attenuated
because the gain product of process and controller is less than 1.0.
Because the gain product of the two linear clcments  in Fig. 5.2 is 0.5, the
cycle is damped uniformly to >i-amplitude.

Observe the graph of a pH process and a linear controller with an
arbitrary gain, as displayed in Fig. 5.3.

Because a pH curve exhibits high gain to small signals and low gain to
large signals, loop gain may cross 1.0. If it does, a small error will be
amplified, as shown in E’ig. 5.3, until the amplitude is reached where the
loop gain is 1.0; the loop will then oscillate uniformly at this point.

Notice  also that a large error will be attenuated by the pH curve above
the point of cycling, so that the limit cycle will be approached from
without as well as from within. The limit cycle is, then, the normal

condition for this control loop. Its amplitude can be changed by adjust-
ing the gain of the controller.

A limit cycle can also be developed by the combination of a linear
process and a nonlinear controller. When the proportional band of a
linear controller is set too low, causing loop gain to exceed 1.0 in the
linear region, the loop will eventually cycle at the limits of the controller
output. A limit cycle always indicates the presence of a nonlinear
element.

Whether a process can tolerate a limit cycle is up to the judgment of the
engineer. In order to render a decision, two factors must be determined:

1. The period of a limit cycle is found in the same way as the natural
period of a linear loop. It is the period at which the phase lags of all
the elements in the loop total 180’.
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Open

Shut
0 1 0 0

FIG 5.4. A plot showing square-loop
hysteresis in a valve.

Controller  output,  %

2. The amplitude of a limit cycle depends principally upon the gain of
the process at its natural period. Having found this gain, an input-
output graph or an amplit,ude-gain  graph may be constructed, from
which the error amplitude of the limit cycle may be measured.

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

Principal among nonlinear dynamic elements is the hysteresis 100~.
In process control, the most serious form of hysteresis is encountered
in control valves bothered with friction, and in on-off operators. The
stem position of a control valve whose motion is opposed by friction is
related to controller output in the manner described by Fig. 5.4.

The part’icular  characteristic shown is that of square-loop hysteresis,
the most severe form. Less severe Ioops wiI1  be somewhat rounded, but
the worst case deserves prime consideration. The amount of hysteresis
H encountered in a valve is the change in controller output’ required to
reverse the direction of stem travel.

When driven by a sine wave, a valve with hysteresis produces both
phase shift and distortion. The former characteristic classifies it as a
dynamic element,, whiIe  the Iatter distinguishes it as being nonIinear.
Controller output and stem position are plotted vs. time for a sinusoidal
forcing function in Fig. 5.5.

If the controller output is oscillating with a peak-to-peak ampIitude  A,
its unsteady-state component is 0.5A sin 4. The controller output leads
valve position in amplitude by 0.5H. The phase angle of stem position

FIG 5.5. Hysteresis causes both
phase lag and distortion.

Time
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FIG 5.6. Phase and gain both vary
with the ratio of amplitude to
hysteresis.
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is zero in Fig. 5.5 when the output amplitude has reached 0.5H. The
phase lag is then zero minus the phase of the output at that point:

0.5A  sin 4H = -0.5H
. Hf$ff  = - sm-1 -

A

The peak-to-peak amplitude of stem position is H less than A. Then
the gain due to hysteresis is stem amplitude over signal amplitude:

Phase and gain are plotted vs. dimensionless amplitude A/H in Fig. 5.6.
Because gain and phase both change with the amplitude of the con-

tIroller-output  oscillation, gain and period of the closed loop are both
variable in the presence of hysteresis. A condition like this is cause
for concern, in that stability is also variable. Loop gain should be
checked for selected values of amplitude to determine whether stability
is conditional.

example 5.1

Consider a Ijrocess  consisting of dead time, an integrating capacity, and
hysteresis being cont,rolled  prol)ortionallg.  From Fig. 5.6, a high n/ii
ratio results in gain al)l)roaching  unity and phase  lag approaching zero, just
as if t,hcre  were no hysteresis present. Therefore, proportional band can
be set  to  I)roduce  J/,4-anlplitude  damping (i.e., loop gain of 0.5) without
hysteresis:

P = 400=:

For the loop  to be stable, its gain must be less than 1.0 for all finite values
of aml)litude. Table 5.1 summarizes the gain and phase of the various
elements in the 1001,  for selected values of amplitude. Hecause  loop gain is
less than 1.0 for all finite values of amplitude, the loop is stable.
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TABLE 5.1 Loop Gain vs. Amplitude for Proportional Control

A / H GII - +H,  deg - hi,  deg T”/Td Gl lOOG,G&P

1; 0 1 .9  .o 6.5 0 90 83.5 4.3 4.0 0.69 0.64r& 0.5 0.48
5 0.8 1 1 79 4.55 0.71 0.45
2 0.5 30 60 6.0 0.95 0.38

This example was chosen as typical of some closed loops containing
hysteresis. Although the change in period with amplitude causes the
gain of the integrating element to vary, the effect is more than offset
by the change in gain of the hysteresis element. Consequently the loop
is stable as long as the band has been set for high-amplitude conditions.
If adjusted for a given damping with a disturbance of low amplitude,
however, the loop could become undamped in t)he  face of a severe upset.
But the small variation in loop gain (0.75 to 1.0) corresponding to a wide
amplitude range (2 to m) makes this event unlikely.

Loops containing two integrations are capable of a limit cycle, however.
An example would be a non-self-regulating process such as liquid level,
with a proportional-plus-reset controller. The gain product of the two
integrating elements will vary as the square of the period, more than can

be offset by the gain of hysteresis. Under these conditions, loop gain
varies inversely with amplitude.

example 5.2

Consider a 1001,  consisting of a dead-time plus integrating process of t)ime
constant 7,, hysteresis, and a proportional-plus-reset controller. Let the
reset time be set for 30” phase lag and the proportional band for >i-amplitude
damping at A/H of 2. Table 5.2 summarizes the effect of hysteresis.

TABLE 5.2 Loop Gain vs. Amplitude for Two-mode Control

A/H GH -4Hy  -h  -+R
de deg

7”/7d GI GPHGGH

4.0 0.75 14.5 60.0 15.5 6.0 0.9576/q 0.34
2.0 0.50 30.0 30.0 30.0 12.0 1.91 0.50
1.8 0.45 33.7 14.8 41.5 24.4 3.9 1.00

With the existing settings, the control loop  limit-cycles at an amplitude of
1.8H and a period of 24.4~~. Reduction of the proportional band by half
will change the amplitude only to 2H but will reduce the period to 127d.

Minimum period may be attained by reducing the proportional band
to the point, where  the amplitude becomes objectionable. Increasing
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the reset time reduces the amplitude while increasing the period of the
cycle. Therefore a long reset time and a fairly narrow band will give the
best combination of amplitude and period for this loop.

A limit cycle caused by hyst’cresis  will appear as a nearly square wave
on a flow record--this is it’s most distinguishing characteristic. And it
‘will not bc possible to damp the wave by adjustment of the proportional
band; this is typical of loops containing a nonlinear element.

Hysteresis can be minimized by superimposing a high-amplitude, high-
frequency signal on the controller output. The process would not
respond to it, but the sticking element would. There is sufficient noise
in some measurements to create this effect. But the best solution is to
close the loop around the hysteresis element, alone, with a proportional
controller-this amounts to installing a posit’ioner  on  the valve. 3lore
will be said about positioners in Chap. 6.

VARIATIONS OF THE ON-OFF CONTROLLER

A pure on-off control function produces an output of either 0 percent
(off) or 100 percent, (on), according to the sign of the error. Because a
sinusoidal error of any amplitude will produce a square wave of unit
amplitude, the device is said to have a variable gain. In order to estab-
lish a figure of gain for any device, its out’put  should be expressed in the
same terms as its input. So instead of a 100 percent square wave, the
output will be thought of as the fundamental sinusoidal component of
the square wave. This component has an amplitude of 4,‘~  times that
of the square wave. Then the gain of the on-off cont’roller, G,, becomes
the output amplitude 400/a  over t,he  input amplitude A, expressed in
percent:

G c!!?!?0 RA (5.3)

An on-off controller employed on  any process capable of shifting phase
beyond 180” will cause a limit cycle. The loop gain G,G:, under these
conditions is 1.0, GP representing the process gain at its natural period.
Therefore the peak-to-peal; amplitude of the limit cycle, expressed in
percent, is

A = 400%n- (5.4)

Figure  5.7 shows the traject,ory  of a limit cycle under on-off control.
Because the load is low, the limit cycle is not centered about the set point.
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FIG 5.7. An input-output graph for
on-off control.
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Differential Gap

There is no such thing as a perfect on-off device, and if there were, it
would be useless. If it could change stat&  instantaneously with an
infinitesimal input, the presence of any noise whatever would cause con-
stant chattering. Therefore real on-off controllers are all limited in
their action by one of the following mechanisms:

1. Gain sufficiently low to require a significant’ input to cause satura-
tion, as in a controller with a very narrow (but not zero) proportional
band.

2. Positive feedback, causing the device to lock in either output con-
dition. This action is called “differential gap,” and  is characteristic of
switching devices.

Differential gap is hysteresis in an on-off controller. A signal must
change by an amount equal to the gap H in order to change the state of
the output. The input-output characteristic of an on-off controller with
differential gap appears in Fig. 5.8.

The phase characteristics of differential gap are the same as those of
hysteresis. But because of the on-off action, gain differs. An input
signal of amplitude lower than the widt#h  of the gap produces no output;
otherwise, gain is that of an ideal on-off controller.

Any process whose dynamic elements are capable of shifting phase in
excess of - 180” will limit-cycle under on-off control. Presence of differ-

100

s I
i
2

I 'I FIG 5.8. The state of the output
f0 - +H will not be changed until the devia-

tion exceeds the width of the gap.
o - - o +

Deviation
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Time

FIG 5.9. In the presence of differential
gap, even a single-capacity process will
limit-cycle.

ential gap will increase the amplitude of the cycle by approximately the
width of the gap and will lengt,hen  its period proportionately because
of the additional phase lag. For an exact prediction, the phase and gain
formulas given in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3) should be applied. But because
an on-off controller forces a process in a full-scale square wave, its result-
ing error signal in many casts will be far from sinusoidal. Under these
conditions the equations given for sinusoidal response are inexact. A
case in point is  the control of a single-capacity integrating process by a
device with differential gap. The resulting limit cycle is triangular, as
shown in Fig. 5.9. With only 90” phase lag in the process, the full 90”
lag in the controller is consumed in a limit cycle of A = H.

Because the gain of this function to signals smaller than a gap width
is zero, it also acts as a nonlinear filter, rejecting noise of low amplitude.

Proportional Time Control

In systems where on-off conk01  produces a limit cycle that is both t’oo
long and too high, certain modifications may be applied. Proportional
time control is a technique by which the on-off output is modulated with
a signal of fixed period but variable “on”  time. The percentage of each
period during which the controller output is maximum is proportional
to deviation. Thus the average value of output is the same as it would
be with a proportional controller. Figure 5.10 shows the relationship
between deviation and controller output.

Because this type of controller naturally oscillates, the loop is forced
to limit-cycle at the period of modulation, 7m.  This period should be
selected so that, the gain of the process is low enough for its limit cycle
to be of negligible amplitude. Having this assurance,  the loop approaches
proportional control with a linear final operator. The criteria for adjust-
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Time

FIG 5.10. Percentage “on” time varies as the
measurement passes through the proportional
band.

ing the proportional band are essentially the same as with a linear loop,
and offset is encountered for the same reason.

A Constant-speed Motor as the Final Operator

Up to this point only two-state on-off control has been presented,
where the final operator would be a solenoid valve or an electrical heating
element. These are either on or off. But very often a constant-speed
reversible motor is used to drive a valve or to position a lever. This
type of operator has three states: drive upward (opening), stop, and
drive downward (closing). So the controller must be similarly arranged.
The simplest controller for this function consists of two on-off devices
whose inflection points are separat#ed  by a dead zone. Wit,hin  this zone,
the motor would be stopped. In practice, each on-off device also con-
tains a small differential gap. The input-output relation is pictured
in Fig. 5.11.

A finite dead zone must exist, first to ensure that the on-off switches
do not overlap, for this would energize both windings of the motor simul-
taneously and could result in damage. But beyond this, it provides a
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\o ,,ii
0 +  +H
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B
0
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-100.
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FIG 5.11. The three-state controller
is comprised of two on-off devices
separated bg a dead zone 2.

-0i
Deviat ion
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state of rest for the loop that did not exist with previous on-off configura-
tions. Thus the control system is not bound to limit-cycle. The dead
zone Z is defined as the change in deviation between deenergizing one
output and energizing the other.

To avoid a limit cycle, the dead zone must be wide enough SO that
energizing one output will not change the controlled variable enough to
energize the other. The amplitude of whatever limit cycle might be
generated would be 400G,/a, where G, is the process gain at the natural
period including the phase lag of the gap and the motor. Therefore, if
limit cycling is to be avoided,

z > 400 G, (5.5)a

Along with the stability given by the dead zone comes offset. Instead
of a limit cycle of amplitude 400G,/a, an equal offset is encountered.
At least the limit cycle had an integrated error of zero; but offset inte-
grates to infinity.

The limit cycle with a constant-speed motor will always be centered
around the set point, because the motor is an integrator. So the average
value of the error will always approach zero-this was not so with two-
state on-off control. But the presence of an integrating element (the
motor) in the loop doubles its natural period.

Adding Other Control Modes

If limit cycling and offset are both unacceptable, a two-mode controller
can be added to the loop. This controller would actuate the three-state
device which in turn drives the valve, as shown in Fig. 5.12. Reset
action will keep driving the output of the controller out of the dead zone
until the error is reduced to zero. Only then will the loop reach a steady
state. Proportional action is necessary for stability, for without it, the
double integration of reset and motor would cause an undamped cycle.
The availability of a proportional band adjustment eliminates the need
for an adjustable dead zone, since the two effects are similar.

Derivative may also be added to advantage. It contributes about
as much to the loop as it does to a linear loop by reducing the period of
oscillation and allowing a narrow proportional band. Derivative cancels,
to some extent, the sluggishness of the constant-speed motor.

FIG 5.12. Adding a two-mode con-
troller can eliminate offset.
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It might be mentioned at this point that proportional time control of a
constant-speed motor is a practical and inexpensive system. Two out-
puts must again ,be provided, with a dead zone between. Both outputs
are modulated with time proportioning, one for a positive error, the other
for a negative. Offset is encountered in the two-state loop, but the motor
now overcomes it. Proportional time control with a constant-speed
motor is essentially integral control, with a reset time of

(5.6)

The time constant of the valve motor, T,, is the time required to drive
it full stroke.

THE DUAL-MODE CONCEPT

What would you like a controller to do, forgetting for the moment
what it is reasonable to expect? The most severe demand would cer-
tainly be to follow a step change in set point perfectly. This could be
demanded of the controller, but not of the process, because it requires
infinite process gain. The speed at which a variable may change is
limited by the maximum rate at which energy may be delivered to the
process. A valve may only open fully, not infinitely. Therefore it can
only be asked that the controller not interfere with the maximum speed
of the process. To duplicate the remainder of the step input, the control
loop must be stable to the point that no overshoot or oscillation is observ-
able. Nor should there be any offset. Finally, the controller ought to
be insensitive to input noise, which is usually present in some form. T O
summarize, the ultimate controller should be capable of achieving the
following loop-response characteristics:

1. Maximum speed
2. Critical damping
3. No offset
4. Insensitivity to noise

Any control system that can satisfy the above demands will also satisfy
any minimum integral error criterion, regardless of what function of the
error may be used, and regardless also of the nature of the input signals.
The character of the process determines the complexity of t#he controller
which is to accomplish the goals listed above. If the process is a pure
single capacity, an on-off controller will provide maximum speed, critical
damping, and no  offset. An on-off controller is sensitive to noise, how-
ever. Significantly, this simplest control device is capable of achieving
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the ideal closed-loop response on the simplest process. As the process
complexity increases, on-off control is no longer optimum, and combina-
tions of less severe linear or nonlinear elements must be used to provide
stability. Obviously the nature of the process determines the design
of the controller which will elicit the best loop performance.
With regard to difficult processes, control functions which approach
the demands of the four points of performance listed above need to be
set forth:

1. ;\Iaximum  speed implies that the controller be sat,urated  for any
measurable deviation. Such a demand limits the selection to an on-off
controller. But if the tolerance may be widened somewhat, then the
controller need only sat,urate  in response to a large signal. (How large
the signal must be will vary with the difficulty of the process.)

2. Critical damping can be achieved by both low gain and derivative
action, but the latter amplifies noise. Critical damping implies an
asymptotic approach to the set point. To accommodate maximum speed,
the zone of critical damping must be restricted to a narrow band about
the set point. Therefore this criterion and its solution apply specifically
to small-signal response.

3. Zero offset requires a controller with infinite gain, in the steady
state. An integrator supplying “reset” action is sufficient to satisfy this
criterion.

4. Low noise response can be obtained through low gain or low-pass
filt’ering,  but low-pass filtering degrades the speed of response of the loop.
The only condition, then, which tends t’o  reconcile this requirement with
the others, is the application of low gain to small signals.

Of particular significance is the combination of high gain to large signals
and low gain to small signals. The exact combination of parameters that
will be most effective for a specific applicat’ion  may not be obtainable in a
single controller. It may then be necessary to use two controllers, intelli-
gently programmed to the best advantage of t’heir  individual features.
The combination of two controllers operating sequentially in the same
loop has been called a dual-mode system.

Selecting the Two Controllers

The only place where stability is assured with the nonlinear devices
presented thus far is within a dead zone. But within the dead zone there
is no control what,ever,  which results in offset. Therefore the region
about the set point should not have zero gain, but its gain should be low
as compared to on-off control.

A sensible approach is to use a linear controller in this region, with
gain adjustable by the proportional band. Because the gain is expected
to be low, reset action is also required. Derivative is also recognized as
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valuable in promoting damping and rapid response to load change.
Consequently the most logical controller to use in the small-signal region,
for most applications, is a conventional three-mode controller.

On-off action provides the highest available gain for large-signal
response. So the choice of on-off to operate sequentially with the linear
controller is obvious. But the transition from one to another is not
obvious. And the boundary between what is considered a small signal
and what is considered large, is not at the moment clear.

It would seem that a nonlinear control mode would not be very
effective in combating load changes. To begin with, only a relatively
severe load change would ordinarily cause an error large enough to enter
the large-signal zone. But all load changes are acted upon by the linear
controller, because t’he errors which they induce all originate and subside
in the small-signal zone.

The same is not true of set-point changes. A set-point change may
easily be introduced fast enough to pass directly int,o  the large-signal
zone. The concIusions  drawn earlier concerning desirable controller
characteristics were based on particular demands of set-point response.
For these reasons, it may be ventured that nonlinear controllers may
enhance set-point response, while linear controllers are more effective
against changing load. This is further evidence in support of the selec-
tion of a linear controller for small errors and a nonlinear for large.

Optimal Switching

The performance that a control syst,em  is capable of giving is relative
to the amount of intelligence built into it. It is possible to design a
programmed system that will out-perform any conventional feedback
system in response to command (i.e., set-point) inputs. But the program
must embody more of the characteristics of the process than do conven-
tional controllers. It has been found necessary to use an “antiwindup”
feature in a controller with reset in order to prevent overshoot on large
set-point changes. It has been further noted that the controlled variable
will respond best if the reset mode is preloaded to the st’eady-state  condi-
tions that are expected to prevail .  In a sense,  this is  programmed
control.

An optimum program is one which will place the controlled variable
at the designated set point in the minimum time (or with minimum
energy or minimum cost).

On-off control mill drive the process at maximum speed, but will cause
overshoot with more than a single capacity in the loop. Overshoot
means that some oscillation, however damped, is present, requiring a
specified settling time after the set,  point is crossed. This is scarcely
consistent with minimum time.
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FIG 5.13. Minimum-time control
of a dead-time plus integrating 100
process. m,%

0

Time

To explore what is required for minimum-time control, consider the
application to a dead-time plus integrating process. In Fig. 5.13 the
tracks of both the intermediate variable, i.e., the output of the int!egrator,
and the controlled variable are plotted. Minimum time requires that m
be switched from 100 percent to equal the 1oad.q  before the set point is
reached.

The optimum control program must include the expected load at the
designated set point, for two reasons:

1. If the manipulated variable fails to match the load after the new set
point is reached, the process will be in an unsteady state.

2. The rate of rise to the new set point, hence the error el  at the time
of switching, is load-dependent.

It may be recalled from Chap. 1 that the rate of rise of the intermediate
variable, and also of the controlled variable, is

d c m-q-=-
dt 71

where ~1  is the time constant of the integrating element. The controlled
variable is delayed by the dead time 7d  behind the intermediate variable.
It therefore lags in magnitude by

Overshoot will be prevented if m is switched from 100 percent to q when
the intermediate variable reaches the set point. The deviation el  at
that time is

el = z (100% - q)

The parameters el and q must be manually set into the control system.
The control loop will not oscillate, for if the load is well matched, the

switching point will only be crossed once. The loop is actually open
from then on. As described above, the system will only respond to
increasing set points. With an optimum program for decreasing set
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FIG 5.14. Bidirectional program-
ming requires two on-off controllers
with separately adjustable switching
points.

points, the on-off controller will switch between 0 percent and q at the
point eh:

QZ7dQ
71

(5.8)

A control system designed for bidirectional optimal switching requires
two on-off operators, as depicted in Fig. 5.14. The distance between t’he
two switching points, expressed in percent,, is the dead zone 2, analogous
to the proportional band of a linear controller:

If the same program is applied to a two-capacity process, the controlled
variable will be more heavily damped than necessary. Therefore this
program provides the minimum-time swikhing  only for dead-time plus
integrating processes.

Referring back to Fig. 1.21, notice that the overshoot for a two-capacity
process under on-off control was less than with dead time because of the
reduced gain of the second  capacity at,  that period. It is possible to
take advantage of that gain reduct,ion to save time. Figure 5.15 com-

Time Ttme

FIG 5.15. The minimum-time program (right)
actually causes the intermediate variable to
overshoot.
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FIG 5.16. The delay timer is actu- q

ated by the on-off controller.

pares the response of the previous program to that of the optimum pro-
gram for a two-capacity process.

The program consists of switching from 100 percent output at ei  to
0 percent output for a specified time td,  after  which the steady-state value
is selected. Values of el  and t(,  necessary for minimum-time control can
be found by solving the following pair of equations:

Q
td =  -72  ln - -

100
el =  10072  - &2 + td)

71
(5.10)

For t’he particular case where p = 50 percent,,

td  = 0.69372 15.3572el  = -
71

If the program designed for a dead-time plus integrating process were
used, el  would have been ~OT~/T~. With the minimum-time program,
100 percent output is retained 0.693r2  longer, which corresponds to the
time required to dissipate that additional energy.

In order to accommodate t,his  more  complicated program, a delay
timer  must be added to the system. The arrangement of the  loop for
an increasing set-point change is shown in Fig. 5.16.

The on-off controller deenergizes when el  is reached,  sending 0 percent
output to the process while the timer is operating.

Again, processes do not fall into such neat classifications as  two-
capacity or single-capacity plus dead-time. The bulk of difficult proc-
esses lit between these limits. But the same  control function dcscribcd
by Fig. 5.16 and Eq. (5.10) can be adjusted to accommodate dead time
in addition to two capacities. Equation (5.11)  indicates  the required
settings for optimal switching:

Q
td = -72  In ioo el = loo(T2  +  Td) - &Z  +  Td  +  td) (5.11)

71

This is one control function whose exact settings can be determined
numerically for a process with three dynamic elements. But however
difficult the process, settings for the switching parameters can be found
which will provide absolute optimum set-point rcsponsc  using this system.
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Adding a Linear Controller

Optimal switching programs were developed originally for positioning
systems and vehicle control. The final state of these processes is gen-
erally quiescent, i.c., zero velocity, where no control is required over the
steady state. But in fluid processes, control is needed to provide mass
and energy balance in the steady state. As a result, programmed con-
trol, whose  final state is open-loop, is incomplet’e.

The loop may be closed simply by adding a linear feedback controller
to operate in conjunction with the programmed mode. When the pro-
grammed action is completed following a set-point change, the linear con-
troller is switched into the loop. In effect, t’wo controllers comprise the
system, one for the steady  st,ate,  one for the unsteady state.

The output of the control system should match the load, just as was
done without the linear controller. If it does not, an error will develop
after transfer is made to the linear controller. The addition of a linear
controller should not be construed as license t’o  discount the  settings of
the program. Instead, the program should be designed just as if there
were no linear controller. Every effort should be made to place the
controlled variable exactly on the set point with zero velocity when trans-
fer is made. In this way, the controller will have no work to do, and
hence will not)  disturb the process. To be sure, the linear controller will
compensate as well as it can for inaccuracies in the program, and this is
beneficial.

The linear controller must, above all, be preloaded to the anticipated
process conditions at the new set point. This was found to be advanta-
geous whenever an ‘Lantiwindup” switch is used in the reset circuit.
And because reset  is normally required with a dual-mode arrangement,
the control system must include an antiwindup switch into which the
preload setting is introduced. The arrangement of the system for
increasing set-point changes is shown in Fig. 5.17.

The  sequence of events is as follows:
1. While e > el, the on-off operator is energized, sending 100 percent

output t,o  the process. The preload setting q is sent to the proportional-
plus-reset-plus-derivative controller.

FIG 5.17. A dual-mode system for
increasing set point.
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FIG 5.18. Maladjustments in the

~3/‘-y-y-

z
program parameters are easy to eltoa  great t,j  t o o  l o n g q too high
diagnose.

Time

2. When e = ez,  the on-off output’ drops to 0 percent and the time delay
begins. The on-off operator remains in control and preload is sustained.

3. At the end of the delay period, transfer is made to the proportional-
plus-reset-plus-derivative controller and preload is replaced with COII-

troller out’put,  starting reset uct’ion. By this time, the error and its
derivative should both be zero, so the controller output will equal the
preload setting. Transfer is therefore ‘Lbumpless.”

The dual-mode system gives the best set-point response attainable.
Optimal switching, by definition, is unmatched in the unsteady state,
while t,he  linear controller provides the regulation necessary in the steady
state. But any control system is only as good as the intelligence with
which it is supplied. In the event of maladjustments in the three param-
etcrs el, q,  and id,  the track of the controlled variable will be imperfect.
The value of el  will vary directly with the difficulty of the process. A s
the process difficulty decreases, the controlled variable is less a function
of load, and hence has more tolerance for inaccuracies in the control
parameters. But the degree of performance improvement provided by
dual-mode control also varies directly with process difficulty.

The dual-mode system needs six  adjustments, which fall into t\vo
independent groups. Settings of proportional, reset, and derivative only
pertain t’o  t,he  steady state, while the program settings are in effect else-
where. Consequently, adjusting the dual-mode system is no more diffi-
cult than adjusting two separate controllers. Rules for set t ing the
program parameters are self-evident :

1. ,\Inladjustment  of el  causes overshoot or excessive damping.
2. Excess t)ime delay turns the controlled variable downward after the

set point is reached.
3. An  incorrect preload setting introduces a bump after the t’ime-

delay interval.
The effect’s of these mnlndjust~mcnts  are graphically demonst’rnted  in

Fig. 5.18.
Recall  the specifications which were  set, forth at the beginning of the

section 011  dual-mode control. *\ Insimum  speed has been provided by
the on-off controller. The programmed switching crit’icnlly  damps the
loop as the set point is approached. Offset is climinntcd  by reset  iu the
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linear controller. FinalIy, noise of magnitude less than el  will not
actuate the on-off operator and therefore will be no more of a problem
than in a linear system. Although complicated and costly, dual-mode
control cannot be matched for performance.

NONLINEAR TWO-MODE CONTROLLERS

It has been demonstrat(ed  that a loop whose gain varies inversely with
amplitude is prone to limit-cycle. Any controller with similar charac-
teristics can promote limit cycling in an otherwise linear loop. On-off
controllers are in this category. So any nonlinear device that is purposely
inserted into a loop for the sake of engendering stability must have the
opposite characteristic: gain increasing with amplitude. The only
stabilizing nonlinear devices discussed up to this point have this property
-it was manifested as a dead zone in the three-state controller and as
the linear mode in the dual-mode system.

It is not difficult to .visualize  a desirable combination of properties for
a general-purpose nonlinear controller. In fact, the characteristics out-
lined for a dual-mode system apply: the controller should have high gain
to large signals, low gain to small signals, and reset action. The variation
of gain with error amplitude can be accomplished continuously or
piecemeal.

A Continuous Nonlinear Controller

It is possible to create a cont.roller  with a continuous nonlinear function
whose gain increases with amplitude. In contrast to the three-state
controller, its gain in the region of zero error would be greater than zero,
with integrating action to avoid offset. But its change in gain with
amplitude should be less severe than that of a dual-mode system. T h u s
it would be more tolerant of inaccuracy in the control parameters.

The continuous nonlinear controller could be mathematically described
by the expression

IIZ = F flel e + $j / e dt
>

(5.12)

In this way its gain varies with the absolute magnitude of the error. A
suitable linear function can be used.

flel  = p + (’ ,:““’ (5.13)

where p is an adjustable parameter representing linearity and e is ex-
pressed in percent. If /3  = 1.0, the controller is linear. But as @
approaches zero, the control function becomes square law, taking the
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FIG 5 19. The proportional charac-
teristic of a continuous nonlinear
controller displays variable damping.

-o+
Deviation

shape of the parabolic sections shown in Fig. 5.19. It is not desirable
for fl to equal zero, since this would render the controller essentially
insensitive to small signals, and offset would result. A value of p in the
vicinity of 0.1 would make the minimum gain of the controller 10/P.

A characteristic of this sort produces varying degrees of damping in
the closed loop. If a linear controller were used  to regulate a given
linear process, a certain proportional gain could be found which would
produce uniform oscillations. A straight line represent’ing this gain,
labeled “zero damping, ” is superimposed on the curve in Fig. 5.19. If
the proportional gain of t’he  linear controller were halved, the closed loop
would exhibit >a-amplitude  damping. The controller gain representing
ji-amplitude damping is also indicated.

The nonlinear characteristic crosses both these contours of constant
damping. Between the intersections are three distinct stability regions.
In the region surrounding zero deviation, damping heavier than $a-ampli-
tude persists, while adjacent to it on both sides are regions of lighter
damping and consequently faster recovery. There is st,ill  another region
on each side where damping is less than zero-representing instability.
Should a deviation arise large enough to fall into this last area, it will be
amplified with each succeeding cycle.

To gain a better insight into the response of this nonlinear charac-
teristic in a loop with a linear process, the input-output graph of Fig. 5.20
has been constructed. Notice  how heavily a small signal is damped.
Damped oscillations in a linear loop theoretically go on forever. But
with a nonlinear characteristic of the kind shown, damped oscillations
cannot persist beyond one or two cycles. On the ot,her  hand, a large
signal causes more corrective action than a linear controller, appro-
priately damped, could provide. A sufficiently larger deviation could
promote instability, however, so the proportional band of the nonlinear
cont>roller  must be adjusted for the largest anticipated deviation.

As with other nonlinear controllers, set-point response exceeds what is
obt’ainable  with linear modes. This is because set-point changes are
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FIG 5.20. If the initial deviation is
not extreme, it may be damped
within one cycle.

m

normally greater and more rapid t’han  load disturbances, taking advan-
tage of the region of higher gain. Load disturbances make their appear-
ance as a slow departure of the controlled variable from the set point.
Since a linear controller has more gain in the region close about the set
point, it will generally respond more effectively to small load changes.
A comparison of the responses of linear and nonlinear three-mode con-
trollers is shown in Fig. 5.21.

A nonlinear two-mode controller seems generally to outperform a linear
two-mode controller. The nonlinear function provides an extra margin
of stability similar to what can be attained with derivative. In cases
where so much noise is superimposed on the measurement t’hat  derivative
cannot be used, a nonlinear function can be quit’e  valuable.

Another feature of the nonlinear controller is its extreme tolerance of
gain changes in the loop. Response to upsets of moderate magnitude
appear virtually identical over a proportional band range of 4 : 1 or more.
Consequently little care need be given to the set’tings  of proportional and
reset, save for the possibility of bringing the unstable region too close to
the set point.

Time Time

FIG 5.21. A three-mode nonlinear controller
exhibits better set-point response but poorer
load response than its linear counterpart.
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FIG 5.22. The nonlinear two-mode controller
is superior in all respects on a noisy flow loop.

Flow Control

A flow measurement is always accompanied by noise. This noise is
attenuated somcwhnt by the wide proportional band of the controller and
passed on to the valve. If the noise is of any magnitude, the valve may
be stroked suflicicntly  to introduce ac+ual  changes in flow. The nonlinear
function is an efficient noise filter, in that, it rejects small-amplitude
signals. The result  is smoother valve motion and a more stable loop.
Figure 5.22 shows comparative records for linear and nonlinear control
of a noisy flow loop. The nonlinear controller has proven to be quite
effective on pulsating flows too, where the disturbance is periodic rather
than random.

Level Control

J,evel  measurements  are often noisy because of splashing and turbu-
lence. In addition, the surface of a liquid tends to resonate hydrau-
lically, producing a periodic signal superimposed on the average level.
Since the liquid-level process cannot respond fast enough for a change in
valve position to dampen these fluctuations, they ought to be disregarded
by the controller. A nonlinear controller does just this, sending a smooth
signal to the valve.

It was pointed out in Chap. 3 that many tanks with level controls are
intended as surge vessels. In these applications, tight control is inadmis-
sible because it frustrates the purpose of the vessel. A wide proportional
band with reset was suggested for control. But the nonlinear controller
is, in fact, ideal for this application for two reasons:

1. 1Iinor  fluctuations in liquid level will not be passed on to the valve,
providing smooth delivery of flow.

2. lllajor  upsets will be met by vigorous corrective action, ensuring
that the upper and lower limits of the vessel will not be violated.

This application is often referred to as LLaveraging  level control,”
because  it is desired that the manipulated flow follow the avcragc  level  in
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FIG 5.23. The nonlinear two-mode con-
troller prevents minor fluctuations in level
from affecting delivery of flow.

the tank. Averaging is really a dynamic process and can be accomplished
with a suit’able  lag. But adding a lag would only serve to reduce the
speed of response. The nonlinear function, however, provides filt,ering
without sacrificing speed. A typical record of level in a surge vessel and
the corresponding output of its nonlinear controller are presented in
Fig. 5.23.

pH  Control

The neutralization process has been described as unusually diffkult  to
control because of the extreme nonlinearitjy  of the pH curve. Limit
cycling (*an he encountered when a linear controller is used, because loop
gain varies inversely with deviation. This, t,hen,  is a natural application
for t,he  nonlincnr  (*ontroller  whose gain varies directly with deviation.
In fact, any process prone to limit cycbling  can benefit by its USC. The
nonlinear function in the controller need  not be a perfect complement

FIG 5.24. A nonlinear controller can
give uniform damping to a pH loop.
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m

FIG 5.25. A discontinuous nonlinear controller
employs a high-low limiter.

to the process curve, because any contribution it can make will be an
improvement over a linear function. And if the linearity, p,  is adjustable,
a reasonable fit can be made.

The input-output graph of Fig. 5.24 shows how a constant loop gain
is achieved.

A Discontinuous Nonlinear Controller

The nonlinear function shown in Fig. 5.19 can be approximated by
three  straight lines. The center  is essentially  a dead zone where  little
or no control action takes  place. This function is not difficult to intro-
duce into a linear controller; it involves sending the controlled variable
to the set-point input through high and low limits. Within the limits,
there is no error signal; elsewhere an error is developed as  the differenw
between the measurement  and  the neartir limit. ITigure  5.25 describes
the  arrangement of the instrument and its proportional function. Pro-
portional, rcsct,  high, and low limits are adjustable.

This nonlirwnr  coiltrollcr  is often  used  in nvernging  lcvcl npplic*ations.
Its dead zone is also a vnluablr  feature in the pH-caontrol  system dcwribcd
in Chap. 10.

P R O B L E M S

5.1 .I lincnr  proress  is found to be undmn~wd  unrltr  proportional c*ontrol  with
a hand of 20 Iwrwrlt. I\-hat  will  hal)lwn  if the  band  is reduced  to 10 Iwrccnt  ;
to 5 percent?

5.2 .I thernml ~~roccss  with IO-SW  dcstl  tinw  rind  n Gnin  lag  is to be  cooled
with refrigerant sul)l)licd  front  a solrnoiti  val\-c. If the  ~nl\-c  is left on, the tcm-
ptrnturc  falls to O’F;  \vhtln  it,  is off, thr  trnllwrnture  riws to GOOF. bktimatc  the
Iwriod  nnrl  nliil)litudc  of the  limit q.c*lc  if thcx  on-off controllfr wcrc  Iwrfcct.

5.3 ‘I’hc  o n - o f f  cwntrollcr  used  for  the,  ~~roc’css  in  Prob.  5.2  wtunlly  hns  :L
difkwntial  gal)  of 2°F. lCstinmt(~  the  lwriotl  and  :m~plitudr  of the  limit ryclr,
taking the  difftrcntial gal) into account.
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5.4 A lever is driven by a bidirectional constant-speed motor to a position
determined by a three-state controller. The motor has a speed of 10 percent
of full stroke per second, and an inertial time constant of 1.0 sec. Differential
gap in the controller is 2 percent of full stroke. How wide does the dead zone
have to be to prevent limit cycling? What would be the period of the cycling?

5.5 A batch chemical reactor is to be brought up to operating temperature
with a dual-mode system. Full controller output supplies heat through a hot-
water valve, while zero output opens a cold-mater valve fully; at 50 percent out-
put ,  bo th  va lves  a re  c losed . While full heating is applied, the temperature of the
batch rises at, l”F/min; the time constant of the jacket is estimated at 3 min, and
the total dead time of the system is 2 min. The normal load is equivalent to
30 percent, of controller output. Estimate the required values for the three
adjustments in the optimal switching program.

5.6 h given linear process is undamped with a proportional band setting of
50 percent for a linear controller. If a continuous nonlinear controller is used
with a linearity setting of /3 = 0.2, how narrow can the proportional band be
set and still tolerate an error of 20 percent?
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T his chapter deals with situations where a single variable is manipu-
lated to satisfy the specification of a certain combination of controlled
variables. In any system with a single manipulated variable, only one
controlled variable is capable of independent specification. To put it
in other words, there can be only one independent set point at any given
time. This, however, does not exclude the incorporation of several con-
trolled variables, as long as their combination contains but one degree
of freedom.

Thus we encounter the cascade control system, where the final element
is manipulated through an intermediate or secondary controlled variable
whose value is dependent on the primary. In ratio control systems, a
specification is set on a designated mathematical combination of two or
more measured variables. Selective control embodies the logical assign-
ment of the final element to whichever controlled variable (of several)
is in danger of violating its specified limits. Finally, adaption is the act
of automatically modifying a controller to satisfy a combination of func-

1 5 3
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tions of a controlled variable. The common denominator in all these
situations is the manipulation of a single final element through more than
one control loop.

CASCADE CONTROL

The output of one controller may be used to manipulate the set point
of another. The two controllers are then said to be cascaded, one upon
the other. Each controller will have its own measurement input, but
only the primary controller can have an independent set point and
only the secondary controller has an output to the process. The manipu-
lated variable, the secondary controller, and its measurement constitute
a closed loop within the primary loop. Figure 6.1 shows the configuration.

The principal advantages of cascade control are these:
1. Disturbances arising within the secondary loop are corrected by the

secondary controller before they can influence the primary variable.
2. Phase lag existing in the secondary part of the process is reduced

measurably by the secondary loop. This improves the speed of response
of the primary loop.

3. Gain variations in the secondary part of the process are overcome
within its own loop.

4. The secondary loop permits an exact manipulation of the flow of
mass or energy by the primary controller.

Cascade control is of great value where high performance is mandatory
in the face of random disturbances or where the secondary part of the
process contains an undue amount of phase shift. For example, a second-
ary loop should be closed around an integrating element whenever prac-
ticable, to overcome its inherent 90” lag. On the other hand, flow is used
as the secondary variable whenever disturbances in line pressure must
be prevented from affecting the prime variable.

Secondary
Controller

Primary
controller

FIG 6.1. Cascade control resolves the process
into two parts, each within a closed loop.
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FIG 6.2. The primary controller
sees a closed loop as a part of the
process.

It  must be recognized, however, that cascade control cannot be
employed unless a suitable intermediate variable can be measured.
Many processes are so arranged that they cannot be readily broken apart
in this way.

Properties of the Inner Loop

The secondary or inner loop confronts the primary controller as a new
type of dynamic element. The inner loop can be represented as a single
block, the diagram of Fig. 6.1 being resolved into the simpler configura-
tion shown in Fig. 6.2.

Heretofore the dynamic properties of a closed loop were of little con-
cern. The controller was simply adjusted for a damping which satisfied
certain transient response specifications. Moreover there was only one
period of oscillation to be considered.

But each loop has its own natural period and, as may be expected, the
period of the primary loop is to a great extent determined by that of the
secondary. Consequently the gain and phase of the secondary loop,
whose natural period will be designated T,~,  must be known for any value
of the primary period 701, since the latter is dependent on the former.
The dynamic properties of the open secondary loop can be converted
into its closed-loop characteristics by solving for the response of CP with
respect to 1’2. Refer to the block diagram in Fig. 6.3.

Let g, and g,  be vectors representing gain and phase of the process
and the controller, respectively. Then

c2 = mg,

c2 = (r2  - c2)gcgp
c2u +  g&J =  rzgcg,

Process
I I

FIG 6.3. The input to the secondary
loop is r2,  its output is 0.
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The vector gain of the closed secondary loop will be designated g02: it is
the ratio of output c2  to input r2. The vector consists of a scalar gain
Go2  and a phase angle c#+,~.

c2 EC&P

go2  = T,  = 1 + g,g,
(6.1)

The product g,g,  is the open-loop vector. If the inner loop has been
adjusted for f/4-amplitude  damping, its open-loop gain will be 0.5 at the
period of oscillation. But the phase lag at the period of oscillation is
180”, which makes the gain vector 0.5, L-180”,  or -0.5. The closed-
loop vector go2  at the natural period is then

- 0 . 5g02 = =
1.0 - 0.5

- 1 . 0 or Go2 = 1.0 402 = -180”

If the open-loop gain were 1.0 at the natural period, undamped oscillation
would result:

- 1 . 0
go2  =  1.0 _ 1.0 =  - Oc

This indicates that an infinitesimal change in 1’2  would change c2  enough
so that it would never return to equilibrium, and indeed this is the case.

To find the gain and phase characteristics of a loop away from its
natural period, the vector equation for the inner loop must be solved for
various values of input period 701. This entails first finding the gain and
‘phase of the open loop, g,g,. This vector must then be added to the
vector 1.0, LO” to form the denominator of the equation. Then the
closed-loop gain is the quotient of the magnitude of the two vectors,
and its phase is the difference between their phase angles.

example 6.1

A typical example is that of a closed loop cont,aining  dead time, an inte-
grating capacity, and a proportional controller adjusted for >i-amplitude
damping. The natural period is known to he 7,,2  = 4rd2. The open-loop
gain is 0.5 at 701 = 70C and varies directly as TV,. The open-loop I)hase
is -90” for the integrating element, with an additional -360r&r01  or
-907,,JTo1 for the dead time. Then

g,g,  = 0.5 2, L -90” - 90 rs?J
0 701

From this information, closed-loop gain and phase arc plotted in Fig. 6.4.

The primary loop will  contain certain eIements  of the process in addi-
tion t’o  the secondary loop. These elements can be expected to con-
tribute phase lag of 90” or more. Therefore the area of greatest interest
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’ -180"
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FIG 6.4. Gain and phase of a typical damped
loop.

in the response of the secondary loop will be where its phase lag is less
than 90”. Notice that gain and phase of the closed loop  go in opposite
directions in this region. This was not true of the common open-loop
elements-capacity and dead time. Therefore trouble will be encoun-
tered in the primary loop as 701  approaches 702.

But the closed-loop characteristics have three very important advan-
tages over the corresponding open-loop characteristics, at relatively high
values of T,~:

1. The gain of the closed loop approaches 1.0, which is not only less
than the gain of the open loop, but is not subject to variation.

2. The phase of the closed loop is less than that of the secondary
process.

3. Where ~~1  is much greater than ~~2,  the secondary part of the process
is effectively nonexistent.

example 6.2

As a case in point, compare the open- and closed-loop phase in the cited
example at 701  = 10~~~:

Loop Gain Phase, deg

O p e n . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 - 9 9
C l o s e d . 1 . 0 1 - 1 1

In estimating the  performance of a cascade cont,rol  loop, the  following
procedure is useful:
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1. Determine the period of the inner loop ro2.
2. Determine the period of the outer loop rol, allowing no phase shift

for the inner loop.
3. From Fig. 6.4, read the phase lag corresponding to the ratio ~~~ 1~~~.
4. Recalculate ~~1  after including the phase shift of the inner loop.
5. Include the gain of the inner loop at 70,  (from Fig. 6.4)  in estimating

primary-loop gain.

Valve Position as the Secondary Loop

A positioner is used to close the loop around a valve motor. It drives
the motor until a mechanica measurement of stem position is balanced
against its input signal. In this way, forces that would  act to impede
the motion of the stem are overcome. A positioner is essentially a high-
gain proportional controller closing the loop around what is essentially
single capacity pIus  hysteresis.

The forces affecting the motion of a valve stem are principally friction
and pressure drop. It has been pointed out that friction is the cause of
hysteresis. And hysteresis can cause limit cycling in the presence of
two  integrating elements, such as a liquid-level loop with proportionnl-
plus-reset control. But a positioner is stable in the presence of hysteresis
and will succeed in eliminating from the primary loop that, source of
phase shift.

High pressure drop across the seat of a control valve acts against the
area of the seat in opposing the force of the valve motor, It can easily
be suflicient  to keep the valve from closing tightly. A positioner will
place as much pressure on the valve motor as is available if the stem is
very far from its directed position and so is able to overcome this difficulty.

The natural period of a valve with positioner will be in the order of
0.5 to 2.0 set, depending on the size of the valve. It is the fastest loop

ca~~~ar~~~~encountercd  in process work. But it is not fast, enough to be
useful in a flo\v  loop. Look at what  a valve positioner ~0Gii‘ad  ui%e
flO\v  loop rtrlnlyzd  ill E:a:~nlple 3.2. Without  n posit ioner,  the valve
contributes more phase iag  and  attenuation than any other element in
the loop. A positioner of l.O-set period would reduce the period of the
flow  loop to perhaps 4 sec. From I;ig. G.-l,  the position loop gain at  a
~~~~~~~~  of 4 is about 1.07, three times the gain of the valve itself. so  in
this case the cascade loop is a hindranc~e  rather than :L  help. The fault
lies in plnring  the inner loop around the largest time const:mt. But in
any system where the valve is not the slowest element, a positioner is
beneficial.

The Cascade Flow Loop

Cascade flow  loops are used most often to provide consistent delivery
of material to or froni  the  process in response to the demands of the
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primary controller. They overcome variable pressure drop, valve fric-
tion, and nonlinear valve characteristics.

But if the measurement is in the differential form, its nonlinearity
becomes part of the primary loop, because flow is being delivered to the
process while flow squared is set by the primary controller. The non-
linearity of the differential meter was recognized earlier as a problem in a
flow loop. But using a differential meter in the secondary loop of a
difficult thermal or composition process is asking for trouble. Suppose
the process is linear with respect to flow, as in Example 3.6. The output
of the primary controller manipulates differential pressure, however,
which varies as flow squared:

Loop gain now varies inversely with flow (which is much worse than
varying directly with flow,  because it can approach infinity). And since
many processes are started up or operated for extended periods at low
flow, the problem is serious. If the primary controller is not placed in
manual, the loop will limit-cycle around zero flow. The best solution is
to insert a square-root extractor in the flow-measurement line to linearize
the secondary loop.

The problem of variable dead time was discussed in Chap. 2. This
problem was resolved by using an equal-percentage control valve. If a
flow loop were placed around the valve, however, its characteristic would
be lost. Furthermore, if the flow loop were of the differential type, its
nonlinearity would be in the wrong direction, making the primary-loop
gain vary inversely as the square of flow. These factors deserve careful
consideration before deciding on a cascade flow  loop.

Because flow loops resonate in the l-  to lo-set  range, they are safe to
use in cascade with temperature or composition, but not ordinarily with
liquid or gas pressure or other flow loops. Liquid level is only cascaded
to flow in applications involving boiling liquids or condensing vapors,
where the natural period of the primary loop is long compared to the
flow loop.

Temperature as the Inner Loop

Perhaps the third most common cascade loop is that of temperature.
Whereas a material balance can be enforced by flow controllers, tempera-
ture controllers are often used to manipulate a heat balance.

Careful control of heat balance is most important in a chemical reac-
tion. To ensure satisfactory performance, the reactor temperature con-
troller generally positions the set point of the coolant temperature con-
troller: a temperature-on-t’emperature cascade loop. The rate of heat
transfer to the coolant varies with the temperature difference between
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reactants and coolant, so the actual value of coolant temperature plays
a vital role. Nonlinearities and lags in the coolant loop are, for the most
part, removed from the primary loop.

Since the proportional band of the secondary temperature controller
is ordinarily 25 percent or less, reset may be omitted. A slight offset in
coolant temperature is inconsequential, in that the outer loop will always
have reset. Reset in the inner loop would only serve to slow it down.
Reset is not used in the coolant temperature loop of a batch reactor.

Again, whether a particular cascade configuration is workable is not
so much a matter of what kind of measurements serve as the primary and
secondary variables, but rather is a question of the natural periods of the
loops differing by severalfold. If both loops have the same kind of
measurement, their relationship is ordinarily linear, assuring a constant
gain for the primary loop.

RATIO CONTROL SYSTEMS

In a ratio control system, the true controlled variable is the ratio K of
two measured variables X and Y:

K=; (6.3)

Control is usually effected by manipulating a valve influencing one of the
variables, while the other is uncontrolled or “wild.” The obvious way
to implement the ratio control function is by computing X/Y, as shown
in Fig. 6.5. But this is not the best way.

Figure 6.5 has a divider within the closed loop, regardless of which
variable is affected by the output of the controller. If X is manipulated,
loop gain changes with the wild variable Y:

dk 1 dK X K-=- --=--
dx Y dY=  Y2 Y (6.4)

If Y is manipulated, the loop becomes nonlinear in that the gain changes
with controller output.

All these problems can be overcome by moving the calculation out of
the closed loop. Ratio control is then brought about in the set-point

x _
- P r o c e s s Y

0
1

m FIG 6.5. Using the ratio of two vari-
ables as the input to a controller is

e
- C o n t r o l l e r  c not recommended.
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FIG 6.6.
tern, the
the loop.

In the recommended sgs-
ratio calculation is outside m

circuit, making I’ = KY if X is controlled, or r = X/K if Y is controlled.
Figure 6.6 shows the set-point calculation. In this configuration, one
of the variables becomes controlled and the other serves to generate a set
point. The wild variable is multiplied by the adjustable coefficient K
in a device called a “ratio station.”

Ratio Flow Control

By far the most common application of ratio control is in flow systems.
Ingredients for a reactor, for example, are introduced in precise propor-
tions. Any number of streams can be set in ratio to one independent
flow, allowing the plant to be started or shut down by the manipulation
of that key variable alone-all others must follow. Or, if all flows are
under control, total plant throughput can be commanded through a
single master set station, as shown in Fig. 6.7.

Up to this point, the ratio stations have all been outside the closed
loops.  But a natural extension to the configuration in Fig. 6.7 is the
automatic repositioning of a master set point by the output of another
controller. Consider the example of a chemical reactor which is to be
operated consistently at maximum throughput, as determined by its
heat-removal capability. The only control system which could satisfy
this specification would feature a temperature controller setting the flow
rates of all ingredients into the reactor, as shown in Fig. 6.8.

Because this configuration places the ratio stat,ions  within the primary
loop,  loop gain varies with their settings. In such an arrangement, con-
stant loop gain can ordinarily be assured if the sum of the ratio settings
is constant. Thus a percentage increase in one ingredient should be
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the others. This is often
done for accounting purposes anyway, by making the sum of the ratios

FIG 6.7. A single master station
can set all the plant streams through
ratio stations. station

Individual
rotio stations

Rotio
station

To flow
controllers
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I
Secondary

c
FIG 6.8. Several secondary loops can
be set in cascade from one primary
controller.

always equal 100 percent. Then the master station or primary controller
sets the true total flow. Since the prime manipulated variable in Fig. 6.8
is total flow, the prime controlled variable must be a function of total
flow and be relatively independent of the individual ratio settings.

Most ratio stations have a gain range of about 10: 1. Since the normal
ratio setting for most applications is in the vicinity of 1.0, this is selected
as the midscale  position. (This assumes that the flowmeters for the
various streams are sized in proper proportion, so that under normal
operation they will all read about the same percentage flow.) Thus the
gain of a typical ratio station would be adjustable from 0.3 to 3.0.

But most flowmeters are of the differential type, in which case flow
squared is the transmitted variable. Then,

X2 = K2Y2

The gain of the ratio station is the square of the ratio setting; in other
words, the ratio setting is the square root of the gain. The ratio scale
for differential meters is compared with a linear scale below :

Gain K2 0.3 1  . o 3 . 0

1Ratio X 0 . 6 1.7

Setting the Ratio Remotely

The ratio stations discussed thus far are nothing more than amplifiers
with adjustable gain. The ratio setting was introduced manually. If
it is desired that the ratio setting be introduced as a control signal, a
different device must be used. The device is, in fact, defined as a multi-
plier, because its output is the product of two analog signals. The gain
of a multiplier is directly proportional to each of its inputs. If a midscale
ratio of 1.0 is desired, the gain range of the multiplier must be 0 to 2.0.
The multiplier is then said to have an element factor of 2.0. Linear and
differential flowmeter ratio scales for the multiplier are compared below:

Linear flow ratio 0

M
Differential flow ratio 0

The use of a multiplier permits setting of the ratio by the output  of a
primary controller. This is desirable where the primary variable is a
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FIG 6.9. The ratio of the two flows
is automaticallg  set in cascade to
maintain composition control.

function of the ratio of the flowing streams, apart from their total flow.
A typical application is the blending of ingredients to form a mixture of
controlled composition. Figure 6.9 shows the arrangement of the control
loops for a two-component system. Notice that the signals are in the
differential form. Although the gain of the cascade flow loop varies
inversely with its flow, the gain of the multiplier varies with the wild flow
squared. Thus loop gain is

dX Y2  x
dK-X  K

Direct variation of gain with flow is much preferable to inverse variation.
Compare this cascade control system to the one in Fig. 6.8 where total

flow was the primary manipulated variable.

Infinite Ratio Rangeability

The range of adjustment available with standard ratio stations is
typically 0.3 to 3.0. Using a single multiplier, a range of 0 to 2.0 is CUS-
tomary. Occasionally an application will be encountered where these
ranges are insufficient. In this event, two multipliers can be used, each
setting the rate of one flowing stream. Mathematically, the system is
organized to deliver a set total flow F:

F=X+Y

Then the percentage of X in the total is introduced as an independent
setting 2:

X = Fx

The flow of the other stream Y is then the dif!erence:

Y = F(l - Z)

The controlled ratio X/Y can then be varied from zero to infinity as IZ:
varies from zero to one:

x x-=-
Y l - x (6.5)
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FIG  6.10. The use of two multipliers
affords an infinite ratio range.

Because the calculation is based on the sum of the two flowing streams,
it will only work with linear flow signals. Independent selection of total
flow and percent composition are available, as Fig. 6.10 indicates.

Note. that the lower of the two multipliers has a reverse-acting input.
When z is 1.0, the gain of this multiplier is zero. Both element factors
are unity, which is necessary to satisfy the equation.

Although infinite ratio range is theoretically possible, it must be recog-
nized that differential meters are only accurate within a 4: 1 flow range,
which will necessarily limit the actual ratio range.

Digital Blending Systems

The use of turbine and positive displacement meters has generated a
new type of flow ratio system. These devices are inherently linear and
are of a fairly wide range; but of most significance, they do not produce
an analog output. Each rotation of their moving elements produces a
discrete number of pulses representative of a particular volume of fluid
that has passed through. The pulse rate or frequency is proportional to
the flow rate, and the total number of pulses transmitted over a given
length of time is a measure of the volume of fluid delivered.

To take advantage of the discrete nature of the measurements, a special
type of control system has been developed. In the digital blending sys-
tem, the volume delivered through each meter is continuously compared
with the volume desired for that stream. An error between the two
generates a control signal that manipulates the valve in that stream.
Functionally, the loops are arranged similarly to what was shown in
Fig. 6.7. A master set station transmits a pulse rate that paces the entire
system, demanding a certain total flow rate. This pulse rate is multi-
plied by the ratio setting for each flow loop, thus producing a rate set
point for each loop. There the similarity to an analog system ends.

P u l s e Current

FIG  6.11. The output of the con-
troller is the only analog signal in a
typical digital blending system.
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The object of the controller is to maintain the set volume delivery.
This allows a temporary reduction of flow in any loop, to be made up to
the correct total once its cause has been removed. The basic control
mechanism is a digital up-down counter. Set-point pulses cause an
increase in the register, while measurement pulses bring about a decrease.

.The  difference between the number of pulses from the two sources is
stored and convert,ed  to an analog signal which may be used to drive a
valve. The valve would then be driven proportionally to the volume
error or integrated flow error. Thus the control mode is int.egral  (reset
only). Let the volume error required for 100 percent change in output
be identified as I/ and the maximum flow rate as F. The percent output
to the valve in terms of percent demanded and measured flow is then

1m=-
V I-

F(r - c) dt

Then the reset time of the integrator is

(6.6)

To be sure, the valve position changes in discrete steps, as does the
output of the up-down counter. The steps are about 1 percent, and the
valve will attempt to follow each pulse registered by the counter. But
because most valves are incapable of following the pulse rate of the
counter, which may be as high as 100 pulses/set,  delivery is reasonably
smooth.

Although integral control is capable of reducing a flow-rate error to
zero, integral offset can exist. Examine the flow delivery following
startup as shown in Fig. 6.12. The set flow rate is already at its proper
value, but it takes time to bring the measured flow rate to the same
value. Eventually there will be no rate error, but in the meantime a
significant volume error appears as the area between the curves.

The integrated error E required to generate a given controller output is

E = 1 e dt = Rim

Demand flow

t”
e

dL
FIG  6.12. An integral control sgs-
tern is subject to volume offset. T i m e
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The actual volumetric offset is the percent integrated error E times the
maximum flow rate:

EF = mV (6.8)

Each valve position, hence each flow rate, has a related volume offset.
On the face of each digital control station are two counters. One

registers the total demand, while the other registers the total delivered
flow. Volume offset appears as a difference of perhaps 5 or 10 between
the two counters. In the steady state, the two count rates are identical,
so the volume offset is constant. In a continuous process, volume offset
is of little significance, representing only a few counts out of increasing
thousands. But in small batches of only a few hundred counts, it can
be cause for concern.

The obvious solution is to add a second integral mode. But double
integral by itself is unstable, in that it produces 180” phase lag at all
periods. But if the first integral, i.e., the volume error, is acted upon
by a proportional-plus-reset controller, the system can be stable. S u c h
an arrangement is functionally described in Fig. 6.13.

Mathematically, the up-down counter totals up the difference between
the demand and the measured rates, appropriately scaled:

EF = /- F(r - c) dt

The D-A converter fixes the range V of volume error E over which the
control valve is driven. Substituting Eq. (6.7) and adding proportional-
plus-reset (&) action:

The expanded control equation is

(r - c)  dt + & /-I  (r - c)  dt’]

(6.9)

Fig. 6.14 shows how the second integral works to eliminate volume off set.
Flow loops with conventional controllers, i.e., proportional-plus-reset,

have their natural period in the region of 1 to 10 sec. The phase contribu-
tion of a properly adjusted controller at the natural period is normally
30” or less. But t,he  blending controller contributes about 100” lag,

FIG 6.13. A second integration is required
to eliminate the volume error.
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FIG 6.14. The second integral can-
eels volume deficiency with an equal

E

excess, but takes longer to reach a 2LL
steady state.

Time

generally doubling the period of a loop. Thus blending loops will oscil-
late from about a 5- to a 20-set  period.

Presence of any valve hysteresis, in combination with the two integra-
tions, will cause a limit cycle, as explained in Chap. 5. Although a valve
positioner is not ordinarily recommended for flow, the period of a blending
loop is usually far enough removed from that of the position loop for one
to be safely used.

SELECTIVE CONTROL LOOPS

Frequently a situation is encountered where two or more variables
must not be allowed to pass specified 1imit.s  for reasons of economy,
efficiency, or safety. If the number of controlled variables exceeds the
number of manipulated variables, whichever ones are in most>  need must
logically be selected for control. (This is the case of the squeaky wheel
getting the grease.) Automatic selector units are available for this type
of service. They are employed in four basic areas of application:

1. Protection of equipment
2. Auctioneering
3. Redundant instrumentation
4. Nonlinear control functions

As an example of how equipment might be protected by a selective
control system, consider a compressor whose discharge is ordinarily on

FIG 6.15. Motor speed is manipu-
lated by whichever controller has the
lower ouput.

Time, hr
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FIG 6.16. A high selector is used to
permit control of the peak reactor
temperature.

flow control, except that discharge pressure must not be allowed to exceed
a given limit. During conditions of low load, the pressure controller
must be allowed to assume control, thereby reducing flow. When the
demand for gas is high, the flow controller will take over to see that its
set point is not exceeded.

Figure 6.15 shows how the controller that has the lower output is
selected to manipulate motor speed. Decreasing motor speed will reduce
both flow and pressure, so the use of a low selector guards against an
excess of either. The record shows how pressure is allowed to drift below
its set point during conditions of high load, while flow is controlled.
Conversely, when the load is low enough to raise the discharge pressure
to its set point, flow is reduced.

‘lAuctioneering”  is a term used to describe the selection of the highest
of a battery of inputs. An example is the control of the highest tem-
perature in a fixed-bed reactor. The possibility exists that the location
of the highest temperature may shift with catalyst degeneration, flow,
etc. Temperatures all along the reactor would then be compared and
the highest used for control.

To protect against an instrument failure placing the plant in a hazard-
ous condition, key instruments can be duplicated. Often, duplicated

Lh Analyzer Analyzer

Reagent e-
Reactor I -+

Feed w Product

FIG 6.17. The high selector prevents
a failure of either analyzer from
damaging the reactor with excess
reagent.
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Feed rate

FIG 6.18. The tower is protected against
either excess or deficient steam flow by the
high-low limiter.

devices are used only for record or alarm purposes. But where closed-
loop control is involved, automatic selection of the manipulated variable
must be provided.

Analyzers are generally less reliable than other instruments. Figure
6.17 illustrates a system that would allow control to be maintained in the
event of downscale failure of either analyzer. An upscale failure would
be allowed, which would shut down the reactor, but this is a safe condition.

The introduction of high and low limits is another form of automatic
selection. The same mechanisms are used, except that the limits are
introduced manually instead of being other variables.

Consider a distillation column whose heat input is being controlled in
ratio to the feed rate. Throughout the normal operating range, this
ratio would be maintained. But even if the feed should drop to zero,
heat input must not, because it could cause loss of liquid in the trays.
An excessively high heat input is also to be avoided, because flooding of
the tower could result. To avoid the possibility of these accidents, high
and low limiters can be used, as illustrated in Fig. 6.18.

Protection against Windup

When one controller is selected from two or more, the others are in an
open-loop condition. If these controllers have reset action, which is
most often the case, they need to be protected against windup. This
is accomplished by using the output of the selector as a common feedback
to all controllers. In this way, the selected controller will have its own
output fed back and therefore will have reset action. But the others in
the system will have a reset signal which is not their own output, forcing
them to respond like proportional controllers. The controller arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 6.19 for the pressure-flow system that appeared
in Fig. 6.15.

Automatic transfer from one controller to another takes place at the
instant when the outputs are equal. This fact, coupled with the common
reset signal, means that transfer is bumpless.
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FIG 6.19. The output of the selector
is used as a common feedback signal

Assume that the flow controller is presently manipulating compressor
speed, in that its output is the lower of the two. Its output mu is then

But because the output HI,  of the pressure controller is greater,

(6.11)

(6.12)

Transfer from flow to pressure cOIltrO1 Will  take phre  h?I1  111, = u!F.

This requires that eP  = 0, but does not require the same  of e,V. To gen-
eralize, a controller can only bc selected when its error crosses zero. For

cont’rollers with derivative on the input, e + D deldt would have t’o  be
zero. This allows transfer before zero error is rewhed,  avoiding the
overshoot that would otherwise be encountered.

There is no reason for auto-manual transfer switches in any of the con-

trollers, if there is a transfer switch at the output of the selector. Because
of the common feedback circuit, transfer to Immunl  at that point, Cl1
not cause windup.

Occasionally a situation n-ill arise when none of the controllers in
a selective loop assumes control. Some processes are prone to this,
although in most’  it cannot happen. In the process shown in Fig. 6.15,
neither controller would take  over if suction pressure were  to fall low
enough. In this case, discharge pressure and flow would both be belolr
t’heir  set points and the motor would go to maximum speed. Both con-
trollers would then saturate. When suction pressure was restored, dis-
charge pressure  or flow or both could overshoot their set points. If this
were  a common occurrence, an  antiwindup  swit’ch  should be inserted in
the com~noII  feedback line at the output of the selector.

It should be nwntioued  that a controller whose output passes through
a high or low limiter is also capable of windup when these limits are
exceeded. Reset feedback may  be taken downstream of the limiters if
the problem is serious.

ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

An adaptive control system is one whose parameters are automatically
adjusted to compensate for corresponding variations in the properties of
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t’he  process. The system is, in a word, “adapted” to the needs of the
process. Naturally there must be some criterion on which to base an
adaptive program. To specify a value for the controlled variable (i.e.,
the set point) is not enough-adaption is not required to meet this speci-
fication. Some “objective function” of the controlled variable must be
‘specified in addition. It is this function that determines the particular
form of adaption required.

The objective function for a given process may be the damping of the
cont’rolled  variable. In essence, there are then two  loops, one operating
on the controlled variable, the other on its damping. Because damping
identifies the dynamic loop gain, this system is designated a dynamic
adaptive system.

It is also possible to stipulate an objective function of the steady-state
gain of the process. A control system designed to this specification is
then steady-state adaptive.

There is, in practice, so little resemblance between these two systems
that their classification under a single title-adaptive-has led to much
confusion.

A second distinction is to be made, this not on the objective function,
but rather on the mechanism through which adaption is introduced. I f
enough is known about a process that parameter adjustments can be
related to the variables which cause its properties to change, adaption
may be programmed.  However, if it is necessary to base parameter
manipulation upon the measured value of the objective function, adap-
tion is effected by means of a feedback loop. This is known as a self-
adaptive system.

Dynamic Adaptive Systems

The prime function of dynamic adaptive systems is to give a control
loop a consistent degree of stability. Dynamic loop gain is then the
objective function of the controlled variable being regulated; its value
is to be specified.

The property of the process most susceptible to change is gain. In
some cases the steady-state gain changes, which is usually termed a non-
linearity. Other processes exhibit a variable period, which reflects upon
their dynamic gain. But by whichever mechanism loop stability is
affected, it can always bc restored by suitable adjustment of controller
gain. (This assumes that the desired degree of damping could be
achieved in the first place, which rules out limit cycling.)

Many cases of variable process gain have already been cited. In
general, an attempt is made to compensate for these conditions by the
introduction of selected nonlinear functions into the control system.
For example, the characteristic of a control valve is customarily chosen
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FIG 6.20. Two multipliers are necessary for Row
adaptation of all three modes.

with this purpose in mind. But compensation in this way can fall short
for several reasons.

1. The source of the gain variation lies outside the loop, and hence is
not identified by controller input or output.

2. The required compensation is a combined function of several
variables.

3. The gain of the process varies with time.
Perhaps the most readily assimilated example of a process which could

benefit by adaptive control is that of a single capacity plus variable dead
time. Dead time would vary inversely with flow, in the manner shown
in the heat-exchanger example given in Chap. 2. Response of the loop
without adaption was presented in Fig. 2.14. In this example, an equal-
percentage valve was used to provide gain compensation for changes in
flow. This method worked, but it in turn made loop gain dependent on
the magnitude of the controlled variable. The trade-off was inevitable
because the variable which affected the process gain, i.e., flow, is outside
the loop.

Exact compensation may be obtained by programming the settings of
the controller as functions of flow. Because the period of the loop varies
directly with dead time, derivative and reset time ought to vary inversely
with flow. And since process dynamic gain varies inversely with flow,

the proportional band should too. Knowing this, it is possible to write
a flow-adapted control algorithm:

(6.13) ’

The adaptive term j is the fractional flow through the process, and I’,  R,
and D are the optimum settings at full-scale flow. Placing all the j terms
inside the parenthesis indicates how the adaption might be performed:

(6.14) ;
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Note that the derivative term does not need adaption, but that reset must
be multiplied by flow twice. Figure 6.20 illustrates the implementation
of the three-mode adaptation outlined by Eq. (6.14).

If the flow measurement is in the form of differential pressure, greater
accuracy would be obtained by multiplying the error separately by f2
(differential pressure) for reset adaptation. In this way, the adaptive
signal to the integrator would have passed through a single multiplier
rather than a square-root extractor and two multipliers.

Dynamic Self-adaptive Controllers

A great deal of research effort has been spent in several industries in
the quest for a self-adaptive controller. The application goes beyond
compensating for variable loop gain, because a device which could adapt
itself could also relieve the operator of the task of adjustment altogether.
Thus the performance of a critical loop could be made independent of
the skill of the operator. (Although instead, it is made doubly dependent
on the skill of the control designer.)

Again, the purpose of this adaptive loop is to regulate system damping.
If the normal state of the system is steady, no measurement of damping
is available. If the self-adaptive function is to work, then, some means
of perturbing the state of the process must be decided upon. Either a
periodic disturbance may be introduced as a test signal, or the system
must wait for disturbances to occur naturally. Each of these methods
has certain disadvantages. The first is generally inadmissible in that it
effectively robs the process of its rightful steady state.

Since the second method does not test the process, the current value
of loop gain is unknown until a disturbance identifies it. Identification
must then be carried out, and parameter adjustment made carefully to
prevent overcorrection. Identification consists principally of factoring
the response curve into high- and low-frequency components whose ratio
represents the dynamic gain of the closed loop. The load-response curve
shown in Fig. 6.21 is so separated.

Having thus identified the damping of the loop, the task of adjusting
it remains. This must be recognized as a feedback operation-manipu-
lating a parameter on the basis of a measurement made on the controlled
variable. The arrangement of the loop is shown in Fig. 6.22.

FIG 6.21. If the loop is properly
damped, high- and low-frequency
components will exist in a certain
ratio .

I
Time
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FIG. 6.22. The self-adaptive loop
controls the ratio of high- to low-
frequency components in the error
signal.

The adaptive loop embodies ratio control wherein the ratio appears
as coefficient k. Following is a dead-band filter, preventing noise and
insignificant disturbances from affecting loop gain. An integral mode
is used for introducing the adaptive signal in order to retain its value
(which det#ermines  the gain of the primary loop) in the steady stat,e.

The adaptive loop has a natural period 7a which must exceed that of
the prime loop by an amount related to the phase lags in the filters and
in the integrator. Consequently the adaptive loop is much slower than
the primary loop, so that its effect upon sudden changes in process gain,
like t#hose  shown in Fig. 2.14, would be small. The programmed adaptive
system of Fig. 6.20 would outperform it by a tremendous margin. The
programmed adaptive system is faster, in fact instantaneous in response,
less expensive, more reliable, and involves no risk whatever. It must be
recognized that the self-adaptive controller could be in any condition at
startup, thus doubly complicating an already cumbersome auto-manual
transfer procedure.

At this writing, programmed adaptive systems have been used for
certain critical applications such as temperature contro1  in once-through
boilers] and heat  exchangers.2 But there apparently is no published
report on a self-tuned cont8roller  operating successfully on  a critical loop
in a process plant. (They h ave been used in aircraft controls.) From
the foregoing discussion it should be evident that, no matter how skill-
fulIy  mechanized, a seIf-tuning  controller is by no means a panacea.

The Steady-state Adaptive Problem

Where the dynamic adaptive system controlled the dynamic gain of a
loop, its counterpart seeks a constant steady-state process gain. This
implies, of course, that the steady-state process gain is variable and that
one particular value is most desirable.

Consider the example of a combust,ion control system whose fuel-air
ratio is to be set for highest efficiency. Excess fuel or air will both reduce
efficiency. The true controlled variable is efficiency, while the true
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manipulated variable is the fuel-air ratio. The desired steady-state gain
in this instance is

dc  0-=dnz (6.15)

The system is to be operated at the point where either an increase or
decrease in ratio decreases efficiency. This is a special case of steady-state
adaption known as “optimizing.” A gain other than zero may reasonably
be stipulated, however.

Where the value of the manipulated variable which satisfies the objec-
tive function is known relative to conditions prevailing within the process,
the adaption may be easily programmed.3 As an example, the optimum
fuel-air ratio may be known for various conditions of air flow and tem-
perature. The control system may then be designed to adapt the ratio
to air flow and temperature much in the way that the controller settings
were changed as a function of flow in the example of dynamic adaption.

If a reasonably accurate mathematical model of the process may be
obtained in a simple form, it may be differentiated to solve for the
adaptive control program. In the following expressions, let K, represent
the desired gain of the process. Consider the example of a variable-gain
process affected by a load term Q:

c = am - qm2 (6.16)

(Note: If c were directly proportional to VZ,  the process gain would be
constant and there would be zero degrees of freedom.) Differentiation
solves for process gain, which is set equal to K,:

d cdm  = a  - 2qnz  = K,

Next, Eq. (6.17) is solved for UL, which is the output of the control system:

(6.18)

Figure 6.23 shows how such a control system would be arranged.
Because the system described above has no feedback loop, it does not

rightly belong in this chapter. Therefore further discussion of this class
of system, which is growing in importance, will be relegated to Chap. 8,
Feedforward Control Systems.

FIG 6.23. The steady-state adaptive
system does not have a feedback loop.
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A Continuous Self-optimizing Controller

Like the self-tuning controller, the self-optimizing controller requires
no prior knowledge of plant conditions, but instead, conducts its own
search. Its goal is to keep the manipulated variable at the point where
process steady-state gain dc/dm  satisfies the specification. But before
this can be done, the controller must first test the process for its gain at
each point in the search. The test may be conducted continuously or
intermittently.

Process gain dc/dm cannot be measured directly, so it must be inferred
from the rate of change of input and output.

(6.19)

If an integratjng cont,roller  with reset time R is used to manipulate m in
response to an error signal e, then

dm e-=-
dt R

The process gain is then

d c R dc/dt-=-
d m e

(6.20)

The system must be designed to come to rest when process gain equals
the desired value, here designated K,. At this point the error is zero.
A continuous control system devised to the above plan appears in
Fig. 6.24.

This type of an optimizer has been found workable on fast processes
such as combustion control,* where dynamics play a minor roIe. But any
phase lag whatever in the process will cause the system to overshoot.
Although the controller contains a differentiator and an integrator in
series, their phase contributions do not cancel because of the nonlinear

FIG 6.24. When the process
gain equals the reference
value, the system will come
to rest.
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element (the divider) separating them. To prove that this controller is
actually an integrator, 1)~  will be solved in terms of c for the case where
K,  = 0. Since t’he output of the divider is also the input to the integrator,

e=p=RdmR dc/dt
e d t

=

Eliminating e,

Next substitute for dc/dt:

de  dnz- -
dnz  d t

Cancelling dnz/dt  and integrating by time yields

Reset time R must be adjusted for damping as with any other integrat-
ing controller. But the fact, that this is an integrating controller places
an important limitation on its service: it cannot be used on non-self-
regulating processes.

The divider in Fig. 6.24 must operate in all four quadrants, because
either the denominator or the numerator or both may be negative. A s
the error, which is the denominator, passes through zero, the gain of the
divider changes from plus to minus infinity or vice versa. Obviously,
then, the system is extremely sensitive to noise around the point of
equilibrium, i.e., at zero error. This has some undesirable features, but
unfortunately is necessary for the system to function.

In the steady state, dc/dt  = 0 as does dm/dt. Therefore if the original
state of the system is at rest at the wrong value of gain, it will not change
its state without a disturbance.

The signs applied to the summing junction in Fig. 6.24 would be used
on a process whose gain decreased as 111 increased. The process-charac-
teristic curve (c vs. 712)  could go through a maximum, and control could
be effected at that point, in which case K, = 0. If the process gain were
to increase with 111,  the signs at the summing junction would have to be
reversed.

It should be pointed out that equipment limitations prevent the use of
this system on very slow processes. As R increases, differentiation
becomes less  accurat,e. Differentiation is at best an approximation,
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anyway, because of the filtering that must be used for noise reduction and
stability. This filtering is normaIly  a lag of value about O.lR.  The
presence of this additional lag causes the phase of the controller to go
beyond -90’ at the natural period of the loop, making it a rather poor
controller, from the point of view of stability.

A Sampling Optimizer

To overcome t#he  equipment-limitation problem on slow processes, the
optimizing search may be carried out discretely, using sampled data.5*6
This amounts to supplanting the differentials in the previous example with
differences:

A C AC/At
ATYL- = Am,‘At

(6.22)

The sampling interval At must be long enough to let the process return to
equilibrium after each change in controller output. When At has expired,
the most recent AC/AM  is calculated and compared to K,:

e, = $$  - K,
n

Next, the output of the controller is stepped proportional to the error
signal by a gain K,:

Am n+~  = Keen

The effect#ive  reset time is related inversely to gain and directly to sam-
pling interval At:

(6.23)

The sampling optimizer is not affected by the same equipment limita-
tions as its continuous counterpart, but its other characteristics are
similar. The sampling is of some advantage on processes dominated by
dead time, but introduces the same uncertainty factor as other sampling
controllers encountered. I\‘otice the similarity of the control programs
to that of the incremental DDC algorithms. Naturally a DDC computer
may be readily programmed with this optimizing function. Sampling,
however, still does not permit its use on processes without self-regulation.

A Peak-seeking Controller7

The heart of a peak-seeking controller is a LLone-way”  storage device:
it accepts only increasing inputs. This function can be performed by a
capacitor charged through a diode, as shown in Fig. 6.25. In an optimiz-
ing control system, the difference between the input, and output of the
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peak storage circuit determines the direc-
tion of control action. The output acts as
the set point, while the input is the con-
trolled variable; their difference is the error. ‘“put

AS long as the error is zero, the manipu-
q+p”+
cl 0

lated variable is being driven in such a way FIG 6.25. The peak storage
as to increase the controlled variable. But circuit must be capable of
the appearance of an error indicates that the
controlled variable has started to fall. At

~‘~~~“~~~~nto  accept  new
.

this point, the direction of the manipulated variable must be reversed to
relocate the peak. This reversal has to be maintained long enough for
the process to return to its peak value, so a time-delay lock on the reversal
switch must be enforced. The peak storage circuit also requires resetting
upon each reversal, otherwise it would cease to function.

The manipulat,ed  variable is driven at a constant speed either up or
down, as the reversal switch dictates; it never comes to rest. As a result,
the process will limit-cycle about the peak. The period of the limit cycle
is that of the time delay, if it is set long enough to allow the process to
recover from a reversal. Otherwise the process will cycle at its natural
period.

As with other self-optimizers, this, too, is an integrating device. I t
therefore cannot be used on non-self-regulating processes. This class
of processes has no equilibrium, no steady state, so the characteristic
curve never comes to rest-it is always floating. Unfortunately, floating
control action cannot hold it.

SUMMARY

In the earlier chapters the point was made that the characteristics of a
process determine how well it can be controlled. Furthermore, the
settings of the control parameters were shown to depend directly on these
properties. But this chapter demonstrates that control improvement is
possible, and additional specifications can be satisfied as well, by using
more information from the process. This necessitates, however, a deeper
understanding of the process than the earlier work required. The trend %
will continue, consummated in application work that is exclusively
process-oriented.

The treatise on adaptive control just concluded should verify the value
of such an orientation. Although it is possible to design a controller to
adapt itself to the process characteristics with no foreknowledge, a con-
troller already equipped with this knowledge is faster, more accurate,
and more reliable. These conclusions will be expanded in Chap. 7,
Multivariable Process Control. But the deepest penetration into the
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design of intelligent systems will come in Chap. 8, where the role of
feedback will be largely eclipsed.
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P R O B L E M S
6.1 The reactor in Example 3.4 is to be equipped with a cascade controller

on coolant exit temperature Tc2. Estimate the natural period of the primary
loop and compare it to that without cascade control.

6.2 One of the streams in a digital blending system has a process time con-
stant of 0.5 set,  a turbine meter time constant of 0.1 set,  and a valve with posi-
tioner of natural period 1.0 sec. Full-scale flow is 20 gpm, although the valve
will deliver 40 gpm when fully open. Time of the first reset term R1 is fixed
at 3.0 set by t,he  scaling. Estimate the setting of the second reset RP required
for >i-amplitude  damping, and the resulting period of the loop.

6.3 The flow of liquid leaving a storage tank is to be controlled at a fixed rate
as long as the level in the tank is within certain bounds. If  the  level  should fa l l
to a specified low point or rise to a designated high value, however, level ought
to be controlled. Design a syst,em  incorporating all of these features.

6.4 Table  4 .2  g ives  three  combinat ions  of  se t t ings  for  an  in terac t ing  control ler
producing +36,  0, and -36” of phase shift; reset and derivative are equal in
each case. rlssume  now that the settings are constant and that three different
values of dead time are represented. If the dead time corresponding to zero
controller phase is 1.0 min, what are the other values? What is the natural
period in each case? With a constant proportional band, what is the loopgain
at the three values of dead time?

6.5 -2pply  the same three values of dead time to t,hr  optimally adjusted
noninteracting controller in Table 4.2. Estimate the period and loop gain for
each value of dead time. Why are these results different from those with an
interacting controller? What precaution does this suggest for adjusting con-
trollers on processes with variable dead time?



CHAPTER
/

until now, discussion has been confined to control systems with a
single manipulated variable. Furthermore, only one controlled variable
has been allowed to be independently specified. But any process capable
of manufacturing or refining a product cannot do so within a single con-
trol loop. In fact each unit operation requires control over at least two
variables: product rate and quality.

Whenever two control loops are to be placed in operation on a single
process, the question arises as to which valve should be manipulated from
which measurement. In some cases the answer will be obvious. But
in those where it is not, some basis must be available to permit the correct
decision to be made. In every case these variables interact with one
another to some extent, which naturally interferes with their individual
performance.

The most effective arrangement of control loops cannot be determined
without an appreciation for the needs of the process. In this chapter
the relative significance of several types of controlled and manipulated

1 8 1
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variables will be examined, along with methods for pairing them. Then
a means for measuring their interaction will be introduced, followed by
suggestions for its compensation.

CHOOSING CONTROLLED VARIABLES

“What do you really want to control” is a question that instrument
engineers often ask after scanning the flow sheet of a new process. True,
in the majority of operations, the answer will be self-evident, but for
many, this is not so. Consider a distillation column, for example. Must
distillate composition be controlled to a particular specification, or bot-
toms composition, or both, or neither? Which variables are “wild”;
which ones may be manipulated; which are to be controlled; which are
to be maximized or minimized; what are their relative economic values?
The arrangement of control loops is based entirely on the answers to these
questions, which are only available from someone who is intimately
familiar with the process. To be sure, an experienced instrument engi-
neer can, in most cases, skillfully translate the needs of the process into
the most effective control-loop arrangement. Some of the factors to be
discussed below are steps that he may unconsciously take in this somewhat
intuitive procedure.

Degrees of Freedom

There are as many degrees of freedom as there are manipulated vari-
ables. For every controlled variable there must be at least one manipu-
lated variable. The following corollaries apply:

1. If ever the number of variables desired to be controlled exceeds the
number available to be manipulated, the latter must be shared among
the former on a logical basis. ( Several of these situations were described
in the previous chapter under Selective Control Loops.)

2. Whenever the number of manipulated variables exceeds those to be
controlled, the excess must be fixed (or alternatively may be programmed
to satisfy some economic criterion).

example 7.1

As an example of the first case cited, consider a plant producing a material
A dissolved to a concentration 5 in solvent B. A blending system, shown
in Fig. 7.1, is to adjust the final concentration of the product stream to a
value 1~ by adding full-strength product A from stream Fz! or fresh solvent
B as necessary. The flow F, and concentration z of the product influent
are uncontrolled.

If final concentration y were the only controlled variable, only one of the
valves would be open at any given time. But a second specification calls
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Blend

FIG 7.1. In this blending system, product
entering at the left is to be adjusted in con-
centration.

for control of total product flow ~1 leaving the system. To control both
variables, both valves must be open at the same time.

The total product flow is set into the controller manipulating stream d.
The incoming concentration z is multiplied bv the flow of the plant effluent
F, w ich when added to stream F
b1endl.r.

2, gives a measure of total product in the
This same signal serves as the measurement for flow controller 1,

and as a set point for flow controller 2. Blend concentration y is set into
the ratio station at the right, manipulating the flow of solvent B. If the
flow of the blend is F,

Fy = A = F,x + Fz

In normal operation, the plant production may  be less than the total
product flow set into flow controller 1. This controller would then add
enough concentrate to make up the difference. Flow controller 2 will add
enough solvent to increase the flow of blend to satisfy the equation above,
thereby controlling y.

Should  plant production temporarily esceed the set value of total product
flow, the concentrate stream will be shut off. n’hen  this happens, one
degree of  f reedom is  lost  because one var iable  can no longer  be manipulated.
Thus control of total flow is also lost. But control of composition can be
retained so long as the solvent valve is throt,tling.

A similar situation would occur if plant production were temporarily cur-
tailed, causing the concentrate valve to open wide.

Notice that the loops have been arranged to maintain control of blend
concentration rather than total flow in the event that concentrate flow can
no longer be manipulated. They could be arranged to handle total flow
control (in this eventuality) if that, were desired.

example 7.2

As an illustration of the second case, consider a direct-fired heater where
fuel Aow  is manipulated to control temperature. If both oil and gas are
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available as fuel, some program must be decided upon for their use, since
only one manipulated variable is required for cont,rol. The following situa-
t,ions  may typically exist:

1. The availability of gas is limited, thus oil flow must be manipulated
in the event of gas shortage.

2. The cost of gas varies seasonally, occasionally exceeding that of oil.
3. The cost of gas varies with usage such that, beyond a certain flow, oil

is more economical to use.

Classification of Variables

All manipulated variables which are direct inputs to the process are
flows or functions of flow. (Cascade control loops are excluded from the
above, with the exception of flow loops, because the output of the primary
controller is not a process input.) The process cannot be manipulated
without changing the position of valves or dampers or the speed of pumps
or compressors, all of which affect flow. The relationships between flow
and controller output vary greatly, available pressure drop being a sig-
nificant factor. The fact remains that in order to bring about control
of any variable, in any process, flow must be made to change. From this
definition, flow may be considered both a controlled and a manipulated
variable-this coincidence was discussed in Chap. 3.

The load  is a combination of uncontrolled variables which places a
particular demand on the control system. Like a manipulated variable,
the load is flow or a function thereof. In a mass transfer operation, the
load is mass flow. In a level-control loop, for example, where one flow
is manipulated, the load is the algebraic sum of all  the other flows entering
the vessel. The manipulated variable must be makhed  to the load in
order to maintain constant level. In an energy transfer operation, it is
the flow of energy. To control temperature of a room, for example, as
much heat must be added as is lost.. Heat is lost through doors, windows,
etc., and varies with inside and out,side  temperatures and wind velocity.
The sum of these losses (flows) is the load on the heating system.

A plant is customarily designed to manufacture a certain product at
specified values of rate and quality. The current rate of production is
the load placed on the plant. Production rate must be specified in some
way: in a chemical plant it is usually set by the rate of the principal reac-
tion; in a refinery it is the flow of crude feed stock; in a utility plant it is
determined by the gross needs of the consumers.

Most  pIants  are designed to operate with greatest efficiency at a par-
ticular rate. Nevertheless they should not be bound to these operating
conditions, because ultimately the average production rate is determined
by consumer demand. There is a great deal to be gained by increasing
the throughput of a plant whose products are in demand. Therefore its
control systems ought never to interfere with this aspiration.
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In the particular unit of the plant where the production rate is set,
load changes are, for the most part, nonexistent. But because of varia-
tions in the efficiency of this unit and in its control’loops,  the  ffow  and
quality of material leaving it cannot be expected to be uniform. These
variations are imposed as load changes upon the next unit, etc., through
the entire plant. Thus only one unit of the plant can be expected to
operate at constant load, and its output sets the load for the remainder
of the plant. This unit is said to be “base-loaded,” while the others are
“load-following.” Some utilities are load-following throughout, while
others are base-loaded throughout.

As the product is processed in one unit after another, its flow may
become more variable. Thus the terminal stage of refinement encounters
flow variations imposed by all the other units in the plant. Control sys-
tems on the individual units can do little to smooth these variations in
flow, but they should be able to deliver material of consistent quality.
Flow variations can only be absorbed by surge vessels which are suitably
located and efficiently used.

Plants whose load is established in the early stages of processing have a
certain advantage. Load changes travel in the same direction as the flow
of product, so they can be anticipated to some extent. The load of
utilities is generally determined at the product end. The load wave in
this case travels counter to the flow of product. The two situations are
compared in Fig. 7.2.

Product quality is the prime controlled variable in every unit of the
plant. The term “quality” is here subject to broad interpretation. In
a drying operation, it is the moisture content of the product. In a heat
exchanger, it is the temperature or enthalpy of the exit stream. In a
distillation tower, it is the purity of the distillate and/or bottoms product.
In the boiler above, it is the pressure of the saturated steam; in the super-
heater, it is steam temperature. Each unit must be controlled to deliver
whatever rate of product is required at a consistent quality if the next
unit is to fulfill its function.

As the product becomes more valuable (by further processing), quality
control becomes more important. Quality and value are strongly

Chemical

set feed

Uti l i ty

Manipulate fuel

FIG 7.2. The load is set at the input of a chemical plant
and at the output of a typical utility.

Ship product

Transmit power
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related, although the exact nature of their relation is difficult to define in
actual cases. But the existence of an interdependence suggests two
areas where control can play a major role in plant economy:

1. Poor quality control can devalue a product. To compensate,
processes are often operated at lower rates or with considerable recycle.
An intelligent control system, capable of maintaining uniform quality,
may pay for itself by permitting increased production and/or lower costs.

2. Rigid quality control may cost more than it is worth under certain
conditions of operation. It is possible to program a control system to
operate a unit of the plant or the whole plant at minimum cost if these
economic relationships are well known.

This brings us to the next class of controlled variables: those which are
economic in nature. Included are such items as efficiency, yield, con-
version, recovery, loss, profit-terms that identify how well the plant is
being operated. For the most part, these variables do not appear in a
closed loop. Yet it is the intent of management to observe and respect
them insofar as possible. Many unit operations have no economic vari-
ables, but many do. The problem is in being able to measure the vari-
able, place a value on it, and find out how to maximize (or minimize) it.

If the variable can be measured and an appropriate manipulated vari-
able found, feedback optimizing control can be applied. Several systems
for doing this were described in the preceding chapter. In most cases,
however, the economic variables cannot be directly measured. Usually
they embody a combination of factors from which a computation might
possibly be made. In any event, operating personnel seldom go beyond
displaying economic variables, with the exercise of discriminating manual
control. But they will unquestionably be given more attention in future
plants.

Inventory variables play a servile but essential role in process control.
They are necessary to close overall material balances and, in some cases,
energy balances. The measurements principally associated with inven-
tory control are liquid level, weight, and pressure. Equilibrium is impos-
sible without their control. Nearly every unit operation has one of
these loops, and to see two or three is not uncommon.

True and Inferential Variables

Every effort should be made to use true measurements of important
process variables whenever possible. In those instances when a true
measurement is not available, all the sources of error in whatever inferen-
tial measurements are practicable should be examined.

The variable most commonly inferred is composition, because of the
lack of reliable, economical analyzers for a wide spectrum of chemical
systems. Inferential measurements are not specific to certain substances,
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TABLE 7.1 Common Inferential Measurements

Variable

Composition.

M a s s  f l o w . .

W e i g h t .

L i q u i d  l e v e l .

-.

-.

Measurement Sources of error

Liquid density Temperature
Gas density Temperature, pressure
Boiling point Pressure
Electrolytic conductivity Temperature
Viscosity Temperature
Dielectric constant Temperature
Dew point Pressure

Velocity meters Density, viscosity
Differential meters Density, viscosity

Liquid level Density

Differential pressure Density

however, so they are generally limited to binary systems. The introduc-
tion of a third component, then, is a common source of error. Most
inferential measurements are also temperature-sensitive. Temperature,
when used as an inferential measurement, is often pressure-sensitive.
Table 7.1 is a list of common inferential measurements and their most
significant sources of error.

Temperature conpensation  is available on many measurements and
should be used where temperature control. is impossible. Where neither
can be used, temperature correction can be applied through analog com-
putation. In a typical liquid mixture, density p may vary with both
composition x and temperature T in the manner

p = ax - bT

where a and b are constants characteristic of the substances involved.
Composition can then be calculated from measurements of both density
and temperature by on-line computation:

x-p+bT
a

A measurement of temperature is often used to infer composition at a
particular tray in a distillation column. A slight change in absolute
pressure at that point can void the inference, however. This is a particu-
larly severe problem in vacuum towers where changes of a few inches of
water may represent large absolute variations. There are three possible
solutions to this problem:
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1. Control pressure at the point of measurement.
2. Use a compensated measurement, such as a differential vapor-

pressure transmitter.’
3. Apply pressure correction (similar to t’he  temperature correction

just cited for density).
On-line calculations of mass flo~,~  weight; liquid level,3  and composi-

tion from measurements of differential pressure, density, pressure, and
temperature are being made in many industries today. In addition, cal-
culations are being made of the mass flow of specific substances in mix-
tures of gases, solutions, and slurries. Analog computation is also being
used to determine the flow of heat in boilers, cooling systems, and reactors.
The possibilities are virtually unlimited.

Some of the new signals mentioned above permit many economic vari-
ables to be generated. For example, the conversion in a reactor can be
assimilated from a heat balance across it. Yield can be calculated as the
ratio of feed and product composition. The efficiency of a steam plant
is similarly the ratio of thermal power to the heat content of the flowing
fuel. The cost of operating a separation unit can be determined from
the mass flow rates of utihties  and products and the measurements of
product quality.

PAIRING CONTROLLED AND MANIPULATED VARIABLES

In some instances, the correct pairing of controlled and manipulated
variables is obvious. Occasionally it does not matter how they are
paired. Cited in Fig. 7.3 are examples of each extreme. In the separa-
tor, vapor flow does not affect liquid level, nor does liquid flow influence
pressure, so the arrangement of loops is obvious. In the pipeline, how-
ever, both valves appear to affect pressure and flow equally, so either
combination will work. But many times a control engineer will be faced
with a situation where a decision must be made that is not obvious, and

(b)

FIG 7.3. Examples of (a) negligible interaction
and (b) equal interaction.
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he should have some firm basis for making one. The following procedure
has been developed for establishing this basis.4

Relative Process Gain

Picture any process as consisting of a block with a number of input
(manipulated) variables and an equal number of output (controlled) vari-
ables. The object is to control a given process output by manipulating
the one input that will have the greatest influence on it. If this is not
done, another input will have more influence on the controlled variable
than the one which it manipulates through the controller. To assess all
the possibilities, the gain of each controlled variable to each manipulated
variable must be determined. It is extremely desirable that these gain
t,erms  be normalized to eliminate dimensions and to place them all on
the same basis.

Actually, two different open-loop gains can be found for a pair of vari-
ables ci and mj. The gain dci/‘dllzi  with all loops open may differ from that
with all the rest of the loops closed. A convenient measure of relative
loop gain is found to be the ratio of the process gains for these two condi-
tions. To state it a little differently, the relative gain is defined as the
ratio of the open-loop gain in terms of 112  (i.e., with all other 172’s  constant)
to the gain in terms of c (i.e., with all other c’s constant). The term Xij
will be used to designate the dimensionless change in ci with respect to a
change in mi:

Xij  =
acildmj  lrn

acilami  lc
(7.1)

It is convenient to arrange a table of these gains in the form of a matrix
such as that shown below:

ml m2  ... mj

CL7 x a1 x,2 . ’ ’ XL+
cb xbl i!b2 “’  xbj

. . .

. . .

. . .

Ci Xi1  Xi2 xii

This greatly facilitates comparison of the different combinations. The
combinations with the largest positive numbers should be selected for
closed loops, for reasons that will soon be explained.
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example 7.3

To see how the matrix is derived, the pressure-flow process of Fig. 7.3
will be examined, using the followin g simplified equations to express the
flowing differential h and the controlled pressure p,:

h =  rnl(PO  - Pl)  =  rnn(P1  - Pz) = m1m(po  - Pz)
ml  + m2

(7.2)

The gain with both loops open is the partial derivative in terms of m:

c3h = m&h7  - 7-d
am 1 nl2 ml + m2

m;Iy(y --$ = (PO  - P2) (*2)2

(7.3)
The gain with the pressure loop closed is in terms of p,:

ah
-1 =  PO  - P l  =  (PO  - Pz)  (A-
am1 p

(7.4)

Then,

Gain may also be espressed  in terms of pressure, by substituting for ml
and m2  from Eq. (7.2):

Xhl  = PO - PI
PO - P2

(7.5)

In the same manner, Ah2  can be found:

Xnz  = Pl  - P2
PO - P2

(7.6)

Using the following expressions for pl,  the other gains can be determined:

P*=Po--$P,+&=
mlp0  + m2p2

1 7n1 + m2

The resulting matrix is:

ml m2

PO - Pl Pl - pz
h---p

I----

PO - Pz PO  - pz
Pl - Pz PO  - Pl

p1  ~ ~
PO - Pz po - p2

(7.7)

Choice of particular c-m pairs for this application depends on the pressure
distribution. The matris  indicates that the valve with the greater pressure
drop is better for flow control. But if p,  is midway between po and pi,  all
elements in the matrix are 0.5, so it does not matter which pairs are chosen.
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The sum of each row and each column is unity-this is one of the
features of the relative-gain matrix. In a 2 by 2 matrix such as (7.7),
it is only necessary to solve for one element, the others being equal or
complementary.

example 7.4

Another common two-loop process is the blending system shown in Fig.
7.4. Two streams, X and Y, are blended to a specified total flow F of
composition 2. Let the flow of stream X be designated ml  and the flow of
stream Y be m2. The following equations describe the process:

F=ml+m2=~=??-
l - x

X-
ml  _ ml-=l-!l$

ml  i-m  F

Only one element of the matrix need be found:

The matrix then takes on the appearance:

g--g+

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

For values of x less than 0.5, m,  should be used for composition control and
m2  for f low control .

There is no limit to the number of variables that can be displayed by a
matrix, although some difficulties may be encountered in making the
differentiations. To this extent, an analog computer would be helpful.
Or a numerical solution may be found by incrementing each manipulated
variable, although general solutions like those above have more value.

Instead of using mathematical models, as was done here, an existing
plant may be tested to generate a matrix of gains. This requires a series

FIG 7.4. A typical two-component
blending system in which both total
flow and composition are to be
controlled.
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of open-loop tests, in which ml is first incremented and changes in all the
controlled variables observed. Then open-loop gains (Ac,/Am,),,  and so
on, can be calculated. The other manipulated variables are then incre-
mented and their effects calculated in the same manner. Fortunately it
is not necessary to make closed-loop tests to determine (Ac,/A&,  since
enough data have already been gathered. AIatrix  manipulation can do
the rest.

Let the values of (ACi/Amj),  be arrayed in a matrix identified as M.
A complementary matrix C, of elements (AVtj/ACi),,  can be generated by
inverting, then transposing matrix M :

C  =  (M-‘)T (7.13)

Rules for performing this operation can be found in reference (5) and in
most texts on modern algebra. Finally, each relative-gain term Xij is
found by wcultiplying  each element in matrix M by its corresponding
element in the complementary matrix C.

It is also possible to prepare a matrix of relative gains from the elements
(ACi/Amj),  alone. The procedure is the same as that described by Eq.
(7.13),  except that the elements of matrix M are inverted, i.e., they
appear as (A?nj/Aci),.

Coupling
Whenever a single manipulated variable can significantly affect, two

or more controlled variables, the latter are said to be coupled. This
interaction between control loops can be troublesome. Some variables
are difficult enough to control without being subject to upsets from other
loops. For this reason, proposed composition loops should always be
examined for evidence of coupling. When the gain matrix contains num-
bers approaching 1 and 0, the loops will be largely independent. But
values approaching 0.5 indicate a strong mutual coupling.

To gain an appreciation of the effects of coupling, consider the pressure-
flow system of Fig. 7.3. Let p, be midway between p, and p2,  so that all
elements in the gain matrix equal 0.5. The flow cont’roller will manipu-
l a t e  m2. With the pressure controller in manual, the flow controller
could be adjusted as if it were alone, i.e., as if there were no coupling.
And, in fact, there would be no coupling because only one loop is closed.
But under these circumstances, any change in po,  pz,  or flow would
affect pl.

Next, think of the pressure controller being in automatic, but with a
wide band and long reset-i.e., very loose settings. But should the set
point of the flow controller be changed, pressure will be upset nearly as
much as when its loop was open. The pressure error will eventually be
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corrected as the controller slowly moves valve ~1. This gradual move-
ment of ~72~  will cause a slight flow change, causing t’he  flow controller to
reposition ~11~. If the ratme  of change of 112~  is slow compared to the reset,
time of the flow controller, flow will be maintained quite near the set point
throughout. Under these conditions, flow is slightly affected by pressure,
while pressure is tightly coupled to flow.

If -the pressure controller were now tightly adjusted with the flow con-
troller in manual, both loops would be on the verge of instability when
placed in automatic. An increase in set flow would cause 1n2  to open,
dropping p,. The pressure controller would open lnl  to restore pl,  with
the result that flow would increase twice as much as the flow controller
intended it to. In effect, coupling has caused reverberation between the
loops by doubling the gain of each. This factor should be evident from
the matrix: the total effect on flow (and pressure) by both valves is 1.0,
yet each manipulated valve only affects each measurement by 03. T h u s
the flow controller was originally adjusted with only half the process gain
in force. If the matrix elements had been 0.2 and 0.8 instead of 0..5 and
0.5, the effect on the closed loops would have been hardly noticeable (unless
the wrong pairs had been connected).

The stability problem can be resolved by doubling the proportional
band of each controller. Even so, a change in the set point of either
controller will upset the ot’her  loop, because both valves must move.
But if the elements were 0.8 and 0.2, and the wrong pairs of variables
were chosen, the situation would be considerably worse. A flow set-point
change would cause a fourfold upset in pressure, and vice versa. If the
proper combinations were chosen, the upset would be He  as great. T h i s
example should point out how important it is to determine and select
the proper pairing of variables for each loop.

Another observation to be made is that the degree of coupling is usually
variable. It varied with p in the pressure-flow process and with z in the
blending system. In each case it depended on the extensive controlled
variable rather than on the intensive variable (flow). It should be
recognized that in some processes the best choice of C-W pairs at one
operating condition may not be the best at another.

Coupling between Similar Variables

A further degree of coupling is found between variables that are similar
in nature. Imagine a three-component, blend in which it is desired to
control both density p and viscosity p. A problem arises because a change
in either of two components may affect both density and viscosity in the
Same  direction. This differs from the cases studied earlier, in that while
ml and m2 affected one variable in the same direction, they affected the
other in opposite directions. Let the mathematical model of the three-
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component blending system be as follows:

am -I- bm (7.14)

(7.15)

Let the coefficients a, b, f, and g be positive numbers, and total flow F
be uncontrolled, so that it does not enter into the matrix.

The normalization procedure yields the following matrix:

ml m2

ag -bf
’ ag - bf ag - bf

-bf ag~ ~
’ ag - bf ag - bf

(7.16)

Since all coefficients are positive, two of the terms in the relative-gain
matrix must be negative-which two depending on whether ag > bf.
To allow inspection of the properties of this process, let a = b = f = 0.5
and g = 1.0; then the matrix appears as:

ml  m2

P 2 -1
P -1 2

Pairing must still be carried out in favor of the larger (positive) num-
bers. In fact the pairing indicated by the negative numbers will not be
controllable at all. If m2  were chosen for control of density and ml  for
viscosity, the manipulated variables would eventually be driven to oppo-
site limits without satisfying either controller. Regardless of the con-
troller settings, the system is divergent. This is always an indication
of positive feedback.

If the correct pairing is chosen, both loops will be stable and in fact
will require double the controller gain needed if there were no coupling.
Thus it can be seen that even in this case, the numbers in the matrix
indicate the effect of coupling on controller settings.

The coupling in this example is constant, i.e., only constants appear
in the matrix, because the mathematical model of the process is linear.
Observe how the coefficients in the model fall into place in the relative-
gain matrix, corresponding to the transformation procedure involving
Eq. (7.13).
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FIG 7.5. Half-coupling exists be- x-%-l
tween composition x and flow Y. ‘Iy G I

w YF,X
m2

Half-coupling

It is possible to arrange a 2 by 2 process such that one variable will be
affected by one valve while the other is influenced by both. If the flow
measurement for the blending system were placed on stream Y as in
Fig. 7.5, this effect would be achieved.

Both valves now affect composition, but ~21  has no influence over
flow Y:

Y=m2  g=Q
1

(7.17)

The first element in the matrix, XyI,  must be zero. The remaining ele-
ments are:

nzl lrl2

Y 0 1
r-

(7.18)
2 1 0

The matrix indicates that coupling is not a problem in this process.
And indeed this is the case. First, there is no question about the pairing
of variables, as there is with fully coupled loops. Second, although UL~
influences composition, the effect is more that of a load change. Finally,
since the composition controller cannot cause 111~  to change by altering
the input to the flow controller, its adjustment depends only on the gain
through 7~2~. Notice that the blending system in Fig. 7.1 is half-coupled.

Dynamic Effects

In the pressure-flow process, the dynamic response of both measure-
ments is similar. This is not often the case. Flow, pressure, and liquid
level ordinarily respond rapidly to valve position, while temperature and
composition do not. Therefore processes which couple flow  and com-
position, level and composition, pressure and t.emperature,  etc., are
deserving of deeper study.

Actually, the coupling of a fast and a slow loop was simulated in the
earlier example when the pressure controller was given loose settings
while the flow controller was tuned tightly. Imagine the settings of the
pressure controller being more like those of a composition controller.

I 195
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The fast loop is scarceIy affected by the coupling, while the slower loop
is upset by the fast one.

The blending system of Fig. 7.4 is a good example of the coupling of
fast and slow loops. The composition loop would normally oscillate at a
period of a few minutes, while the period of the flow loop would be a few
seconds. Tuning of the flow controller would be the same as if the loops
were entirely independent, because the composition controller would not
be able to cause rapid changes in flow. But any increase in ml  will
increase total flow, thereby automatically decreasing m2. The composi-
tion controller actually manipulates both valves-one directly, t’he  other
indirectly through the flow controller. Consequently it must be adjusted
to accommodate the gain of both valves.

An appreciation for the dynamic effects that coupled closed loops have
on one another can be gained by analyzing the block diagram shown in Fig.
7.6. One loop, comprised of a cont.roller whose gain vector is g,, and a
process with a dynamic vector of g,  and relative gain XII,  has a period of ~~1.
The loop is upset by a manipulated variable 112~  from the second closed
loop, whose period is 70z. In the path of 1722  is the process vector g2  and
the relative gain of c1  with respect to 7n2,  that is, X12.

Although the solution of the block diagram for both closed loops is
unwieldy and difficult to present, a qualitative appraisal of the dynamic
effect can be gained from the response of cl  with respect to m2.

fnl = gcl(rl  - Cl) C l  =  mg1X11  + 77zzg2~12

Cl(l  +  gclglX11)  =  ~lgclgixll  +  77~2gz~12

Differentiation of cl  with respect to m2  yields

dc1-= gzx12

dm2 1 + gelgAl1

- Ocr  4

FIG 7.6. Each closed loop is upset
by the output of the other.

(7.19)

(7.20)
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FIG 7.7. The effect of m2 on cl de-
pends on the ratio of their periods.

Equation (7.20) can be solved by factoring into two parts, g,xlz  and
l/(1  + g,lglX1l). The latter is a characteristic of the closed loop and
can be evaluated by summing the open-loop vector g,,g,X1l with 1.0, fol-
lowed by inversion. The solution for the general case of a dead-time
plus integrating combination adjusted to g,,g,  = 0.5 at the natural period
is plotted in Fig. 7.7.

When 702  is less than 0.5701,  dynamic coupling is virtually unity. This
means that any change in the output of controller 1 will affect both ml
and m2, such that’  its gain must be reduced by an amount corresponding
to x12. When there are only two loops, the final gain becomes X1*  times
the original.

Values of r02 between 0.5 and 2r0r  represent, a region of severe dynamic
coupling. If 7,2 falls in this area, the gain of controller 1 must be reduced
by at least X12,  which reduces the magnitude of the coupling. Figure 7.7
shows two curves, one where Xl1  is 1.0, i.e., the controller is adjusted for
conditions of no coupling. A second curve is plotted for X11  = 0.5, which
corresponds to a reduction in controller gain by 50 percent, allowing for
the maximum coupling in a two-loop system. This makes the loop less
sensitive to disturbances occurring in the resonant region, but more sensi-
tive to disturbances at longer periods.

Where ro2  >> rol, coupling approaches zero. This is the case of the
flow  loop being scarcely disturbed by the composition loop. In this
region higher controller gain is actually favorable, reducing the effect
of dynamic coupling.

example 7.5

Consider a process wherein two pairs of variables interact such that
X1,  = 0.7 and XIZ  = 0.3. Yet c,  responds to m, with a dead time of 10 min,
but to m2  with a dead time of only 1 min. In this case, 701  would be 40
min and 702,  4 min. If c1  is paired with m,, it will be disturbed by m2 by
the amount 0.3, that is, XIZ, because the dynamic coupling factor is 1.0.
But if cl  were paired with m2, it would be disturbed by ml by only about 0.15,
because the ratio of the periods is 10. But this arrangement would allow
a higher controller gain for cl, reducing its sensitivity to disturbances of
o the r  pe r iods .
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Unfortunately, however, the pairing of variables also affects the other
loop, which must be considered. So some judgment is necessary to deter-
mine which of the variables is more deserving of precise control.

DECOUPLING CONTROL SYSTEMS

Controlling a single-variable process is comparatively easy even if the
dynamics in the loop are unfavorable. There is only one way to close
the loop. When a second pair of variables appears, however, the picture
is entirely different-not only must a choice be made between pairs used
for control, but coupling can exist. And if there is coupling, the ease of
control that was found with independent loops disappears. This facility
can be restored, however, by decoupling the variables through a comput-
ing system. Just as a single valve can affect several controlled variables
through the natural coupling of the process, a single controller can be
made to adjust several valves through a decoupling system.

Consider the problem that an engineer is faced with when he starts out
to design a system to control a complex process like a distillation column.
He may have five pairs of variables to connect:

Throughput Feed flow
Distillate composition Distillate flow
Bottoms composition Reflux flow
Bottoms level Steam flow
Accumulator level Bottoms flow

There are factorial five or 120 different ways to connect these variables.
If coupling exists, which is often the case, even the best way of arranging
these loops may of itself be inadequate.

Yet it is possible to design one control system which will surpass all
others in performance by completely decoupling its process. This is the
mirror image of the steady-state process model. It is unique, and as
such, it can never be found through trial and error or by accident. T h e
balance of this chapter will be devoted to its pursuit. The balance of
the book will demonstrate its application to the more commonly encoun-
tered multivariable processes.

Reversing the Process Model

In the process, the values of all the controlled variables are related to
all the manipulated variables through a series of equations known as the
process model. An ideal control system would be one which correctly
positioned all the manipulated variables so as to satisfy all the set points.
In this sense, the control system could have the same mathematical
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structure as the process, but would solve for manipulated variables.
Since each process has its own individual mathematical model, there
exists only one control system which can solve the same equations. The
procedure for arriving at this system is not evolutionary or intuitive-it
is as exact and as well defined as the process model.

Assuming that the process model is well defined, a computing system
can be designed which will solve these same equations for the manipulated
variables. The computing system will ordinarily be made up of multi-
pliers and dividers as well as linear operators, because these functions
exist in the process. (Decoupling systems cannot be expected to be
linear when their processes are not.)

The computing system must be fed input data if it is to generate any
output. Three items of information are available from each loop: set
point, measurement, and controller output. (The error signal cannot be
used in the steady-state model because it has no steady-state value.)
Of this information, the set points are most useful because they represent
the exact demands on the control system and are free from feedback
transients, lying outside the loops.

But if a measurement is used to decouple fully coupled loops, a positive
feedback path is formed through the process, cancelling the effect of
control action. As a result, the system has no direction and the controlled
variable tends to float. Measurements may be used in systems with half-
coupled loops, however, because there is no feedback from one loop  to
another through the process.

The output of a feedback controller is an unknown variable. If it were
known, or predictable with sufficient accuracy, the controller would not
be needed. But the output eventually finds its correct level, and in so
doing, solves for all the unknowns in the process. Thus the controller
output contains more information regarding the manipulated variables
than either measurements or set points. The set point will not indicate
the presence of a load change, for example. So for the most part, con-
troller outputs will be combined to perform decoupling. The general
configuration of a coupled process and decoupling control system would
appear as shown in Fig. 7.8.

FIG 7.8. A decoupling system cor-
rectly matched to a coupled process
can produce essentially independent
control loops.

Coupled
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Consider how a decoupling control system might be designed for the
blending process of Example 7.4. The mathematical model is solved for
ml and m2  in terms of F and x:

ml  =  Fx m2  = F - ml  = F(l - x) (7.21)

In the first-expression, if both F and x were set points, the manipulation
of ml would be open-loop. Again, if extreme accuracy could be realized,
this would be sufficient. But for the usual case these terms ought to be
controller outputs. In this example, then, let m,,  the output of the com-
position controller, and mF,  the output of the flow controller, take the
place of F and x in the model. T h e n

ml  = mFmz (7.22)

m2  is the product of the flow-controller output with the complement of
the composition-controller output:

m2 = mF(1 - m,) (7.23)

FiguT 7.9 illustrates both the coupling of the process and the decoupling
of the control system. Notice the similarity to the system shown in
Fig. 6.10.

To appreciate how the system works, envision the process responding
from a controlled condition. If any change occurs in mF,  ml  and m2  will
both change proportionately and in the same ratio that is already main-
taining composition control.
move i

1

Should m, be required to change, ml  wiI1
one direction and m2  in the other, to avoid upsetting total flow.

Each loop now responds independently of the other. Notice that a
change in set point or measurement of either controller will move both
valves in the appropriate direction. If set points had been used as decou-
pling signals, only one valve would be moved when a load change occurred
in its loop, which would upset the other loop. Also, decoupling would be
defeated if either controller were placed in manual.

P r o c e s s
- - -

:$eE’ FIG 7.9. The decoupling control
system should be the image of the
process.
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Suppose the measurements of x and F were to be used to decouple the
controller outputs, such that

ml = Pm, m2 = (1 - x)mi4

On startup, F would be zero, causing ml  to be zero: thus only m2 would be
manipulated by the flow controller. As x increased toward its set point,
m2  would be decreased by the decoupling signal. This action is clearly
in the wrong direction, since ml and m2  should move in opposition to
maintain constant flow. The decoupling signal has formed a positive
feedback loop.

Partial Decoupling

In many applications, such as this blending system, complete decou-
pling is unnecessary. As pointed out in the discussion of dynamic effects,
very fast loops are scarcely disturbed by their coupling to slow loops.
Therefore that part of the decoupling system designed to liberate flow,
pressure, and level loops can ordinarily be omitted.

In Fig. 7.9, the multiplier whose output is m2 can be eliminated with
little detriment. Every change in m,  will now upset total flow, but its
rate of change is severely restricted by the dynamics of the composition
loop. In effect, the composition controller manipulates both valves
already-one through the action of the flow. feedback loop. The flow
controller manipulates m2  directly, and ml through the remaining
multiplier.

Decoupling Half-coupled Loops

Half-coupled loops such as the one shown in Fig. 7.5 are simple to
decouple, and litt’le  risk is involved. The decoupling is in one direction
only, and there is no possibility of a positive feedback loop. Therefore a
measurement of the independent controlled variable can be used to
decouple the output of the dependent loop.

From the model of the half-coupled blending system,

ml
x=iiJT ml=YLl - x

(7.24)

Since the output of the composition controller need not equal x, but only
be a reasonably linear function thereof, it is sufficient that

ml = Ym, (7.25)

The resulting system is diagrammed in Fig. 7.10.
In the foregoing examples, the manipulated variables were identified as

valve position. But in each case, a linear characteristic was assumed,
with a constant pressure drop for the blending system. If a control
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z$zJy

FIG 7.20. The half-coupled system
may be decoupled with the inde-
pendent measurement.

system warrants the added refinements of computing elements, however,
some consideration ought to be given to improving accuracy elsewhere.
Valves do not make very good flowmeters, because the assumptions liste!
above are seldom realized. Therefore the addition of a flow loop around
valve ml  in the blending system is of considerable worth in providing:

1. Immunity from variable pressure drop and valve-characteristic
problems

2. Abilit,y  to hold an accurate material balance across the process

Incorporation of the flow loop around ml  turns &he  blending system
into the familiar ratio control system with automatic ratio adjustment
which was illustrated in Fig. 6.9. It is best to use linear flow signals if
all the benefits of decoupling are to be realized.

SUMMARY

In this chapter considerable emphasis has been placed on the signifi-
cance of the steady-state mathematical representation of the process.
It was pointed out earlier that controllers cannot be made to do a respect-
able job of tuning themselves. Furthermore, they are scarcely able to
arrange their own loops and still less capable of devising their own
decoupling systems. As the problem of designing successful control
systems has been probed more deeply, the dependency of that design on
the nature of the process should have become evident. Indeed it will
become more evident in the following pages.

All of this naturally leads to a conclusion whose substance is largely
ignored by the theoretician and taken for granted by the practitioner:
Until a process can be defined, its control system cannot be defined.
The former is the more difficult task.
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P R O B L E M S
7.1 Classify the five controlled variables appearing at the beginning of the

section “Decoupling Control Systems.” If the composition of only one product
needed to be controlled, what could be done with the ext,ra manipulated variable?

7.2 Two liquids are mixed to a controlled density and total flow. Construct
a relative-gain matrix for the system usin g ml  and m2  to represent the manipu-
lated flows of streams whose densities are pr  and pz;  let F be total flow and p
the density of the blend. Assume that the volumes are additive.

7.3 The density loop in the previous example oscillates with a I-min  period,
while that of the flow loop is 4 sec. Design a decoupling system for the process.

7.4 In a given distillation column, a 1 percent increase in distillate flow D
causes distillate composition y to decrease by 0.8 percent, and bottoms com-
position z to decrease by 1.1 percent. Under the same conditions, a 1 percent
increase in steam flow Q causes y to increase by 0.3 percent and z to decrease by
0.2 percent. Calculate the relative-gain matrix.

7.5 It is desired to control both the temperature T and the pressure P in a
chemical reactor, by manipulating coolant temperature T, and reagent flow F.
It seems that dT/dT,  at constant flow is 1.0, and that aP/dT,  is 0.4 psi/OF;
dT/aF  at constant T,  is 12’F/gpm,  and aP/dF  is 4.8 psi/gpm. Select the best
pairs for control loops.

7.6 Prove that a relative-gain matrix may be prepared from inverted closed-
loop gains as well as open-loop gains, as described in the paragraph following
Eq. (7.13). Illustrate this with the 2 by 2 matrix given in Eq. (7.16).
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CHAPTER 8
It has been shown that the nature of the process largely determines

how well it can be controlled: the proportional band, reset and derivative
times, and the period of cycling are all functions of the process. Processes
which cannot be controlled well because of their difficult nature are very
susceptible to disturbances from load or set-point changes. W h e n  a
difficult process is expected to respond well to either of these disturbances,
feedback control may no longer be satisfactory for these reasons:

1. The nature of feedback implies that there must be a measurable
error to generate a restoring force, hence perfect control is unobtainable.
In the steady state, the controller output will be proportional to the load.
When the load changes, the controller output must change. In going
from one output to another, a controller must “reset,” because in each
steady state, proportional and derivative offer no contribution. Conse-
quently the net change in output has been shown to be a function of the
integrated error:

Am  = loo
P R s

e dt
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Any combination of wide band and long reset time (characteristic of
difficult processes) results in a severe integrated error per unit load
change :

Se  dt PR
Am =m

This explains why difficult processes are sensitive to disturbances.
2. The feedback controller does not know what its output should be

for any given set of conditions, so it changes its output until measurement
and set point are in agreement-it solves the control problem by trial and
error, which is characteristic of the oscillatory response of a feedback
loop. This is the most primitive method of problem solving.

3. Any feedback loop has a characteristic natural period. - Should
disturbances occur at intervals less than about three periods, it is evident
that no steady state will ever be reached.

There is a way of solving the control problem directly, and this is called
“feedforward control.” The principal factors affecting the process are
measured and, along with the set point, are used in computing the correct
output to meet current conditions. Whenever a disturbance occurs,
corrective action starts immediately, to cancel the disturbance before it
affects the controlled variable. Feedforward is theoretically capable of
perfect control, notwithstanding the difficulty of the process, its perform-
ance only being limited by the accuracy of the measurements and
computations.

Figure 8.1 is a simplified diagram illustrating the arrangement of the
feedforward control system as it has been described. Its essential feature
is the forward flow of information. The controlled variable is not used
by the system, because this would constitute feedback; this point is
important because it shows how it is possible to control a variable without
having a continuous measurement of it available. A set point is essential,
however, because any control system needs a “command” to give it
direction.

Load
components

m Manipulated
variable

-
c

* Process
Controlled
variable

*
I I

FIG 8.1. The control system embodies a for-
ward flow of information.
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Although a single controlled variable is indicated in the figure, any
number may be accommodated in one feedforward system. Three for-
ward loops are shown, to suggest that all the components of load which
significantly affect a controlled variable may be used in solving for the
manipulated variable. Although their configuration differs from the
commonly recognized feedback loop, these loops are truly closed. Feed-
forward control should not, therefore, be construed as merely an elaborate
form of programmed or open-loop control.

THE CONTROL SYSTEM AS A MODEL OF THE PROCESS

In practice, the feedforward control system continually balances the
material or energy delivered to the process against the demands of the load.
Consequently the computations made by the control system are material
and energy balances on the process, and the manipulated variables must
therefore be accurately regulated flow rates. An example is the balancing
of firing rate vs. thermal power that is being withdrawn as steam from a
boiler. Some material and energy are inevitably stored within the
process, the content of which will change in passing from one state to
another. This change in storage means a momentary release or absorp-
tion,of  energy or material, which can produce a transient in the con-
trolled variable, unless it is accounted for in the calculations.

To be complete, then, the control computer should be programmed to
maintain the process balance in the steady state and also in transient
intervals between steady states. It must consist of both steady-state
and dynamic components, like the process: it is, in effect, a model of the
process. If the steady-state calculations are correct, the controlled vari-
able will be at the set point as long as the load is steady, whatever its
current value. If the calculations are in error, an offset wil1  result, which
may change with load. If no dynamic calculations are made, or if they
are incorrect, the measurement will deviate from the set point while the
load is changing, and for some time thereafter, while new energy levels
are being established in the process. If both the steady-state and
dynamic calculations are perfect, the process will be continually in
balance, and no deviation will be measurable at any time. This is the
ultimate goal.

The same procedure is followed in the design of a feedforward system
as was used for decoupling, i.e., the process model is reversed. The
manipulated variables are solved for in terms of load components and
controlled variables. In a decoupling system, controller outputs were
inserted where the controlled variables appeared in the equations. But
for feedforward control, set points are used instead. It is the intent of a
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feedforward system to force the process to respond as it was designed-
to follow the set points as directed without regard to load upsets.

Systems for Liquid Level and Pressure

In Chap. 3, a distinct.ion  was made between those variables which are
integrals of flow and those which are properties of a flowing stream.
This distinction takes on added significance now, being reflected in the
configuration of the feedforward system. Load is a flow term, of which
liquid level and pressure are integrals. Therefore feedforward calcula-
tions for liquid level and pressure are generally linear. But where a
property of the flowing stream, such as temperature or composition, is
to be controlled, the system will be found nonlinear in appearance.

In general, liquid-level and pressure processes appear mathematically
as follows :

d c
7 2 .= mK,g,  - pK,g, (8.1)

The terms K,,  g,,  K, and g,  represent the steady-state and dynamic gain
terms for the manipulated variable and load. The feedforward control
system is to be designed to solve for m,  substituting 1’ for c:

m = +-ldt)  + c&g,
Kmgm

Since dr/dt  is normally zero,

&
In = ’ K,g, 03.a

Feedforward is commonly applied to level control in a drum boiler.
Because of the low time constant of the drum, level control is subject to
rapid load changes. In addition, constant turbulence prevents the use
of a narrow proportional band, because this would cause unacceptable
variations in feedwater flow. The feedforward system simply manipu-
lates feedwater flow to equal the rate of steam being withdrawn, since
this represents the load on drum level. The system is shown in Fig. 8.2.

If the two flowmeters have identical scales, which is to be expected,
the ratio K,/K,  of Eq. (8.2) is 1.0. Furthermore, the dynamic elements

FIG 8.2. Feedwater flow is set equal
to steam flow in a drum boiler.
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g, and g, are virtually nvnexistent. The control system then simply
solves the equation

WF=  W,+mL-0.5

The terms WF  and W,  are mass flows of feedwater and steam, respec-
tively; rnL  is the output of the level controller, whose normal value is 0.5:

It must be remembered that liquid-level processes such as this are non-
self-regulating. The controlled variable will consequently drift unless
feedback is applied. Since integral feedback may not be used alone,
because instability would result, a two-mode controller is always used.
In the steady state, feedwater flow will always equal steam flow, so the
output of the level controller will seek the bias applied to the computation.
If the controller is to be operated at about 50 percent output, that bias
must be 0.5, as indicated in the formula. The controller does not have
to integrate its output to the entire extent of the load change with a
forward loop in service, but need only trim out the change in error of the
computation during that interval.

This feedforward system has two principal advantages:
1. Feedwater flow does not change faster or farther than steam flow.
2. Control of liquid level does not hinge upon tight settings of the

feedback controller.
Because this feedforward system, like many, is based on a material

balance, accurate manipulation of feedwater flow is paramount. In
general, the output of a feedforward system is the set point for a cascade
flow loop and does not go directly to a valve. Valve position is not a
sufficiently accurate representation of flow.

Systems for Temperature and Composition

Temperature and composition are both properties of a flowing stream.
Heat and material balances involve multiplication of these variables by
flow, producing a characteristic nonlinear process model. Feedforward
systems for control of these variabIes  are similarly characterized by
multiplication and division. The general form of process model for these
applications is

A single coefficient K,  is sufficient to identify the steady-state gain.
The feedforward equation to control this general process is simply the

solution for m, replacing c with r:

%q
m=K,g, (8.4)
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Notice that the manipulated variable is affected equally by the load and
set point, which are multiplied. In level and pressure processes, the set
point is added and contributes little to the forward loop.

Because temperature and composition measurements are both subject
to dead-time and multiple lags, they are relatively difficult to control.
As a result, it is perfectly reasonable to expect that feedforward can be
more readily justified in these applications. But along with the need,
there likewise exists the problem of defining these processes well enough
to use computing control. In addition, nonlinear operations and dynamic
characterization are required. Yet multipliers and dividers did not come
into common usage in control systems until about 1960. It is easy to
understand, therefore, why level control was perhaps the first but hardly
the most significant application of the feedforward principle.

Application to a Heat Exchanger’

The most easily understood demonstration of feedforward is in the
control of a heat exchanger. The computation is a heat balance, where
the correct supply of heat is calculated to match the measured load.
The process is pictured in Fig. 8.3. Steam flow W, is to be manipulated
to heat a variable flow of process fluid W, from inlet temperature T, to
the desired outlet temperature Tz.

The steady-state heat balance is readily derived:

Q = W,H, = W,C,(Tz  - T,)
where Q = heat transfer rate

H, = latent heat of the steam
C,  = heat capacity of the liquid

Solving for the manipulated variable,

W, = W,K(Tz  - T1)
The coefficient K combines C,/H, with the scaling factors of the two
flowmeters, and is included as an adjustable constant in the computer;

FIG 8.3. The feedforward control
system calculates the correct steam
flow to match the heat load.
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Tz  is the set point; W, and T1  are load variables. Witness the multi-
plication of flow by temperature.

In the control computer that is shown in Fig. 8.4, the coefficient K is
introduced as the gain of the summing amplifier. The measurement of
liquid flow is linearized before multiplying; then steam flow must also be
linearized, to be compatible with its set point.

Steam flow is begun automatically by increasing both the liquid flow
and the set point, since it is proportional to their product. If the exit
temperature fails to reach the set point, it indicates that the ratio of
steam flow to liquid flow  is incorrect. In practice, this ratio is easily
corrected by adjusting K until the offset is eliminated. This is the princi-
pal calibrating adjustment for the system; it sets the gain of the forward
loop. If the system is perfectly accurate, exit temperature will respond
to a change in liquid flow as shown in Fig. 8.5.

Two failings of the steady-state control calculation should be noted:
1. Each load change is followed by a period of dynamic imbalance,

which makes its appearance as a transient temperature error.
2. The possibility of offset exists at load conditions other than that at

which the system was originally calibrated.
On the other hand, the performance of the system exhibits a high level

of intelligence. It is inherently stable and possesses strong tendencies
toward self-regulation. Should liquid flow be lost for any reason, steam
flow will be automatically discontinued. Feedback control systems ordi-
narily react the other way upon loss of flow, because the measurement of
exit temperature is no longer affected by heat input.

The importance of basing control calculations on mass and energy
balancing cannot be stressed too highly. First, they are the easiest
equations to write for a process, and they ordinarily contain a minimum
of unknown variables. Second, they are not subject to change with
time. It was not necessary, for example, to know the heat transfer area
or coefficient or the temperature gradient across the heat-exchanger tubes
in order to write their control equation. And should the heat transfer
coefficient change, as it surely will with velocity, or fouling, etc., control
is unaffected. It may be necessary for the steam valve to open wider
to raise the shell pressure in the event of a reduction in heat transfer
coefficient, but steam flow consistent with the heat balance equation will
be maintained nonetheless.

FIG 8.4. Three computing elements
and a set station provide the steadg-
state heat balance.
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FIG 8.5. If the steady-state cal-
culation is correct, temperature will
eventually return to the set point
following a flow change.

T i m e

Some unknown factors do exist, however. No allowance was made for
losses. If they are significant, and particularly if they change, an offset
in exit temperature will result. Steam enthalpy could also vary, as well
as the calibration of the steam flowmeter, should upstream pressure
change. But for the most part, these fact,ors  are readily accountable,
whereas heat and mass transfer coefficients may not be.

Response to a set-point change will be exponential, appearing as if the
loop were open. Since moving the set point causes steam flow to move
directly to the correct value, the response is exactly what was sought with
complementary feedback (see Fig. 4.11).

APPLYING DYNAMIC COMPENSATION

The transient deviation of the controlled variable depicted in Fig. 8.5
was attributed to a dynamic imbalance in the process. This character-
istic can be assimilated from a number of different aspects.

If the load on the process is defined as the rate of heat transfer, then
increasing load calls for a greater temperature gradient across the heat
transfer surface. Since the purpose of the control system is to regulate
liquid temperature, steam temperature must increase with load. But
the steam in the shell of the exchanger is saturated, so that temperature
can be increased only by increasing pressure, which is determined by the \
quantity of steam in the shell. Before the rate of heat transfer can
increase, the shell must contain more steam than it did before.

In short, to raise the rate of energy transfer, the energy level of the
process must first be raised. If no attempt is made to add an extra
amount of steam to overtly raise the energy level, it will be raised inher-
ently by a temporary reduction in energy withdrawal. This is why
exit temperature falls on a load increase.

Conversely, on a load decrease, the energy level of the process must be
reduced by a temporary reduction in steam flow beyond what is required
for the steady-state balance. Otherwise energy will be released as a
transient increase in liquid temperature.
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The dynamic response can also be envisioned simply on the basis of
the velocity difference between the two inputs of the process, although
this is less representative of what actually takes place. The load change
appears to arrive at the exit-temperature bulb ahead of a simultaneous
steam-flow change. To correct this situation, steam flow must be made
to lead liquid flow.

The technique of correcting this transient imbalance is called “dynamic
compensation.”

Determining the Needs of the Process

Capacity and dead time can exist on both the manipulated and the load
inputs to the process. There may also be some dynamic elements com-
mon to both, such as the lags in the exit-temperature bulb for the heat
exchanger. The relative locations of these elements appear as shown
in Fig. 8.6.

A feedback controller must contend with g,  X g,,  which are in series in
its closed loop. But the feedforward controller need only be concerned
with the ratio g,Jg,,  in order to make the corrective action arrive at the
divider at the same time as the load. Recall the appearance of this ratio
in both Eqs. (8.2) and (8.4). In some difficult processes, the manipu-
lated variable enters at the same location as the load, e.g., in a dilution
process where all streams enter at the top of a vessel. In this case, even
though g, may be quite complex, g,  and g,  couId be nonexistent, making
dynamic compensation unnecessary.

Perhaps the easiest way to appreciate the need for dynamic compensa-
tion is to consider a process in which g,  and g,  are dead time alone. Let
7q and 7%  represent their respective values. The response of the con-
trolled variable as a function of time is

c(t) = K, m(t - Tm)

a@ - 7,)

The division makes the process fundamentally nonlinear, which compli-
cates dynamic analysis. To allow inspection of the transient response of
the process, analysis must be made on an incremental basis, by differ-
entiating both sides of the equation:

dc (t) = K, dm (t - TV)  _  m dq (t - T,)
1

(8.5)
Q q2
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d
FIG 8.7. Lack of dynamic compen-
sation produces a transient equal to
the difference in dead times.

pJ-------
Time

If only a steady-state control calculation is made,

63.6)

Differentiating,

dm = k (r dq  + q dr) (8.7)
P

Substituting for m and dm  in Eq. (8.5) yields the closed-loop response:

dc (t) = dr (t - T,,J + dq  ; (T,  - em) (8.8)

Equation (8.8) shows that the set-point response is delayed by TV  and
that a load change will induce a transient of duration TV  - 7n and magni-
tude r dq/q. Both responses appear in Fig. 8.7.

Of the two, load response is the more important, because set-point
changes are ordinarily less frequent. Ideally, the load signal should be
delayed by 7q before it is multiplied, and then advanced by rm. It is
impossible to create a time advance, however. So dynamic compensation
is best introduced in this application by delaying the feedforward signal
by an amount 7q  - 7n. If 7m > 7q,  compensation is impossible.

It has been pointed out that dynamic compensation generally takes the
form  g,/g,. It may be recalled, however, that the ratio of two vector
quantities like  these resolves into the ratio of their magnitudes and the
difference between their phase angles. Since dead-time elements have
unity gain, their ratio is also unity; their only contribution is phase lag.
This is why the ratio g,/g,  appears as the difference 79  - ?, between the
dead times.

The complete forward loop, including dynamic compensation, appears
in Fig. 8.8. Note the complete cancelation of all elements in the load
path by the elements in the forward loop.
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Observe how faithfully the
forward loop images the properties

Because forward loops exhibit absolutely no oscihatory tendencies, to
talk of gain and phase is rather inconsequential. Step responses will be
used throughout, since they constitute the most severe test of system
performance. The response of systems under feedforward control, both
with and without dynamic compensation, differs markedly from that
experienced with feedback control. For this reason, it is not surprising
that dynamic elements in the forward loop bear little resemblance to the
conventional modes of feedback controllers.

Although dead time serves as a useful demonstration of why dynamic
compensation is necessary, it rarely appears alone in a process. In fact,
multiple lags are most, commonly encountered in actual applications.
Fortunately, there is usually one dominant lag on each side of the process,
which acts as the principal element to be compensated. The response of
a process wherein g, and g,  are first-order lags of time constants TV  and r4,
respectively, can be found by substituting their individual response terms
into Eq. (8.8). Thus t - 7m becomes 1 - e+“m,  and 79  - 7m is replaced
with  e--t/~,  _  e-t/~,,,:

& (t) = dr (1 - e-t/rm)  + dq i (e-t/r,  - e-t/Tm) (8.9)

Figure 8.9 gives both set-point and load-response curves described by this
equation, for the case where 7q  > r,,,. Compare it to the heat-exchanger
response, Fig. 8.5, where rm > rq.

c r----- ----- -1
m_ -I

FIG 8.9. Lack of dynamic compen-
sation shows up principally as a
load-response transient.

T i m e
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FIG 8.10. Comparison
loop response of c to m
reverse response of c to
m must be made to lag
process.
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A qualitative appraisal of the requirement for dynamic compensation
may be obtained from a comparison of open-loop response curves.
Because an increase in the manipulated variable acts in opposition to
the load, their individual step-response curves will diverge. One or the
other response will have to be inverted so that the two curves may be
superimposed, as is done in Fig. 8.10. The response of such a process
under uncompensated feedforward control appears as the difference
between these two curves.

If the curves do not cross, the uncompensated forward-loop response
will lie wholly on one side of the set point, as in Figs. 8.5 and 8.9. Which
side of the set point depends on whether the difference g,  - g,  is positive
or negative. If the curves cross, the uncompensated forward-loop
transient will cross the set point.

The Lead-Lag Unit

For the bulk of processes to which feedforward control may be applied,
the dynamic elements g,  and g,  are similar in nature and value. Although
dead time may be encountered in both, their values are usually close
enough to provide nearly complete cancelation. So in most cases, only
the dominant lags need to be considered. In addition, the presence of
the common element g,  provides enough attenuation to make exact
dynamic compensation unnecessary. F o r t u n a t e l y  t h i s  a l l o w s  o n e
dynamic compensator to be used almost universally: the lead-lag unit.

A lead was defined earlier as the inverse of a lag; the lead term to be
used here represents l/g,, and the lag represents g,. The output m(t) of
a lead-lag unit follows a step input m as

m(t) = m 1 + ‘y e+rz
( >

(8.10)

In the equation, 71  is the lead time and 72 the lag time; either may be
greater, allowing an overshoot or an undershoot, as Fig. 8.11 demonstrates.

The step-response curve reveals an instantaneous gain of TI/T~,  and
recovery to 63 percent of the steady-state value is effected in time TZ.

Oddly enough, the most stringent specification on a lead-lag unit is
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FIG 8.11. The lead-lag unit can be
made to overshoot or undershoot a
step input.

I
T i m e

steady-state accuracy. If it cannot accurately repeat its input in the
steady state, the lead-lag unit degrades the performance of the forward
loop. Consequently, linearity, repeatability, and freedom from hys-
teresis are mandatory-more so than for a conventional controller. In
addition, lead and lag times need to be adjustable to match the time
constants of most processes.

Exact compensation may be impractical for very slow processes, par-
ticularly those with electronic components, because of impedance limita-
tions. Pneumatic devices have a greater potential range in this respect,
because extremely large-capacity tanks can be used without danger
of leakage. References (1) and (2) describe several arrangements
for obtaining lead-lag functions using standard pneumatic control
components.

Digitally, the lead-lag function can be realized with a simple iterative
procedure. To demonstrate this procedure, 2 will represent the input,
y the input lagged by r2, and x will be y led by TV.  The differential
equations are:

dY
x=y+rz-g

dy
Z=Y+Tl~

Rearranging,

Digital computers are sampling devices, repeating their calculations at
some regular interval At. Therefore the differentials above must be
rewritten as difference equations. First the current value of x may be
calculated at each interval, from current values of x and y:

2%  =  Xn +  71+ (2, - Yn) (8.11)

But y must be incremented before the next calculation can be made:

Yn+1  =  yn  +  g (2,- Yn) (8.12)
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Adjusting the Dynamic Terms

The lead-lag function enables the delivery of more (or less) energy or
mass to the process to raise its potential during a load change. The
integrated area between its input and output should match the area of
the transient in the uncompensated response curve. If this is done, the
net area of the response will then be zero.

The integrated area between input and output of the lead-lag unit can
be found from Eq. (8.10). First the difference between input and output
should be normalized by dividing by the input magnitude:

m(t) - m Q-1  - 72= ~ e-tlra
m 72

Integrating over the limits of zero to infinity yields

J m m(t) - m
dt =

0 71  - 72 (8.13)
m

The normalized integrated area of the uncompensated loop response of
Eq. (8.9) and Fig. 8.9 is similar:

/
om (e-t/r9  - e-Urn)  & = T,,,  - 7q (8.14)

This is further proof that 7r should equal rrn  and 72  should equal T*.
Area alone is an insufficient index of proper compensation. A lead of

10 min and a lag of 9 min would produce the same area as a lead of 2 min
and a lag of 1 min, but that area .would  be distributed differently. The
location of the transient peak of the uncompensated response can be of
help in estimating the actual values of 7r  and 72. Let 71  and 72  be substi-
tuted for r,,,  and r9 in Eq. (8.9). By differentiating and then equating
to zero, the time t, of the maximum (or minimum) can be found:

tp  = (1/r?: 1,$n:
(8.15)

A plot of this relationship is given in Fig. 8.12.

7

FIG 8.12. The location of the peak +P
in the uncompensated response 0.5
transient can be used to infer the
required compensation. 0

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0
Tf/r2
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Equation (8.15), like (8.14), is a single relationship containing two
unknowns. Yet some definite conclusions can be drawn which will be
useful in making preliminary adjustments:

1. If 71  must exceed r2,  based upon the direction of the uncompensated
transient, r2  can safely be set in the vicinity of 0.7t,. If 71  must be less
than Q,  Q should be about 1.5t,.

2. Initially, 71 can be set at about 2T2  in the former case, or 0.572  in
the latter.

Once these preliminary adjustments have been introduced, the load
response should be repeated, from which finer adjustments may be made.
Figure 8.13 compares the load response, with varying degrees of com-
pensation, to the uncompensated response of a typical process.

Notice that curve (b) in Fig. 8.13 lacks area compensation. Curve (c),
on the other hand, shows adequate compensation with respect to area,
in that it is distributed equally about the set point. In this case, the
difference between T1  and T2 is correct, but their individual values are not.
Once the correct area compensation has been found, Tl  and 72 should both
be adjusted in the same direction, to maintain their difference. In the
example shown in Fig. 8.13c,  Tl and TX  need to be reduced; this will make
their ratio increase, which will move the centroid of the lead-lag area to
the left. Curve (a?)  is the result of such an adjustment: it crosses the set
point at approximately time t,.

Perfect compensation is unattainable. For one thing, any process
sufficiently problematic to warrant feedforward control can be expected
to display some dead time in addition to capacity. This is true of the
heat exchanger. But compensation for dead time is, at best, approxi-
mate. Second, the dynamics of most processes are subject to change.

Time

FIG 8.13. Curve (a) is the uncompensated loop
response; curves (b) and (c) reveal incorrect com-
pensation; curve (d) is nearly  perfect.
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Feedback

FIG 8.14. Feedforward control.is
capable of reducing both the area Feedforward

and the duration of the load-response
transients. Liquid flow

This is also true for the heat exchanger, whose dead time varies with the
rate of flow through t.he  tubes.

It might be possible to construct an extremely complete dynamic model
of a process, but any compensator with more than three terms to adjust
would be unrea,sonably  difficult to cope with. Furthermore, the purpose
of dynamic compensation is to minimize an error which is already tran-
sient, so perfection is not really warranted. In most cases, a simple
lead-lag function will be perfectly adequate and will be able to reduce
the absolute area of the response curve by tenfold or more, distributed
uniformly. Figure 8.14 compares the load response of the heat exchanger
under dynamically compensated feedforward control with that encoun-
tered under feedback control.

For processes whose uncompensated load-response curves cross the set
point, lead-lag may be inadequate. For these applications, an additional
lag is useful in canceling the first part of the curve, while the lead-lag
function compensates the balance. Distillation columns typically exhibit
this characteristic. Further discussion of the problem will be found in
Chap. 11 and in reference (3).

ADDING FEEDBACK

The only serious failing of the feedforward technique is its dependency
on accuracy. To provide perfect control, a system must model the plant
exactly; otherwise whatever error may exist in positioning the manipu-
lated variable causes offset. Errors may arise from several sources:

1. Inaccuracy in the measurement of load and manipulated variables
2. Errors in the computing components
3. Failure of the computing system to adequately represent the char-

acteristics of the plant
4. Exclusion of significant load components from the feedforward

system

The first and second items alone limit the accuracy of practical systems
to the vicinity of 1 to 2 percent.’
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Some processes, such as the heat exchanger described earlier, are easy
to model. But this is not always the case, particularly when mass and
heat transfer coefficients must be used over a wide range of operating
conditions. Therefore item 3 may be of considerable importance in the
more complicated processes.

The feedforward system cannot be all-inclusive. Some load compo-
nents are so slight, or invariant, or ill defined, that their inclusion is not
warranted. If payout and ease of operation are important, which is to
be expected, the control system had best remain simple. To this extent,
certain terms such as heat losses and ambient temperature effects are
usually neglected. Yet their variation can induce a measurable offset.

If offset is intolerable, some means must be provided for recalibration
while the system is operating. In general, this can be done most directly
by readjusting the set point, which is already scaled in terms of the con-
trolled variable. Other adjustments could be made, such as the coeffi-
cient K in the heat-exchanger control system, but with less predictable
results.

The Role of Feedback

Regardless which term is trimmed to remove offset, the procedure
amounts to manual feedback. Automatic feedback is perfectly capable
of effecting the same result, if the controlled variable can be measured
with sufficient reliability. (This qualification is significant in that feed-
forward control is occasionally used because a feedback measurement
is unavailable.)

Proportional feedback trim is insufficient to eliminate offset, for the
same reason that it was insufficient in a conventional control loop. T h e
presence of feedforward control components within the feedback loop
induces no substantial change in the mode settings required of the feed-
back controller; the process is just as dificult  to control as it was without
feedforward-only the amount of work required of the feedback controller
has been markedly reduced.

Reset, then, is necessary if offset is to be eliminated altogether.
Whether proportional and derivative are useful modes depends on the
nature of the process. If rapid load changes outside the forward 100~
may be encountered, proportional and derivative action could be advan-
tageous. If the process is fundamentally non-self-regulating, as in level
control, proportional action is essential. Finally, if the process is fairly
easy to control because of the absence of dead time, derivative may be
useful in improving the dynamic load response-but this is unusual.

In general, mindful that feedforward control is warranted only on the
most demanding and most difficult applications, reset is the only useful
feedback mode. Experiments conducted on a heat exchanger, which is
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not particularly difficult to control, indicated that proportional and deriv-
ative feedback modes responded too slowly to contribute anything to the
load response of the system, either with or without dynamic compensa-
ti0n.l On the other hand, feedback can be detrimental by promoting
oscillation in an otherwise stable system. To this extent, the settings
of the feedback controller, regardless of what modes have been selected,
ought to be relaxed.

Inasmuch as reset controllers are not available as standard prod-
ucts from most manufacturers,  proportional-plus-reset  is  the usual
recommendation.

Where to Introduce Feedback

This is not always an easy question to resolve. The feedback controller
may be asked to perform a number of different services. In the heat-
exchanger application it can be useful in correcting for heat loss, in which
employment it should add an increment of heat to the process at all loads;
this would amount to a zero adjustment. Or its principal function might
be to correct for variable steam enthalpy, in which case it should apply a
span adjustment by setting the coefficient K. In another process, linear-
ity could be the largest unknown factor. But a single feedback controller
can hardly be called upon to do all these things.

When no one source of offset is outstanding, the argument for readjust-
ing the set point of the feedforward system is irresistable. Figure 8.15
shows how the feedback controller would fit into this arrangement.

Feedback is added simply by replacing the manual set station with a
feedback controller; no additional computing elements are needed.
Startup may proceed in orderly fashion in manual, simply by setting the
output of the feedback controller equal to its set point. No guesswork
is involved, since this is the known operating region for the system.
When in automatic, there is ultimately only one set-point signal, because
the controller output is now a variable.

Another feature of this configuration is that it displays the inherent
inaccuracies of the forward loop. The difference between the set point
and the output of the feedback controller is the offset which would have
appeared if feedback had not been used. A plot of controller output vs.
load could conceivably identify the principal sources of error in the com-

Remote

FIG 8.15. In general, the feedback
controller should reposition the set
point of the feedforward system.
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puting system. Bear in mind, however, that the amount of offset, dc,
resulting from an error in the manipulated variable dm,  varies inversely
with load:

Although feedforward systems are designed primarily for regulation,
some rules regarding set-point changes are noteworthy. To avoid the
usual dynamic problems associated with feedback loops, the feedback
controller should be placed in manual during set-point changes. In the
case where this is a frequent occurrence, set-point changes can be intro-
duced in automatic if sent directly to the forward loop; this requires
multiplication of the set point by the output of the controller as shown in
Fig. 8.16.

It is impossible, of course, for the process to respond instantaneously
to a step in set point. Since the controlled variable will lag behind the
set point, a positive error will develop before the new set point is reached.
The feedback controller, being in automatic, will integrate the error,
changing it’s output to a new but incorrect value; it must then bring its
output back to the previous state by generating a negative error, equal
in area to the earlier positive error. The effect is the same as that shown
in Fig. 6.14, produced by the blending control system.

This situation can be remedied simply by inserting a lag in the set point
to the feedback controller (but not to the multiplier), as Fig. 8.16 illus-
trates. The lag should be adjusted to prevent t’he overshoot that would
be realized without it.

The feedback controller will always equalize the integrated error pro-
moted by any disturbance entering a forward loop. For this reason, it
should remain in manual while dynamic compensation is being adjusted.

Another important consideration when adding feedback is the location
of the dynamic compensator. Although lead-lag can be beneficial to the
response of a feedback loop, it interferes with manual operation. W h e n
an operator changes the output of the controller manually, he likes to see
that action reproduced exactly by the manipulated variable. With a
lag or lead-lag between the controller and the manipulated variable,
several minutes-possibly even an hour-could elapse before the effect
of the adjustment is complete. Therefore it is mandatory to arrange the
system so that dynamic compensation is out of the feedback loop.

FIG 8.16. If set-point response is
important, the set point should go
directly into the forward loop.
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MzY

FIG 8.17. The complete control
system for the heat exchanger in-
cludes feedback and dynamic
compensation.

In theory, each forward loop should have its own dynamic compensator,
but ordinarily only flow inputs can change fast enough to warrant dynamic
compensation. Observe the location of the lead-lag unit in the system
with two forward loops and one feedback loop, which is shown in Fig. 8.17.

Mutual Adaptation

An adaptive control system was defined as having the ability to change
its parameters in accordance with the changing character of the process.
A feedforward control system, by itself, can only generate an output
relative to known and measurable inputs as prescribed by a fixed program.
Some factors relating to the process may be unknown and variable. F o r
optimum performance, the feedforward system ought to be supplied with
information regarding these unknowns. A feedback controller, on the
other hand, is geared to solve for unknowns. So the inclusion of a feed-
back signal in a forward loop actually adapts the forward loop to unmeas-
ured changes in the process.

Remarkably enough, the feedforward system also adapts the feedback
loop to variations in process gain. Figure 8.14 shows the load response of
the cited heat exchanger under feedback control. With increasing load,
the transient is overdamped. With decreasing load, the transient is
greater and underdamped, indicating that the process gain changes
inversely with liquid flow, ( T his characteristic was discussed under
“Variable Dynamic Gain” in Chap. 2, and again under “Dynamic Adap-
tive Systems” in Chap. 6.) Since the process gain varies inversely with
flow, the controller gain ought to vary directly with flow. The complete
control system for the heat exchanger, Fig. 8.17, illustrates how this is
brought about.

The feedback loop sees Tz  as its input and W,  as its output. But
within the loop, T1  is subtracted from, and W, multiplied by, the con-
troller output. Subtraction is a linear operation, so gain is not changed
therein; but multiplication is nonlinear, causing feedback gain to vary
directly with flow W,. Correct loop-gain adaptation cannot be achieved
if the feedback is introduced in an?~  other place. If the output of the
feedback controller were to set K, then feedback gain would vary both
with W, and with Tz  - T1. But process gain does not vary with
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Tz  - TI. This is another argument, in favor of using feedback to t,rim
the feedforward set point.

This mutual adaptation is a further indication how perfectly feedfor-
ward and feedback complement one anot’her. Peedforward is fast,
intelligent’, and responsive, but also inaccurate; feedback is slow but
accurate, and is capable of regulation in t,he  face of unknown load
condit,ions.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Feedback control can be enforced on the  heat exchanger using only
three elements: transmitter, controller, and valve. Adding feedforward
control requires another temperature transmitter, two flow transmitters,
two square-root extractors, a steam-flow controller, a summer, a multi-
plier, and a lead-lag unit-nine items. Such an expense must be justified.

Although the heat exchanger serves as a convenient demonstration of
feedforward control, only in rare instances would such refined control
be justified for this type of application. Jlanagement  likes to see invest-
ments such as advanced control systems pay for themselves in less than
two years. If improved temperature control had no value, there would
be no payout. But if it prolonged the life of the exchanger, or saved
steam, or reduced maintenance, it would have a measurable worth.

Economic incentive for improved control is most likely to be found
where consistent quality of a valuable product is important. i\lany
unit operations are conducted at reduced capacity or low recovery, or
use excessive amounts of utilities to ensure that quality will surpass
specifications even with poor control. Naturally, the rate of payout
from these sources will vary directly with the production rate of the
plant. Large plants therefore encounter reduced risks.

But the payout of a control system is as much a factor of cost as of
savings. A control system can be too perfect-that is, its cost can be out
of proportion to the job to be done. In the control system for the heat
exchanger, for example, both flow and inlet temperature were accepted
as load changes. If inlet temperature were nearly constant, or subject
only to slow variations, it could be eliminated from the system as long as
feedback trim were available. This would reduce cost by saving a trans-
mitter and a summer.

There are three principal areas where feedforward control can produce
results unobtainable with any other technique:

1. A difficult  process subject to frequent disturbances may never settle
out under feedback control. Load changes occurring at intervals of less
than three cycles are sufficient to develop this situation. This is not
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uncommon on some towers, furnaces, and coupled processing units which
may cycle at periods exceeding an hour.

2. In many plants, the variable of interest cannot be measured con-
tinuously, accurately, or quickly enough for adequate closed-loop control.
Often a secondary variable is used as an inferential measure of the first,
simply because it is the best available. In a case like this, however,
product quality may suffer both from poor control of the inferential
variable and from its indifferent relationship to the primary variable.

3. More interest is developing in the control of economic variables:
cost, debits, yield, etc. These variables are not directly measured, and
often not computed, to allow the closing of the economic loop. But even
if they were available, conventional feedback control could not be used,
because the intent is to maximize or minimize their value rather than t,o
control at a given set point.

Optimizing Programs4

Feedforward control systems are not limited solely to regulatory duties.
In fact, the controlled variable may be easily programmed with respect to
any measured term, simply by making the appropriate substitution in the
process equation. If, for some reason, it were desired to vary the tem-
perature of the liquid leaving the heat exchanger relative to its flow, this
could readily be accommodated. To do so, the computing system would
become somewhat different but no more difficult  to implement than for a
constant set point. If feedback trim were used, however, the set point
to the feedback controller would have to be similarly programmed, which
might increase the complexity of the system significantly.

An important observation is that any control program may be followed,
even one that would cause the process gain dc/dm to change sign. Hence
feedforward is the logical means to achieve optimizing (steady-state
adaptive) control. This has already been demonstrated in Chap. 6.

The first step in optimizing is the definition of the sources of loss within
the plant. The process will generate valuable product somewhat pro-
portional to the rate of material pumped into it, with the result that the
profit can be subject to wide variation. If the losses are maintained at a
minimum, however, the highest profit will always result, and values and
rates of raw materials can be ignored.

Losses, or debits, are not difficult to define. They consist principally
of utility costs, streams of unrecoverable materials, and lowered market
value brought about by contaminants in the product. Debits peculiar
to a process may vary with feed composition, catalyst activity, atmos-
pheric conditions, and demands elsewhere within the plant, but feed rate
generally exercises the greatest influence upon them. The purpose of
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the computer in this domain is to manipulate those variables which can
best offset the influence of the above uncontrolled variables on the plant
economy.

Complicated as all this seems to be, often a fairly simple relation can be
derived in an effort to optimize part of the plant, or to partially optimize
the whole plant. As an example, consider a simplified absorption tower
where a gas stream F, containing z percent of a valuable material, is
absorbed by a liquid stream L, which is to be manipulated to maintain
minimum-cost operation. Assume that gas-exit composition y varies
as follows:

where k = absorption rate coetlicient.
The principal debits 1 associated with such an operation might be losses

of valuable material in the exit gas and costs of processing the absorbent:

1 = vlFy  i- VZL

where v1  = product value
v2 = processing cost

The debit equation may be rewritten on the basis of independent variabIes
alone :

1  = vlkx; + VZL

The minimum point on a curve of debits vs. L would occur where the
slope db/dL  is zero.

dl-=
dL -I&~  + 212  =  0L2

This defines the locus of optimum L.

L,“,,  = F2VlkZ  v,

Having solved the minimum-cost equation, it is only necessary to
build a computer which will program L2  to follow variations in F2  and x
in accordance with current figures of v1  and v2. (The manipulated vari-
able has been left in the form L2  because flow rate is most commonly
measured by a differential meter.) Adjustable coefficients should be
available for perfecting the model in actual operation. Note that if no
solution exists to the derivative, the process exhibit’s no minimum. This
would be the case if v2  were zero.
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FIG 8.18. The locus of minimum
cost can be drawn across a contour
plot such as this.

Often such rigorous and simple expressions cannot be established.
Shotgun patterns of data sometimes must be analyzed, involving all
combinations of wild and manipulated variables until some measure of
relationship can be envisioned. This usually culminates in contour plots
such as Fig. 8.18. Contours of debit are shown as a function of a wild and
a manipulated variable. If such a plot can be made, a line may be drawn
across it representing the locus of minimum debit. A model of this line
can then be made to program the manipulated variable as a function of
the wild variable. Again, adjustable coefficients may be incorporated to
perfect the model inasmuch as some doubt always accompanies.relation-
ships derived from real plant data.

Normally the operating conditions of any plant are surrounded by
constraints and limitations. It is not surprising to learn that the opti-
mum conditions for many plants lie outside equipment limitations.
Many applications would not result in enough remuneration to pay for
the computer or the engineering involved. These two facts severely
restrict the number of processes that could benefit by optimizing control.

The total debits which can be expected to be recovered from a given
operation with a given computer, divided by the installed cost of the com-
puter, is the payout in percent per year. A simple analog like the one
just discussed cannot be expected to recover all the existing debits in a
process, though 50 to 75 percent recovery should not be difficult to realize.

A more complex analog designed to a more exact model might be able
to recoup an additional 10 to 20 percent, but at perhaps twice the installed
cost. It is easy to see that the simplest optimizing computer will nearly
always result in the greatest rate of payout.

SUMMARY

There is absolutely no question that feedforward is the most powerful
technique that has ever been brought to bear in the regulation of difficulty
processes. Where certain unusual feedback modes like complementary
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feedback, sampling, and nonlinear functions were able to reduce the inte-
grated error per unit load change perhaps twofold, feedforward is capable
of a hundredfold improvement. l A feedforward system would only have
to be accurate to & 10 percent to provide tenfold improvement, in con-
junction with feedback.

But nothing of great value is ever gained without cost. The cost in
this instance is the process knowledge which must go into the design of
every system. This precludes the mass production of fully adjustable
feedforward systems. The only feedforward systems that will look alike
are those being applied to like processes.

Although the feedforward loop carries most of the load, feedback is
still important in its execution. The ultimate regulatory system is a
triple cascade-the primary feedback controller trimming the set point
of the  feedforward loop, which in turn manipulates a cascade flow loop.
The symmetry of such a configuration is striking.

The basic tenents of the technique were covered in this chapter with
examples chosen for illustration rat’her than practical value. But in
each. of the chapters that follow, feedforward will be applied to those
processes which would most benefit from superior load regulation. Opti-
mizing systems, where practicable, will also be given due consideration.
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P R O B L E M S
8.1 In the heat-exchanger control system, equal flow rates of steam and

liquid in percent of full scale raise the liquid temperature 100°F. Under these
conditions, what offset would be induced by a 2 percent error in steam flow  at
50 percent and at 25 percent flow?

8.2 Write the equation for the feedforward system which controls exit-gas
composition y  as it leaves the absorber described under the section on optimizing
programs. How does this differ from the optimizing program solved in the
example?

8 . 3 Estimate the peak location of the uncompensated response curve which
would result from feedforward control of the process whose dynamic character-
istics are given in Fig. 8.10. What settings of lead and lag will be necessary for
dynamic compensation?
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8.4 Given a process whose dynamics consist of first-order lags, T, = 3 min
and rq  = 1 min: For conditions of r and q,  both at 50 percent, what is the inte-
grated area per unit load change with an uncompensated forward loop? W h a t
is the integrated area with lead-lag compensation, if the lead time is 2.5 min  and
the lag time is 1 min?

8.5 Control of a given dead-time plus integrating process may be improved
either (a) by adding derivative to the existing two-mode controller (interacting)
or (b) by investing in a noninteracting controller or (c) by adding a simple forward
loop. In the last case, the feedformard system is only likely to be accurate to
+ 10 percent. What is the improvement in integrated area per unit load change
for each of the three cases? What would be the effect of variable dead time in
each case?









G.

CHAPTER

T he principles governing energy transfer apply to a broad spectrum
of processes, from the combustion of fuel in a steam plant to the genera-
tion of hydraulic horsepower by a pump at the other end of the power line.
Whether the energy is in the form of heat, electricity, head, or whatever, its
conservation must be enforced : this is the “first law of thermodynamics.”

Prerequisite to the study of thermodynamic processes is an under-
standing of its terminology. Energy is a measure of the state of a system;
work is that amount of energy released or absorbed when the state of the
system is changed. Energy and work therefore have similar units,
although either may be thermal, electrical, hydraulic, etc. They are
typically expressed as watthours, Btu’s, foot-pounds, etc. Power, how-
ever, is the rate of flow of energy; control of energy transfer is therefore
control of power. Thermal power is expressed as heat flow in Btu/hr,
electrical power is expressed in watts, and mechanical power is expressed
in horsepower or’ ft-lb/set.

Many processes, such as heat exchangers, involve the transfer of energy
233
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wit’hout  its conversion. But worthy of deeper study are those processes
in which energy is converted as well. Chemical and nuclear reactors,
furnaces, engines, pumps, and compressors are all included in this cate-
gory. Whatever the process, the balancing of mass and energy should
serve as the basis for control system design.

HEAT TRANSFER

Whenever flowing streams are joined, heat transfer is governed by
mixing. hIost heat transfer operations, however, are limited by the
necessity of maintaining isolation between the flowing streams; in these
cases, the boundary conditions at the heat transfer surfaces control its
flow. Radiation is important where temperatures are sufliciently  high
to promote incandescence, typically in the combustion of a fuel. Each
of these situations will be examined individually.

Direct Mixing

Occasionally two or more streams are mixed to control the temperature
of the blend. Unless t,hey  are thoroughly mixed, however, considerable
error may be encountered in the measurement of final temperature, SO

this should be the first considerat.ion. Special mechanical fittings are
necessary, for example, to adequately mix steam with water or to spray
water into a steam line.

A direct mixing system was discussed in Chap. 3. At that time, the
characteristic nonlinearities of the process were noted. In general, a
system combining streams of mass flows lVI  and Wz  and enthalpies HI
and Hz  will yield a stream of mass flow JV and enthalpy H, conserving
both mass and energy:

w1+  w z = w (9.1)
W&l + WzHz  = WH = (W, + W2)H (93

For the case where both streams consist of the same fluid, e.g., water, the
temperature of either one may be used as a reference. Then final tem-
perature is determined from

Wz(T2 - 2-l) =  (Wl  +  W,)(T - Tl)

T = T1  + W2(7’2  - Td
w1+  w2

Notice that 1’  varies nonlinearly with all three flows. A dimensionless
plot of Eq. (9.3) $ppears  in Fig. 9.1. Compare it with the numerical
example given in Fig. 3.7.

If total flow and final  temperature are both to be controlled by manipu-
lat’ing  WI  and JV2,  coupling will exist between the loops. The relative-
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1.0

FIG 9.1. A plot of dimensionless I= F
temperature vs. dimensionless 1 ’ 0.5I-Pflow displays a typically nonlinear
function.

gain matrix appears as follows:

WI W2

Tz  - T T - T1
w Tz  - T1 Tz  - T1

T - T1 Tz  - T
T Tz  - T1 Tz  - T1

Temperature control can be linearized through the use of a three-way
mixing valve if flow control is not a requirement. As one inlet port of a
three-way valve is opened, the opposite inlet is closed. In this way TYz
can be increased and TV1 decreased simultaneously, while their sum
remains nearly constant. The fraction of tot’al  flow admitted through one
inlet port is then directly proporGona1  to valve position ~2:

W Z WZ712  = w = w1  + wz

Substitution into Eq. (9.3) shows that temperature is now linear with
valve position:

T  =  1’1  +  m(T2 - T1)

It is not unusual to find three-way valves employed in this service.
If total flow is to be controlled, too, a second valve may be placed

downstream of the mixing. But if the supply pressures for the source
streams are not equal, response will become nonlinear at low flow. A n d
if flow is shut off entirely, the source with the higher pressure can drive
its fluid bark into the ot,her  source, unless protection is provided.

Fluid-Fluid Heat Exchangers

Heat transfer from one fluid to another through a barrier surface is
determined by driving force and resistance:

Q = UA AT,,, (9.4

Control of heat flow Q can thus be effected by manipulating the heat
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FIG 9.2. The general case is heat
transfer between hot and cold fluids
in counterflow.

transfer coefficient L-,  surface area A, or the mean temperature difference
AT, between the fluids.

Even if c’  and A could be maintained constant, Eq. (9.4) still contains
two variables. The objective of most heat exchangers is the control of
temperature, which varies with heat transfer rate, but which also affects
the rate of heat,  transfer as Eq. (9.4) indicates. Consequently most heat
transfer processes are highly self-regulating.

Further equations are necessary to close the loop, by relating fluid tem-
peratures to heat flow. But a heat exchanger involves two fluids whose
temperature distributions from inlet to outlet are both subject to change,
both affect,ing  AT,. For the general case, consider heat transfer between
two fluids with no change in phase, as shown in Fig. 9.2.

The temperature difference affecting heat transfer between the two
fluids in Fig. 9.2 is actually a logarithmic mean:

AT1,  = (TH1  ~n~~~~~j  Tcl) (9.ri)

In most, cases, fortunately, the arithmetic mean is sufficiently accurate for
indicating the relationships between the variables, if not for use in equip-
ment design:

AT,, = (THI - Tcz)  + (THS - Ted

2

The error approaches zero as the temperature differences at the ends of
the exchanger approach each other, and is less than 10 percent with a
4 : 1 rat’io  of temperature difference.

Each of the two fluids will be assigned a mass flow IV and a specific
heat C. One of the flows ordinarily is wild and represents the load on
the exchanger; the ot,her  is often manipulated in some way to control
t’he  exit temperature of the first. Temperature changes in both streams
are interrelated :

& = WHCH(THI  - TII~)  = IYcCc(Tcz  - Ted (9.7)

Equations (9.4), (9.6),  and (9.7) contain four expressions with four
unknowns, Q, AT,,, TH2,  and Tm. They can be solved simultaneously
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FIG 9.3. Manipulation of flow has
little effect on heat transfer at high
flow rates.

for any of the four unknowns. The solution for heat transfer rate is the
least complicated :

Tm  - TCI
Q = l/C’A + ~~(l/W,CH  + l/WcCc) (9.8)

Heat transfer rate ran be normalized by dividing by its maximum possible
value, which would occur with both streams at infinite flow such that
THY  = THY  a n d  Tcz  =  Tel:

Q max  = CA(Tm  - TcJ (9.9)

Q 1
UA(Tm - Ted  = 1 + (UA/2)(1/-W&I  + l/WcCc) (9.10)

E’igure 9.3 is a plot of normalized heat transfer rate vs. normalized flow
-of cold fluid with the flow of hot fluid as a parameter. Observe the
extreme nonlincnrity of the curves and how ineffective the manipulation
of flow is over a wide operating range.

Substitution of Eq.  (9.7) into (9.10) yields the following formulas
describing dimensionless temperatures as a function of flow rates:

THI - THZ 1
TIII  - TCI =  W~CH/UA  +  $$(I +  wHcH/wCcC)

Tcz  - TCI 1
THI - TCI = WcCc/UA  + >s(l + WCCC/WHCH)

(9.11)

(9.12)

To envision what effect flow rates have upon exit temperature, Eg.  (9.11)
is plot’ted  in Fig. 9.4 with the same abscissa and parameter that were
used in Fig. 9.3.

FIG 9.4. It is apparent that effec-
tive temperature control cannot be
obtained over very wide ranges by
manipulation of flow rate.
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Not only does the slope of the curves change with temperature, but it
also changes with load WH. Any horizontal line drawn across Fig. 9.4
will present the conditions required for temperature control. Doubling
of the load at any given temperature requires the manipulated variable
WC  to be much more than doubled.

In practice, the overall heat transfer coefficient aIso  varies with the
flow rates, which improves the controllability somewhat. Although the
film coefficient on each side of the heat transfer surface varies at about
the 0.8 power of the fluid velocity, for simplification it will be assumed
that the relationship is linear. Furthermore the reciprocal of the overall
heat transfer coefficient mill be assumed to be the sum of the reciprocals
of the individual film coefficients:

1 1 1-=
u W&H + W&c

The terms kH  and kc  are the flow indices of their respective heat transfer
coefficients. Combining with Eq. (9.11) yields:

THI - THZ 1
THI - TCI = CH/AkH  -k 96  •k ( WHCH/WCCC)(CC/A~C  -k 35)

(9.13)

A plot of Eq. (9.13) for conditions of CH/AkH  = Cc/Akc  = 1 is given in
Fig. 9..5. Compare it with the curves of Fig. 9.4.

The point of the foregoing analysis has been to demonstrate the non-
linear properties associated with heat transfer. Even under the most
favorable conditions, manipulation of flow is far from sat’isfactory  for
temperature control. There are practical considerations, too. Throt-
tling of streams which may contain impurities (river water, for example)
can cause deposits to accumulate, fouling the heat transfer surfaces.
Furthermore, manipulation of flow causes variable loop gain through the
variation of dead time. In the event that there is no alternative to the
manipulation of flow, an equal-percentage valve characteristic should be
chosen.

Part of the stream whose temperature is to be controlled may be allowed
to bypass the exchanger as shown in Fig. 9.6. But Fig. 9.3 indicates that

$1;  1 m1FIG  9.5.
transfer coefficient with flow some-

V a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  h e a t

what eases the nonlinearity of the
process.

0 1 2 3 4
wc%‘w,cH
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FIG 9.6. Bypassing the exchanger
will not improDe linearity, but does
reduce response time.

the rate of heat transfer is scarcely affected by the flow of either stream
for reasonable rates of flow. If the heat transfer rate is nearly constant,
the final temperature of the process stream after reunion with the bypassed
flow will also be nearly constant; consequently the linearity of response
is not noticeably improved.

Bypassing can help the dynamic response, however, in that the flow of
coolant is maintained at a high rate, rather than being throttled, as it
would be if it were the manipulated variable. Furthermore, the bypass
stream shortens the time delay between a change in valve position and
the response of final temperature.

Boiling Liquids and Condensing Vapors

The control situation is much more favorable where a change in phase
is encountered. Because the latent heat of vaporization, H,,  predomi-
nates, a measurement of the mass flow W of the boiling or condensing
medium is also a measure of the rate of heat transfer:

Q = WH, (9.14)

Furthermore, the temperature of the boiling or condensing medium
scarcely changes from inlet to outlet of the exchanger.

Whenever steam is used as a heating medium, manipulation of its flow
t’o  bring about temperature control of the process fluid is effective. If
the process fluid is boiling, steam flow directly infers its rate of vaporiza-
tion. The pressure of the steam in the exchanger is only an indication
of steam temperature and is not a particularly useful measure of heat
transfer; it can be used to estimate the heat transfer coefficient, however.

Exchangers supplied with steam as a heating medium exhibit a strong
tendency toward self-regulation. Since the film transfer coefficient for
condensing steam is much greater than a flowing gas or liquid, the rate of
heat transfer is principally governed by the film coefficient of the process
fluid. Since this coefficient varies almost linearly with fluid velocity,
heat transfer will vary almost linearly with flow, if steam temperature is
maintained. The latter is achieved simply by regulating the pressure
of the steam in the exchanger. Thus without being directly controlled,
the exit temperature of the process fluid will nonetheless be well regulated.
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The  flow of steam to a process heater or reboiler may also be manipu-
lated by a valve in the  condensate line. The rate of heat transfer is
actually changed by partially flooding the exchanger wit’h  condensate.
Because :I cshange  in condcnsatc  level is necessary to a.ffect  steam flow,
this system may respond more slowly than direct manipulation of steam
flow, hut it has the  distinct advantage of requiring a much smaller valve.

M%ether  sufficient heat has been removed to totally condense a vapor
can  be determined by the temperature of its condensate, if constant pres-
sure prevails, or more accurately, by vapor pressure if the vessel is closed.
Control of condensate temperature or vapor pressure is not so straight-
forward since the flow of the condensing vapor is the load and not the
manipulated variable. The relationship between heat transfer and cool-.
ant flow WC  can be found simply by solving the equat’ions  developed
earlier using constant temperature ?‘,  for the condensing vapor:

T, - TCI
’ =  l/UA +  1/2WcCc (9.15)

Sotice  the similarity between Eqs.  (9.15) and (9.8). This indicates that
the response of heat, transfer to coolant flow will be ident’ical  to the curve
IYIICII/C’A  = CC of Fig. 9.3. For the manipulation of coolant flow, then,
the nonlinearity problem is just as severe as it is when there is no phase
change.

Under conditions of constant condensate temperature, the heat trans-
fer rate is entirely dependent, upon coolant flow. If coolant flow is
maintained constant, bypassing part of the vapor around the condenser
will not affect’ the rate of heat transfer unless t’he  condensate becomes
appreciably subcooled. Under these conditions, t,he  condenser begins
to act more like the liquid-liquid heat exchanger, which is described in
Fig. 9.6.

The most effective way to control a condenser is to vary its heat t’rans-
fer area. This is done by manipulating the flow of condensate so as to
partially flood the condenser, thereby reducing the surface available for
condensation. The level of condensate within the condenser is an indi-
cation of the heat load on the process. The system is described in Fig. 9.7.

To be sure, a certain amount of subcooling always takes place, in what-
ever area is not used for condensing. The amount. of subcooling varies

FIG 9.7. The heat transfer area
available for condensation can be
changed by manipulating the flow of
condensate.

C o n d e n s a t e
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with the flow of vapor, so condensate temperature cannot be used for
control. If the heat transfer coefficients for condensing and subcooling
mere equal, this system would have no control over vapor pressure at’ all,
because heat kansfer  rate would not depend  on liquid level. E’ortunately,
heat transfer coefficients of condensing vapors are generally much great,er
than those of condensate, particularly if the velocity of the condensate
is low, as it would be in the shell of the condenser.

On the other hand, manipulation of liquid level is a slow process, with
90” phase lag between valve position and heat transfer area. Since vapor
pressure is a fast measurement, however, the loop generally performs well
dynamically, except perhaps for severe load changes requiring t,he  con-
denser to be filled or emptied. Linearity and rangeabilit’y  are important
factors in its favor.

COMBUSTION CONTROL

When a fuel burns, the products of combustion, along with what’ever
other vapors may be present, are raised to a flame temperature determined
by the energy content of the fuel. Since heat of combustion is rated in
Btu/lb or Btu/cu ft, the actual quantity of fuel involved does not affect
its flame temperature. To estimate the flame temperature, the sensible
heat of either the combustion products or the fuel and air may be used,
since the energy balance can be satisfied in either case. The rate of heat
generated by the combustion of a given mass flow of fuel l17F,  whose heat,
of combustion is Hc,  is

& = WFHC (9.16)

This flow of heat must equal what is necessary to raise the flows of fuel
and air, WA,  to the flame temperature 7’:

&  = WFCF(T  - TF) + WACA(T  - TA) (9.17)

The terms CF, ?IF, CA,  and ?“A  represent the average specific heat and t’he
inlet temperature of fuel and air, respectively.

To ensure complete combustion, a specified ratio of air to fuel, KA,  must,
be selected, based upon the chemical constituents in the fuel. Substitu-
tion of KA for WA/W~  will allow the solution of Eqs. (9.16) and (9.17)
for flame temperature:

T = Hc f CFTF  i- KACATA

CF + KACA
(9.18)

Equation (9.18) must be recognized as being valid only for conditions
where there is no excess fuel. Because fuel is more expensive than air,
and because incomplete combustion can cause soot and carbon monoxide,
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furnaces are invariably operated with excess air. But it should be appar-
ent that the maximum flame temperature will only be reached with no
excess of either. Equation (9.18) also gives an indication of the effect
air temperature can have on the flame. The nitrogen, of course, does not
participate in combustion and acts as a diluent, reducing the flame tem-
perature. If oxygen is used instead of air, KA  can then be reduced five-
fold, producing a sizable effect on flame temperature.

The flame temperature estimated in Eq. (9.18) will be higher than what
would actually be measured, because some of the energy contained in the
combustion products partially ionizes them. This ionization increases
with temperature, but the energy is recovered when the ions cool suffi-
ciently to recombine into molecules.

Control of Fuel and Air

Since the temperature of the flame falls with either an excess or a
deficiency of air, it is not a particularly good controlled variable. The
most universally used indication of combustion efficiency is a measure-
ment of oxygen content in the combustion products. The amount of
excess air required to ensure complete combustion depends on the nature
of the fuel. iSatura1 gas, for example, can be burned efficiently with
8 to 10 percent excess air (1.6 to 2 percent excess oxygen), while oil
requires 10 to 15 percent excess air (2 to 3 percent excess oxygen) and coal,
18 to 25 percent excess air (3.5 to 5 percent excess oxygen). The reasons
for the differences are the relative state of the fuel and the amount of
noncombustibles present.

Since the amount of heat transferred by radiation varies with the fourth
power of the absolute flame temperature, the greatest efficiency will
always be realized with maximum flame temperature. But the distribu-
tion of the heat is also important. Increasing the amount of excess air
will reduce the flame temperature, thereby reducing the heat transfer
rate in the vicinity of the burner. Since the net flow of thermal power
into the system has not changed, the rate of heat transfer farther away
from the burner tends to increase.

Safety dictates certain operating precautions for fuel-air controls. A
deficiency of air can allow fuel to accumulate in the furnace, which upon
ignition, may explode. Care must be taken, therefore, to ensure that the
fuel rate never exceeds what is permissible for given conditions of air
flow. Fuel and air flow both can be set from a master firing-rate control,
but automatic selection is necessary to achieve this safety feature. A
complete control system for control of fuel and air is shown in Fig. 9.8.’

Notice that the fuel-air ratio is adjust.ed through manipulation of the
span of the air measurement by the oxygen controller. Normally the set
point would be adjusted, but in order for the selection system to operate,
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FIG 9.8. This system automatically
protects against a deficiency of air.

Burner

the set points of both controllers must have the same values. If air flow
is lost, its measurement is preferentially selected by t,he  fuel flow controller
for a set point. If fuel flow is higher than called for, on the other hand,
its measurement is automatically selected to set the air flow. The furnace
is thereby protected not only from blower or controller failure, but,  also
from lags in the set-point response of either loop.

Fired Heaters

Heaters fired direct)ly  by the combustion of gas or oil are common in
refineries, part’icularly  where high temperatures are needed. The control
problem is one of manipulating fuel rate to achieve the desired exit tem-
perature of the heated fluid. Air is usually inspirated into the burner
in proportion to the fuel, therefore regulation of its flow is inherent. But
because of the many hundreds of feet of tubing enclosed within a heater,
dead time is in the order of minutes, varying with flow.

Where sudden load changes are encountered and close control is neces-
sary, feedforward syst,ems  have proven effective. The heat-balance
equation is similar to that solved for the heat exchanger in Fig. 8.4. The
only difference is that fuel flow is manipulated instead of steam and heat
of combustion takes the place of latent heat of vaporization. Although
the loss of heat out the stack may be significant, it varies directly with
load and can be readily accommodated by the action of the feedback
temperature controller, as is done in Fig. 8.17.

Should the fuel be gas at a variable temperature or pressure, computa-
tion of mass flow may be warranted, particularly if these variations are
frequent or rapid.

STEAM-PLANT CONTROL SYSTEMS

In order to successfully apply controls to steam generation, a thorough
familiarity with its thermodynamic properties is essential. The most
important point to remember is that steam is valued principally for its
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.heat  content or enthalpy, of which temperature is a measure. If the
vapor is to remain in equilibrium with the liquid, greater enthalpy can
only be brought about at increased pressure. If pressure is limited and
enthalpy increased. the vapor must be removed from the presence of the
liquid and superheated.

Steam is also superheated by passing through an orifice or pressure-
reducing valve, since  in theory, no enthalpy is lost across a throttling
device. Thus the pressure of the steam would drop while the temperature
remained virtually constant.

The mass flow of steam may be measured with an ordinary orifice
meter, but the reading must be corrected, if pressure or temperature
deviate from the conditions under which calibration was specified. In
the case of saturated steam, pressure and temperature are not independent
of one another, so either one is capable of indicating density. It so
happens, however, that pressure is a linear funct’ion  of density, with an
intercept of 0 psig:

where W = mass flow
k = orifice scaling factor
h = differential pressure across the flowmeter
p = static gage pressure

The density of superheat.ed steam varies inversely with temperature
and direct’ly with pressure to make the mass flow calculat’ion2  more com-
plicated and less accurate. But if a steam flowmeter  is used to indicate
the actual delivery of thermal power, an interesting phenomenon appears:
temperature causes the enthalpy of superheated steam to vary in a way
which offsets its effect upon density. Thus thermal power & only varies
with differential and pressure:

Q=WH=kH,fip

Coefficients H and Ho  represent steam enthaIpy  at flowing and cahbration
conditions, respectively.

Drum Boilers

In a drum boiler, water is circulated at a rapid rate upward through the
furnace tubes, in which it partially vaporizes. Upon reaching the drum,
the liquid disengages the vapor and returns through relatively cool down-
comers to the bottom of bhe  furnace to begin another pass upward. The
most characteristic feature of drum boilers is the difficulty of controlling
the level of liquid in the steam drum. A feedforward-feedback system
for its control.was  described briefly in Chap. 8.
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The vessel is in a high state of turbulence and naturally exhibits a
certain hydraulic resonance, which was described in Chap. 3. But liquid
level is affected thermodynamically as well. For example, the sudden
introduction of feedwater below its boiling point can momentarily reduce
the heat content of the vapor-liquid mixture in the tubes, causing bubbles
to collapse, and reducing the apparent liquid level. Thus the response
of the level-control loop has a tendency to start in the wrong direction.
This property is called “phase shifting” and is similar to dead time in
that it produces phase lag without attenuation. The result is that the
period of the liquid-level loop is ordinarily several minutes, although its
natural hydraulic resonance may be only a few seconds long.

If the boiler must operate under varying steam pressure, the calibration
of the liquid-level t’ransmitter  will vary with steam density.3 But pres-
sure has a transient effect too. If a load increase (withdrawal of steam)
is sufficient  to cause drum pressure to fall, some of the water in the tubes
will flash into steam, temporarily increasing the flow of bot’h  liquid and
vapor into the drum. This effect is called ‘(swell,” because it causes a
transient rise in liquid level, even though the rate of steam withdrawal
may moment,arily  exceed that of feedwater flow. Conversely, upon a
pressure increase, the liquid level tends to “shrink.” This effect is more
prominent in low-pressure boilers, because of the greater difference
between the densities of steam and water. The most favored method of
coping wit,h “shrink” and “swell” is to ignore them, by letting the forward
loop carry the load, while maint’aining  loose settings on the level controller.
Drum-level controllers customarily require a proportional band near
100 percent and several minutes’ reset time.

Pressure in a saturated or even a superheated boiler is a measure of the
amount of energy st’ored  therein. The flow of steam from the plant is
usually at the demand of t’he  user. Pressure can only be maintained,
then, if the flow of energy into the boiler equals the rate of withdrawal.
Since the drum-level control system admits feedwater at a rate equal to
the flow of steam, the pressure-control system is left to manipulate the
input of thermal power. To achieve high performance control, a feed-
forward loop should be used to set firing rate proportional to steam flow.

Steam flow is a measure of thermal power and is affected by firing rate.
If it alone is used to set firing rate, a positive feedback loop will be formed,
a pitfall that was mentioned under decoupling systems in Chap. 7.
What is really needed is a steam-flow demand signal. The demanded
steam flow IV0 is the measured steam flow less the rate of loss of boiler
contents:

w =w-J7d-pD d t
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FZG 9.9. The ratio of firing rate to steam flow
demand is automatically adjusted to maintain
pressure in the boiler.

where V represents the steam volume of t.he  drum. It is more convenient,
however, to use pressure error instead of dp/dt, since differentiation is
a clumsy operation and t,he  error signal is already available at the pressure
controller:

WD  =  w +  K(PD  - p> (9.19)

The coefficient K is adjusted to the characteristics of the boiler; pi repre-
sents the set point of the pressure controller.

In the steady state, p = pD  and lYD  = 1Y.  Sudden opening of a
steam valve will raise W but drop p. Until the effect of a firing-rate
change is felt, pressure w ill fall to a lower level and steam flow will return
to its previous value. But the existence of a pressure error directly pro-
portional to the desired increment in steam flow will maintain the higher
level of firing. The pressure is only restored when steam flow is raised to
its demanded value. Figure 9.9 outlines the system together with the
feedback loop.

When steam is superheated, its enthalpy becomes a function of tem-
perature and is relatively independent of pressure. Steam-t,emperature
control is often sought by redistributing the combustion gases in the fur-
nace between the saturated and superheated tubes. But redistribution
alone will not materially affect the energy content of the steam. So feed-
water is sprayed into the steam line between the superheater and the
temperature bulb. Control at this point is quite effective because the
thermal process is one of mixing.

Once-through Boilers

The operation of a once-through boiler is more readily analyzed because
it is dynamically continuous, not broken in half by a drum. Feedwater
is pumped into the tubes at one end and superheated steam withdrawn
at the other. There is no recirculation. There is also no liquid level to
measure. In subcritical boilers, there is a transition from liquid to vapor
somewhere in the tubes, but exactly where is of little consequence. In
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supercritical boilers, there is no phase change, hence no point of transition.
A once-through boiler is shown schematically in Fig. 9.10.

Under normal operation, three controlled variables are of primary
importance: steam pressure,. steam temperature, and thermal power.
The first two are to be regulated, the third is the heat load on the plant.
They are controlled by the manipulation of firing rate, feedwater flow,
and steam-valve position.

These variables interact with each other to the extent that’  poor per-
formance will result if the three loops are operated independently. To
appreciate the mechanism of this interaction, consider how the controlled
variables would respond to step changes in each of the manipulated
variables:4

1. An increase in firing rate would increase both t’hermal  power and
steam temperature. With the steam valve in a fixed position, upstream
pressure would increase, because thermal power has been shown to vary
with pressure and differential across an orifice.

2. An increase in feedwater flow will cause an increase in steam flow,
but thermal power will not change. Thus steam pressure will not change
either. Since steam enthalpy is thermal power divided by flow, an
increase in steam flow will cause steam temperature to fall.

3. As the st,eam  valve is opened farther, pressure will fall to a new
equilibrium value, during which a certain amount of steam and energy
will have been released. But when the new steady state is reached,
steam flow and thermal power must return to their original values, since
feedwater flow and firing rate have not changed.

The above responses can be simply represented by a dimensionless
matrix, without going into a detailed calculation of process gains. Let Q
represent thermal power; p,  steam pressure; and T, steam temperature.
WF  will be firing rate; W,V,  feedwater flow; and HZ,  position of the steam
valve :

Q P T

WF +1  +1  +1

wl O-l 0
ww  0 0 -1

Feedwoter

Burners

FIG 9.10. In a once-through boiler, feedwater
is conducted through tubes all the way to the
steam valve.
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(Note that the sum of the columns for the regulated variables is zero, and
for the command variable is 1.0.)

This is a matrix of open-loop gains whose actual values have not been
inserted. The intent is to show that half-coupling exists between Q, p,
and T. But normalization according to the procedure outlined in Chap. 7
yields a unit diagonal, with all other elements zero. This proves the
absence of full coupling, and makes pairing obvious. The detailed equa-
tions for decoupling of the half-coupled loops follow.

Thermal efficiency E and heat of combustion Hc  determine the firing
rate required to satisfy a given load:

&
wF = HcE (9.20)

Feedwater enthalpy Hw must be included as well as steam enthalpy Hs
to determine the feedwater requirements:

Q
Ww=Hs-Hw

Feedwater temperature Tlrr and specific heat CW may be substituted for
its enthalpy:

Qww = Hs - CwTw (9.21)

Because the points of steam temperature measurement and feedwater
flow manipulation are widely separated, control is somewhat difficult.
To ease the situation, a small amount, of feedwater is bypassed around the
furnace and admitted as spray between the superheater and t’he  tempera-
ture bulb. If this stream is taken as a part of, and not in addition to,
the set flow of feedwater, its variat,ion  will not change the long-term steam
enthalpy, and is only capable of producing a transient effect.

Since steam pressure is to manipulate the position of a valve immedi-
ately downstream of its measurement, control is rather easy. Conse-
quently feedforward will not be used here because it is not really warranted.

The unknown parameters in the feedforward equations are Hc and E.
These must be found by means of feedback. All other terms are either
measurable or constant. A control system designed according to the rules
given in Chaps. 7 and 8 is shown in Fig. 9.11.

It is not possible to use reset in two controllers which operate on t’he
same input. So proportional plus derivative is used to manipulate the
spray valve. In this way, the valve will operate around a position deter-
mined by the bias set into t.he  controller. The lead-lag unit is used t’o



FIG 9.11. The control system for
once-through boiler must be as
closely knit as the process itself.
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match the feedwater to tcmpcrature response with that of firing rate to
temperature. Since both manipulated variables encounter the same
dead time related to t,he  velocit’y  through the tubes, their responses are
similar. Icortunately, the action of the spray controller also helps make
up for any differences in response.

Because  this dead time varies inversely with flow, hence with thermal
power, the process exhibits variable dynamic gain. But the feedforward
signal Q is a multiplier in both power and temperature loops, providing
gain adaptation.

Steam-driven Turbines

When the output from a steam plant is to be used to drive a turbine
generator, t,he  latter’s characteristics must be taken into account. In
order to generat,e  electric power, the turbine needs an equivalent amount
of thermal power. Steam is merely a vehicle which transports the power
from the burners to the turbine shaft. The actual flow of steam is not
significant,, except in that it determines what the temperature and pres-
sure must bc for a given value of power.

The turbine acts like a fixed resistance to the flow of steam, with a
downstream pressure determined by conditions in the condenser, usually
several inches of vacuum. Thus the pressure drop is nearly equal to the
inlet pressure. Thermal power is proportional to the square root of the
product of differential and static pressures, which in this case is t’he  inlet
pressure pl  itself:

Q  =  kp; (9.22)

The speed of a turbine generator is set by a governor which positions
the throttle valve with proportional action. The throttle valve is
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between the superheater and the t,urbine,  in the place of the steam valve
shown in Fig. 9.10. Its position changes with variation in turbine speed,
which is measured as the frequency of the generated voltage, or with a
set-point adjustment. The steam-pressure controller,. then, in a sense
sets the thrott’le-valve position by setting the governor.

The fact that t’he  t,hrottle-valve position can change with frequency
does complicate the control problem somewhat,. Should frequency fall,
more power is needed to restore it. But opening the throttle valve does
not produce more power. So if steam pressure is to be maintained, the
firing rate must be made to vary wit,h frequency. To accomplish this,
a frequency-deviation signal is usually added to the output of the set
station where the desired power output is introduced.

PUMPS AND COMPRESSORS

There are many ways to control the flow and pressure of streams dis-
charging from pumps and compressors, but all are not equally efficient.
Throttling a valve in the discharge line of a cent’rifugal  pump may be
convenient, but it may also be wasteful if long periods of low flow are
encountered. And it cannot be done at all with a positive-displacement
pump, because pressure ratings would be exceeded.

The point is, that the type and size of a prime mover dictate the means
which are to be used to control it. This is particularly t’rue  of compressors
which are capable of exhibiting unstable characteristics.

Positive-displacement Pumps

There are two principal classes of pumps: positive-displacement and
centrifugal. In positive-displacement pumps, a given volume of fluid is
mechanically forced from the suction port to the discharge wit’h  every
rotation of the shaft. In reciprocating pumps, this is done in a periodic
fashion, such that outflow pulsates; if multiple cylinders are used, they
are phased so as to diminish the amplit’ude  and period of t’he  pulsations,
smoothing the flow. Often an air chamber is at’tached  to the discharge
line to help absorb these pulsat.ions.

If either the stroke or the speed of a reciprocating pump is adjustable,
it can be used for metering an accurate amount of fluid. The accuracy
of these “metering pumps” requires that they be free from leakage, par-
t’icularly  backflow from discharge to suction. This means that their
valves must be t,ight-sealing,  and the fluid free from particles which might
interfere with their action. The fluid must also be incompressible; these
pumps often vapor-lock when the fluid contains dissolved or entrained
gas. When used with clean liquids, metering pumps are valuable for
flow control, particularly where high discharge pressures are encoun-
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FIG 9.12. Shown are two methods
for controlling the flow from a gear
or vane pump.

tered. They are available with a pneumatic operator to adjust the
stroke automatically from a set station or a primary controller.

Other positive-displacement pumps include those which move liquid
with rotating gears or vanes. Their output is continuous, although noisy.
But as the name implies, posit’ive-displacement  pumps must he allowed
to discharge their rat’ed  flow. They must always be protected by a relief
valve connected from discharge to suct,ion;  otherwise, if the discharge line
is restricted, high enough pressure can be developed to rupture the line
or overload the motor.

Cont’rol  of flow from a gear or vane pump may be achieved by manipu-
lating a bypass or by regulating the discharge pressure with a bypass,
both of which are shown in Fig. 9.12.

Centrifugal Pumps

Centrifugal pumps exhibit slippage. They impart momentum to the
fluid, which is converted to velocity head. At no-flow conditions, rota-
tion of an impeller of a given diameter at constant speed produces the
maximum head which the pump is capable of delivering. As flow
increases, the head falls by an amount equivalent to frictional losses
within the pump itself. It should be noted that the pressure which a
centrifugal pump is capable of delivering varies with the density of t,he
fluid, since pressure equals head times density.

The characteristics of a centrifugal pump are usually plotted as head vs.
flow on linear coordinates. Contours of speed, horsepower, and efficiency
are often included. The choice of linear coordinates is unfortunate in
the sense that only the horsepower contours are straight lines. If speed
is an important variable, plotting head vs. flow squared will yield straight
contours. The two plots are compared in Fig. 9.13. Discharge pressure
p varies with speed N,  flow F, and density p as follows:

p = &iv  - kzF2) (9.23)

The coefficients k1  and kz  are functions of the mechanical parameters of
the pump, i.e., impeller diameter, clearance, etc.

Small pumps are usually driven by constant-speed electrical motors.
Flow may be controlled by throttling a valve in the discharge line. The
suction should never be throt#tled,  because a centrifugal pump requires a
positive suction head to operate. Low suction pressure causes cavitation
and loss of flow.
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F; gpm F2,  %

FIG 9.13. By proper choice of coordinates,
speed contours for a centrifugal pump are made
into straight lines.

The hydraulic horsepower, HHP, imparted to a fluid is defined as the
product’ of the pressure (not head) developed and the flow delivered:

HHP = & (9.24)

The unit’s of flow are gpm  and the units of pressure are psi. If flow is
shut off, or if pressure is lost, HHP falls to zero. But the pump neverthe-
less absorbs power from the drive, which indicates that its efhciency  has
gone to zero. *44s  is the case with most machinery, centrifugal pumps
operat,e  most,  efficiently in the middle of their pressure-flow range. The
point of maximum HHP can be found by multiplying the right’ side of
Eq. (9.23) by flow to give HHP, then differentiating with respect to flow.
Solving the equation for zero derivative gives the optimum flow F,:

For the characteristics given in Fig. 9.13, maximum HHP would occur
at 58  gpm  for 3,600 rpm,  and 29 gpm  for 1,800 rpm. This confirms that
speed should be varied with flow if the most efficient conditions are to be
maintained. Manipulation of speed is therefore economically justified
with large pumps.

Many  pumps are driven by steam turbines, which are equipped with
governors capable of being set pneumatically or electrically. Others are
driven by constant-speed electric motors through hydraulic or magnetic
couplings. The speed of the pump shaft can usually be varied from 0 to
100 percent of motor speed by adjusting the degree of coupling.

To fully assess the characteristics of speed manipulation, the flow

process must be combined with the pump parameters. Flow through a
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process whose flow coefficient is kS is given by

F2 = k,E
P

(9.25)

Substituting for F2 in Eq. (9.23) yields the response of discharge pressure
to speed:

(9.26)

Or, solving for flow,

Alanipulating  speed is very much like positioning a linear valve.
Note that HHP varies with speed cubed. This is favorable for variable

speed couplings, in that the load placed on them is quite low when speed
is gradually increased from zero.

Compressor Control

Reciprocating compressors are considered in the same light as pumps,
with the exception that their outflow can be measured easily. Their
higher speed and the compressibility of the fluid help to reduce pulsations.
Control methods previously described for gear and vane pumps (Fig.
9.12) can also be used for reciprocating compressors.

Alulticylinder  compressors cm  have their flow reduced by L’unloading”
some of the cylinders sequentially. This consists of holding the suction
valve open during the entire stroke, effectively disabling the cylinder.
Most multicylinder compressors are equipped with solenoid or pneumatic
“unloaders” which may be operated from the output’ of a controller.
There is a discrete number of flow conditions for such a compressor, so
limit cycling cannot be avoided.

Again, manipulation of speed where practicable has the advantage of
being both continuous and efficient’.

Centrifugal or turbocompressors are analogous to centrifugal pumps in
principle. But the compressibility of the fluid being transported affects
their characteristics considerably. While discharge head was plotted
against flow for a pump, compression ratio is typically t’he  ordinate used
to display compressor characteristics. But the most,  significant propert’y
of a centrifugal compressor is the presence of an area of instability. Cer-
tain combinations of low flow and high pressure fall into what is known
as the ‘lsurge”  region. Figure 9.14 shows where this region lies.

In bhe  surge region, a compressor exhibits positive feedback: decreasing
flow causes pressure to fall until it is less than that in t’he  discharge line.
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Then a momentary reversal of flow occurs until the line pressure falls
below what is being developed. These flow reversals can develop into
pulsations violent enough to cause severe damage.

It is obviously essential to stay clear of the surge region, yet the great-
est power efficiency is ordinarily realized directly adjacent to it. So it
is important to outline this region carefully.

The ordinate for both plots in Fig. 9.14 is discharge-suction pressure
ratio p,Jp,,  starting from 1.0, or pd/p,  - 1.0; the abscissa F is the volu-
met,ric  flow at suct,ion  conditions. The locus of the surge line varies with
su&on  temperakrre  T, and can be represent.ed  by the equation

(9.28)

Interestingly, a simple transposition allows a remarkably easy calculation
of surge condit’ions. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (9.28) by p, gives

pd - p, = k4F2  $
s

If a conventional orifice meter is inserted in the suction line, a differential,
h, is developed relative to the volumetric flow:

Combining the last t’wo  expressions yields a relation between compressor
differential and flow differential which describes the surge line:

h = K(pd - PA (9.29)

Constant-speed compressors operate on one of the curves shown in
Fig. 9.14. To control pressure, a valve in the suction or discharge may

F,  c fm F: %

FIG 9.14. Plotting pressure ratio against flow
squared allows easier identification of the surge
region.
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FIG 9.15. The bypass valve only
opens when the flow drawn from the
compressor approaches the mini-
mum calculated for surge protection.

Motor Compressor

be thrott’led,  but only to a point. If the load should call for flow falling
within the surge region, part of the output of the compressor must be
bypassed t)o the suction to maintain stable conditions.

A control system5  which calculates the minimum flow tolerable for
current values of suction and discharge pressure is illustrated in Fig. 9.15.
A differential pressure transmitter senses pd - p,,  and its output is multi-
plied by coefficient K in a ratio station, whose output in turn sets the flow
controller. As long as the flow measurement exceeds the minimum value
calculated above, the flow controller will leave the bypass valve closed.
The ratio K should be set to allow some margin of safety, and the flow

controller should be protected from overshoot with an antiwindup switch.
As t’he  surge line is approached, the flow controller will begin to open the
bypass, which increases flow, reduces discharge pressure, and increases
suction pressure all at t,he  same time, positively preventing surge.

Rather than closing a valve in the suction line, many large compressors
have an arrangement of inlet guide vanes, which may be manipulated for
more efficient  throttling by reducing entrance losses. In addition, the
guide vanes shift the surge line to the left as they are closed, which
increases the working range of the compressor.

If upon a reduction in load, the speed of a compressor is reduced,
pd - p, mill also decrease, and with it, the minimum flow requirement
for surge protection. Thus with speed as the manipulated variable, the
bypass valve usually does not need to be opened. Together with the
reasons mentioned under centrifugal pumps, this makes manipulation of
speed economically attractive.

Control may be exercised over suction as well as discharge pressure
or volumetric or weight flow. Or selection may be made between two
variables as was illustrated in Fig. 6.15. These variables are all similar
in nature, particularly if flow is in the differential form. As with a
centrifugal pump, flow varies linearly with speed, pressure wit’h  speed
squared.
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P R O B L E M S
9.1 Design a simplified decoupling system for the control of temperature and

flow of a mixture of hot and cold water, whose flow rates are the manipulated
variables.

9.2 Feed to a reactor is being preheated countercurrently by oil at a tempera-
ture of 500°F. The feed is a liquid, entering the exchanger at 200°F and leaving
at a controlled temperature of 400’F. I-nder  normal conditions, the feed rate
is 100 lb/min and oil flow is 400 lb/mm; the heat capacity of each is 0.8 Btu/
(lb)(“F). Estimate the change in oil flow required to maintain control as feed
flow varies +20  percent from normal. Repeat for variations of +40”F  in feed
inlet temperature.

9.3 Calculate the process gain dTcz/dT17,1  for the normal and the -20 per-
cent flow conditions encountered in Prob. 9.2. Then calculate the gain product
of process and valve  dTc2/dm using an equal-percentage characteristic (let
dWH/dm  = kll-,).

9.4 The temperature of condensate leaving a condenser is being controlled by
manipulating the flow of cooling water. Suppose c7  N  kll*c; derive the varia-
tion of &  with Kc. What are the limitations of this approximation?

9.5 How is steam t,emperature  controlled in a drum boiler? What fea-
ture of a once-through boiler enables manipulation of feedwater flow to control
temperature?

9.6 Find the values of coefficients k, and kz for t.he  pump characterist’ics  given
in Fig. 9.13. If 50  gpm is being drawn as load, what speed is required to control
the discharge head at 50 ft? Calculate the HHP required at that speed and
also the HHP required to deliver the same flow at 3,600 rpm. The fluid is
water.



The heart of a chemical process is a reaction in which several feed
stocks are combined to make one or more products of greater value.
Before the plant is designed, process engineers have to determine whether
the reaction will proceed at a favorable rate, with sufficient conversion
into the principal product to make the operation profitable. Once the
optimum conditions for the conduct of the reaction have been established,
the control system must be designed to maintain them. But there are
many factors affecting the rate of the principal and side reactions, which
must be appreciated before an intelligent design can be made.

To a great extent, the success of a reactor control system depends upon
how well the reactor is designed. That is, it is possible to design a
reactor so that it is unstable no matter what kind of control system is
employed. For this reason, a few words will be directed toward reactor
design, both to serve as a guide to the process engineer involved in design
and to facilitate recognition of an unstable reactor.

In most plants, the reactor is the starting point for the process, and its
251
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production rat,e  sets the load. This is fortunate in that, the reactor is
then free from the rapid or unpredict’able  load upset’s which other units
encounter. But the reaction system ought to be well regulated; if it is
not, it will generate disturbances that will be propagated through the
rest of the plant.

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE CONDUCT OF REACTIONS

Unless this section is thoroughly understood, much of the significance
of the design procedures that follow will be lost. Alany  processes can
tolerate poorly designed control systems, particularly if they are protected
from a rapidly varying load. But most chemical reactors will not.
Some need no load upset to break into oscillations sufficiently violent to
ruin product, destroy catalyst, damage equipment, and endanger life.

It is therefore not surprising to find many reactors operated in manual
control, simply because their automatic systems are not capable of doing
their job. Control is usually unsatisfactory in manual, too, but operators
tend to have more confidence in themselves than in poorly designed con-
trol systems.

Chemical Equilibrium

A great many chemical reactions are reversible. That is, under certain
conditions it is possible to start with the products and make a measurable
amount of t.he  reactan& In these cases an equilibrium state can exist
in which the reaction comes to a standstill because the forward and
reverse rates are equal. This equilibrium point determines how much of
the reactants can be converted into products and also what conditions
will favor conversion.

As an example, consider the vapor-phase oxidation of sulfur dioxide
into sulfur trioxide, one of the steps in the manufacture of sulfuric acid:

so,  + x0 2 s SO, + heat (10.1)

A certain ratio of product to reactant concentration can be reached which
will bring about equilibrium. This ratio is identified by the equilibrium
constant K, such that:

(10.2)

Every reversible reaction has an equilibrium constant, which is a function
of temperature and catalyst.

The existence of an equilibrium state discloses that a certain fraction
of the reactants must be withdrawn along with the product. This places
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a limitation on the conversion which can be achieved within a reactor.
But several tactics can be used to improve conversion, which can be
deduced from Eqs.  (10.1) and (10.2):

1. Reduction in product concentration will permit reduction in reac-
tant concentration. Thus, if product can be removed from the reaction
zone by condensation, for example, more conversion is possible. Conver-
sion can approach 100 percent if products are easily separated from the
reactants as gases or solids from a liquid-phase reaction or as liquids or
solids from a vapor-phase reaction.

2. An increase in reactant concentration will also increase conversion.
Notice in Eq. (10.2) that SO3  concentration is a fun&ion of both the SO2
and O2  concentrations. An increase in either SOZ or O2  will promote
conversion; therefore either reactant can be used in excess to augment
conversion of the other.

3. For the particular example being used, Eq. (10.1) indicates that the
total moles (hence volume) of the reactants (1.5) is greater than that of
the product (1). Therefore an increase in pressure will tend to increase
t’he  denominator  of Eq. (10.2) more than the numerator; this will enhance
conversion. This particular reaction should therefore be conducted
under pressure.

4. The evolution of heat indicated by Eq. (10.1) also affects equilib-
rium. Just as separation of product from the reactants will promote
conversion, removal of heat will do likewise. In fact’, high temperature
favors the reverse reaction. Consequently subject reaction should be
conducted at low temperature with continuous removal of heat.

A catalyst is a substance that has the property of changing the equi-
librium constant without actually taking part in the reaction. It may
be nothing more than a porous surface onto which the reactants are
adsorbed. Or it may serve to establish a token concentration of an inter-
mediate product, without which the final product might not be formed.
Or it may serve to provide the correct environment, e.g., acidity. Light
even catalyzes some reactions.

Catalyst may be packed in a fixed bed within t,he  reactor. Uniformly
small particles may also be supported by the upward velocity of the reac-
tant stream (gas or liquid), in which case it is called a “fluidized bed.”
Solid catalyst may also be dissolved or suspended in a liquid reaction
media, then separated from the products and recycled. ;\Ietal  catalysts
may be made into screens or other shapes across which the reactants flow.
It should be remembered, however, that the reaction takes place 011  the
surface of the catalyst; if heat is evolved, cooling should be applied there,
or the cat’alyst  could bc destroyed or deactivated. Alost  catalysts also
become deactivated due to fouling of the surface with by-products and
contamination by impurities in the feed stock, called poisons. The
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conversion  within a reactor depends on the active surface area of the cata-
lyst, which can be time-variant. A classic opt’imization  problem oft)en
encountered involves deciding on the most efficient’  schedule for replac-
ing or reactivating catalyst.

Reaction Rate

Equilibrium occurs when the rates of forward and reverse reactions are
equal. These rates are proportional to concent’rations  of reactants and
products respectively. Let k, and k, be designated as forward- and
reverse-rate coefficients. Then at equilibrium,

k,[S0,1[0,15”L  = k,[SO,i (10.3)

Icrom  Eqs. (10.2) and (10.3), the equilibrium constant’ is the ratio of t’he
forward- to reverse-rate coefficients:

+! (10.4)
I

The rate of reaction can be identified as the rate of change of comeutra-
t’ion  of one  of the reactants or products in approaching equilibrium:

4SOsl  _  dWU  _-__
d t dt

k,[so,][o,p - k,[SOa]

This forward reaction is l..j-order,  indicated by the sum of the exponeuts,
while t’hc  reverse reaction is first-order. If one of the reactants, for
example, 02,  is in considerable excess, the rate of reaction will depend
principally on the concentration of the other, and therefore will approach
first-order. This is, in fact, a very common occurrence, so the majority
of reactions can be treated as first-order. Furthermore, if any of the four
steps previously given to promote conversion are employed, the rate of
t’he  reverse reaction is usually negligible. So a general equation may be
applied to describe the rate of most reactions, relative to the concentrn-
t’ion  .?: of the controlling reactant:

~1 batch of reactant will change its concentration exponentially with
t’ime  from an initia1  value I’,) to a current value  X,  according to the integra-
tion of E:q. (10.5):
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Converting the natural logarithms to exponents yields:

x  =  xoeckt

Kate  t’hat  the t’ime  constant for a first-order reaction is l/k;  thus the units
of the reaction-rate coefficient are in inverse time.

Fractional conversion of reactant into product will be identified as TV,
varying with Gnie:

x0 - x
f/= ~ = 1  - e-kt

x0
(10.6)

In a continuous plug-jlow reactor, the reaction mixture flows through a
pipe without back-mixing. This type of reactor is dominated by dead
time. The residence time of the reactants traveling through a volume 1’
at a flow F is V/F. Thus the concentration at the exit of the vessel is

x = xOe-kVIF

Conversion also varies exponentially with flow:

y = 1 - e-kvlF (10.7)

A continuous back-mixed reactor is one throughout which the reactant
is uniformly distributed by means of agitation. It approaches a single-
capacity system. Reaction rate is constant throughout, given by IQ.
(10.5). The rate of consumpt,ion of the reactant is the volume of the
vessel times  the reaction rate, which equals the flow times the loss in
csoncentration between inlet and outlet:’

V dx
- __ =  ICT’X  =  F(x0 - x)

dt

Solving for exit concentration,

x=1+:l;iOV,F
Conversion in a back-mixed reactor varies inversely with residence time:

1
Y = ’ - 1  + kJ,,T,F =

kV/F
1 + IcV/F

(10.8)

A plug-flow reactor is dominated by dead time equal to the residence
time. A back-mixed  reactor, hoxvever,  has a time constant which is a
function of both k and T’/F. To illustrate this, a differential equat’ion
will be written to describe the dynamic material balance:

F(x,, - x )  - vkx  = v @
d t
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Solving for x,

V d x
0

Fxo-___
‘+F+Vk  if-i  =F+Vk

The concentration time constant is the coefficient of the second term:

(10.9)

The reaction-rate coefficient k  increases sharply with temperature-
perhaps its most outstanding characteristic:

1~ = ae-EIRT (10.10)

where a and E = constants peculiar to the reaction
R = universal gas constant
T = absolute temperature

To ihustrate  this strong dependency, k  is plotted vs. T in Fig. 10.1 for a
typical reaction whose parameters are: a = ezg min-I, E/R = 20,000”
Rankine.

The conversion in a plug-flow reactor varies with temperature in a
double exponent’ial,  combining Eqs. (10.7) and (10.10). Conversion
versus temperature for a back-mixed reactor is found by combining Eqs.
(10.8) and (10.10). In Fig. 10.2, conversion is plotted against t’empera-
t,ure for t,hree  values of V/F in both types of continuous reactors using
values taken from Fig. 10.1. The plug-flow reactor delivers higher con-
version than a back-mixed reactor operating under the same conditions.

Differentiation of the  conversion vs. temperature relationships for
each reactor yields expressions for their slopes. For the plug-flow reactor,

dy Jc  (1 - y) 111  (1 - y)dT = RT2

‘I
2

7
c
E

22
1

SO 200 220 240 260

FIG 10.1. Reaction rate is pro-
foundly influenced by temperature.

(10.11)

Temperature.  "F
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FIG 10.2. Comparison of conversion vs. tem-
perature characteristics for (a) plug-flow and (b)
back-mixed reactors.

And for the back-mixed reactor!

dy E
dT= pY(l - Y) (10.12)

These expressions will be useful in determining temperature stabilit’y
later in the chapter. The maximum slope of a conversion vs. temperature
curve always occurs at kV/F = 1, which corresponds to 63 percent con-
version in t’he  plug-flow reactor and 50 percent in the back-mixed. For
the V/F = 1 curves of Fig. 10.2, the maximum slopes are 1/64.7“F  and
1/95”F  for the two reactors, at 230°F.

The curves of Fig. 10.2 and Eqs. (10.11) and (10.12) describe st’eady-
state conditions only, however. In a departure from steady state because
of a heat transfer upset, temperature will change the reaction-rate coefli-
cient  in advance of a change in reactant concentration. Thus the reac-
tion rate will increase with temperature above the new steady-st’ate  level
unt’il  reactant concentration is accordingly reduced. A partial derivative
of conversion with respect to temperature at constant concentration
describes t’he  instantaneous conversion that exceeds the steady-state con-
version relative to the amount unconverted:2

(10.13)

This means that the maximum dynamic slope of the plug-flow reactor is

aY-
dT z

= g2 In (1 - y) (10.14)
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And for the back-mixed reactor,

(10.15)

The Stability of Exothermic Reactors

An exothermic reaction is one in which heat is evolved. The evolution
of heat increases temperature, which increases the rate of reaction. This
series of events forms a positive feedback loop which can result in a
runaway if other conditions permit. The conditions are:

1. Heat cannot be removed to the surroundings as fast as it is evolved.
2. Conversion is sufficiently below 100 percent that heat evolution is

not thereby limited.
The rate of heat evolution Q1-  is simply the rate of reaction times the heat
of reaction H,:

Qr = H,Fxoy (10.16)

Because Q7  varies directly with y,  the curves of Fig. 10.2 can also be
plotted as heat evolution against temperature. Figure 10.3 shows the
heat evolution of t’he  back-mixed reactor at B/F = 1;  the temperature
is to be controlled at 230°F to maintain 50 percent conversion.

For the moment, neglect the sensible heat of the reactants, such that
all the evolved heat is to be transferred to a cooling system. The rate of
heat transfer Q7,  will approach

&TX  = UA(T  - T,)

where 7’,  is the coolant temperature. This describes a straight line of
slope rA and intercept l’,. Lines representing two possible cooling
systems designed for the same heat flow are also shown in Fig. 10.3.

The normal condition for the reactor is described by point 0 in Fig. 10.3.
No matter which heat removal line is followed, QT  = Qr  at that point,
so that a state of thermal equilibrium can exist. But should the tem-
perature rise, the rate of heat evolution will increase more than the rate

0
160 200 2 2 0 2 4 0 2 6 0 2 8 0

Temperature.“F

FIG 10.3. The slope of the heat-
removal line determines whether the
reactor will be stable.
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of heat transferred by the system designated as unstable.3  This will
cause the t,emperature  to rise farther until the QV  curve crosses the line
again, at point IV. Point’s  I, and N arc stable intersections, while point 0
is an unstable intersection.

The other heat transfer line demonstrates a capability for removing
more heat than is evolved upon a temperature increase, thereby restoring
equilibrium. This indicates that an cxothermic reactor can be made
inherently stable by providing sufficient heat transfer area. To state it
another way, sufficient heat transfer area will provide negative feedback
in excess of the positive feedback of the reaction.

To more explicitly define the relationships involved, an unsteady-st’ate
heat balance must be written:

H,Fx,,y - UA  (T - T,) - FpC( T - TF)  = VpC  g (10.17)

The first two  terms of Eq. (10.17) have already been described. The
third term represents the sensible heat absorbed by t’he  reaction stream
of density p and specific heat C as it rises from inlet temperature TF.
The term on the right of the equation represents the thermal capacity
of the system.

Since heat evolution is a nonlinear function of temperature, it is neces-
sary to linearize Eq. (10.17) in order to find the thermal time constant
of the reactor. Let Eq. (10.18) describe variations about a designated
reference temperature Z’,:

( T  - kl-) - UA(T  - T,) - FpC(T  - T,)
z

= vpc$  (10.18)

Arranging in the classical form of a first-order equation allows identifica-
tion of the time constant:

T+ VPC d l
UA  +  FpC - H,Fx,,(dy/aT),dt  =  Tr

The thermal time constant is

VPC
rT =  UA  +  FpC - H,Fx,,(ay/c?T). (10.19)

If T, is the manipulated variable, t,he  steady-state process gain turns
out to be

UA
UA  + FpC - H,Fxo(ay/aT),

(10.20)
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If the reactor is unstable, bbth the gain and the time constant will be
negative. The denominator in both expressions is the difference between
the slopes of the heat-removal and heat-evolution curves, as in Fig. 10.3.
If both denominators are positive, the reactor behaves as a simple first-
order lag. If both are negative, positive feedback dominates; the
dynamic gain is the same as a simple lag, but the phase angle goes from
-90” at zero period to -180” at an infinite period:

4~ = -7r + tan-’  2n  z
70

(10.21)

The -?r indicates a negative steady-state gain, while the plus sign in
front of the tan-’  indicates a negative time constant. Both the time
constant and the steady-state gain can also approach infinity, in which
case the reactor acts as an integrator whose dynamic gain at period ~~ is

.+EE- To
277TT 2nVpC/  CIA (10.22)

Equation (10.22) defines the dynamic asymptote of process gain for all
conditions of stability, exhibiting an effective time constant of VpC/UA.

A stable reactor can operate without temperature control; regulation
of T, alone is ordinarily sufficient. But an unstable reactor will drift
away from the control point in either direction at an ever-increasing rate,
unless feedback control is enforced.

Unfortunately, it may not always be possible or economical to design
for stability. Enough heat transfer area must be provided so that only
about 50 to 60°F differential is required across it to remove the rated flow
of heat. (This is an estimate of the T - T, ordinarily required to exceed
dT/dy,  such as that given in Fig. 10.2.3)

Stability will be assured if heat is removed by boiling one or more of the
ingredients in the reaction, since this makes the system almost isothermal.
On the other hand, if heat is removed by a mechanism like evaporation
of liquid into a dry gas stream, its flow may change very little with tem-
perature. In this case the slope of the heat-removal curve would be
slight, and the reactor could be expected to be unstable.

All of the foregoing statements on stability were used to describe open-
loop situations. Some unstable reactors can be given steady-state
stability by applying enough negative feedback from the control system
to overcome the positive feedback of the reaction. To visualize how this
is possible, consider the proportional control loop of Fig. 10.4 for steady-
state conditions only.

Figure 10.4 can be represented mat.hematically  by

T =?(,  -T)=xc P r KT
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FIG 10.4. Negative feedback
of the controller must over-
come positive feedback in the
reactor in order to attain
steady-state stability.

FIG 10.5. The dynamic gain varies
almost linearly with the amount of
dead time in the loop.

The closed-loop steady-state gain is found by solving for T/T,:

1 1
?;, = 1 + P/100& (10.23)

Steady-state stability is identified by positive gain. 111 order for T/T,
to be positive,

i&P-’T

If KT were posit’ive,  P could have any value, because the reactor would
be stable with the loop open. But with KT negative, P cannot be greater
than -100 KT: if KT = -2, P < 2007& This sets an upper limit on P.

The dynamic properties of the rest of the loop set a lower limit on P.
The nat’ural  period of the temperature-control loop is found by equating
the sum of the phase lags of all dynamic elements to 180”. Since the
phase of a negative lag is between -90 and -180”,  there is little room
for other elements. This clearly rules out integral control.

If all the other dynamic elements in the loop can be lumped toget’her
as dead time rd,  t’he  period of oscillation can be found by equating the
sum of the phase lags to -180”:

-r = -242 - r + tan-1 2=721
70 To

Having found 70, the dynamic gain of the unstable reactor can be
determined :

A plot of dynamic gain vs. the ratio of Td/rT  is given in Fig. 10.5. The
dynamic gain of a stable react,or  is included for comparison.
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The upper limit on P has been established at -100K~. But if P were
set exactly at that limit, the reactor would have no net feedback and SO

could scarcely be considered stabilized. So a realistic value for P would
apply twice the necessary negative feedback:

P < --OK*

But in order to provide s/4-amplitude  damping at rO,

P = 200G

The combination of these two conditions can only be realized if

; < 0.25
T

This corresponds to a Td/TT  of 0.35 or less in E’ig.  10.5. If Td > o.%TT,

t,he  reactor will bc either poorly damped at T,,  or it will be prone to float
in the long term, depending on which limit the proport’ional  band is set
to favor. An unstable reactor whose dead time approaches its thermal
time constant cannot be controlled with any confidence. The tempera-
ture tends to limit-cycle in a sawtooth mamler,  rising slowly to the set
point as the cooling is reduced, then descending rapidly when cooling is
applied by the controller. Often the only remedy for this situation is a
reduction in throughput until stability is achieved.

Instability also affects the natural period of a react,or  in a closed 100~.
Based on the  same equations as Fig. 10.5, the period of unstable and stable
reactors are compared in Fig. 10.6. All  of the foregoing ,should  provide
ample  incentive for designing a reactor which will be st.able  in the open
loop.4 Because an unstable reactor is such a difficult  control problem,
the engineer should USC every advantage at his command. For example:

2
-1.0 -0.5 0 +0.5 + 1 . 0

‘d/‘T
FIG  10.6. The response of an un-
stable reactor is both slow.er  and
more variable than a stable reactor
with the same parameters.

1. Use cascade cont,rol  from reac-
tor teniperat,ure  to c~ool~nt  t’empera-
ture for fast response.

2.  L\Iaintain  the maximum flow of
coolant to minimize dead time.

3.  USC a noninteracting  primary
controller. (The lat,ter  function
may be achieved by combining the
outputs of a proportional-plus-deriv-
ative and a proportional-plus-reset
or integrating rontroller as shown in
Fig. 4.86.)
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CONTINUOUS REACTORS

Continuous reactors are designed to operate under conditions of con-
stant feed rate, withdrawal of product, and removal or supply of heat.
If properly controlled, they are ordinarily invariant-that is, the distribu-
tion of composition and t’emperature  is constant with respect to time and
space. (Gradual degradation of catalyst, fouling of heat transfer sur-
faces, etc., often are encountered, but their time scale is beyond the con-
t’rol  spectrum.) The goal of the control system is to ensure that the
operating conditions do remain constant, at the design specifications,
while minimizing the losses of both product and reactants.

There are so many types of react,ions  that it is not possible to discuss
t’hem  all, yet a general classification can be quite helpful. The distinction
between plug-flow and back-mixed  reactors has already been made, the
former being capable of greater conversion, and the latter being easier
to control. Beyond this, some reactions are carried virtually to comple-
tion in a single pass; others are forced t,o  be conducted at low conversion
due to, low react’ion  rates, reversibility of the reaction, or occurrence of
side react’ions.

When conversion is incomplete, the excess reactant(s) must be recycled;
therein lies a major distinct’ion-single-pass vs. recycle operation. Some
reactions are conducted in an essentially inert media such as a solvent,
which also may be recycled. Finally, reactions are occasionally moder-
ated by dilution with product, which then is recycled. To summarize,
reactors may be classified as:

1. Single-pass
2.  Recycle

a. Reactant(s)
b.  Inert vehicle
c. Product

Each group has its own distinctive arrangement. of flow- and inventory-
control loops.

Apportioning Reactant Flows

Whenever one of the reactants differs in phase from products and other
reactants, it may be automatically added at the same rate as it is con-
sumed, by controlling its inventory within the reactor. Figure 10.7
shows single-pass reactors with either a liquid or a gas as the manipulated
flow.

Xote  tha,t  flow recorders in Fig. 10.7 will tell just what the average
reaction rate is, if allowance is made for evaporation or absorption, and
purge flow. The purge need not be continuous, but is an absolute neces-
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G a s e o u s
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Purge

Liquid
prcduct

FIG 10.7. One reactant can be automatically added as it is consumed, if
it differs in phase from the other materials.

sity to rid the reactor of inert contaminants. A trace of nitrogen, for
example, in a hydrogen feed stream can soon accumulate sufficiently to
impede the reaction, unless it is periodically or continuously discharged.
By the same token, lubricating oils from pumps and compressors can
accumulate in a liquid dead end unless purged.

In single-phase reactions carried out in one pass, as a neutralization
would be, accurate control of the ratio of the reactants is of paramount
importance. Excess of any react.ant  is not only wasted, but may cause
undesirable side reactions, including corrosion. If an end-point analyzer,
such as pH,  is available, it must be used for feedback trim of the reactant
ratio. 1Ianually set ratio control of the feed streams is ordinarily not
accurate enough, particularly if the composition of one stream is variable.

If one of the reactants is recycled, control of its flow is not critical at all,
because it is always in excess. And since it is ordinarily separated
entirely from the products, addition of fresh reactant can be manipulated
by inventory control. Figure 10.8 shows how a liquid reactant is added
to the recycle stream t.o  make up what. is consumed in the reaction.

Product is recycled for the purpose of moderating a reaction. If no
reactant is recycled along with it, the requirements for control of the
rat’io  of the feed streams is as stringent as in the single-pass reactor.

!\lany  reactions occur in the presence of some vehicle favorable to both
reactants, such as a solvent. An inert diluent acts also to moderate a
reaction, facilit’ating  control of temperature and product distribution.
If the reactants are soluble in the vehicle, whatever amount goes unre-
acted will ordinarily be recycled with it,. An example of a process with
solvent recycle is shown in Fig. 10.9.

In a single-pass reactor, an excess of any reactant is lost; but with
solvent recycle, excess accumulates if there is no feedback loop to control
its concentration. In the system of Fig. 10.9, reactants X and Y are to
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Reactor

u  E x c e s s
..nr+nn+

FIG 10.8. The flow of reactant B may be set to
limit the concentration of reactant A or to fix the
residence time.

be added in equal quantit’ies,  the reaction going to completion. But
solvent enters at a rate F, carrying wit,h it recycled reactant X at a con-
centration x1. The concentration of X in the solvent leaving the reactor
is designated x2  and is found from a mass balance, neglecting holdup
within the reactor:

Fxz  =  Fxl +  X  - Y

The content of reactant in volume V of stored solvent is found by an

FIG 10.9.FIG 10.9. Excess reactant is ordinarily recycledExcess reactant is ordinarily recycled
with the solvent.with the solvent.
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Hot condensote

unsteady-&ate mass balance on the storage tank:

dxlFXZ  = FXI  + Vdt

Combining the two equations yields the variation of x1  with respect to
the imbalance in reactant flows:

(10.24)

Equation (10.24) shows that, because of t’he  recycle loop, the process is
non-self-regulating.4 Consequently an integral controller cannot be used
t’o  regulate composition. This rules out any kind of feedback-optimizing
control system. But because of the lack of self-regulation, end-point
control is essential.

Temperature Control

Endothermic reactors present no  problem regarding temperature con-
trol, since they exhibit a marked degree of self-regulation. The exo-
thermic reactors, which have already been int’roduced,  pose the real
problem. Their negative self-regulation has been demonstrated.

One facet of an cxothermic reaction that has not yet been discussed
is its initiation. Because reaction rate increases with temperature, heat
must be applied before any conversion is obtained-then heat must be
removed. So the heat, transfer system must have t’he  capability of
operating in either direction. This creates something of a problem:
steam, for example, is most often used for heating, but is worthless for
cooling. There are two  general approaches to this problem:

1. Employ a “two-way” cooling system, i.e., one capable of heating too.
2. Split the duties by preheating the reactants and cooling the reactor.

FIG 10.10. This system will allow easy startup
as well as efficient cooling.
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FIG 10.11. Manipulation of exit
temperature is effective when coolant
is circulated at a rapid rate.

A very effective t’wo-way  cooling system uses a boiling liquid to which
heat may be externally applied for startup. An example is pictured in
Fig. 10.10. Because the rate of heat transfer in the system shown in
Fig. 10.10 is directly proportional to coolant temperature, that variable
should be manipulated to control reactor temperature. The boiling point
of the condensate is a function of its pressure, therefore the manipulated
variable is the set point of the jacket back-pressure controller.

Another system commonly used features a liquid coolant rapidly cir-
culated past the heat transfer surfaces. Figure 10.11 shows the arrange-
ment when wa,ter  is used as the coolant. Coolant temperature is chosen
as the manipulated variable, since it is linear with bot,h  heat transfer rate
and reactor temperature. A high rate of circulation allows maximum
heat transfer and speed of response.

If recirculation of coolant is not used, the dead time in the secondary
temperat’ure  loop will vary with the coolant flow. Combined with the
nonlinear variation of temperature with flow (Eq. 9.12), it results in a
limit cycle, even with an equal-percentage valve. The cycle has a dis-
tinctive appearance, the high-temperature portion, when the flow is
greatest, being of short durat,ion,  the low-temperature part of the cycle
being longer.

Heat-removal syst,ems  can be used for monitoring conversion. The
record of condensate flow to the reactor in Fig. 10.10 should provide a
reliable indication of heat evolution. With a circulating liquid coolant,
however, flow must be multiplied by temperature difference from inlet
to outlet in order to determine the rate of heat evolution. There are some
pitfalls in this system:

1. When the primary controller calls for more cooling, the temperature
at the jacket inlet will fall before that at the outlet. The difference
between inlet and outlet is ordinarily only about 5”F,  which could be
less than a transient in inlet temperature. This makes the record of
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heat transfer appear very erratic, unless dynamic compensation is applied
to the inlet measurement.

2. There are many sources of error, the principal one being a difference
in temperature between the reactants and products.

Dynamic compensation requires that,  the inlet temperature measure-
ment be delayed behind its actual value an amount equal to the delay
through the jacket. It can be applied most effectively by simulating
the jacket by a length of tubing whose dead time may be adjusted by
changing the flow. The system in Fig. 10.11 uses this compensation.

If the reactants are to be preheated, it should be done before mixing,
unless a catalyst is necessary for the reackion  to t,ake  place. Otherwise
there is no assurance that the reaction would not begin inside the pre-
heater, where it’ could not be controlled. Adding heat in the preheater(s)
and removing it in the reactor is hardly economical. But once a reaction
is initiated, it is often possible to bypass the preheaters without adverse
effect.

Some reactors have a regenerative preheating system, in which heat
is t’ransferred  from the product stream to the reactan& through an
exchanger. Although this is economically advantageous, unless prehea’t
temperature is controlled, a positive feedback loop is formed which can
destroy whatever self-regulation the reactor might have had. Tem-
perature control of regenerative preheat can be accomplished as shown
in Fig. 10.12.

Whenever a liquid-phase reaction is conducted at a temperature near
the boiling point of one of the reactants or products, heat of vaporization
may be used for control. If one of the reactants vaporizes, it may be
refluxed back  to the reactor after condensing. If a product vaporizes,
it may be removed as a vapor. This type of heat-removal system is
highly self-regulating, but it is also pressure-sensitive. In fact, pressure
control should be applied rather than temperat,ure  control, since it is a
more responsive measurement,. Throttling the reflux from the condenser,
or the vapor leaving the reactor if there is no reflux, is an effective means
for controlling pressure

Reactants

Products

FIG 10.12. Control of preheat tem-
perature is necessary for this reactor
to be stable.
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pH CONTROL

While a discussion on end-point control in general might be in order,
pH  is used far more widely than any other measurement to sense the
state of a react’ion. So while pH  has some peculiarities of its own, prin-
cipally its logarithmic character, much of the following commentary
applies to other end-point measurements.

In several instances in earlier chapters, pH  has been cited as a difficult
control problem. It has, in addition to the usual properties of a composi-
tion loop, a severely nonlinear measurement. This very characteristic
imposes exceptional demands in flow rangeability of the valves and con-
trol system.

Defining  the pH Curve

The outstanding property of each acid-base system is its pH  curve; the
one shown in Fig. 2.12 is typical of a base neutralized by an acid. The
shape of the curve is related to the equilibrium constants for ionization
of the acid and base, and the concentrations of each of the ions. But the
basis of the coordinate system is logarithmic, in that pH  is defined as
the negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion concentration, in gram-ions/
liter:

pH  = - log H+] or [Hf] = lo--* (10.25)

Pure water ionizes into hydrogen and hydroxyl ions of equal concentra-
tion:

The equilibrium constant for the ionization of water is 10-14:

K = [H+l[oH-l  = 10-M
[Hz01

This is a useful relationship, because it defines the hydroxyl-ion concen-
tration of any aqueous solution whose pH  is known:

[ O H - ]  = 10~=-‘4 (10.26)

The neutral point for water is where hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are at
equal strength, i.e., at pH  7.

Each acid and base has its own ionization constant. Some acids (or 8
bases) have two or t,hree  hydrogen (or hydroxyl) ions per atom, each of
which has its own constant. The ionization constant determines the pH
for a given strength of acid or base. Consider the example of an acid
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HA Kth an ionization constant. KA and of a base BOH whose constant
is Kn,  in separate solutions. Ionization proceeds as follows:

KB
H A g A+ + A- BOH eB+  + OH-

The pH  of each solution is readily derived:

l(yPH  = !$!&+I l()pH-‘4  = KB;tH] (10.27)

Sotice  that the pH  is a function of the concentrat,ion  of the companion
ion in each solution. The pH  of each solution mill be farthest from 7
when the companion ions are at a minimum: i.e., equal to the hydrogen-
or hydroxyl-ion concentration:

(10.28)

If some neutralization has already taken place, however, the concentra-
tion of the hydrogen or hydroxyl ion will be less than that of its compan-
ion, which could alter the pH  vs. concentration relationship considerably.

Because of the effect of the half-power in Eq. (10.28), the pH  of pure
acids and bases can be expected to change by 0.5 with every decade
increase in concentration. This is true for weak acids and bases. Strong
acids and bases, however, do not obey the rule, probably because their
ionization is not affected by t,he  presence of a companion ion, since every
decade in concentration changes pH  by about one unit, as Table 10.1
indicates.

From the data in Table 10.1, the ionization constant for acetic acid is
found to be 1.83 X lOA  and for ammonium hydroxide, 3.47 X 10e5;
ionization of the others is variable.

When controlling to an end point, all of the acid (base) must be neu-
tralized, both what, is already ionized and what is not. Let this total
acid concentration be designated 54,  and total base, 2~:

XA =  [H+l  +  [HA] xjj  = [OH-] + [BOH] (10.29)

TABLE 10.15 pH  of Various Acids and Bases

Concentration, iV* HCl CH,COOH NaOH NH,OH

1.0 0.10 2.37 14.05 11.77
0 1 1.07 2.87 13.07 11.27
0.01 2.02 3.37 12.12 10.77

* Normal concentration is defined as one gram-atom of replaceable
hydrogen per liter of solution.
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14

FIG 10.13. A weak acid or base will 4
require more reagent for neutraliza-
tion from a given pII, but control is 2

easier; buffering augments the effect. 0
0 0 . 5 1.0 1.5 2 . 0

Mols NaOH
Mel  acid

Combining with Eq. (10.27) yields

XA = lo-pH(l  + 2) xs =  lop=‘4  ( 1  +  2) (10.30)

If the acid and base are mixed, the resulting pH  will be determined by
whichever  agent was in excess;  it can be found by solving the difference
between Eqs. (10.30), that is, I%A  - xl{,  for PH.~
Notice that neutrality, that is, xA  - xn  = 0, occurs at pH  7 only if
[A-I/KA  = [B+]/KB. This is why a solution of sodium acetate, for
example, a neutral salt of a st,rong  base (large Kn)  and a weak acid (small
&), exhibits a high pH. The slope of a pH  curve is influenced  strongly
by the ionization constants of both acid and base. The ionization of
weak acids and bases is severely limited by the concentration of their com-
panion ions; a solution whose pH  is thus limited is said to be “buffered.”

Figure 10.13 shows t,hat  the slope of a strong acid-strong base curve
is so great near neutrality that stable control is virtually impossible.
Fortunately, most applications involve neutralizing a weak acid (possibly
buffered) with a strong base, also shown in Fig. 10.13, or a weak base
with a strong acid.

Control of pH  has been pursued successfully in media other than water.
The solvent must be sufhciently  polar to ionize the solutes and be a moder-
ate conductor of electricity; methanol fits into this category. Trace
amounts of water are helpful, although not always necessary. Because
each solvent has its own ionization constant, neutrality is not necessarily
at pH  7 in nonaqueous media. Where it is not possible to measure pH
in a particular organic solvent,, a sample may be continuously extracted
with water and the  pH  of the aqueous  phase measured.
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Rangeability Requirements for pH-Control  Systems

When pH control is exercised on a chemical reaction in which a product
is being made, conditions can be expected t’o  be well defined. For
example, the required ratio of reagent acid (or base) flow to that of the
product or other reactants ordinarily would change but little. Further-
more, the pH curve ought to be known and invariant.

Because of the tremendous sensitivity of the curve in the region of
neutrality, it is always necessary to trim the ratio wtih a feedback loop.
In addition, the nonlinearity of the measurement should be compensated
by using the continuous nonlinear controller described at the end of
Chap. 5. A diagram of the recommended system appears in Fig. 10.14.
The flow signals are linearized to maintain loop gain constant over the
fuI1  range of flow.

The majority of pH applications involve neutralization of plant’ waste
from a combination of drains, sumps, vent scrubbers, etc. The demands
of these waste-treating systems complicate the control problem in several
dimensions:

1. The flow of the effluent stream may vary as much as four- or fivefold.
2. The stream may alternate between acidic and basic, requiring two

reagents.
3. Its acid or base content may vary over several decades.
4. The type of acid or base in solution may vary from weak to strong,

with the possibility of buffering; thus the pH curve is variable.
The flow range required of the reagents is moderated by whatever

tolerance is set on final pH. The scheme shown in Fig. 10.14 is wholly
unsuited to such an application, because the differential meters are accu-
rate to 1 percent of span only from 25 to 100 percent, a 4 : 1 range. Linear
control valves are limited to the vicinity of 25: 1 rangeability, while

-
Feed

Product

FIG 10.14. When controlling a re-
actor, flow ratio should be trimmed
by a nonlinear controller.
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FIG 10.15. The small equal-per-
centage valve provides precise trim,
while the large linear valve accom-
modates major load changes,

equal-percentage valves are, at best, 50:  1. If, for example, a 200: 1 ffow
range is required, two valves must be used.

Sequencing of control valves to increase rangeability is tricky. It is
not enough to open a smaller valve fully before cracking a larger valve-
loop  gain is an important consideration. If two linear valves of a size
ratio of 10 are chosen to be sequenced, constant gain will only be achieved
if the small valve is fully open at 9 percent controller output (1 :ll).
The gain of an equal-percentage valve varies directly with the actual flow
through it. This flow characteristic will be altered if two valves are open
at the same time; so their correct sequencing requires the smaller valve
to be closed as the larger is opened. A certain amount of logic is required
to perform this function.

A control system has been developed which incorporates valve sequenc-
ing for wide range along with compensation for the nonlinear curve.7 I t
features a small equal-percentage valve driven by a proportional pH
controller. The output of the pH  controller also operates a large linear
valve through a proportional-plus-reset controller with a dead zone. The
system is shown in Fig. 10.15.

Equal-percentage valves have been described as having an exponent’ial
characteristic, similar to the pH  curve. As pH  deviates from neutrality,
the gain of t,he  Curve  decreases; but increasing deviation will open the
valve farther, increasing its gain in a compensating manner. Again
compensation can only be maintained if the relationship between valve
position and pH  is fixed. This means reset cannot be used, because it
tries to force the deviation to zero regardless of what valve position is
required.

As the output of the proportional controller drives the small valve to
either of its limits, the dead zone of the two-mode controller is exceeded.
Then the large valve is moved at a rate determined by the departure of
the control signal from the dead zone and by the values of proportional
and reset. When the control signal reenters the dead zone, the large
valve is held in its last position. The large valve is of linear character:
istic,  because the process gain does not vary with flow, as some gains do.
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Furthermore, the nonlinearity of the pH  curve is compensated, to some
extent, by the dead zone.

If the large valve is selected to be about 20 times the size of the small
valve, the flow rangeability of the combination can exceed 700 : 1. If
this is insuflicicnt  for a particular application, neutralization must be
conducted in more than one stage. Should influent  pH  vary on both
sides of neutral, a duplicate conbrol  system can be used to add the other
reagent to the same vessel.

Feedforward Control of pH

Figure 10.14 showed a combined feedforward-feedback control syst’em
with a forward loop from flow only. In waste-treating systems, the pH
of the stream to be neutralized often varies more than it’s  flow. But
because t,he  relationship between pH  and reagent requirement is variable,
adaptation of t’he  forward loop by feedback is essential,

Reagent requirements are based on flow times the acid or base cont’ent
estimat,ed  in Eqs. (10.30). For simplification, only the neutralization
of an influent  acid HA, of flow F, by a reagent base B, will be considered.
The required base flow is

B:cn  =  Fzn  =  FIOWH  ( 1  +  9)

If thr rcagcnt  is admitted by an equal-percentage valve, the logarithmic
characteristic between flow and position, 112,  will be found useful:

- In BK = 4(1  - 112)
n,nx

Conversion to base 10 logarithms and lumping of valve size  and reagent
concentration into a c~onstnnt  b yields

- l o g  Bz,; =  1.73(1  - I/L) + b

Next, Eq. (10.31) can be converted to logarithms:

-1.73(1 - 111)  - b = log F - pH  + log 1 + r
( [nnl>

Once again the various constants can be lumped, producing a general
fcedformard model :

71~  = log aF + 9 (1’  - pH) (10.32)

where 1‘ = set’  point
100/P  = forward loop gain

a = required feedback adaptation
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Reagent

FIG 10.16. Two forward loops and one feedback
loop give this pH system maximum
effectiveness.

Because of the equal-percentage characteristic, loop gain will change with
position (hence flow) as well as with PH. In order to make loop gain
independent of flow, the output of the feedback controller, here designated
a, must be placed on the same terms as flow. Actually the feedback
trim is the same as was shown in Fig. 10.14, using a nonlinear controller
to compensate the pH curve. The function of using an equal-percentage
valve is twofold:

1. To provide maximum rangeability
2. To generate the forward-loop pH function

The control system is shown in Fig. 10.16. Note that the forward-loop
summation is made conveniently in a proportional controller with remote
bias.

A positioner is indicated on the equal-percentage valve to ensure as
accurate delivery of reagent as possible.
It is also necessary t’o  supply the reagent
at a fixed head. If a single valve gives
insufficient rangeability, two may be
sequenced. Full flow from the smaller
valve should equal about 3 percent of the
capacity of the larger. The large valve
should be set to open to 3 percent flow
when the smaller is full open, at 50 per-
cent output. The smaller must be closed
at the same time the larger is opened in
order to avoid upset’ting the  process .
A small differential gap in the switching
logic is needed to minimize cycling at
this point.

1.0

L0
$0.5
+

FIG 10.17. Generation of the
logarithmic function over a full
decade of flow is more than suf-
ficient.
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Figure 10.17 shows the function needed to include both flow and feed-
back in the system. It is necessary to add 1 to log aF to normalize the
ordinate over a single decade. The curve is not especially difficult to
generate and can be matched with a four-bar Iinkage.8fg

BATCH REACTORS

Although the progress of the chemical industry has been t’oward  con-
tinuous processes, some reactions will inevitably be conductred  batchwise.
The bulk of commercial batch reactions are polymerizations involved in
the production of rubber and many types of plastics. Distribution of
molecular weight is an important parameter in polymer manufacture, and
it seems to be the most easily controlled batchwise. Another considera-
tion is the great change in viscosity frequently encountered bet’meen  the
reactants and products.

The process consists of the several steps listed below, although con-
siderable variation exists from one product to another:

1. Charge the reactor with reactants and catalyst.
2. Heat to operating temperature.
3. Allow the reaction to proceed to completion, normally several hours.
4. Heat or cool to cure temperatures.
5. Cool and empty the reactor.
Production reactors are stirred, jacketed vessels of several thousand

gallons capacity. If the reaction is first-order, conversion varies with
time according to Eq. (10.6) :

y = 1 - e--kt (10.6)

The rate of conversion is the derivative of Eq. (10.6) :

dy  =  ke-kl

d t

The rate is greatest when the conversion is least, i.e., at time zero.
Polymerization reactions are second-order or higher, because they

depend on the simultaneous combinat,ion  of two or more monomer mole-
cules to form a polymer. In a second-order reaction, the rate depends 011

the square of reactant concentration:

dx kX2--=
d t

Dividing both sides by -x2 and integrating,

(10.34)

j-l$=lb”-kdt

l l let---=
X x0
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Conversion and its rate can be found by substituting for x:

1
y =  1  +  1/%txo

lctxo=-
1 + lCtx’O

dy-=
d t (1 :Ttx,)~

(10.35)

(10.36)

The rate of conversion is also the rate of production in a batch reactor
and is proportional to heat evolution, if the reaction is exothermic. The
rate of conversion of first- and second-order reactions is plotted against
time in Fig. 10.18.

Temperature Control

In the early stages of a batch reaction, temperature control is most
import’ant  because the rate of conversion is at its highest. Exothermic
reactions pose a real control problem because heat must be applied to
raise the batch to reaction temperature and then be removed. The
cooling system most frequently used is that shown in Fig. 10.11. A pro-
portional controller is used for coolant exit temperature because the pro-
portional band is ordinarily only about 10 percent and offset is not
harmful. But the primary controller is three-mode, with special features
to permit:

1. Maintenance of optimum settings for operation at reaction tem-
perature

2. Delivery of the batch to reaction temperature without overshoot
3. Conduction of the reaction in a minimum of time

If t’he  reactor is stable, based on its heat transfer characteristics, as
discussed earlier with regard to continuous reactors, control of tempera-
ture will be simplified. The reactor will respond rapidly, with a period
of perhaps 20 min, and 10 percent proportional band may be sufficient
for effective damping. All three control modes should be adjusted while
at the operating temperature.

In order to avoid overshoot, the primary controller must be equipped
with an antiwindup switch with preload applied to the reset circuit. I t

FIG 10.18. The rate of conversion
of higher-order reactions varies less
with time, particularly at low con-
centration levels.

0 . 6

2 3 4
k t
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r - - 1 prlmory

FIG 10.19. The dual-mode system
requires different values of preload
for reaction and cure.

T i m e

is the preload which determines the magnit,ude  of overshoot (see Fig. 4.6).
The correct value for preload is not difficult to estimate for a known reac-
tion. The initial rate of conversion will release a predictable flow of heat,
all of which must be removed t’hrough  the heat transfer surface. Both
the batch and the cooling fluid are circulated at,  very high rates to ensure
good heat transfer; thus each has little temperature gradient and constant
f l ow. The rate of heat transfer is t’herefore directly proportional to the
temperature difference between primary and secondary measurements.
The output of the primary controller, which is the set point of t’he  sec-
ondary, is predictable, and its predicted value can be introduced as pre-
load. As pointed out in Chap. 4, however, it is necessary to set the pre-
load a few percent below the predicted value t,o  allow for t’he  reset action
of the controller from the time the antiwindup switch is released until
the set point is reached.

A batch reactor can be unstable, in which case its natural period will
be perhaps twice as long and its proportional band requirement t’wice  as
great as a physically similar stable one. The control system described
above Ioses  its effectiveness when a wide proportional band is required.
In order to avoid overshoot, the heat input must be thrott’led  early,
which can add considerable time to t’he  length of the operation.

For  a problem such as this, the dual-mode control system described in
Fig. 5.17 is extremely effective.“’ The prcload is estimated as before, but
no correction is required for integration, because reset action is not ini-
tiated until the error is nearly zero. Full heating can be applied to within
1 or 2 percent of the set point,, far beyond the capabilities of a 25 percent
proportional band. Yet  fuII cooling need only be applied for a time delay
of perhaps a minute to dissipate the energy stored in the jacket. AS

pointed out in Fig. 5.18, the switching parameters are easy to adjust and
tolerant of maladjustment.

Figure 10.19 shows the relat’ionships between primary and jacket tem-
peratures and t’he  dual-mode output for a typical reactor. If t’he  settings
are correct’, jacket tcmperaturc  mill fall to meet it,s set point at the preload
value when the time delay is over. Notice  how the  rate of heat transfer
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diminishes to zero as conversion is completed. There is no heat evolution
during the cure phase.

Equation (10.19) gave the thermal time constant of a continuous
reactor. Among other things, it depended on reactant concentration
and conversion. Since these are both variable in a batch reactor, it is
entirely possible to proceed from an unstable to a stable condition with
the passage of time. Control settings necessarily must favor the more
difficult situation.

In some batch reactions, one of the ingredients is introduced continu-
ously until the other reactants are entirely consumed. The rate at which
this ingredient is added is usually limited by the rate of heat removal.
In order to carry out the reaction in minimum time, the batch must be
heated to reaction temperature as rapidly as possible, where full cooling
is applied. The temperature controller then must manipulate the addi-
tion of reactant through a linear cascade flow loop. An interlock must
be arranged to prevent reactant from being introduced until the batch is
approaching reaction temperature. Otherwise a quantity could accumu-
late accidentally within the batch, and once the reaction began, could
generate heat in excess of the capabilities of the cooling system.

End-point Control

At the completion of the reaction, heat evolution will subside, causing
the temperature controller to increase reactant flow. Since this is obvi-
ously incorrect action, some logic must be arranged to override tempera-

Proportion01 +
derivative

FIG 10.20. The temperature-control loop must
be disabled at both the start and finish of the
reaction.
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ture control upon the termination of the reaction. If there is no way of
measuring the completion of the reaction, reactant flow may be stopped
by a flow totalizer, once a predetermined quantity has been introduced.
The termination of some react,ions  is indicated by a fall in pressure; others
are indicated by a rise in pressure. In either case, a pressure switch may
be used to shut off flow.

End-point control of a batch reaction has one outstanding character-
istic-reset must not be used. The bulk of the reaction is conducted
away from the set point-reset would try to overcome this offset and ulti-
mately result in overshoot. The controller should be proportional-plus-
derivative, with zero bias, so that the valve is shut when the set point is
reached. If the measurement is pH,  reagent should be added through an
equal-percentage valve (without a cascade flow loop), to match the process
characteristic. A system employing temperature and end-point control
is shown in Fig. 10.20.
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P R O B L E M S
10.1 The reaction whose characteristics appear in Fig. 10.2 is to be conducted

at 50 percent conversion with V/F = 1 hr in a back-mixed re&ctor. Temperature
is to be controlled at 230°F by  manipulation of coolant temperature. Feed is
preheated to reaction temperature. What is the lowest coolant temperature
that will ensure st,ability  in manual control?

10.2 For the same reactor, the heat of reaction is 5000 Btu/lb,  F is 4,000
lb/hr,  and r.  is 0.2. Coolant temperature required for control is 190°F. The
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reactor cont,ains 4,000 lb of material with a specific heat of 0.4 Rtu/lb. W h a t
is its thermal time constant? If the dead time in the loop is 1 min, what is the
natural period and the proportional band of the primary loop? Is it stable in
the steady state?

10.3 Reduce the flow to the reactor above to 2,000 Ib/hr,  with all other con-
ditions except coolant temperature constant. Calculate its thermal time con-
stant, period, and proportional band. Reduce x0 to 0.1 with F at 4,000 lb/hr
and repeat the calculation.

10.4 In the process shown in Fig. 10.9, reactants X and Y are each soluble
in the solvent, but the product they form is gaseous. The end point of the
reaction is to be controlled, as measured by the electrolytic conductivity of the
s o l v e n t . The conductivity increases with the amount of whichever reactant is
in excess and is therefore to be controlled at zero. Devise a way to accomplish
this ;  modify  the  process  i f  necessary.

10.5 Calculate the pH  at neutrality for a 1 N solution of acetic acid neu-
tralized by caustic, as shown ip Fig. 10.13. Estimate the process gain dpH/dxB
at that point. Assume that Kg is infinite.

10.6 The concentration of reactant in a batch reactor decreases with time;
it may be desirable to gradually increase the reaction temperature to hasten
comple t ion . Will either of these factors cause the dynamic gain of the process
to change? Explain.
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CHAPTER

42ore than for any other application, there has long been a grave
need for an accepted method of controlling distillation. Precise control
of product quality is important because the product from most towers is
more valuable than the product anywhere else in the process, having
reached its terminal stage of refinement. Furthermore, product-quality
specifications must be met, even if losses, excessive usage of utilities, and
reprocessing augment the cost of separation. But precise control is
difficult to attain because:

1. Towers with many trays are slow in responding to control a&ion.
2. Separation is affected by many variables, requiring many control

loops, which interact with’one another.
3. On-line analysis is not always available.
4. Distillation units are the last in the chain of processing operations,

hence are subject to changes in throughput from all upstream units.
5. The factors affecting separation are not readily interpreted in terms

of control system requirements.
P88
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Until about 1961 there was no standard method for controlling distilla-
tion-no system had been found capable of forcing a column to behave as
the designer had intended. But then a revolution began. Different
groups, working independently, were making strides in one general
direction.le3 The culmination of their efforts has been the development
of a method for enforcement of the column material balance. A step-by-
step introduction to this method follows.

FACTORS AFFECTING PRODUCT QUALITY

Most texts on distillation start with a design procedure which deter-
mines the number of trays needed for a given separation. In control
work, however, the column already exists, and speculation over theoreti-
cal trays and equilibrium diagrams is of no consequence. A technique
especially devised for cont’rol  application is necessary. This technique
begins with a simple block diagram of the tower, which has already been
designed t,o perform a given separation (Fig. 11.1). Although the figure
indicates only a binary separation, the concept will be advanced later to
multicomponent and multistream towers.

The block diagram reveals two extremely important facts:
1. Energy is necessary for separation. In fact, it may be assumed that

no separation will take place if no energy is introduced.
2. The relative composition of the two product streams is intimately

bound up with their reIative  flow rates. More of a given component
cannot be withdrawn than is being fed to the tower: the material balance
must be satisfied.

F=D+B (11.1)

5
Bottom

where F = molal feed rate B. x

D = distillate flow Energy 1 Cl

B = bottoms Aow

To be sure, tray efficiency, Joading,  etc., also color the picture, but the
two factors above are so outstanding
in their  effects  that  they must  be ?
the prime consideration in any system Energy I Q
design. Distillate

QY

The Material Balance

In the steady state,  as  much ma- Feed
terial  must be withdrawn as enters F,z
a tower:

A material balance on each component
FIG 11.1. Material and energy
balances play key roles in distilla-

must also be closed, using x, y,  and tion control.
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x to represent the mole fraction of the light component in F, D, and B:

Fz = Dy + Bx (11.2)

From the overall material balance it is evident that the flow of only one
of the product streams can be set independently. The flow of the other
is determined by the feed rate and is therefore a dependent variable.
But one flow must be set by some criterion, since they cannot both be
allowed to drift. For t,he  moment, distillate flow will be chosen to be
manipulated by the control system, either directly or indirectily. (The
reason for this choice will be discussed later.) Bottoms flow must then
be manipulated by a controller which senses liquid level at the bottom of
the tower in order to close the material balance by maintaining constant
liquid inventory. Bottoms flow is thus dependent on current values of
feed and distillate:

B = F - D

Substituting for B in the material balance of the light component
permits expressing the relationship between the quality of both products
in,terms  of distillate flow:

Fz = Dy + (F - D)x

The ratio D/F determines the relative composition of each product:

z-x D_ _  =-
y-x F

(11.3)

Figure 11.2 shows one way in which this relationship might be pictured.
Remember that x  is an uncontrolled variable, like F. Therefore if z
should change, D/F must be adjusted to maintain constant values of
x and y,

FIG 11.2. If x and g are to be con-
trolled, D/F must vary proportion-
ately to z.
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Unfortunately, however, the material-balance equation alone is insolu-
ble. It is a single equation with two unknowns, x and y. To provide a
solution, another equation of x and y must be found.

The Fenske equation4 was derived for the purpose of estimating the
number of theoretical trays n required to effect a given separation between
components whose relative volatility is a,  at total reflux:

(11.:)

Equation (11.4) needs to be modified to allow extension to situations
other than total reflux:

(11.5)

The term S is defined as the separation and is a function of o(,  n,  and the
energy to feed ratio. Solving Eq. (11.5) for y in terms of x and for x in
terms of y,

A direct solution of these equations with the material balance ca’nnot  be
readily obtained. But through the use of a numerical example, the pre-
vailing relationships will be demonstrated.

Consider the example of a tower separating a feed material x = 0.5 into
distillate y = 0.95 and bottoms x:  = 0.05. The separation factor for
this tower under these conditions is

s = @.95)@.W  = 361
(0.05) (0.05)

The distillate to feed ratio is

D/F = 0.5 - 0.05
0.95 - 0.05 = o.5

Should any other value of x or y be desired at the prevailing conditions
of feed composition and separation, it can be obtained by appropriate
adjustment of D/F. A value for y,  for example, is first selected, and a
corresponding value of x is then calculated from the modified Fenske
equation. With these values of x, y, and x,  the required D/F can be
found from t,he  material balance. Figure 11.3 illustrates how distillate
and bottoms compositions would vary with D/F for this example.

The slope of each curve at D/F = 0.5 represents the process gain at
that point. It happens that the two curves have identical slopes at
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.s 0 .6
f
B
E

0” 0 .4

FIG 11.3. Increasing D/F reduces
both x and g, but in different degrees.

0 0.2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8 1 .0
D/F

that point:

-0.9 at $ = 0.5

A 1 percent change in D/F will change distillate and bottoms composition
by 0.9 percent.

Three conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing discussion:
1. Composition of both product streams is profoundly affected by dis-

tillate to feed ratio.
2. Changes in feed composition can be offset by appropriate adjustment

of D/F.
3. If separation is constant, control of composition of either product

will also result in control of composition of the other product. (The
relationship between x and y is fixed for a given separation.)

Energy vs. Feed

A certain amount of energy is required to separate a given feed stream
into its components. It is reasonable to assume that energy requirements
will be roughly in proportion to feed rate. In a distillation tower, energy
is introduced as heat Q to the reboiler, which generates a proportional
flow of vapor V:

V=&L (11.7)
z1

The term H, represents the latent heat of vaporization. Expressing heat
input in terms of vapor flow enables evaluation of separation in terms of
dimensionless ratio of vapor to feed rate, V/F.
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At total reflux, distillate flow is zero, therefore feed rate is also zero.
The separation at total reflux has already been established by the Fenske
equation :

Lim S = ayn+l
V

(11.8)
F-+ O”

A second limit needs t’o  be established to allow the relationship of S
to V/F to be outlined. For a given column, the minimum vapor to feed
ratio (V/l;),,;;,  can be defined as that condition under which controlled
product quality requires that no product be withdrawn. A t  (V/F),r,,
if y is controlled, D/F = 0 and x = 2. If x is controlled, D/F = 1 and
y = x. In other words, at minimum vapor to feed ratio, production is
zero, just as it is at total reflux. Separation Smi*, at minimum V/F, is

s = Y(l  - 2) z(1  - x)m,n x(1 - y) Or x(1 - 2)

Equat,ion  (11.9) is derived to satisfy the upper limit of S and to pass
through the points representing normal and minimum V/F:

The point V/F = 0, S = 0 will not be satisfied, but this is of no concern,
because  it lies outside the operating region. To gain a better apprecia-
t’ion  of this relationship, the equation will be restated using the numbers
in the example,  given a minimum V/F of 2.0:

s= 19+570(1-+$)

The curve generated by this equat’ion  appears in Fig. 11.4.
The shape of the curve undoubtedly varies somewhat with the shape

of the JlcCabe-Thiele  equilibrium curve, but the general characteristics

FIG 11.4. Separation S varies
hyperbolically with vapor to feed
ratio .
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0 2 4 6 8
V/F

FIG 11.5. To maintain control of
distillate composition, D/F must
change with V/F, with a subsequent
change in bottoms composition.

remain: a sharp increase in separation at the minimum V/J’,  gradually
tapering off to approach 01”+l.

Enough information is now available t’o  completely evaluate the effects
of V/F and D/F in the control of distillate composition. Values of A’
can be found for current values of V/F, which can be used to determine x:
for a controlled value of y. Then the D/F ratio required for control can
be found from the material balance. Figure 11.5 is a plot of x and D/F
VS. V/F for x  = 0.5 and y controlled at 0.95.

The slope of the bottoms composition curve at the normal operating
conditions, that is, V/F = 5, is

dX___  = -0.007
dW/F)

Compare this slope to dz/d(D/F) = -0.9 at the same conditions. Com-
position is over 100 times more sensitive to changes in distillate flow than
to changes in heat input.

If both x and y are to be controlled, separation must be constant.
This can be done by maintaining a constant V/F, with D/F varying only
with feed composition. But if heat input is fixed at maximum, so as to

FIG 11.6. With heat input con-
stant, control of y calls for D/F and
x to vary with F.

” 0 . 2 0 .4 0 .6 0 . 8 1 .0
F
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TABLE 11 .l Column Variables vs.  Feed Rate for Constant Boilup  and Feed

C o m p o s i t i o n

F

V/F = 2 .5/F m 10

s = 19 + 570 1 - 2.0
( >V/F

0.95
5=

0.95 + 0.05s

0.5 - z
D/F = ~

0.95 - z

D  =  (D/F)F 0 0.127 0.250 0.308 0.400 0.455

0 1 0.25

589 475

0.032 0.038

0.510 0.507

0.5 0.625 0.833 1.0

5 4 3 2.5

361 304 209 133

0.050 0.059 0.084 0.125

__---

0.500 0.494 0.480 0.455

maximize separation at all rates of feed, V/F will change with feed rate.
Then D/F must also change with feed rate, in order to control y. Again,
returning to the numerical example, let V be fixed at 2.5 times the full-
scale feed rate. Then V/F will vary from infinity to 2.5 as feed rate
varies from 0 to 100 percent. Distillate flow must then increase less than
proportionately to feed rate in order to maintain control with decreasing
separation. A plot of distillate flow vs. feed rate for y = 0.95 and
z = 0.5 appears in Fig. 11.6. Table 11.1 has been prepared to enable
the reader to follow all the numerical manipulation.

Included in Fig. 11.6 are two broken lines representing operation under
conditions of constant separation at V/F = 2.5. Alt,hough  this arrange-
ment maintains control of bottoms composition while saving heat input
at low rates of feed, average distillate flow is less, and loss of the light
component out the bottom is subsequently greater.

If bott’oms  composition were controlled with a constant vapor rate,
the curve of distillate vs. feed rate would bend in the opposite direction.
If D/F were maint’ained  constant under conditions of variable V/F, both
x and y would turn toward one another as feed rate increased.

ARRANGING THE CONTROL LOOPS

Because few separations are truly binary, the ramifications that are
encountered in column design and operation are extensive. A third
component leaves with the distillate if it is the lightest component, or
with the bottoms if it is the heaviest; or it may be withdrawn as a side-
stream if it boils at a temperature between those of the light and heavy
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components. When azeotropes are encountered, a third component
may be intentionally introduced to facilitate the separation. T o w e r s
are often linked together in a chain, occasionally with a stream being
recycled to improve recovery. Some separnt>ions  require so many trays
that t,he  tower is broken into two or more sections. There are also partial
condensers, vacuum stills, and other peculiar arrangcmcnts,  which make
up a wide variety of distillation processes.

As might be expected, each tower or combination of towers has its own
particular requirements for cont8rol-loop  arrangement,. Beyond this,
even, there are various ways of controlling the same tower, some of which
are more effective than others. Virtually any arrangement of loops will
operate satisfactorily in the steady st’ate-but  in the steady stat’e  no
control is really needed.  It is the unst’eady  state that tests control
performance. If feed rate or composition or enthalpy change, or steam
pressure, or weather, what happens then?

Interaction between Heat and Material Balances

Whenever a column is arranged so that both product streams are under
level control, its material balance cannot be directly manipulated.
Figure 11.7 shows just such a system.

With reflux on flow control, variations in vapor rate and reflux rate
will both affect the flow of distillate. Earlier it was demonstrated that
the distillate to feed ratio had the greatest effect on product quality.
Therefore, it is imperative that distillate flow be controlled directly,
instead of being subject to variations in vapor and reflux rates. If the
flow of vapor leaving the top of the tower is the same as that generated

FIG 12.7. This arrangement of control loops is
not recommended, because of interaction be-
tween the heat and material balances.
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in t’he  reboiler, distillate
with reflux flow I, as

D=V-I,

flow varies

(11.10)
F,q,  n

The fractional change in D resulting
from fractional variation in V and I,
i s FIG 11.8. The material balance

dD dV v dL  I , (11.11)
at the feed tray is affected by feed-=-----

D V D  L D enthalpy qF.

Because V/D and L/D  are ordinarily much greater than 1, variations
in the actual flow of reflux and heat input will cause augmented upset’s
in product quality. In the numerical example, V/D is 10; a 1 percent
change in heat input would upset distillate flow by 10 percent.

But t’he  flow of vapor leaving the top of the tower is a function of many
factors. If all of the feed enters as a liquid at it,s boiling point, flow of
vapor above and below the feed tray will be the same. But if part of the
feed is vaporized, vapor flow above the feed tray will exceed that below
by the amount of vapor in the feed. Figure 11.8 describes the mate-
rial balance at the feed tray.

Feed enthalpy is identified as the fraction of the feed that is vaporized.
Liquid at its boiling point has an enthalpy of 0, while that of saturated
vapor is 1.0. The enthalpy of subcooled liquid is negative, that of super-
heated vapor exceeds 1.0. If no heat were added to or removed from
the vapor stream until it entered the condenser, its flow into the con-
denser would equal that immediately above the feed tray. In this case,

D=V+q,F-L

Because it has been made the dependent variable, distillate flow is subject
to variation in both feed rate and
enthalpy. v+Lq,

Reflux may not return to the tower
exactly at the boiling point. In fact,
it will usually be subcooled to some
extent. This subcooling causes con-
densation of some of the vapors ap-
proaching the top tray of the tower.
Figure 11.9 shows the material balance
at the top tray.

r-7t V
LCI-q,)

1

L,q,
l

If feed is entering the tower at its
boiling point, the vapor flow approach-

FIG 11.9. The material balance
at the top of the tower is a func-

ing the top tray will be t,he  same as tion of the enthalpy qL of the
that at the reboiler. But if the reflux reflux  stream.
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is subcooled, its enthalpy is negative, causing a decrease in vapor leaving
the tower by a factor L~L. The stream L (1 - a~)  is called internal
retlux. Summing the effect of subcooled reflux with that of variable feed
enthalpy yields their combined effects on distillate flow:

D = V + yd’ - (1 - qL)L (11.12)

If distillate flow is made the dependent variable, it then depends not
only on reflux and vapor rates, but also on feed and reflux enthalpies.
Composition is so difficult to control under these conditions, that special-
purpose computers are often used to compensate for QF  and q~.~ But if
distihate  flow is made independent of the heat balance, no such measures
are necessary.

Manipulation of heat input to control column temperature is not
recommended for most applications. Because the temperature of a boil-
ing pure liquid is constant, the sensing element is usually moved up the
tower to a t.ray where the temperature of the saturated liquid is a measure
of its composition. Temperature is meant to infer composition-yet
because it is temperature, many engineers feel that it is a function of heat
input. It has been shown, however, that D/F is 100 times more effective
in controlling composition than V/F. The reason that manipulation of
heat input affects temperature is beause reflux is on flow control, such
that D is dependent on V. If the temperature is too low, additional heat
is sent to the reboiler, which ultimately increases distillate flow. With
this arrangement, the heat balance is deliberately upset in order to alter
the material balance.

Manipulating the Material Balance

Control over product quality can  best be achieved by manipulat’ing
the material balance, free from disturbances in the heat balance. This
means that the composition co&roller should set the flow of one of the
product streams. Whether distillate or bottoms flow is chosen to be
manipulated depends on their relative flow rates. The greater absolute
flow accuracy will be obtained by manipulat~ing  the smaller flow. So
before a decision is made, a complete material balance should be drawn
and the flows of the various streams compared.

Whenever distillate flow is set to hold the material balance, the bot-
toms-level controller must manipulate bottoms flow. This allows the
heat input to be set independently to establish the separation capability
of the tower. For this reason, whenever comparison of the product flow
rate does not overwhelmingly favor manipulat8ion  of bottoms flow for
composition control, distillate flow should be selected.

A temperature element located part way up the tower is no assurance
of absolute quality control. Changes in separation can alter t’he  composi-
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tion profile to the extent that product quality could vary somewhat
without a noticeable deviation in temperature. The variability is rela-
tive to the dist’ance  between the product and the measuring element.
Consequently, an analyzer in t,he  product stream provides a much more
reliable measure of quality. Icurthermore,  some separations are so diffi-
cult that the temperature profile is too gradual to hold any meaning.1

Manipulation of Heat Input

If bottoms flow is under level control, heat input to the column may be
fixed at any desired value. Or it may be manipulated to control bott,oms
composition, if distillate flow is manipulated to control its own composi-
tion. But in any ease, a cascade loop should be used. Steam is the most
common source of heat to reboilers. Assuming that steam quality is
reasonably constantj,  heat flow is regulated simply by a steam flow loop.

Occasionally hot,  oil is used t,o  supply heat to the reboiler. In t’his
event’,  heat flow is not linear with oil flow, as Fig. 9.3 verifies, and another
indication must’  be used. Vapor loading in a tower is sensed as t’he differ-
ential pressure across the trays. A differential-pressure measurement
from top to bott,om  of the tower can then serve as an index of vapor flow,
with the trays acting like an orifice.5 Differential-pressure control by
manipulation of heat input is a very fast loop, almost as f&t as an ordi-
nary flow loop. Hence it is very responsive to variations in tower loading
such as would be encountered where  feed or producbt  streams are in t,he
vapor phase. In fact it is recommended in these situations even when
steam is the heat,ing medium.

If bottoms flow is chosen to be manipulated for composition control,
bottoms level must be cont,rolled from steam flow. This is not as s,imple
a process as in most liquid-level loops, because of the reboilcr between
the manipulated and the cont,rolled variables.  Since smooth control
over boilup is mandatory, this loop must, be heavily damped. Conse-
quent’ly,  a wide proportional band is necessary, and reset is relied upon
t o  niaint,ain  level. JIost  of the vapor is eventually rekned  t’o  ‘the
reboiler as liquid some time later, again affcc%ing  liquid level. This
results in a natural period of several minut.es. But because bottoms
flow in this instance is small, relative  to the rate of boiling, lit,tle  coupling
exists, and upsets are few.

Pressure-control Methods

The energy balanc*e  must also  be  cbloscd. If more liquid is boiled than
condenses, there  will be an increase in vapor invent,ory  which will cause
the pressure  to rise. l’rcssure  csont,rol  is very important in order to main-
tain equilibrium.
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If all of the vapors in the tower are condensable, the rate of heat
removal can be adjusted by:

1. Changing the flow of coolant
2. Varying the heat transfer surface
3. Bypassing the condenser
4. Injecting a small amount of noncondensable gas into the condenser

Each of the above has certain advantages and disadvantages. Schemes
(1) and (4) are perhaps the most common, but not necessarily the most
effective. As seen in Chap. 9, the rate of cooling is quite insensitive to
changes in coolant flow at the velocities under which most condensers
are operated. This arrangement does conserve cooling water, however.
An equal-percentage valve is recommended.

Scheme (2) is very effective in the absence of noncondensable gases.
Figure 11.10 shows how the heat transfer area can be changed by flooding
the condenser tubes with liquid. The reflux flow essentially sets the
separation factor for the tower. If vapor flow into the condenser exceeds
liquid flow out, condensate will rise to cover more heat transfer surface.
This will cause a pressure rise, which in turn will reduce the heat input
through the pressure controller. Because of the rapid response of vapor
flow to heat input, this is a fairly fast loop.

Scheme (3), while effective, has the disadvantage of requiring an
extremely large valve. Because the valve is in parallel with a fixed
resistance (the condenser), a “quick-opening” characteristic is desirable.
A butterfly valve is often used, however, because of its low pressure drop.

Scheme (4) intentionallv introduces noncondensable gas into the con--
denser, ultimately reducing its heat transfer capability to that required
by the heat input. But a path must be open for release of the gas in the

Vapor

Distillate

FIG 11.10. With rising pressure, vapor flow
is reduced, thereby exposing more heat trans-
fer surface.
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FIG 11.11. Operating a vent valve
in split range with the coolant valve
will allow for the release of non-
condensables.

event of rising pressure. Since every cubic foot of gas added to the tower
will eventually sweep a certain amount of product with it out the vent,
this scheme is not recommended. Koncondensables also dissolve in the
reflux and tend to reduce its boiling point, affecting temperatures on the
top trays of the tower. This may invalidate the use of these temperature
points for quality control. There is also the danger, particularly during
startup, of blanketing the condenser tubes with gas, preventing  heat
removal altogether. The condenser must then be vented until normal
condensst’ion  begins.

Columns operated at’ atmospheric pressure actually are controlled in
this same way. If condensation is too efficient, a vacuum will start t,o
develop, drawing air into the condenser. Eventually, the vapor mixture
in the condenser will contain enough air to limit t)he  rate of condensation
to t’he  rate of boilup. Every increase in boilup  will expel some air and
product; a decrease will draw more air into the system.

To allow for the release of whatever noncondensable gases may be
contained in the feed stream, a vent valve must be added to whatever
pressure-control scheme has been chosen. This valve would operate in
split range with the main control valve.

Figure 11.11 shows a typical arrangement, with valve positioners used
to effect the split-range operatipn. Both valves must be fully open at
maximum controller output, but the vent valve ought to close before the
coolant valve, on decreasing output. An acceptable sequence  would
have the vent valve closed below 50 percent output and the coolant valve
fully open at 75 percent  out’put. Both valves need equal-percentage
characteristics.

If condensing area is limited, separation can be maximized by using
the pressure controller to set the rate of heat input to the reboiler. In
this way, just as much heat will be introduced as the condenser is capable
of removing.

In a vacuum still, pressure can be controlled by manipulating a valve
in the line leading to the vacuum system. As before, introduction of a
noncondensable gas to control the vacuum is not generally recommended.

Sometimes overhead product is withdrawn as a vapor under flow con-
trol. This provides an escape for noncondensables, in which case any of
schemes  (1) through (3) may be used ivith  a single valve. The flow of
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the product must be manipulated to control composition, however, not
pressure.

Manipulation of Reflux

Smooth delivery of reflux is extremely important in maintaining a
steady composition profile within a column. Oscillations in flow will
be propagated far down the column if they are long enough in period.
This is the main reason why most columns are presently operated with a
constant tlow  of reflux.

If dist’illate  flow is to be manipulated for control of composition, reflux
must be a dependent variable in a,11  cases except that shown in Fig. 11.10.
In operation without a flooded condenser, then, liquid level in the over-
head accumulator must manipulate reflux. As mentioned in Chap. 3,
control of the level of boiling and condensing liquids is complicated by
transport and thermal problems. Furthermore, the need for heavy
damping requires a wide proportional band, and subsequently, reset.
It is therefore absolutely essential to close a loop around the control valve;
otherwise hysteresis will promote an intolerable limit cycle. Either a
valve positioner or a cascade flow loop will suffice for this purpose.

The difficulty in controlling accumulator level through the manipula-
tion of reflux poses another problem, however. It is actually the mate-
rial balance on the top tray which determines what the composition pro-
file will be. Changing the rate of flow of distillate being withdrawn from
the accumulator has no effect on composition if the flow of reflux or vapor
is not altered accordingly. In the long run, the level controller will bring
this about, but the time lag of the accumulator intervenes. In this
sense, the capacity of the accumulator significantly impedes composition
control.

If reflux flow were made to respond to the same control signal as distil-
late flow, the time lag of the accumulator could be eliminated. W i t h
this arrangement, a decrease in reflux flow would occur simultaneously
with an equal increase in distillate flow, and the accumulator level would
remain stationary.

But much more can be gained with such a configuratiom6 Reflux can
be made to decrease more than distillate flow increases. This would
cause accumulator level to rise, instead of falling as it did when reflux
was left alone. The level controller will eventually return reflux to the
correct steady-state value. But lead action has been introduced int’o
the material balance at t,he  top tray, increasing the speed of the composi-
tion loop severalfold. In effect, the accumulator has been converted
from a disadvantage to an advantage, from a lag to a lead. Figure 11.12
~110~s  how this is brought about.
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From
composition controller

Distillate

Time

FIG 11.12. This arrangement injects lead action into the composition loop.

Reflux  flow is programmed from distillate flow and the output of the
level controller:

L=nz-KD (11.13)

AS the curve in Fig. 11.12 indicates, reflux flow is given a lead-lag charac-
teristic following distillat,e  flow changes. Coefficient K sets bhe  lead-lag
ratio, while the lag time varies with the time constant of the accumulator
and the setting of the level controller. If K is zero, as it would be in the
absence of programming, reflux responds as  a lag.

Because Eq. (11.13) is a summation, the flow signals must be linearized.
Otherwise, lead time will be different  with each value of flow. In prac-

tice, coefficient K should be adjusted to minimize the period of the corn-

position loop, although the actual setting is not especially critical. The
fact that K has a real value is of primary concern.

Response of the Composition Loop

If a product analyzer is used for control, the response of the closed loop

is considerably slower than if a temperature measurement were used.
First, the analyzer would be located at one end of the tower, Tvhereas  the
temperature element is normally nearer the center, sensing changes in
the material balance sooner. Second, an analyzer usually suffers from
delay in the sampling system, and a chromntograph,  in particular,
exhibits delays in the separatJion  of its sample. A vapor sample is
recommended to minimize response time.‘j

The dynamic response of composit’ion  to a change in dist’illate  flow

exhibits considerable dead time, as is expected in a multicapacit’y  process.
But the presence of an addit8ional  feature is indicnt,ed  by step-response
test’s. Figure 11.13 illustrates results which are typically encountered.
The response is the sort which would be seen in a transmission line with
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FIG 11.13. The response of distillate composition to a step in-
crease in distillate flow is the sum of an incident and a reflected
wave.

standing waves. A change in distillate flow first changes the material
distribution in the top of the tower,  which starts affect’ing  composition.
But the new distribution is propagated downward, too, by the resulting
change in reflux rate, and then reflectBed  from the bot,tom,  returning some-
time later. The st’ep  response is bhe  sum of tn-o dead-time plus capacity
combinations, the second dead time being much longer than the first.

Nonetheless, the first dead t,ime  dominates the control loop. It may
be 5 t’o  30 min in duration, depending principally on the distance of the
loop between the distillate valve and t’he  analyzer. (The volume of the
accumulator contributes significantly to the response.) The closed loop
can then be expected to oscillate at some period between 20 min and 2 hr.

The ratio of effective dead time to effective time constant, will generally
be found in the  region of 0.15 to 0.30, as Fig. 2.4 indicated. The dynamic:
gain of the tower can be determined from this ratio, which, combined
with known values of process and transmitter gain, can provide an esti-
mate of the required proportional band.

In the numerical example which has been used thus far,

dy___  = - 0.9
W/F)

at the normal operating point. Then the process gain is

dy 0.9- -
dD=  F

It is customary to manipulate distillate flow through a flow controller,
to prevent load changes in the stream from affecting composition. The
gain G,  of this flow loop to a set-point change takes the place of valve
gain in this composition loop. In the case of a linear flowmeter, the gain
is the maximum flow per 100 percent. Since D/F is 0.5, a maximum
flow of 0.5F is reasonable, making the gain O.SF/lOO%.

Since the normal value of y has been taken to be 0.95, an analyzer
range of 0.90 to 1.00 seems reasonable. This is a span of 0.10. Trans-
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mitter gain is then

G
T

= 100%~ = l,OOO%
0.1

The required proportional band is

p = 4OOrd  dy
T&T  dD GfGT

If a value of 0.25  is assumed for 7d/71,

p = 400(0.25)  0.9 OAF
~ Fi@jq l,OOO%  = 143%7r 0

In this example, the specificat,ion  on distillate purity was not severe.
In many towers, though, extreme purit,y  is demanded of t’he  products,
and narrow-span analyzers are used. If the  span of the distillate analyzer
in this case were 0.01, the proportional band would need to be 1,430
percent.

To improve speed of response, the analyzer sometimes samples t’he
material on a tray closer to the cent,er  of the tower. But as with a
temperature element, this does not ensure that the product itself mill
always be of the desired quality.

Improved response speed can be combined with accurate composition
control by means of a cascade 10op.~ It requires a kmperature  controller
whose sensing element is located somewhere between the end of the t,ower
and the feed tray, manipulating distillat,e  flow. The set point of the
temperature controller is then positioned in cascade by a composition
controller sensing product qualit,y.

Control of Two Products

Feedback  control over the quality of two products leaving a tower
encounters  severe coupling. It is not often tried  and has, under certain
circumstances, failed altogether. Derivation of t’he  relative-gain matrix
will reveal the reasons behind the difficulty.

Selecting D and V as the manipulated variables, Eqs. (11.3) and (11.6)
can be solved for y and IC  in terms of D/F and X. Differentiating,

dY x - x (Y - x)”
a(D,'F)  z = - (D/F)2 X - X

dy _ (1 - Y12X
as z 1 + .; - 1) - [l + $-  l)]” = l - x

dX - Y (y - x)2
W/F)  2/ - 1 -D,F+  (‘;:;;$2=  - Y--z

8X Y(l - Y) x2(1  - Y)
ds,=  - [Y +  w - Y)12 =  - Y
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Although the four gains derived above represent closed-loop conditions,
their inverse can be used to find relative gain in the same way as open-
loop terms, following the procedure of Eq. (7.16). Accordingly,

x 1
yD =

1 + 41 - Z>(Y - 2)

YO - Y>(Z - x>

Being a 2 by 2 matrix, all other
Notice that x,D varies between 0

elements are determinable from &,D.
and 1; for the example of the binary

separation used throughout this chapter, &,D  = 0.5.
Because separation is a function of V/F and nothing else, X,v = 1,s;

dimensional gain and hence nonlinearity disappear in the normalization
procedure.

To see whether bottoms flow is, under certain conditions, more favor-
able to manipulate than distillate flow, a matrix of gains of x and y with
respect to B/F and S may be prepared. But relative gain &,I]  turns out
to be identical to XUD. Thus the values of II: and y determine which com-
position controller should manipulate heat input and which should manip-
ulate the material balance. In general, the purer product should be
controlled by manipulating heat input.

If reflux and heat input are chosen t’o  be the two manipulated variables,
coupling is considerably different. Starting with a simplified description
of the column parameters, observe what happens when V - L is substi-
tuted for D:

y = X,DD  + (1 - X,D)V = --X,DL  + I’

2 = (1 - x,D)D  + x,DV  = (&o  - l)L + V

The coefficients of L and V are then normalized, following Eq. (7.16),
to produce XUL:

Observe that XV0  and x,~ are mutually exclusive:

xYD 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
x yL 0 - 0 . 5 - m 1.5 1.0

Coupling for manipulation of L and V is worse for all cases except 0 and
1 . For the cited example, control of both products is impossible with
this choice of variables-another point in favor of material-balance
control.
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APPLYING FEEDFORWARD CONTROL

Feedback control of product quality from a column is not always satis-
factory even when the control loops are properly arranged. Proper
arrangement only protects  the process from upsets in heat input, feed
enthalpy, and rcflux flow and enthalpy. The most significant dis-
turbances to quality control are generally variations in feed rate and
composition.

From the previous example, it was pointed out that a composition
controller may need a proportional band as high as 1,000 percent. A n d
because the period of the closed loop may be from 20 min to 2 hr, reset
time of 10 min to 1 hr is commonly encountered. The integrated error
caused by a load change was shown earlier to equal the product of the
proportional band times reset time. Distillation is characterized by a
large proportional-reset, product’, compared to other processes. And
because integrated error in product quality can be costly, distillation is a
prime candidate for feedforward control.

An on-line analysis of product composition is not always available.
In these instances, there is no measurement to feedback from, so a forward
loop can be a great help in maintaining control in the face of disturbances.
Furthermore, if the real cont,rolled  variable is profit or loss, an optimum
control program can be based on a feedforward model. Consequently
the feedforward approach to control is of utmost importance in distillation
processes, whatever the nature of the separation.

The Material Balance

The basis for feedforward.  control of any mass transfer operation is the
material balance. Earlier in this chapter the distillate to feed ratio was
shown to be the principal factor affecting  composition of either product
stream. The feedforward control model is nothing more than an on-line
solution to the material balance:

(11.14)

Distillate rate is the manipulated variable; feed rate F is one component
of load and feed composition x is the other. Either distillate composi-
tion y,  or bottoms composition x is the set point, while the other de-
pends on separation.

The most significant factor is that distillate flow is proportional to feed
rate. Even if the forward loop is reduced to the  simplicity of this ratio,
it will bc of help, because feed-rate changes can occur instantaneously.
If separation is constant, we know that x and y can both be controlled.
In this event  distillat,e  is directly proportional to feed rate throughout
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Set point
to

stillate flow
(linear)

FIG 11.14. Feedforward control of both products requires two forward
loops .

the operating range. But in order to achieve constant separation, a
second forward loop is needed to adjust heat input proportionately to
feed rate. A complete feedforward system for control of both products
appears in Fig. 11.11.

The scheme shown in Fig. 11.14 has an analyzer on the feed stream but
none on either product. As the principal failing of feedforward control
systems is insufficient accuracy, a feedback loop on product quality is
usually of considerable worth. In fact, if feedback is available, the exact-
ness of the feedforward model can often be relaxed, even to the extent
of omitting a feed-stream analyzer. Figure 11.15 shows how feedback
control of product composition might be added to the forward loops.

Feedback from distillate composition is introduced through a divider
in order to better compensate for the inverse relationship between
distillate flow and composition, although exact correction is unnecessary.
The principal factor is the maintenance of a D/F ratio, which in this case
is adjusted as necessary by the output of the feedback controller.

Maximum Separation

If maximum separation is desired at all feed rates, the heat input must
be fixed at its maximum value, while feed rate is allowed to vary. It has
been shown that this procedure can be used to control the quality of one

V(t) F(t) F F(t) D(t)
Set point + *Set  point

to to
hc.n+-:nn#,+  lnrrn distillate flow

(linear)
l o o p

Bot;oms Distillate

FIG 11.15. Incorporation of a feedback loop can reduce the com-
plexity of the forward loop.
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FIG 11.16. The nonlinear relationship
between D and F is characterized by the
square-root converter and the summing
amplifier.

product while maximizing t’hat  of the other. From Fig. 11.6, control
of distillat’e  composition requires distillate to vary nonlinearly with feed
rate, because bottoms composit’ion  varies. Although the relationship
between D and F is somewhat complex, the curve can be modeled satis-
factorily by a simple parabola:

D  =  x(aF - bFz) (11.15)

where a and h  are const’ants. The constants can be found by fitting the
parabola to the curve of D vs. F. For t’he  example in Fig. 11.6

D  =  x(1.04F - 0.08F2)

A feedforward system designed to this model is shown in Fig. 11.16.
If bot’toms  composition is the controlled variable, t’he  D vs. F curve

bends upward, following the equation

D  =  z(aF + bP) (11.16)

In a situation where the flow of bottoms product is much less than the
flow of distillate, bot)toms  flow is manipulated from feed rat)e  and com-
position. In this arrangement, the forward-loop calculation is comple-
mentary to that used when manipulating dist,illate  flow. If no  feedback
loop is involved, accuracy of the forward loop is of paramount importance.
Since the best accuracy will always be achieved by manipulating the
smaller flow, the design of a control system cannot be intelligently under-
taken without first writing a material balance across the tower.

Multicomponent Separations

In  general, feedforward control systems can be designed for multi-
component separations almost as easily as for binary separations. The
first relevant question is how many product streams there are. If there
are only two, distillate flow can be calculated as the sum of those compo-
nents which pass overhead :

D  =  F(lclzl  + lczzz  + /‘csczs  .  .  .) (11.17)
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where each k is the recovery factor of its respective component The
recovery factor is identified as that fraction of a certain component in
the feed stock which will be recovered in the distillate stream. If compo-
nent 2 in Eq. (11.17) were the principal overhead product, its recovery
factor would be somewhat less than 1.0. Each lighter component has a
higher recovery factor. Recovery factors for components heavier than
the principal overhead product (sometimes called the “light key”)
approach zero.

From a material balance on a single component i, it will be observed
t’hat

In the special case of a binary system, where a material balance is made
only on the light component,

D kz- =-
F Y

From previous investigation of binary systems it was shown that

D Z - X-=-
F Y--x

Since the value of .C at constant y varies with the separation capability
of the tower, k also varies with separation. It is not necessary to show
how k varies, because this has already been demonstrated in Fig. 11.5:
Ic is directly proportional to D/F.

The most direct way of implementing a forward loop for a nmlticom-
ponent system starts with analysis of the feed for the light key and lighter
components, assuming the remainder to be heavy components, principally
the heavy key. In a three component system,

But,

x3  = 1 - Z1 - x2

Therefore,

D = F[(k,  - k&1  + (kz  - k&z  + Ical

The arrangement of the forward loop appears in Fig. 11.17.
If feedback control is available, it should be made to adjust the coeffi-

cient of x2  through a divider (because kz varies as l/yt).
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A tower with a sidestream pre-
sents no particular problem as long
as the mat’erial  balance is given fore-
most consideration. In this type of
tower, sidestream composition is
usually the controlled variable. In-

pLzjq-q~l

creasing dist’illate flow mill reduce FIG 11.17. The coefficients of ZI
t.he  concent,ration  o f  l i g h t  compo- and z2  can be adjusted to obtain the
nents iI1 the sidestrcanl.  lnoreaP-  desired product composition.

ing bottoms flow will reduce the
concentration of heavy components in the sidestream. Increasing the
sidestream flov\-  will increase the concentration of both light and heavy
components in it.

Optimizing Programs

Opt’imizing  will be described here as that method of operating a tower
which results in the least cost consistent, with specifications which have
been set’  on the product.

For every  cont’rolled  variable at least one variable must be manipulated.
If more t’han  one  variable may be manipulat,ed,  their relative values can
be made to follow a least-cost, program while still maintaining the con-
trolled variable at it,s desired value. III order to provide a least-cost
program with only one  manipulated variable, no variable can be con-
trolled-~ all must float with the program. In short! the number of manip-
ulated variables always exceeds the number  of controlled variables in
any optimizing situation.

Suppose that a binary separation is taking place in a column whose heat
input’ and cooling have no value: they are waste from other parts of the
plant. In this situation, heat input must be  maintained  at its highest
possible rate, wit’hin t,hc  limitations of the heat transfer surfaces and vapor
and liquid carrying capability of t,hc  t,ower. If t,he  quality of one product
is to be controlled, the quality of the other will be maximized at all rat’es
of feed, as in Fig. 11.6. Alnximizing  t#he  purity of the bottoms stream,
for example, is the same thing as minimizing the amount of light compo-
nent in that. stream. This is also  S~CI~ to maximize the flow of distillate
at all rates of feed, as l’ig. 11.6 shows. Therefore this program results in
cont’rol  of distillate quality with t,he  maximum flow of distillate: an
optimizing program.

If cont,rol  of both products is desired in t.his t,ower,  minimum cost will
only be achieved at maximum feed rate. This fixes all the variables at
one value, and the tower is then operated at its constraints. If feed rate
is variable, no optimizing is possible.

If the qualit’y of neither product needs to be controlled, as in a refinery
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where various stocks are blended anyway, minimum cost operation can
be achieved by appropriate manipulation of D/F. Let vl be the value
of the light component and v2 the value of the heavy. Then the cost of
losses of light component with the bottom stream is Bxvl. Total losses
are

1  =  BXIJ~  +  D(1 - y)vz

Substituting for B,

(11.18)

1 = (F - D)xvl + D(1 - y)zf2

Dividing by F yields
1
F =

( >
1 - ; XVI  + ; (1 - y)v2 (11.19)

The curves of J: and y vs. D/F from Fig. 11.3 were modified by mulC-
plying x by 1 - D/F and 1 - y by D/F, and then assigning values VI
and v2. The results appear in Pig. 11.18. In this example, v1 was chosen
to be four times ~2. Because the slopes of the intersecting curves change
monotonically, the minimum value of their sum occurs at their inter-
section. Having found the optimum value of D/F, the corresponding
ratio of 1 - y to x can be calculated:

xv1  = p (1 - y)vz

(?)opb = : [ (o:t’)opt  - ‘] (11.20)

The optimum value of D/F is, of course, directly proportional to feed
composition x,  which was omitted in the previous explanation. Should

0.8

FIG 11.18. Optimum D/F occurs
at the intersection of the two curves.
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FIG 11.19. Cost of heating plays a
major role in determining the opti-
mum V/F ratio.

0 . 6

Optihwm
V/F

separation change, D/F remains constant only if (1 - 1;l)/x  = 1.0. If it
is greater than 1.0, D/F must decrease with decreasing separation
(increasing feed rate). Unfortunately, too many possibilities present
themselves to touch on all of them. The intent of this section is to sug-
gest how solutions to particular optimizing problems might be approached.

A second class of optimizing applications is characterized by a heat
input whose value compares to t’hatt  of t,he  products. In this situation,
the loss equation becomes

;=  (++(l  -;)Z~l+$(l  -y)vz (11.21)

where v0  is the cost of generating one unit of vapor.
If y is to be controlled, D and V can be manipulated together to mini-

mize total loss as calculated above. Figure 11.5 shows t,hat  there is a
value of D/F which can maintain control of 7~  for each value of V/F.
Bottoms composition z is seen to be dependent on V/F. Data taken
from Fig. 11.5 were used to generate  the three  component)s  of the 10s~

equation, which are plotted and summed in Fig. 11.19.
As before, this particular set of curves is based on a feed composition z

of 0.50. Should z change, D/F must change, which will shift the location
of optimum V/F. A control program can readily be written manipulat-
ing D on the basis of F and x,  and setting V/F as a fur&ion  of the calcu-
lated value of D/F. Since there is always an upper limit placed 011 V,
it is entirely possible that the optimum V,/F may be unobt,ainable  at
high rates of feed.

The loss plots of Figs. 11.18 and 11.19 are two-dimensional. Three-
dimensional contour plots of T7/F  vs. D/F, with l/F as a parameter, can
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.Y.
F

FIG 11.20. The locus of optimum
V/F represents the minimum loss
for each value of D/F.

readily be prepared, from which a locus of minimum loss can be found.
Figure 11.20 is a combination of Figs. 11.18 and 11.19 in three dimensions.

Dynamic Compensation

As is typical of feedforward cont,rol  loops, dynamic compensation is
necessary to ensure that the effect of a distillate-rate change be manifest
at the same time as the feed-rate change which promoted it,. Because
feed enters the tower at a location considerably removed from where
distillat,e  is withdrawn, their dynamic effects upon composition diff cr  by
a corresponding amount. The response of a tower due to a change in
feed rate appears as the sum of an incident and a reflected wave, just as

is the case with distillate rate, but the incident path is longer and the
reflected path is shorter. Figure 11.21 illustrates the difference in the
length of the paths.

The response of dist,illate  composition to equivalent step changes
in feed and distillate flow rates is shown in Fig. 11.22. Because the

FIG 11.21. The incident path is longer but the
reflected path is shorter for a feed-rate change.
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FIG 11.22. The response to a step
increase in feed rate exhibits a

Y \
\

longer incident dead time but shorter
reflected dead time.

ay(D,t) \.

0 Time

incident path front  the feed t’ruy  is longer, the dead time of feed-rate
response is longer. But,  the corresponding reflect’ed  wave travels a shortel
path, resulting in a total elapsed time that is less t’han  for an equivalent
change in distillate rat’e. A feedforward loop without dynamic compen-
sation (i.e., constant D/F) would produce a transient’ step response t,hat  is
the sum of these two curves:

dY  (t>  = dF  @)dy dF (t) + & dD  (0

The sum is plotted in Fig. 11.23.
Although the response of an uncompensat,ed  loop represents t,he  differ-

ence in dynamic response between t’he  t,wo  variables, the proper com-
pensation corresponds to a ratio of the two. A ratio of the change in y
that is due to F to the reverse of the change in 1/ t’hxt  is due to D (I’ig.
11.22) is presented in Fig. 11.24. The step response of a compensator
consisting of two lags and a lead is also included in Fig. 11.21. Alt’hough
the model is not an exact representation of the process, it is the best
approximation available within a three-component structure. A higher-
order model would not only cost more, but would also be more difficult,
to adjust.

The  foregoing compcnsution applies specifically to the case of with-
drawal of distillate flow from a flooded condenser. It assumes constant
liquid inventory. If reflux is manipulated from accumulator level, pro-
gramming it with respect to distillate-flow changes according to Fig.
11.12 provides the required lead compensation. This source of lead
action is recommended because it acts on rcflux rather than distillate.

zo --
FIG 11.23. Feedforward control ’
without dynamic compensation pro-
duces an S-shaped step response.

0 T i m e
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FIG 11.24. The desired response can
be modeled reasonably well with two
lags and a lead.

0 T i m e

In fact, the compensation shown in Fig. 11.24 can then be achieved with
a lag in the forward loop. This is especially desirable when feedforward
control is applied to a train of closely coupled towers.

When bottoms flow is the manipulated variable, as in the alternate
arrangement mentioned earlier, the dynamic response is  different.2
Without dynamic compensation, an increase in feed rate will cause an
immediate increase in bottoms flow. This, in turn, will start bottoms
level falling, thereby reducing heat input through the action of the
bottoms-level controller. If bott80ms flow is but a small fraction of the
feed, the effect will be reduced. But,  dynamic compensation which will
prevent a change in heat input is desirable. This would ordinarily take
the form of a multiple lag.

Whenever heat input is manipulated through a forward loop, as in
Figs. 11.14 and 11.15, dynamic compensation is considerably different.
If a step increase in feed rate is converted instantaneously into a propor-
tional increase in boilup,  a momentous imbalance in the vapor-liquid
distribution is forced up the column, Eventually the flow of reflux will
increase in order to restore balance, and when equilibrium returns, the
material balance will be unaffected. The sudden increase in boilup  will,
however, carry bottoms product upward, lowering the level in the reboiler,
until reflux flow increases commensurately. Consequently, an analyzer
or temperature measurement anywhere within the column will indicate
a transient overcorrection.

Fortunately the remedy is simple. The dynamic element in the heat-
input loop, g,,(t), should be a lag, adjusted to favor bottoms-composition
regulation; the dynamic element in the distillate loop, go(L),  must also
be a lag, adjusted for distillate-composition control after the other is set.
This arrangement is favored even when reflux is manipulated from accu-
mulator level; the steam loop act)s  as a formidable accelerating agent.

Economic Justification

Feedforward control loops always contain more instruments than feed-
back loops. So there must be some justification for their use. Feed-
forward loops can be designed to maintain constant product quality
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and/or to operate the process at least cost. Economic justification is
different in each case.

For control, justification must be based on the advantages to be gained
over feedback. If there is no measurement available for feedback, there
is also no contention. Optimizing programs fall into this category,
because they have no measurement of profit or loss from which to feed
back.

If feed rate and composition are invariant, there seems to be no purpose
for a forward loop. Although feed rate to a column may be on flow con-
trol, this does not mean that it is invariant-it means that the stream is
only subject to intentional disturbances. Supply of feed stock must
come from somewhere, and its source cannot, have infinite capacity. The
smaller the supply capacity, the more often feed rate will have to be
adjusted. And whether feed rate is subject to random variations or
intentional set-point adjustments, it can change rapidly-far more
rapidly than a feedback loop on product quality can respond.

A forward loop on feed rate is very simple, just requiring a lead-lag
unit and a divider between the feed-flow transmitter and the distillate-
flow controller, as in Fig. 11.15.

The second forward loop from feed composition to distillat,e  flow is much
more costly and less valuable. Feed composition cannot- change instan-
taneously without supply sources being switched. If feed stock comes
from a single source, whether a tank or another processing unit, its com-
position can only change at a limited rate. It is entirely possible, in
many columns, that the time response of the feed source is slower than
that of the product-quality feedback loop. In these  cases, feedback
control is quite effective in coping with variations in feed composibion.

TO add a forward loop on feed composition requires an analyzer, a
multiplier, and possibly a summing device. Compare Figs. 11.14 and
11.17 with 11.15. Strictly speaking, this forward loop should have its
own dynamic compensation, apart from t’hat  chosen for the feed-rate
loop. 3 But because feed-composition changes are riormally so slow, they
contain but small dynamic components, so t’he  use of a separate com-
pensator is hardly just#ifiable. In the absence of a feedback loop, a for-
ward loop from feed composition is import,ant,. But if feedback is avail-
able, this forward loop is generally not warranted.

The worth of fcedforward control stems from four principal contribu-
tions :

1. Consistent product quality
2. Increased recovery
3. Reduced cone.rmption  of utilities
4. Reduced t,ankage  requirements
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FIG 11.25. Feedforward control can be expected
to reduce variation in product quality by 4:l  or
greater.

The value of consistent product quality is the combination of many
effects. Slight variations in quality can be corrected by blending-an
additional operation. Major variations call for reprocessing of the mate-
rial and possible shutdown of the tower or of other connected units. The
cost of such troubles is great, and difficult to assess. Only after a long
period of operation can the effects of improved quality control be judged.

In many plants, a certain minimum specification is placed on product
quality. To ensure that the established minimum is not violated, even
during times of severe load change, average product quality is often
maintained at a safe margin above the minimum. Feedforward control
can reduce the variation in quality during load changes, allowing average
quality to be maintained closer to the minimum.

In Fig. 11.25, product quality without feedforward control is seen to
vary from 0.95 to 0.99, averaging 0.97, in order to respect the established
minimum of 0.95. If feedforward were only to improve control by 4: 1,
the average could be reduced to 0.955, a reduction of 0.015. Since
distillate flow and composition are inversely proportional, a reduction of
0.015  in average composition represenk  an increase in recovery by about
tzhe  same amount:

DZ 97
o,  = E = 95.5  = 1.016

Increasing t’he  flow of product by 1.6 percent with no additional operating
costs can be quite attractive. Payout of the forward loop from this
source alone could be only a few weeks.’

But suppose that the feedforward model were able to bring about
perfect control. Average composition could then be reduced to 0.95,
thereby improving recovery by g465 = 1.021: an increase of only 0.5
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percent more than before. The lessors  to be learned from t’his  example is
t’hat  even a crude feedforward model may be capable of recouping the
lion’s share of recaovcrable  losses. Hence absolutely perfect control is
seldom worth ut,taining.

As far as savings in ut,ility  co&  are concerned, those programs which
manipulate heat input as a function of feed rat’e  are obviously efficacious.
Little else need  be said in their behalf.

The savings that may be realized in t,he  way of reduced tankage require-
ments apply princ4pally  to new installations. Since the prime function
of the forward loop is to mainfain  control despite variations in feed rate
and composition, it can actually take the place of tankage which would
be used to absorb these variations. In addition, control of product
quality is generally so well improved through the use of feedforward
loops, that, t,ankage used for smoothing and blending the product may
also be unnecessary. In large installations, t’hese  savings alone could
be worth several times  the cost of the additional instruments.

Further savings may be accrued from a number of interrelated processes
in the plant. If one of the products from the column is feed stock for a
reactor, minimizing its impurities may mean reduced catalyst consump-
tion. Each plant will have its own peculiarities in this regard.

BATCH DISTILLATION

Although gradually diminishing in favor, batch distillation still is an
interesting process to cont,rol,  and deserves more than casual attention.
Like most batch processes, its control system requires special considera-
tion, ultimately bearing only faint resemblance to that of its continuous
counterpart.

The Material Balance

A batch separation will require an amount of time inversely propor-
tional t’o the rate at which heat  is introduced. Consequently, if process-
ing time is to be minimized, heat input  must be maintained at the maxi-
mum permissible level throughout distillation. This feature then fixes
one of the variables which was subject to manipulation on a continuous
tower. With vapor rate fixed, a material balance can be readily con-
structed for the batch still shown in Fig. 11.26.

If distillate flow is selected as the variable to be manipulated for prod-
uct-quality control, reflux is t,hen  dependent. In the continuous system,
product qu$lity  was affected by both D,fF and V/F. But here, F = 0,
so it follows that product quality is a function of the ratio of the remaining
variables, that is, D/V. 1n.a sense, a batch still is similar to the enriching
section of a continuous tower, part of whose vapor flow is feed. If, in the
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FIG 11.26. With Vfixed, the only variable capable
of independent manipulation is D.

continuous tower, V/F were maintained constant, manipulation of D/V
would also be manipulation of D/F.

Batch  distillation is an unsteady-state process, because bottoms com-
position is continually changing as long as distillate is being withdrawn.
If D/V  is constant, y will change as z changes. Constant D/V is essen-
tially constant separation and constant withdrawal of distillate. Dis-
tillate composition will then vary with time as the light component is
removed from the tower. Start,ing  with an initial charge IV*,  containing
ICO  molt fraction of the lighter component, at any time t there remains

TV = W, - Dt (11.22)

The bottoms composit’ion  x:  at time t can be found from the material
balance of the light component:

W’x = W,x,  - DJy  dt

x = Woxo - DJy  dt
Wo - Dt

(11.23)

NOW y can be found from x,  using the modified Fenske equation.
The point to be remembered is that constant D/V will produce variable

distillate composition. Distillate is collected in a receiver whose final
contents must meet a certain specification. Thus the average va.lue  of
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y,  designated 9,  is the controlled variable:

DJydt  Jydt
‘= D t  =-t

(11.24)

9 Withdrawal of distillate is to be stopped when g falls to its desired value.
The  disadvantages of constant-distillate-rate control are these:
1. If D/V is relatively high, separation will be low, and withdrawal

of distillate must be stopped at a relatively high value of 2. This means
that recovery of light ends  will be poor.

2. If D/V is reduced to enhance recovery, the distillation may consume
an unreasonable amount of time and energy.

Constant-composition Control

A more efficient  way to operate a batch still is on the basis of con-
stant distillate composit’ion. Because bottoms composition continually
changes,  scparat,ion  must also change if constant distillate composition
is to bc maintained. Consequent’ly,  D/V will be high at the beginning
of a batch and will gradually be reduced to zero by the distillate-composi-
tiorl  controller, when all of the recoverable product has been withdrawn.
A control system operating on t,his  basis appears in Fig. 11.26. The
temperature controller would require reset action, to maintain constant
quality with changing distillate rate.

Toward the end of the distillat,ion,  the flow of product will not 0111~
diminish, but it’s  rate of change will also diminish. As a result, all of the
light component cannot economically be removed, so a decision must be
made as to when  to stop withdrawal. This decision can be made on an
economic basis by comparing  the distillate flow times its value against
operating costs. When the two are equal, the point of diminishing
returns has been reached, as indicated in Fig. 11.27.

Another factor limiting the amount of recoverable distillate is t’he
holdup of liquid in the trays of the column. Before the next higher
boiling product can be wit,hdrawn  as distillate, the  mixture held on the
trays must be removed as a “slop cut.” This mat’erial  is collected in
its own receiver and rekrned  to the reboiler with a later batch of feed

FIG 11.27. When the rate of re-
muneration equals the operating
cost, distillation should be termi-
nated.

Dxvolue

Time
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FIG 11.28. Optimal distillate rate is inter-
mediate between constant-rate and constant-
composition programs.

stock. The piping arrangement for withdrawal of distillate, shown in
Fig. 11.26, has been designed to minimize holdup.

It can be seen that multicomponent separations may be accommodated
without difficulty in a batch still. A separate receiver is necessary for
each product, and manual operations are required to change receivers
and to readjust the set point of the temperature (or composition) con-
troller. But with each addit,ional  product cut there is also a slop cut,.
Hence as t’he  number of products increases, the percentage of the batch
recovered as product diminishes.

Maximizing Product Recovery

Computer studies have shown that there is a program of distillate
withdrawal which will recover the maximum amount of product of
specified average composition in a specified time interval8 Figure 11.28
shows how this program falls between that of constant distillate rate and
constant distillate composit8ion. In effect, the final bottoms composition
will be lowest because both y and D/T’ are low when distillation is
terminated.

FIG 11.29. The optimal policy
varies distillate composition with
rate in a programmed manner.
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FIG 11.30. The set point of the
temperature (or composition) con-
troller may be adjusted automat-
ically with a summing device and a
manual set station.

late

Plotting dkillate  rate vs. c:omposit8ion  for each of these three programs
gives an indication of how t,hc  o@imal  program might be implemented.
A typical plot, is ronstruckd  in Fig. 11.29. The optimal program calls
for varying the set point of the temperature  (or composition) controller
based on the current value of dist’illatc  flow. Although the optimal
program is not linear, it cm1 be approximat~ed  to a satisfactory degree
by a simple linear equation:

jJ  =  1zD  +  y.

where lr = slope
ijo  = intercept

(11.25)

This linear expression may be readily implement’ed with t,he  simple
arrangement of analog devices  pict,ured in I’ig. 11.30.

SUMMARY

Unfortunately it, is impossible  to cover even a sampling of the variety
of distillat’ion  columns t’hat  are in service in industry. They are nearly
as individualistic as people. Consequently much is left to the practi-
tioner in t,he  way of interpreting the design rules contained herein in
terms of his own  problems. In t,his  regard, a word of warning: do not
att,empt,  t,o  make your particular scparat,ion  fit  the struct’ure  of  the
control system. Rather take care to mold the conkpl  system to the
peculiarit,ies  of t’hc  separation.

One very important, cslass of separut,ion is omitted from t,his  chapter,
however. It includes all the most difficult problemsPextremely  close-
boiling mixtures and constant-boiling mixtures (azeotropes). The reason
for the omission is that distillation alone is insufficient for t,heir separa-
tion. They will be discussed in as much det,ail as seems reasonable after
a brief treatment of extraction in the next chapter.
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‘ROBLEMS

11 .I For the column with S = 361 at V/F = 5, and r = 0.50, calculate the
j/F required to raise y to 0.97?  and the resultant value of 2. Estimate dy/d(D/F).
11.2 Repeat the above calculations for V/F = 2.5.
11.3 A particular column is fed a binary mixture containing 80 to 90 percent

ght component. Distillate is to be controlled to a purity of 99.9 percent.
Brite  the feedforward control equation assuming a constant V/F ratio. Repeat
)r const,ant heat input.
II .4 Feed to a tower contains 5 percent propane, 50 percent isobutane, and

0 percent normal butane, with the balance being higher-boiling components.
‘he feed is analyzed by chromatograph  for propane and isobutane. ;\ll the
ropane  in the feed goes out in the distillate. Under normal conditions, the
ottom stream contains 2 percent isobutane, if the distillate composition is con-
rolled at 5 percent normal butane. Write the feedforward control equation,
valuating all coefficient,s.
11.5 In the example used in the text, the value of dist,illate is $l.OO/gal  and

hat of the bottoms product is $0.40/gal. Steam costs $l.OO/l,OOO  lbs, and 1 lb
3 sufficient to vaporize 1 gal of product. Estimate the optimum V/F ratio for
ontrol of y at 0.95, with z at 0.50.

11.6 Repeat the calculation for z = 0.60. Can V/F be optimally programmed
rom a measure of feed composition?
11.7 Calculate XYo  for a column that is split’ting  feed containing 12 percent

)wer-boiling  component into a 90 percent pure distillate and a bottoms product
ontaining onIy 0.6 percent lower-boiling component.



A lthough distillation may be the most common mass transfer opera-
tion, it is also the most difficult to assimilat’e.  Indeed, the separation
between components is noticeably obscure, because  they occupy the same
phase. Other mass transfer operations involve separation or combina-
tion of different phases:

1. Vapor-liquid: absorption, humidification
2. Liquid-liquid (immiscible) : extraction
3. Liquid-solid : evaporation, crystallization
4. Vapor-solid : drying

Because of t,his  distinction, one of t,he  exit &reams in each  of the above
is eit’her  pure, as the vapor from an evaporator, or in an equilibrium stat’e
independent of material-balance considerat’ions. Although material-
balance control can bc enforced in each  of these mass transfer operations,
the separation between phases generally simplifies  its formulation by

3 4 5
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eliminating one variable. This reduces the number of manipulated
variables by the same amount.

The final controlled variable in every case is composit’ion,  requiring
some sort of an analytical measurement’. For most’  of t,hcse  applications,
a nonspecific determination, such as density, is sufficient. But occa-
sionally, as in a drying operation, even nonspecific analyses are not,
available, so other variables must be found to provide some degree of
regulation.

ABSORPTION AND HUMIDIFICATION

JIass  transfer between liquids and gases depends on the vapor pressure
of the components as functions of temperature. Thus appropriat’c
selection of operating temperature and prkssure  allolvs  t’he  reverse
(desorption or stripping, and dehumidification) to be performed. The
purpose of absorption and stripping operations is to remove and recover
the maximum amount of a particular component from a feed stream.
It is most efficiently accomplished in multiple stages, as in tray or packed
columns. Humidification and dehumidification arc similar in principle,
but are directed toward control of an environment short of equilibrium
(e.g., <lOO  percent  humidity); for t,hern,  a single stage is ordinarily
suficient.

Equilibrium Mixtures of Vapors and Liquids

Each component in a vapor mixture exerts a partial pressure pi relative
to its concentration yi:

p,  = py; (12.1)

It can be seen that since the concentrations total 100 percent, the sum of
the partial pressures is the total static pressure p exerted by the system.

According to Itaoult’s law,’ each component in an ideal liquid solution
generates a partial pressure relative to its concentration xi  in the liquid:

p,  = pzTxi (12.2)

The coefficient p” in Eq. (12.2) is the  vapor pressure of component i at
the prevailing temperature. Unfortunately, wide departures from the
ideal situation are encountered in typical solutions; nonetheless, linearity
prevails over certain ranges, allowing p’  to be replaced with an equilib-
rium constant Ki:

pi  = Kizi (12.3)
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The  ideal sit’uation  is most’  c~loscly  walked  where the gaseous components
are above their  critical temperature.

Combining Eqs.  (12.1) and (I 2.2) or (12.3) est’ablishes  equilibrium
conditions for a single stage:

K&
Yi = ~

P
(12.4)

If it’ is desired that i/,/z;  exceed KJp,  more stages must be used.
‘One  unusual factor encaountered  in absorption is the tcmpcrature  rise

of the absorbing liquid due to c*ondensation of the absorbed vapors.
These vapors nct~ually  change to the liquid state and, in doing so, release
their latent heat. If the system is adiabatic, the temperature of the
absorbent risw, which shifts the equilibrium, tending  to retard further
absorpt,ion. If the solutjion is quite dilute, this heating effect may bc
unimportant, but interstage  cooling is necessary whew high concent’ra-
tions arc encountered. Absorption of HCl  and NH3 are typical of the
latter situation. In stripping and humidification, hent must be applied
to counteract the cooling effect of evaporation.

Absorption

An absorption column is like the top half of a distillation tower. Feed
vapor enters at the bot,tom  and the depleted gas leaves the top. Figure
12.1 points out lhc flowing streams.

There are four streams, but vapor and liquid inventory controls manip-
ulate two. E’eed  rate is the load; t’hc  only manipulated flow then avail-
able  for composition control is absorbent stream 7,. The  temperature
of stream  I, is also a factor, but for maximum absorption, it should be
as low as practicable. For  the same rcason,  pressure should be main-
tained at’  a high value.

FIG 12.1. The absorber features
two liquid and two vapor streams.
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The uppercase letters in Fig. 12.1 represent molal flow rates, while
the lowercase indicate the mole fraction of the principal absorbed com-
ponent in the respective streams. An overall material balance requires
that

F+L= v+B (12.5)

The balance for the absorbed component is

Fx  + Lw = Vy + B.2: (12.6)

If the other components in the vapor phase are not absorbed, another
equation can be written to close out material balance:

V(1 - y )  =  F ( l  - 2) (12.7)

The combination of Eqs. (12.5) through (12.7) permit’s solution for the
value of the manipulated variable L required to control either y or 2,  the
other being a dependent variable:

L_ = (2 - Y)O  - z)
F b--w)0 -Y)

(12.8)

n’otice  the resemblance of Eq. (12.8) to t’he  feedforward control equat’ion
for binary distillation.

As in distillation, there is a relationship between y and Z,  of which
Eq. (12.4) was a single-stage representation. Without attempting to
arrive at a rigorous definition, it is import’ant’  to point out that the ratio
L/F is the principal manipulated term, subject), however, to variatJions
in feed composition.

Absorption is not a refining operat’ion  and is rarely t’he  last operation
conducted on a product. Consequently, close control of the concentra-
tion of either effluent stream is not paramount, and on-line analyzers are
not oft’en  used. More importance is placed on minimizing losses (such
as Vy) or total operating costs, for which the simple optimizing feedfor-
ward system was designed at t’he  close of Chap. 8. In that example,
as in the control equation (12.8), maintenance of a designated ratio of
L/F applies.

Stripping
Absorption is usually followed by a stripping operation, in which the

absorbed component is removed from the solvent. Stripping may also
be carried out independently, to preferentially remove lighter components
as dissolved gases from a liquid product.
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@a

FIG 12.2. In a stripping column,
all the condensables  are refluxed,
all the noncondensables discharged.

A stripping column appears quite like a distillation tower, equipped
with both a reboiler and condenser. The reboiler raises the vapor pres-
sure of all components, driving the  most volatile preferent’ially  up t’he
column. A condenser  is necessary to reflux whatever solvent might
otherwise be carried away with the stripped vapors.

A tower for removal of volat,ile  impurities in a liquid product, is shown
in Fig. 12.2. Only the reflux would contain more dissolved impurities
than the feed, which therefore ent’ers  near the top.

Because inventory control for vapor and liquid manipulate both
effluent streams, as in an absorber, heat input is the  only variable left
for composit’ion  control. Since, in th is example, quality of the liquid
product is the primary variable, control of temperature near t’he  base of
the column is used to specify it,s  initial boiling point. lcigure  12.2 shows
how the temperature controller would be used to adjust the heat input to
feed ratio. A lag is indicated in the forward loop, because t’he  cont’rolled
variable is nearer to t,hc  manipulated variable than to the load.

When operated in conjunction with an absorber, the product becomes
the vapor leaving the  condenser, while t’he  bott’om  stream  is recycled to
the absorber. A typical absorber&ripper combinat,ion  for the separation
of carbon dioxide and hydrogen is shown in Fig. 12.3. ,\lonoethanola-
mine (I\IEA)  is used  as the solvent. Control of CO, content in the  MEA
leaving the stripper  is only important for its influence on the equilibrium
maintained wit,h the gas leaving the top tray of the absorber-CO2 is not
lost. Cooling the lean ;\tEA  enhances absorpt’ion,  alt’hough  its control
is not really warranted. In addit,ion,  the absorber usually operates at a
higher pressure than the skipper.

Humidification

Cooling towers dissipate tremendous quantities of heat  into the atmos-
phere through the process of humidification. Water circulat’ed  counter-
currently t’o  a stream of air is reduced in t’cmperaturc  owing t’o  the fact

G a s
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From MEA
storage

co2

FIG  12.3. The solvent is continuously recycled between the absorber
and stripper.

that atmospheric air is ordinarily far from saturated with water vapor.
The latent heat of t,he  evaporated  water is converted into a change in
sensible  heat of the remainder.

Humidification and dehumidification also apply to environmental
control where a certain moisture content is desired in the air. As pointed
out earlier, an operation of this sort is generally conducted in a single
stage, so control is actually not difficult. Yet the significance of the
terms and principles is sufficiently  confusing to deserve a general review
and definition :

1. The vapor pressure of wat,er  in atmospheres varies with its tempera-
t’ure  in degrees Rankine:

4 4 0 7log p: = 6.69 - T

2. I’:n%ial  prcssurc  p, was defined by Eq. (12.1). With regard to
humidificat~ion,  the liquid is essent’ially  pure, so 2 in Eq. (12.2) is 1.0.
At’  equilibrium (100 percent saturation), t,he  part,ial  pressure of water
vapor is equal to its vapor pressure at the prevailing temperature, that
is, p, = p,:.

3.  Absolute humidity is the rat’io  of t,he  mass of water vapor to the
mass of air or gas in the mixture:

18PwLb wat’er/lb  dry air = wl  _ pw) (12.10)
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4. The mass of water per unit volume of humid air is sometimes used.
Its units are typically2

Grains/cu  ft = 1.73 X lo5  F (12.11)

where p, is in atmospheres and 7’ in degrees Rankine.
5 Relative humidity is the percent saturation at prevailing tempera-

ture and pressure and is exactly defined as lOOp,/pz.
6. Dew point is the temperature  at which a mixture becomes saturated

when cooled out of contacat  wit’h  liquid at constant pressure. It is often
used to det’crmine  the moisture content of gases, by converting the tem-
perature t’o  vapor pressure by Eq. (12.9). Below 32”F,  the dew point is
actually a frost point.

7. Wet-bulb temperature is t’he  equilibrium temperature reached by a
small amount of liquid evaporating adiabatically into a large volume of
gas. Equilibrium exists when the rate of heat  transfer from the gas to
the cooler liquid equals that consumed by evaporation. It is affected
by heat  and mass t’ransfer  cocfhcients  as well as humidit’y,  therefore is
dependent on maintaining turbulent gas flow around the bulb. Humidity
can be determined from wet-bulb, 2’,, and dry-bulb, 7’,  temperatures by
following the adiabatic-saturation curves on a psychrometric chart,, or by

1’  - T, = O.l46H, p,* - ~PU
1 - P,* 1  - pw >

(12.12)

where H,,  = latent heat of evaporat’ion
p,*  = vapor pressure at,  the wet-bulb tcmperaturc

Humidity measurements may be made by several diffcrcnt  means,
wet-bulb temperature being but one. Some instruments are equipped
with a hair clement  which is sensitive to changes in relative humidity.
Though dew point may be measured direct’ly,  a more reliable instrument3
uses a hygroscopic  salt whose conductivity varies with moist’ure  content.
The salt is self-heated simply by application of an a-c voltage, and its
temperature is an indication of the absolute humidity. The measured
t’empcraturc  is not the dew  point’, but is related to it such that scales are
available for direct reading in dew point or units of absolute humidity.

Choice of the  type of measurement to be used for control depends on
the process. Under isothermal conditions, the moisture content of solid
mat’erials  varies with relative humidity, but in adiabatic processes, a
determining factor is wet-bulb temperature. An exact analysis of mois-
ture content can best be found by an absolute-humidity measurement,
however.

Control of humidification involves  manipulat’ion  of heat input or air
flow 00  a system containing excess water. A spray chamber for humidi-
fication is shown in Fig. 12.4.
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umidity
easurement

FIG 12.4. If the influent air is very dry,
heat may not be required, and the louvres
are manipulated.

Dehumidification requires cooling of the humid  air, with or without
compression, depending on the dryness required. Manipulation of cool-
ing under constant pressure is effective.

EVAPORATION AND CRYSTALLIZATION

These  operat,ions  may he conducted separately or in combination in an
effort to separate a solid from its solvent. The product from an evapora-
t’ion  is a concentrated solution, whereas a crystallizer discharges a slurry
of crystals in a saturated solution. These two operations may not be
technically classified as mass transfer, in that no equilibrium exists
bet,ween  t)he  composition of t’he  t#wo phases-the vapor leaving an evap-
orator and the crystals in the crystallizer are both essentially pure. Yet
the control of both these operations is heavily dependent on the material
balance.

Multiple-effect Evaporation

To conserve  steam, evaporation is usually carried out in two or more
stages, each stage being  heated by the vapors driven from the previous
stage. To maintain a temperature difference across each heat transfer
surface, a pressure difference must be controlled between stages. The
most economic operation is realized with low-pressure steam heating,
requiring each stage to be maintained under a different vacuum. A
double-effect evaporator is shown in Fig. 12.5; recognize that the arrange-
ment could be extended  indefinitely, but the practical limit seems to be
six effects.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 12.5 is forward feed, in that the feed
stream enters the first effect only. Backward feed, i.e., entering the last
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FIG 12.5. A double-effect evaporator with forward feed.

effect first, is another possibility. In addition, each effect can receive
fresh feed, which arrangement, is called parallel feeding. The first
described is t’hc  most common.

The controlled variable is product concentration. It can be deter-
mined by density measurement, electrolytic conductivity, refractive
index, or by measuring the elevation in boiling point or the depression in
freezing point of the solvent.

In the past, control of product composition typically entailed manipula-
tion of the discharge valve. The level  controllers for each effect were left
to manipulate each inflow, ultimately affecting feed rate. This arrange-
ment results in a series of interactions between flows and compositions
from the last effect to the first and back again. Furthermore, production
rate can only be adjusted by altering the heat input, which constitutes a
prime source of disturbance. These deficiencies prompted the investi-
gation of material-balance control.

Material-balance Control

A certain amount of solvent is evaporated in each effect relative to its
heat input; all the solids in the feed are discharged with the product.
Let W1  represent the mass flow of feed whose solids content is ~1 (weight
fraction) such that X is the mass flow of solids in the feed:

x  =  WlXl (12.13)

The total flow of solution leaving the effect, WE,  contains x2  weight frac-
tion of solids:

x  =  wzxz

The rate of evaporation is designated 1/s:

vz = WI  - wz

(12.14)

(12.15)

To VOCUU~
system

Product
w2  3x2
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By combining Eqs. (12.13) through (12.15), it is possible to calculate
the rat’e  of evaporation required to convert a feed of known composition
to a specified product composition:

vz = WI  1 - 2
( >

(12.16)

The heat input to the effect, in t’he  form of vapor or st’eam,  will flow at
a rate V1 with a latent heat H1  in order to cause the evaporation of 1’2,
whose latent heat is Hz,  if the feed is preheated to the boiling point:

VIH,  = VzHz (12.17)

Combining the last two expressions gives the relationship between t’he
input variables necessary to maintain a desired output quality:

V,H,  = WI 1 - 2 Hz
( >

To apply this to a double-effect evaporator, let Eq. (12.18) represent
conditions existing in the second effect. The material balance for t’he
two effects can be derived in the same way as Eq. (12.16), relating total
evaporation to inflow rate IV0 and weight fract’ion  solids ~0:

VI + vz = w o 1 - 2
( >

Relating first-effect vapor inflow IIO, of ernhalpy  Ho,  to VI  and Vz  as was
done in Eq. (12.17) permits elimination of the latter two variables:

VoHo  = wdl - dzd
~/HI  + l/Hz

Extension to an n-effect evaporator follows directly:

VoHo  = wdl  - ‘dzd
i=n (12.19)

2 l/Hi
i=l

Enthalpies through subsequent effects can be represented by an average
value H which is slightly greater than Ho  because of decreasing pressure
in each effect. The denominator in Eq. (12.19) can therefore be approxi-
mated by n/H.

Equation (12.19) may be implemented for control of product quality
by manipulating either heat input or feed rate in relation to the other.
The choice depends on t,he  relative availability of each. If short-term
reductions in steam availability are common, feed rate should be manipu-
lated accordingly. But if feed is coming from another processing unit
without intermediate surge capacity, the alternate arrangement is
favored.
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Typical measurements of input variables would be from differential
flowmeters and a density transmitter on the feed stream. The st’eam-
flow measurement may require correction for static pressure. Not only
does the specific volume of saturated  steam change wit’h  pressure, but
its ent’halpy  does too. The mass flow of st’eam  varies with measured
differential h,  and specific volume us:

VoH, = K, !k!$,i-
The ratio Ho2/v,  is found to be linear with steam pressure  p over a rcason-
able operating range :

V,2H,2  =  h,(a +  bp) (12.20)

In similar fashion, the feed-flow differential hY  must be compensated
for density p, which additionally determines solids content:

wg(1  - 2)’ = K,hip(l  - 2)’
Since xn  is a constant,, all variables dependent on feed density can be
lumped into another linear function:

2 zz
Mf  - cm)

(12.21)

The complete feedforward equation for the manipulation of feed rat.e  in
response to steam flow is

hf  = WWU~  + b)
f - SP

(12.22)

Coefficients a, b,  1,  g, and n are all fixed; 1Z  may vary somewhat.
Figure 12.6 illust,ratcs  how t#he feedforward control system might be

designed for a multiple-effect evaporator fed from a surge tank. A n

Feed
density

Feed- tank
level

Produc
densit

FIG 12.6. The feedforward system corrects for variations in feed
density and steam Row.
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average-level controller on the surge tank would set steam flow in cascade.
Momentary reduction in steam availability would be accommodated by
allowing the tank level to rise until the situation is corrected.

In very fast evaporators of the falling-film type, where liquid holdup
is minimal, feed-rate changes may reach the product before steam-rate
changes do. In these applications, proper dynamic compensation
requires a lag in excess of the lead time. And because of the low liquid
volume, dead time is proportionately large, making feedback correction
in the way of adjustments in H somewhat difficult. ;\Ianipulating  a
small flow of steam directly to the last effect to form a tight feedback loop
has proven effective. 4 This loop should incorporate proportional and
derivative modes only. Notice the similarity of this process to the once-
through boiler, whose control system is described in Fig. 9.11. The fced-
back control functions for product quality have been split into transient
and steady-state components in each case.

Control of Crystallizers

A solution is saturated when an equilibrium exists between dissolved
and undissolved molecules of a solute in a solvent. The concent’ration
of undissolved solute present  as crystals does not affect the equilibrium
state. The concentration of solute in solution is fixed by the equilibrium
state, which varies with temperature.

As a result, crystals may be deposited from solution by either of two
mechanisms :

1. Evaporation of solvent
2. Reduction in solution temperature

Evaporation can be caused by the application of heat or Jacuum  or both,
but if vacuum alone is used, the temperature of the solution is reduced
along with the evaporation.

A usual requirement is control over the concentration of crystals in
the discharge slurry. In many cases, however, crystal size is important
as well. Crystal concentration is customarily measured as density, if
the cryst’als  are uniformly dispersed across the sensitive span of the
detector. Crystal size determination unfortunately does not lend itself
to on-line analysis.

Figure 12.7 shows a typical cooling crystallizer. Temperature of the
solution is maintained by circulating the slurry through a chiller which
removes sensible heat in the feed stream and heat of fusion of the crystals.
The cryst’al  slurry must,  be kept,  in mot,ion  to avoid plugging. A centri-
fuge or filter subsequently separates the crystals and returns the mother
liquor to the process.

Since  fine  particles set#tle  slowly, they accumulate at the t’op  of the  mass
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FIG 12.7. Control of crystal content involves manipulation of
mother-liquor and slurry flows.

of crystals. By withdrawing a sidestream from this region, a token
amount of fine crystals can be redissolved, increasing t,he  average size
of the crystals remaining. Increasing the density of the slurry tends to
increase crystal size by raising the level of the mass relative to the side-
stream tap.

Examination of the material balance across a crystallizer gives an
indication of how it ought to be controlled. Mass  flow of feed, F, is
separated into saturated mother liquor L and crystal slurry B:

F=L+B (12.23)

Weight fractions of the solute in each stream are represented by :, y,
and x,  respectively:

Fz = Ly  + Bx (12.24)

Load variables are F and x;  TJ is the weight fraction of solute in solution at
saturation as fixed by t’emperature,  so it is not a variable; L and B remain
to be manipulated so as to control x and the crystallizer level.

Following t,he  usual procedure  for material-balance control, L is selected
to be manipulated for density (x)  control because  its flow is readily meas-
urable, whereas that of the slurry is not. Eqs. (12.23) and (12.24) are
therefore solved for L, eliminating B:

(12.25)

Notice the similarity to the control equation for distillation-but in this
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case y is fixed, considerably simplifying matters. The content of crystals
in the slurry is (Z  - y)/(l  - y), whereas total solute content is x.

The most significant outcome of the above derivation is that mother-
liquor flow should be set in ratio to feed rate. Feedback from crystal
density is not mandatory, because the process is self-regulating and
extreme accuracy is not usually warranted.

Evaporative crystallizers may be treated just like evaporat’ors, since
pure solvent is driven off by a proportional flow of heat. The only differ-
ence is t’hat  the part of the product which remains in solution is a function
of solution temperature. The latter is not an independent variable,
however, because the solut’ion  is boiling.

EXTRACTION AND EXTRACTIVE  DISTILLATION

Ext,raction  is defined as the transfer of a dissolved material between
two immiscible solvents. The material being t’ransferred  may be solid,
liquid, or gas in its ordinary state. The purpose of the extraction is to
permit its separation from the first solvent or some contaminant in it.
Many liquids whose boiling points are nearly identical, preventing their
distillation, can be separated by extraction, often in conjunction with
distillation.

A serious problem area in distillation technology involves substances
which form constant-boiling mixtures, called azeotropes. Azeotropes
are encountered so often in chemical systems that their separation
deserves special mention apart from the conventional distillation prac-
tices discussed in the previous chapter. Because the principles of extrac-  ,
tion play a major role in azeotropic distillation, the subject will be dis-
cussed in detail.

Extraction and Decantation

In a single extraction stage, an equilibrium will be approached between
the concentration of product in the two exit streams. Consider a product
dissolved in solvent A being extracted into solvent B. If 21 is used to
represent the concentration of product remaining unextracted, and y1
that of the product leaving in B, then

21 = KY1

where K is the equilibrium constant.
Similarly, a material balance may be drawn across the stage:

A(xo - XI>  = B(y,  - yo)

(12.26)

(12.27)

Recognize that A and B are mass flow rates of the two solvents, and that
x0 and yo  are the concentrations of product in each influent  stream.
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It is usually convenient to manipulate the flow of ext’ractant  B in
response to changes in feed  rate A and composition 20,  in order to control
the concentrat,ion  of cxtract,cd  product. If this is indeed the case, Eqs.
(12.2G)  and (12.27) may be solved for R in terms of yl:

B = A t”;$) (12.28)

Sate once more the familiarity of the material-balance equation, par-
ticularly the rat,io  existing between A, the feed rate, and B, the manipu-
lated variable Whet,her  single  or multistage, control of extraction
always involves manipulation of this ratio.

l\lultist,age  extra&ion  may be carried out in a series of mixers, each
followed by a set,tling  chamber, where the solvents are separated and
allowed to flow countercurrently. However, extraction is more com-
monly conduct#ed  in packed towers, with extract’ant  flowing countercur-
rently to the feed. The less dense solvent must enter at the bottom,
flowing upward at, a rate determined by its difference in density from
the heavier solvent.

Not only must liquid level  be controlled, but interface as well, in order
to maintain inventory of both solvents. Figure 12.8 shows how the
control loops would be arranged for a typical extract’ion  column. The
location of the interface between two solvents is easily measured as
differential pressure between two taps or buoyant force on a displacer.
In either case, the measurement reflects the average density across the
vertical span of the instrument.

Decanters arc used to separate two immiscible solvents following
extraction, mixing, or condensation from the vapor phase. Like extrac-

Heavy
solvent

Light
solvenl

I r.L I

FIG 12.8. Both liquid level and interface must be regu-
lated in an extractor.

Overtlow
light solvent

Underflow
heovy solvent
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Heavy
liquid
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FIG 12.9. A properly designed decanter
may function without controls.

tom,  both level and interface height must be regulated, but fortunately,
in many cases this can be accomplished simply by proper equipment
design. Figure 12.9 points out the dimensions which are important.

The static differential pressure between the top of the light.liquid and
the highest point in the underflow loop is zero. The vertical distance
from the interface to each of these point,s  is a function of the densities
of the heavy and light liquids, designated p1 and ~2:

Plhl  = Ph2 (12.29)

For finite flow rates of heavy liquid, hl will decrease, i.e., the interface
will rise. This piping arrangement is not directly applicable to control
of the extraction tower shown in Fig. 12.8, because of the variable pres-
sure drop encountered in the packing and discharge line.

Azeotropic Distillation

An azeotrope is a mixture of two or more materials that cannot be
separated by distillation; the vapor and liquid in equilibrium are of the
same composition, and there is no difference bet’ween  the boiling point
and the dew point of an azeotrope. The individual components may
have entirely different boiling points, but their azeotropic mixture will
exhibit a higher or lower boiling point t.han  either, the latter being more
common.

Azeotropes act like pure substances. Ethanol and water form an
azeotrope containing about 89 mole percent ethanol. Any mixture of
ethanol and water containing more than 89 percent ethanol may be frac-
tionated into ethanol and the azeotrope; a mixture containing less than
89 percent ethanol can be fractionated into water and the azeotrope.
The composition of an azeotrope, and its boiling point at a given pressure,
are characteristics peculiar to the system.

Heterogeneous azeotropes separate into two immiscible layers of differ-
ent composition when condensed. This is a considerable advantage, for
it permits separation into the pure components by decantation,  followed
by a second distillation. Figure 12.10 shows that both columns use the
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FIG 12.10. A heterogeneous azeotrope may be separated by two columns
with a single condenser.

same condenser, since their vapors are both of the azeotropic composi-
tion. Steam-flow rates are the only variables which may be manipu-
lated for composition control.

Occasionally a binary azeotrope which is homogeneous can be broken
by adding a third component which forms a ternary heterogeneous azeo-
trope. The third component is called an “entrainer”;  it is not intention-
ally removed  from the system, but circulates in the  reflux loop. The
ternary azeotrope must boil at’ a lower temperat’urc  than the binary in

Homogeneous
ozeotrope

L iqht
product

FIG 12.11. Top temperature is sensitive to inventory of entrainer.
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order for the operation to be successful. Figure 12.11 shows the similar-
ity of the process to separation of a binary heterogeneous azeotrope.
Again, removal of the light component is directly proportional to the
vapor flow, so heat input must be manipulated for bottoms-composition
control.

Although entrainer is intended to circulate continuously through the
reflux loop, a certain amount will be lost. with t#he light component,.
Because the entrainer is a third component, its inventory cannot be
detected by liquid level. However, a deficiency of entrainer resulting
in the loss of the ternary azeotrope will cause temperatures in the top
of the tower t’o  rise. Therefore t’op  temperature can be used to manipu-
late its addition.

Extractive Distillation

Extractive distillation is a tjechnique  used to break a homogeneous
azeotrope or to facilitate separation of close-boiling components. A high-
boiling solvent with a particular affinity for one of the components is
introduced to lower its vapor pressure. The other component is then
readily distilled from the solution and a second column used to recover the
solvent. The flow sheet, is given in Fig. 12.12.

Since the role of the solvent is one of extraction, it must be set in ratio
to the feed. Insufficient solvent will result in poor separation, whereas
excess is not detrimental, except as it increases the heat load on the towers.
Notwithstanding the extraction, however, material-balance control must
still be maintained on the first tower. If too much distillate is withdrawn,
it will necessarily be contaminated with solvent, extracted product, or

FIG 12.12. Enough solvent must be supplied to ex
component from the feed.

tract the heavy
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both; if too little is withdrawn, some of the lighter product will be carried
into the second tower.

As solvent is introduced above the feed tray, the separation beyond that
point is principally between solvent and the light component, which does
not require many trays. A large number of trays is required below,
however, to sufIicient,ly  reduce the content of the light component in the
ternary bott,om  mixkrre. Separation in the second tower is easy, if the
solvent is not especially  volatile.

DRYING OPERATIONS

The drying of solids has historically defied control principally because
a continuous measurement of product moisture has been lacking. A n y
kind of measurement on solids-even flow rate-is fraught with problems,
but on-line analyt,ical  determinations are virt’ually  impossible. Conse-
quently environment~al  measurement,s  must be relied upon, but their
successful employment hinges entirely on how capably they represent
the true state of the process.

The Rate of Drying

Drying is similar in many ways t’o  other mass transfer operations, par-
ticularly to humidification. If the surface of a solid is completely covered
wit’h  liquid, the rate of its evaporation is controlled by the same mecha-
nism as humidification. In order for equilibrium to exist under this con-
dition, the gas must be 100 percent saturated with moisture, because the
solid is. If t,he  surface is free of this LLunbound  moisture,” however, the
moisture content will vary with the relative humidity of the surrounding
gas, at equilibrium. Figure 12.13 shows an equilibrium curve for a
typical solid.

l\Iass  transfer between a solid and a gas is slow, particularly if agitation
is lacking, making the approach to equilibrium very gradual. As a con-

FIG 12.13. The equilibrium mois-
ture content of most solids varies
with relative humidity.

Moisture content of solid
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sequence, for any significant, rate of drying to t’ake  place, there must be a
sizable depart’urc  from cquilihrium. In t,hc presence of unbound mois-
ture, the rat,e  of drying is constant, if the relative humidity of the gas is
maintained constant. As bound moisture is removed, however,  the rate
of drying falls, approaching zero  as equilibrium is approached. Again
these examples apply only to a condition of const’ant  humiditjy,  which
does not exist in most dryers.

In a contJinuous  dryer, the  welt  solids t,rnvcl  horizontally in contact with
a moving stream of gas. If (UK>  gas  t~ravels  cou~lfcrcurrcnt,ly  to the  solids,
the hottest gas will cnwunter the  driest solids, which tends to distribute
the rate of evaporation somewhat, cvcnly  through the dryer. But if the
product is sensitive to high temperatures, cocurrent  gas flow is safer, in
that t’he  wet solids arc less  likely to bc damaged by hot gas. Food  prod-
ucts or fine chemicals are ordinarily dried by air which is steam  hent,ed.
Heavy chemicals are more often dried by direct  exposure t,o  a burning
fuel gas.

Evaporation of moisture from  a solid requires the  application of heat,
sufficient to convert it, from the solid to the  vapor state. I f  external
heat is not applied, the  tjcmpcrature  of both solid and gas will fall, increas-
ing the relative humidity and  thus relarding  drying. Enormous quanti-
ties of heat arc found necessary so that, the  product,  may leave t’hc  dryer
at a much higher tcmpcrature t,han  it, ent’ered. IYgain,  because of low
rates of mass transfer, t,he  gas leaving is also quite hot.

As  the gas travels from inlet to outlet,, its temperat’ure  falls and its
humidity increases. As long as  the  temperature of the  gas exceeds the
boiling point of the  evaporating liquid, however, its relative humidity
contributes little to the driving force. Instead, the rate of drying in this
region is principally determined  by the  rate of heat)  transfer between the
two phases.5 As a result, t’his  part’  of t,he  dryer can be compared  to a
fired boiler.

Where the gas temperature is belo\v  the boiling point of the evaporating
liquid, humidity assumes a controlling posit’ion. It’  may be recalled from
the section on humidification, that in an adiabatic syst,em  the difference
between dry-bulb and wet-bulb tcmperat<ure  is a measure of the rate of
evaporation. EquntJion  (12.12)  is act,ually  formulated from heat and
mass transfer relationships at the surface of an evaporating  liquid.
Therefore, as the tcmpcrature difference  between gas and solid is pro-
portional to the driving force above the boiling point, dry-bulb minus
wet-bulb temperat’ure  assumes the same role below the boiling point.

The velocity of the gas naturally affects mass transfer, by reducing t’hc
resistance of the film at the surface of the solids. But more significantly,
increasing flow reduces the temperature gradient of the gas through the
dryer, thereby increasing  the  net driving force. Since increasing gas
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rates augment heat  lossc~s  as well as affecting the rate of drying, gas rabe
ought to vary with load, to minimize losses at low  rates. In a direct-
fired system, gnu  rate  and heat input are not independent, since the gas is
comprised of products of combustion of the fuel.

Regulation of the Driving Force

Lacking an on-line measurement of product moisture or any function
thereof, the  next step would be to look for feedforward signals to provide
regulation. The principal load components affecting drying arc the flow
and moisture  content of the feed. The former is difficult to measure and
the latter virtually impossible. Lit’tle  remains bul,  to set the principal
variables affecting the  rate of dryin g on the basis of laboratory analyses
of product quality.

It’  is therefore  important, to rcgulale  these variables as carefully as
possible in order to minimize drift, between analyses. Positioning a valve
in a steam or fuel line is hardly accurate enough. Even flow control of
steam or fuel is insufficient, because  variations in humidit’y  and barometric
pressure affect the rate of drying.

The terminal driving forces are gas temperature at)  the hot end of the
dryer and dry-bulb minus wet-bulb tcmpcrature  at the cold end. Both
these  forces should bc regulated if uniform dryness is to be achieved.
Hot-end  temperature is the heat input divided by the gas rate-these
variables must bc manipulated together  to provide control. The  cold-end
wet-bulb  temperature  varies with rate of evaporation divided by gas
rate---the former  is t,he  load, while Ihe lat,tcr must be manipulated for
control; cold-end dry-bulb t,emperature  is affected  by hot-end tempera-
ture and gas rate.

Figure  12.14 shows how bot,h  terntittal  driving forces may be controlled
by ntnnipulalittg  heat input and gas rate. Although the  two loops are
coupled, decoupling is hardly necessary because hot’-end  temperature is
a very  fast-responding loop.

Wit’h  increasing load, gas-exit dry-bulb t,etnperat,ure  will tend to fall
and net-bulb temperature will rise, bccausc  more moisture mill have been
evaporated. Increasing air flow will lower the  wet-bulb temperature,
restoring the  exit driving force to its desired value. As air flow is
increased,  t h e  hot-end  temperature  c o n t r o l l e r  increments  heat  f l o w
commensurately.

The t’ransport  time of t,he  gas stream may be only a fern  seconds, while
l’lte solids ordinarily take an hour or more  t,o t’raverse  the dryer. Using
measurentettts  of the  gas  st,renm  for control is t,herefore  dynamically
advantageous, for they arc much easier to cottt,rol  and respond rapidly
to changes in load. The set, point,  of the T - ?‘,, controller should be
rcpositioncd  as necessary to obtain the desired product dryness.
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FIG 12.14. Heat and air flows entering a cocurrent  dryer can be
manipulated to regulate the driving forces at both ends.

With countercurrent dryers, the product leaves the hot end. The
same configuration of the  control loops may be used as with a recurrent
dryer, but hot-end temperature must he adjust’ed  for control of product
quality.

In either type of dryer, the driving force at the feed  end has less effect
on  product dryness than on the economics of the operation. In reality,
there is but one cont’rolled  variable, while bot’h  air flow and heat input
may be msnipulskd. Any number of combinat’ions  of air flow and heat’
input could be found to deliver the required product quality, but each
combination may result in a different cost of operat’ion. Exccssivc
gas flow increases  heat losses, but limitations also exist in feed-end
temperature.

In a fired clryer,  manipulation of fuel rate is equivalent  to heat input,
while air in excess of combustion requirements largely determines gas
flow.

SUMMARY

It is, of course, impossible to treat every mass transfer operat’ion  in
existence-there are too many variations. And new techniques of sepa-
ration are being developed  daily. But by means of the typical examples
cited in these last two chapters, the reader should be able to fit the basic
principles of control to his own  operation. Do  not try t’o  apply t’he  cqua-
tions given herein as all-encompassing formulas. They are intended to
demonstrate a point: the evolution of a cont’rol  system out of mass and
heat balances. Writing these balances on your own process should
always be the first step in designing its control system.
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P R O B L E M S
1P.l What arc the upper and lower limits of !/ and z in the streams leaving

the absorpt,ion tower? \l’hat will make u approach its lower limit? What will
happen to z under these conditions?

12.9 Saturated air at 60°F is being  heated t.o  72°F. \l’hat  is the relative
humiditv  after heating?

12.3 The three effects of a triljlc-effect evaporator are operated at 12, 7, and
2 psia,  reslxxtively. How  man\.  pounds of water will 1 lb of 20 psia saturated
steam evaporate, excluding losses? How nlany  ljounds  of solution can be con-
centrated from 35 to 70 weight percent solids from 1 lb of steam?

lg.4 Feed to a crystallizer contains 44 weight  percent solute. It is chilled to
a controlled temperature where saturation represrnts  only 17 weight percent
so lu te . Khat  is the ratio of uiot,her liquor to feed flow (weight basis) needed to
control the discharged slurp- at 70 weight percent crystals?

19.5 -1 column is fed a ternary mixture of 27 percent -1, 53 percent B, and
20 percent C. Product .I is to leave thr bottom of the tower essentially pure.
Components B and C forin a heterogeneous azeotropc whose composition is
80 percent B and 20 percent C. It separates upon condensation into two layers:
the heavy layer is comprised of 90 ljercent  C and the light laptr  of 10 percent C.
X11 the heavy layer is withdrawn as distillate, together with part of the light
layer, the balance being returned as reflus. Calculate, per mole of feed, the
flows of vapor, reflus, and both distillate streams necessary to deliver pure
bot toms  produc t .

19.6 Design a system to control the amount of both B and C in the bottom
produc t .
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Chapter 1

1.1 T, = 1.33 min;  R = O.-Q min. This setting is likely to be conservative
because there will be mne spreading of the solids on the belt, which acts as
capac i ty .

1.2  7, = 1.0 niin;  Ez = 0.092 mill;  P  = 4000/,.
1.3 The steady-state gain is 1 /k at a I)hase  angle of zero; the dynamic gain is

a vertical vector of magnitude  T,,/~TT~/I’  at, -90”. The resultant, however, is
not thr sum of these comlmncnts,  but is the recil)rocal  of the resultant shown in
Fig. 1.17; its lnagnitude  is given in IQ. (1.22) and its I)hase  in Eq. (1.24); it
appears in the fourth quadrant.

1.4 The I)rolmrtional  vector has a magnitude of 100/P  aud zero phase; the
derivative vector is vertical,  with a magnitude of 2OOnD/Pr,  and a phase of
$90”. The resultant is a sum of the cornlwnents,  having a magnitude of
100  2/l  + (2?TD/7”)2/P, and a l)hase angle of tan-l  27rD/r,.

1 . 5 G1  = 0.5; rd/rl = 1.21, which falls on the curve of Fig. 1.26.
1 . 6 \TYth  prolmrtiorml  l)lus derivative, T,  = 2.67 min P  = 2.8 ‘;‘o, II = 0.425

m i n .  Kith  l)rol)ortional  111~s  reset, T,  = 8.0 min, I’ =)11.9(x,  R = 1.27 min.

349
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Chapter P

9.1 Noninteracting: 7, = 247,  G,  = 0.60. Interacting: 7, = 337, G1  = 0.115.
P.P (a) 70  = 80 min with 4R  = -45”, (b) R = 12.7 min, (c) G1  = 0.38.
9.3  P = 269%.
2.4 Flow in excess of 60 percent.
2.5  C,/CR = 2. A manual valve installed in series with the control valve

can bring about a reduction in CR. As  CR decreases, valve size must increase to
deliver a specified maximum flow.

P.6 The process is essentially dead-time plus single-capacity, in that T,/T~  =
3.91. The dead time varies inversely with flow, which can very likely be com-
pensated for  by us ing an equal-percentage valve .

Chapter 3

3.1 P = 640%; R = 1.0 sec.
3.9  r. = 6.72 sect; P = 875%. The estimate of 70  is close, that of P is con-

servat ive . A large number of equal noninteracting capacities approaches dead
time.

3.3 P = 148%; G, = 1.6 psi/gpm.
3.4 7. = 1.24 sec. The manometer would increase the natural period of the

f low loop  cons iderab ly .

3-5
Q,  Btu/min T,, “ F F,, gpm  G , ,  ‘F/gpm  G,G,,  OF/%

5000 185 5 .6 -18.!)5 -4.27
10000 170 1 3 . 0 - i 09 - 3  69
15000 155 2 2 . 9 - 3 .43 - 3 . 1 4
20000 140 3i  0 - 1 . 7 5 - 2 . 6 2

3.6 With the pump off, 7” varies from 1.4 to 4.2 min; with the pump on, 7, is
1.33 min. The pump provides some mixing, reducing the dynamii  gain of the
system.
3.7 P = 6000/,.

Chapter 4

4.1 $R  = -60"; R = 0.28rd;  P = 4009& The period of the loop changes
less with controller phase lag in the dead-time process.

4.2 For a 5 percent step in Am, e = lo?/,;  for dm/dt  of 5 %/30  min, e = 3.3 %;
for a 5 percent sine wave of 2 hr-period, a 4.6 percent sinusoidal error will result.

4.3 P = 30%;  R = 0.75;  D = 1.5. Masimum  D//R’  = 0 .25 ,  occur r ing
when D = R.

4 .4 P,  = 4rd;  P = 190r,L/r1;  PR/lOO  = I.~~T~~/T~. D and R ought to be set
equal, but a 2: 1 ratio is only slight,ly subol)timum,  owing to interaction (D’/R’ =
0.222).

4.5 ru = 27 min; R = 7.5 min; P = 33K,.
4.6 A sampling controller is most effective and reliable for coping with dead

time alone. The control interval Al,  should be set to a very low value, e.g.,
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0.1 min; then the sample interval must be 2.1 min. For critical damping,
R = 0.25 min. E/Am  would lie between 5.12 and 10.4 min.

Chapter 5

5.1 The loop will limit-cycle with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 25 percent.
Reduction of the band to 5 percent will produce no significant change in the limit
cycle.

5.2 TV  = 40 set; d = 1.6”F,  peak to peak.
5.3 T,,  = 75 set; 14 = 3.O”F,  peak to peak.
5.4 2 = 3.8%;  7, = 3.8 sec.
5.5 Preload 9 = 30%;  td  = 3.6 min;  et  = 4.45”F.
5 . 6  P  =  18%.

Chapter 6

6.1 The natural period of the secondary loop is about 8 min. The primary
loop oscillates at about a 22-min period, contrasted to 35 min without cascade
con t ro l .

6.P RP = 1.75 set; 70  = 5.0 sec.
6.3 Two level controllers must be used, one set for high level, the other low.

The outputs of the flow controller and the high-level controller go to a high
selec tor ;  i t s  ou tput  i s  compared  to  tha t  of  the  low- leve l  cont ro l le r  in  a  low se lec tor ,
whose  ou tpu t  d r ives  the  va lve .

6.4 At  ra = 0.71, r, = 2.0, G = 0.32; at rd = 1.18, 7, = 8.0, G = 1.25.
6.5 At rd = 0.71, r0 = 1.8, G = 0.35; at 7d  = 1.18, the loop is unstable,

oscillating with a very high gain at a very low period. The effective values of
reset and derivative are 4 : 1 apart for the interacting controller, rendering it less
sensitive to changes in dead time. Control settings must be relaxed when dead
time is variable, unless adaptation is possible.

Chapter 7

7.1 Throughput is the load; distillate and bottoms composition are product
quality; levels are inventory variables. The extra manipulated variable can be
adjusted to the most economic value.

7.2 ml m2

l/P  - l/P2F ~~ l/P1  - l/P

l/PI - l/P,  l/P, - l/pz
l/PI - l/P l/P - l/m

p l/P1  - l/P,  l/p,  - l/p2
7.3 The manipulated variable that affects density most should be the product

of the outputs of both controllers. The other flow can be manipulated directly
by the flow controller.

7.4
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7.5 The relative-gain terms are -t m, indicating that pressure and tempera-
ture are dependent on one another. Control of either one results in control of
the other. Coolant teml)erature  should be manipulated for control of either,
while flow sets the throughput.

Chapter 8

8.1 dTz  = dllW,/Kll~,;  dT, = 4°F at Il.,  = 50%, and 8°F at TT-,  = 25%.
8.2 L = kFz/y. L is manipula.ted  directly proportional to P but to the first

power of kx  rather than the half-power.
8.3 The peak wi l l  occur  about  2  min  fo l lowing a  s tep- load change because  th is

is the point of greatest departure between the curves. Lead time should be
about 1.6 min, and lag time about 3 min.
8.4 (dc/dg)dt  = (r/q)(~~ - T,~) = $2 min.

[(dm - m)/m]  dt = 71  - 72  = +I.5 min.
Area of compensated curve = 0.5 min.

8.5 Integrated area reduced by (a) 2: 1,  (b) 4: 1, (c) 10: 1. Variable dead time
would prevent the three-mode controllers from being optimally tuned, particu-
larly the noninteracting controller. So the amount of improvement possible
may only be realized with  t,he  forward loop.

Chapter 9

9.1 Flow of cold water could be manipulated directly by the flow controller,
while hot water is the product of the outputs of the flow and temperature
con t ro l l e r s .

9.2 At 120 lb/min feed rate, oil flow must be infinite; at 80 lb/min,  oil flow is
reduced to 133 lb/min. At 160°F inlet, oil flow must be 964 lb/min; at 240°F
inlet, it is reduced to.150 lb/min.

9.3 Process gain is O.O41”F/(lb/ min) at 100 lb/min feed, and 0.28a°F/
(lb/min) at 80 Ib/min,  a ratio of almost 7. Process  and  va lve  ga in  products  a re
16.8k  and 40.3k  for the same conditions, a ratio of only 2.4.

9.4 &  = [llyc(T,  - T&]/(l/Ak  + 1/2C,).  H e a t  t r a n s f e r  a p p e a r s  t o  b e
linear with flow, but actually [I contains constant t,erms including metal conduc-
tivity and condensing film coefficient; in addition, the liquid film coefficient
actually varies with the 0.8 power of flow.

9.5 Steam temperature in a drum boiler is controlled principally with spray.
The once- through boi ler  has  one  less  cont ro l led  var iable  ( l iquid  level ) ,  which  f rees
a manipulated variable (feedwater flow) for temperature control.

9.6 Coefficient k, = 7.716 X IOeG ft/rpm2,  and kz  = 0.01 ft/gpm2;  N =
3,120 rpm. HHP at 3,120 rpm is 0.632 HP; at 3,600 rpm it is 0.948 HP.

Chapter 10

10.1 Tc = T - RT=/E = 206.2”F.
lo.2 TT  = -3 min;  70  = 4.8 min;  P  = 71%. The loop is marginally stable.
10.3 719 = -7.8 min; 70  = 4.3 min; P = 72%. For the second calculation,

TT  = +lO min; 70  = 3.9 min; P = 65%.
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10.4 A feedback optimizing controller must be used to hold minimum con-
duc t iv i ty ,  bu t  the  process  must  be made self-regulat ing f i rs t . This can be accom-
plished by feeding solvent from one storage tank while flowing into another,
switching when the feed t,ank is empty.

10.5 i2t neutrality, the pH  is 9.366. The slope of the curve at that point is
9 ,330 .

10.6 Equation (10.22) and the answers to Prob. 10.2 and 10.3 indicate that
the dynamic gain is independent of temperature and concentration.

Chapter 11

11 .1 For V/F  = 5, D/Ii’ = 0.471, x = 0.0822, dy/d(D/P)  = -0.5.
11.2 For V/F  = 2.5, D/F = 0.393, x = 0.196, dy/d(D/F)  = -0.2.
11.3 F o r  c o n s t a n t  V/P,  B = F(1 - z)/(l - z). F o r  c o n s t a n t  V, B  =

F[l - ?,(a  - bF)].
11.4 Let  z1  and  z2  be  the  mole  f ract ions  of  propane and isobutane,  respect ively ,

in the feed; then D = 1f(0.929z1  + 0.912z2  + 0.068).
11.5 Optimum V/F for z = 0.50 is about 8.
11.6 Optimum V/I;’  for 2 = 0.60 is about 7; V/F can be programmed with z

or with D/b’  as shown in Fig. 11.20.
11.7 h,l, = 0.688.

Chapter 12

IQ.1 Lim y = Kw, Lim y = z;  Lim x = w, Lim x = z/K.
L/F+CC L/F+0 L ,'F+  m L /F+ 0

12.2 Relative humidity is 64 percent.
12.3 -1 maximum of 2.907 lb of water is vaporized for every pound of steam

condensed . d masimum of 5.814 lb of solution can be fed for each pound of
s t e a m .

12.4 Mother liquor to feed ratio is 0.535 lb/lb.
12.5 Heavy distillate is O.O21F,  light distillate is 0.709P; reflus is 0.54F, and

vapor flow  is 1.27E’.
12.6 Heavy distillate is manipulated to control interface level in the decanter.

Because  ref lus  f low is  less  than that  of  l ight  d is t i l la te ,  i t  can  be  accura te ly  manipu-
lated for composition control; decanter level is then controlled by manipulation of
light distillate. Vapor and reflus flow interact in their effect on bottoms com-
p o s i t i o n . They can be determined from feed composition by I’ = F(9zc  - ze),
L = 1’(8zc  - 22B).  Two bottoms-composition controllers are necessary, their
o u t p u t s  mn and mc tak ing the  p lace  of  the  unknown feed composi t ions  in  the  pre-
v i o u s  e q u a t i o n s . Then the  decoupl ing  cont ro l  sys tem manipula tes  hea t  input  and
reflus with a forward loop from feed rate: V = F(9mc  - mE),  1,  = ZF(8mc  - 2me).
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Absorption coefficient, 226
Accumulator, reflux, 302-304
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Acids, ionization of, 275-277
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Bases, ionization of, 275-277
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Batch-process control, 96-98
(See also Reactors, batch)

Bias in proportional control, 10
Blending systems, 80-86

coupling in, 191, 195, 200-202
digital, 164-167

Boilers, drum, 244-246
feedforward control of, 245-249
once-through, 246-249

Boiling-point rise, 333
Boilup,  in distillation, 292

in stripping, 329
Boilup  ratio, 292-294

constant, 294, 295, 308
minimum, 293
variable, 295, 308, 309

Buffering of weak acids and bases, 277

C”,  49
Capacity, 18

dead time and, 31-34
double, 24-31
multiple, 41-44

interacting, 38-44
noninteracting, 38-41

single, 18-24, 107
Cascade control, 154-160

of flow, 158,159
of ratio, 162, 163
of temperature, 159, 160

in distillation, 305
in reactors, 268, 283

of valve position, 158
Catalyst, 259, 260
Chemical reactions, controlling, 257-286

batch reactors, 282-286
continuous reactors, 269-274
pH control, 275-282
principles governing, 258-268

Closed loop, 14, 206
oscillation in, 4, 5
response of, 155-158

Closed-loop testing, 57
Combustion control, 241-243
Complementary feedback, 103-110
Composition control, 80-86

in blending systems, 182, 183, 191
in distillation, 288-295

Composition control, in distillation,
batch, 319-323

continuous, 303-311
in reactors, batch, 285, 286

continuous, 270
with recycle, 270, 271

(See also End-point control; pH
control)

Compressors, antisurge control of,
254, 255

centrifugal, 253-255
reciprocating, 253
selective control of, 167, 168

Computing systems, for controlled
variables, 187, 188

for conversion in reactors, 273, 274
for decoupling, 200-202
for economic variables, 188
for feedforward control, 208-226

Condensers, 239-241
in distillation, 299-302

Contour plots, 227
for distillation, 314

Control algorithms for DDC, 119, 120
Control interval of a sampling con-

troller, 114
Control loop, dynamic elements in, 3-35

interrupting, 110-117
properties of, 4-6

Control valves (see Valves)
Controller, with complementary

feedback, 103-110
integral (reset), 12-14
linear (see Linear controllers)

load response with, 93-95
nonlinear (see Nonlinear controllers)
nonlinearity in, 124
on-off, 131

with differential gap, 132
in dual-mode systems, 137-141
limit cycle due to, 131
with proportional time, 133, 134
with reset and derivative, 135
three-state, 134, 135

peak-seeking, 178
pneumatic (see Pneumatic controllers)
proportional, 9

input-output graph for, 126
proportional-plus-derivative, 29, 30
proportional-plus-reset, 15-17
sampling, 114-117
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Controller, second-integral, 166-167
self-optimizing, 176-178
three-mode, 99-103

interacting, 100
noninteracting, 99

three-state, 134, 135
two-mode, 15-17

continuous nonlinear, 144-148
discontinuous nonlinear, 149

Controller settings, for batch processes,
9 8

in coupled systems, 193-197
for dead time, 17

plus capacity, 102
for dual-mode systems, 143
interaction between, 99-101
optimum, 102, 103

Conversion in reactors, batch, 282, 283
computing systems for, 273, 274
continuous, 261
determination of, 273

Coupling, 192-195
in blending systems, 191, 195, 200-202
in distillation, 305, 306
dynamic effects of, 195-198
half-, 195
in once-through boilers, 247, 248
between similar variables, 193, 194

Crystallization, 336-338

D

Damping, 6
amplitude-dependant, 125, 126
critical, 27

with complementary feedback, 105
with sampling controller, 115, 116

quarter-amplitude, 9
variable, 52-54, 145

DDC (see Direct digital control)
Dead time, 6-17

and capacity, 31-34
complementary feedback for, 106-107
controller settings for, 17, 102
in distillation, 303, 304
effective, in mixing, 81, 82

in multicapacity processes, 43
in unstable reactors, 268
variable, 52-55

limit cycle due to, 273

Dead-time plus capacity process, 31-34
Dead zone, for control of pH,  279

in dual-mode systems, 140
in three-state controllers, 134, 135
in two-mode controllers, 149

Debits, 225
for absorption, 226
for distillation, 312, 313
locus of minimum, 227

Decantation,  339, 340
Decoupling, 198-202

computing systems for, 200-202
half-coupled loops, 201, 202
partial, 201

Degrees of freedom, 182-184
Dehumidification, 332
Delay (see Dead time)
Density, 187

of solutions, 333
Derivative, 29-31

on controller output, 31
in direct-digital control, 121, 122
limitations of, 95, 96
on measurement, 31, 96
saturation of, 31, 95, 96

Desorption (see Stripping)
Dewpoint, 331
Difference equations, for control, 119, 120

for lead-lag, 216
Differential equations, first-order, 20, 21

second-order, 72, 73
Differential gap, 132
Differential-pressure control in distil-

lation, 299
Differential vapor pressure, 188
Difficulty, process, 31, 35
Direct digital control (DDC), 118-122

control algorithms for, 119, 120
Distillation, 288-323

analyzers in, 303-305
azeotropic, 340-342
batch, 319-323

with constant distillate quality,
321, 322

with constant distillate rate, 320, 321
with optimum distillate rate, 322,323

binary, 289-295
condensers in, 299-302
contour plots for, 314
coupling in, 305, 306
dead time in, 303, 304



Distillation, debits for, 312, 313
differential-pressure control in, 299
dynamic compensation in, 314-316
entrainer in, 341, 342
extractive, 342, 343
feedback control of, 295-306
feedforward control of, 307-319
heat balance in, 296-302
interaction in, 296-298, 305, 306
lead-lag in, 303, 314-316
liquid level control in, 299-303
manipulation of reflux in, 302, 303
material balance in, 289-292, 307,

308, 319-321
multicomponent, 309-311
multipliers in, 308, 309
optimum control of, 311-314, 322,

3 2 3
payout for, 318, 319
pressure control methods for, 299-

3 0 2
reboilers in, 299
recovery factor in, 309, 310
separation factor in, 291-294
with sidestream, 311
temperature control in, 298-299, 305

Dividers, in adaptive control, 176, 177
in feedforward systems, 206, 335
for gain compensation, 308
in process model, 214
in ratio control, 160

Driers, 343-346
Droop of a pressure regulator, 69

(See also Offset)
Dry-bulb temperature, 331
Drying, 343-346

adiabatic, 344, 345
driving force in, 345, 346
isothermal, 343, 344

Dual-mode control, 136-144
adjustments of, 143
for batch reactors, 284, 285
set-point response with, 139-143

Dynamic compensation, 211-219
adjustment of, 217-219
in distillation, 314-316
estimating need for, 215
in evaporators, 336
in heat exchangers, 211, 223
for stripping, 329

Dynamic gain, 22, 23
in exothermic reactors, 266
variable, 53-55

E

Economic justification of feedforward
control, 224-228

of distillation, 316-319
Electric transmission, 67
End-point control, 275

in batch reactors, 285, 286
in continuous reactors, 272

Energy balance (see Heat balance)
Energy transfer, control of, 233-255

combustion control, 241-243
heat transfer, 234-241
pumps and compressors, 250-255
steam-plant control systems,

243-250
Enthalpy, of feed in distillation, 297

of reflux in distillation, 298
of steam, 244

Entrainer in distillation, 341, 342
Equilibrium, chemical, 255-260

between immiscible liquids, 338
between vapors and liquids, 326, 327

Error, integrated, 92-94
with complementary feedback, 108
with feedback control, 205
with feedforward control, 217
in sampled systems, 117
with interacting controllers, 101

integrated absolute (IAE), 92, 93
integrated square (ISE), 92, 93
root-mean-square (rms), 92, 93

Error magnitude, 92, 94
Evaporation, 332-336
Excess air for combustion, 242
Extraction, 338-340
Extractive distillation, 342, 343

F

Feedback, 4
complementary, 103-110
with feedforward systems, 219-224
negative, 4
positive, 4



Feedback, positive, in coupled systems,
1 9 4

in decoupling systems, 199-201
in exothermic reactors, 265, 266
in pneumatic controllers, 101

Feedback loop, 14
Feedforward control, 204-229

of absorbers, 226, 327, 328
of boilers, 245-249
computing systems for, 208-226
of crystallizers, 336-338
of distillation, 307-319

extractive, 342, 343
error with, 217
of evaporators, 333-336
and feedback, 219-224
of heat exchangers, 209-211, 223, 224
lag in, 222
of liquid level, 207, 208
load response with, 217
material balance in, 206
optimizing, 175, 225
payout of, 227
of pH,  278-282
set-point response with, 222
square-root extractors in, 210

Fenske equation, 291
Flame temperature, 241
Flow, resistance to, 49-51
Flow coefficient in valves, 49
Flow compensation, for gases and

liquids, 187, 188
for steam, 244
for thermal power, 244, 249

Flow control, 62-67
cascade, 158, 159
with nonlinear controller, 147

Flow-ratio systems, square-root extrac-
tors in, 163, 164

Flowmeters, differential, 46
in cascade control, 159
in ratio control, 162, 163

turbine and positive-displacement,
1 6 4

Forward loop, 205
(See also Feedforward control)

Fractionation (see Distillation)
Freedom, degrees of, 182-184
Frequency of oscillation (see Period of

oscillation)
Fuel-air ratio control, 242, 243

Function generators, in control of
distillation, 309

in pH control, 281, 282
Furnace (see Heaters, fired)

G

Gain, amplitude-dependent, 125, 126
of cascade loop, 157
of derivative, 30
dynamic, 22, 23

in exothermic reactors, 266
variable, 53-55

of first-order lag, 22, 23
of hysteresis, 129
of an integrator, 14
of interacting capacities, 41
loop, 6, 44, 45

variable, 12, 126
of an on-off controller, 131
process, 51-53

composition, 84, 85
in distillation, 304
pH,  52, 53
relative, 189-192

of proportional-plus-derivative con-
troller, 29, 30

of proportional-plus-reset controller,
16, 17

relative, 189-192
steady-state, 20-23

in exothermic reactors, 265
variable, 22 23

of a three-mode controller, 99
transmitter, 45, 46
valve, 46-51

Gain compensation, dividers for, 308
multipliers for, 172, 223, 224

Gain matrix, 189-192
Gas pressure, 68-70

H

Heat balance, 206
in distillation, 296-302
in feedforward control, 209-211
in reactors, 264, 265

Heat exchangers, condensers, 239-241
dynamic compensation in, 211, 223



Heat exchangers, feedforward control of,
209-211, 223, 224

fluid-fluid, 235-239
reboilen, 239-241

Heat transfer, 234-241
nonlinearity in, 237-241

Heat transfer coefficient, 235, 236
variation with flow, 238

Heaters, fired, 243
Heating element, electrical, 134
Holdup, in batch distillation, 321, 322

in evaporator, 336
Horsepower, hydraulic, 252
Humidification, 329-331
Humidity, absolute, 330, 331

effect in drying, 343-346
relative, 331

Humidity control, 331, 332
Hydraulic resonance, 71-74
Hysteresis, 128

limit cycle due to, 130
phase and gain, 129

I

IAE (integrated absolute error), 92,
9 3

Inertia, 62-64
Input-output graph, 126-128

for nonlinear controller, 146
for on-off controller, 132
for pH loop, 127, 148
for proportional controller, 126

Integral control, 12-14
in adaptive systems, 173-178
in blending systems, 165-167
of dead time, 14, 15
of first-order lag, 24
of integrating processes, 19, 20
load response with, 15
of sampling element, 112, 113

Integrated error, 92-94
with complementary feedback, 108
in feedback control, 205
in feedforward control, 217
integrated absolute (IAE), 92, 93
integrated square (ISE), 92, 93
with interacting controllers, 101
in sampled systems, 117

Integrating processes, 18-20

Interaction, between capacities, 38-41
between controller settings, 99-101
in distillation columns, 296-298,

305, 306
between variables, 188-198

Interface control, 339, 340
Ionization constants, 275-277
ISE (integrated square error), 92, 93
Isothermal drying, 343, 344

L

Lag, distance-velocity (see Dead time)
distributed, 44
in feedforward systems, 222
first-order, 21-23
inertial, 62-64
second-order, 71-73
secondary, 25-29
on set point, 96, 222
transport (see Dead time)

Lead-lag, 215-219
adjustment of, 218, 219
digital algorithm, 216
in distillation, 303, 314-316
for heat exchangers, 223

Limit cycle, 125
amplitude and period of, 127, 128
with cascade flow control, 159
due to differential gap, 132
due to hysteresis, 130
due to variable dead time, 273
in exothermic reactors, 268
with on-off controllers, 131
period of oscillation of, 127
in a pH loop, 127

correction of, 148, 149
Limiters, 169
Linear controllers, 91-123

complementary feedback, 103-110
performance criteria, 92-94
sampling, 110-l 17
two- and three-mode, 95-103

Liquid-interface control, 339, 340
Liquid-level control, 71-74

in boilers, 244, 245
in distillation, 299-303
by feedforward, 207, 208
with nonlinear controller, 147, 148

Liquid pressure, 71
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Load, 10
Load response, with complementary

feedback, 107-109
with feedforward control, 217
with integral control, 15
with linear controllers, 93-95
with nonlinear controllers, 146
with proportional control, 10-12
with proportional-plus-reset control,

17, 102
in sampled systems, 117
with three-mode control, 102, 103

Load-response criterion, 93, 94
Locus of minimum debit, 227
Loop gain, variable, 125-126

M

Manual control, 19
Manual reset, 10
Mass balance (see Material balance)
Mass flow computing, 188
Mass transfer operations, 325-326
Material balance, in absorption, 328

in crystallizers, 337, 338
in distillation, batch, 319-321

continuous, 289-292, 307, 308
in evaporators, 333-335
in extractors, 338, 339
in feedforward control, 206

Mathematical model (see Process model)
Matrix of relative gains, 189-192
Minimum-time control, 138-141
Mixing, in composition control, 80-83

hot and cold fluids, 234, 235
in jacketed tank, 78

Mode of control (see Controllers)
Modulation (see Proportional-time

control)
Moisture, in air, 330, 331

in solids, 343-346
Mother liquor, 336, 337
Motor, diaphragm, 65

electric, constant-speed, 134
Multicapacity process, 38-44
Multiple-loop control, 153-180

adaptive control systems, 170-179
cascade control, 154-160
ratio control, 160-167
selective control loops, 167-170

Multipliers, in adaptive systems, 172
in decoupling systems, 200-202
in feedforward systems, 209
for gain compensation, 172, 223, 2 2 4
in ratio control, 162-164

Multivariable process (see Process
control, multivariable)

N

Natural period (see Period of oscillation)
Negative feedback, 4
Neutralization curve, 52, 275-277
Neutralization process, 275-282

testing of, 58, 59
Noise, in analytical measurements, 83

in flow measurements, 67
in liquid-level measurements, 74

Nonlinear controllers, continuous,
144-148

for pH control, 148, 149, 278
discontinuous, 149

for pH control, 279
dual-mode, 136-144
on-off, 131

with differential gap, 132
proportional time, 133, 134
three-state, 134, 135

Nonlinear dynamic elements, 128-131
Nonlinearity, 124-128

in cascade flow loops, 159
in controllers, 124
dynamic, 128
in heat transfer, 237-241
in transmitters, 45, 46
in valves, 47-51

(See also Valve characteristics)
Non-self-regulating process, 18-20

0

Objective function, 171
Offset . ,  10,  11

in feedforward systems, 220
integral (volume), 165, 166
proportional, 10, 11

On-off control (see Controllers, on-off)
Open-loop response, 110, 111
Open-loop testing, 57
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Optimal switching, 138-141
Optimizing control, 174-179

of absorption, 225-227
of distillation, batch, 322, 323

continuous, 311-314
feedforward, 175, 225
self-optimizing, 176-179

Orifice, 45, 46
Oscillation, in closed loop, 4-5

period of (see Period of oscillation)
Oscillations, constant-amplitude, 125

damped, 6
regenerative, 125
uniform, 6

with integral control, 19
Overshoot, due to derivative of set

point, 95, 96
due to reset windup, 96-98

P

Pairing variables, 188-192
Partial 326, 330pressure,
Payout, for distillation, 318, 319

of feedforward systems, 227
Peak-seeking controller, 178
Performance criteria, 92-94
Period of oscillation, 5

in exothermic reactors, 268
of a flow loop, 65-67
of hydraulic resonance, 71-73
of a limit cycle, 127

pH control, 52-59, 275-282
by feedforward, 278-282
limit cycles in, 127
with nonlinear controller, 148, 149, 2 7 8
rangeability requirements, 278-282
in reactors, 278
in waste treating, 278-252

pH curve,275-277
Phase shift, 5, 6

of cascade loops, 157
of dead time, 7, 8
of dead time plus capacity, 32, 33
of first-order lag, 23
of hysteresis, 129
of integrating processes, 19
of an integrator, 13, 14
in liquid level of boilers, 245

Phase shift, of positive feedback, 266
of proportional-plus-derivative con-

trol, 33
of proportional-plus-reset control, 16
of sampling element, 113
of second-integral controllers, 166, 167
of a three-mode controller, 99
of unstable reactors, 266

Piping resistance, 49-51
Plug flow, in reactors, 261

in vessels, SO-83
Pneumatic controllers, configuration

of, 107
interaction in, 101

Pneumatic transmission, 65, 66
Positioner, valve (see Valve positioners)
Positive feedback, 4

in coupled systems, 194
in decoupling systems, 199-201
in exothermic reactors, 265, 266
in pneumatic controllers, 101

Power, electric generation, 249
thermal, 233

in evaporators, 335
in steam plants, 244, 249

Preheating reactants, 272-274
Preload, reset, 97, 98

in dual-mode systems, 142, 143
Pressure, gas, 68-70

liquid, 71
partial, 326, 330
vapor, 70

of water, 330
Pressure compensation of temperature,

187, 188
Pressure control, 67-71

in boilers, 245, 246
in distillation, 299-302

Pressure regulator, 69, 70
Primary loop, 154-157

(See also Cascade control)
Problems, answers to, 349-353
Process, batch, 96-98

(See also Reactors, batch)
dead-time plus capacity, 31-34
integrating, 18-20
multicapacity, 38-44
multivariable, 181, 182
neutralization, 275-282

testing of, 58, 59
of multiple capacity, 41 non-self-regulating, 18-20
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Process, self-regulating, 20-24
single-capacity, 18-24
two-capacity, 24-31

Process control, multivariable, 181-202
controlled and manipulated vari-

ables, pairing, 188-198
controlled variables, choosing,

182-188
decoupling control systems, 198-

2 0 2
Process gain, 51-53
Process model, for decoupling systems,

198-202
of distillation, 289-295
dividers in, 214
for feedforward control, 206-211
of neutralization, 275-278

Proportional band, 9
Proportional control, for batch

processes, 286
bias in, 10
in cascade loops, 158-160
of dead time, 9-12
of dead time plus capacity, 31-33
of first-order lag, 24
of integrating processes, 19
load response with, 10-12
of two-capacity processes, 27-29

Proportional-plus-derivative control, of
dead time plus capacity, 33, 34

of two-capacity processes, 29-31
Proportional-plus-reset control, of dead

time, 15-17
load response with, 17, 102
of sampled process, 113-116

Proportional-time control, 133-136
Pumps, centrifugal, 51, 251-253

metering, 250
positive-displacement, 250, 251

R

Rangeability, in pH-control  systems,
278-282

in ratio-control systems, 163, 164
Raoult’s law 326
Ratio contral,  160-167

dividers in, 160
of flow, 161-167
of fuel and air, 242, 243

Ratio control, infinite rangeability, 163,
1 6 4

multipliers in, 162-164
Ratio station, 161, 162
Reactants, preheating, 272-274
Reaction, batch, 282, 283

continuous, 261
first-order, 260
second-order, 282, 283

Reaction rate, 260
Reaction rate coefficient, 261

effect of temperature on, 262
Reactors, batch, 282-286

classification of, 269
continuous, 261-275

back-mixed, 261
plug-flow, 261

conversion in (see Conversion in
reactors)

endothermic, 272
exothermic, 264-268
jacketed, 273
non-self-regulating, 270-272
pH control in, 278
residence time in, 261-263
temperature profile in, 168

Reboilers, 239-241
in distillation, 299

Recovery factor in distillation, 309, 310
Redundant instrumentation, 169
Reflux, enthalpy of, 298

internal, 298
manipulation of, 302, 303
total, 291

Reflux accumulator, 302-304
Regenerative oscillations, 125
Regulator, pressure, 69, 70
Relative gain, 189-192
Relative volatility, 291
Reset, automatic, 12-14

delayed, 109, 110
in direct digital control, 120, 121
double, 166, 167
manual, 10
saturation of, 96-99

Reset control (see Integral control)
(See also Proportional-plus-reset

control)
Reset time, 12
Residence time, in reactors, 261-263

in vessels, 81, 82
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Resistance to flow, 49-51
Resonance, hydraulic, 71-74

of a pendulum, 5
Root-mean-square (rms) error, 92, 93

S

Sampling controller, 114-116
direct-digital, 118-122
for optimizing, 178

Sampling element, phase shift of, 113
Sampling interval, 110

in direct-digital control, 120, 121
Saturation, of derivative, 31, 95, 96

of reset, 96-99
Second-integral control, 166, 167
Secondary loop, 154-156

(See also Cascade control)
Selective control systems, 167-170

for compressors, 167, 168
for fuel and air, 242, 243

Self-regulation, 20-24
Sensitivity to disturbances, 93, 94
Separation factor in distillation, 291-

2 9 4
Set-point response, with complementary

feedback, 104, 105
with derivative on output, 95, 96
with dual-mode control, 139-143
with feedforward control, 222
with nonlinear controllers, 136-138,

1 4 6
with reset saturation, 96-98

Shrink and swell in drum boilers, 245
Sine wave, 7, 8
Single-capacity process, 18-24
Speed control, 167, 168
Square-root extractors, 46

for cascade flow control, 159
in feedforward systems, 210
in flow-ratio systems, 163, 164

Stability, in nonlinear systems, 125, 126
in reactors, 264-268

Steam, properties of, 68, 244, 249
Steam-plant control systems, 243-250
Stripping, 328, 329
Surge in turbocompressors, 253-255
Surge vessels, 74
Switch, antiwindup, 97, 98
Switching, optimal, 138-141

T

Temperature, dry-bulb, 331
effect on reaction rate coefficient, 262
of a flame, 241
pressure compensation of, 187, 188
wet-bulb, 331

in drying, 345
Temperature bulb, response of, 77
Temperature control, 74-80

in boilers, 246-249
cascade loop in, 159, 160
in distillation, 298, 299, 305
in drying, 345, 346
by feedforward, 209-211, 223, 224
in fired heaters, 243
in heat exchangers, 236-239
in reactors, batch, 283-285

cascade control in, 268, 283
continuous, 272-274

in stripping, 328, 329
Temperature difference, arithmetic-

mean, 236
logarithmic-mean, 236
in reactors, 266

Temperature profile, in distillation, 299
in reactors, 168

Test procedure, 55-59
Thermodynamics, 68, 233, 234
Three-element level control, 207, 208
Three-mode controller, 99-103
Three-state controller, 134, 135
Time constant, 19-21

in back-mixed reactors, 262
effective, in mixing, 82

in multicapacity processes, 39-43
in flow loops, 62-67
of interacting capacities, 39, 40
of a jacketed tank, 76
in pressure loops, 69
thermal, in exothermic reactors, 265
of valves, 65-67
variable, 23

Time delay, in dual-mode control, 141
in sampling systems, 114, 115

Time-shared control, 110
(See also Direct digital control)

Transfer, auto-manual, 98, 99
in digital control systems, 119
energy, control of (see Energy transfer

control of)
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Transfer, mass, 325-346
Transmission, pneumatic, 65, 66
Transmission lines, 65, 66
Transmitters, nonlinearity in 45, 46
Turbines, 249, 250
Turbocompressors, surge in, 253-255
Two-capacity process, 24-31
Two-mode control (see Controller, two-

mode)
Two- and three-mode controllers,

adjusting, 101-103

U

Uncertainty in sampled systems, 116, 117

v

Valve characteristics, butterfly, 48
effect of pressure drop on, 49-51
equal-percentage, 47, 48

for control of pH, 279-281
for control of temperature, 55

linear, 47
quick-opening, 48

Valve positioners, 158
in blending systems, 167
for liquid-level control, 158

Valve sequencing, 279, 281
Valves, 46-51

flow coefficient in, 49

Valves, response of, 65
solenoid, 134
three-way, 235
time constant of, 65-67

Vapor pressure, 70
of water, 330

Variables, 182-188
classification of, 184-186
computed, 187, 188
coupling between similar, 193, 194
economic, 186

computing systems for, 188
inferential, 186
interaction between, 188-198
inventory, 186
pairing, 188-192

Vector diagram, for first-order lag, 22
for proportional-plus-reset control, 16
for three-mode controller, 99

Velocity limit, 65
Volatility, relative, 291
Volume booster, 67

w

Wet-bulb temperature, 331
in drying, 345

Windup, reset, prevention of, 96-98
in selective control, 169, 170

Z

nonlinearity in, 47-51 Ziegler-Nichols method, 43
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